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Preface

How did enterprises look in the 1970s (when essential technology-driven business
transformations started)? What were the rudimentary business process automations at
that time and how is this different from the current business process automations that go
beyond conventional data manipulation and record-keeping activities? How did
enterprises exchange information then, not counting on the global telecommunications
and the digital multimedia and what are the differences now when a cellphone alone
seems to be capable of supporting video communication, answering complex ques-
tions, and providing satellite navigation? Were associations between different enter-
prises possible (without Web services and cloud infrastructures) to combine
manufacturing, assembly, wholesale distribution, and retail sales in what is currently
called business process externalization? Were software technologists then able to
develop truly adaptable information systems, not counting on sensor technology? We
argue that answering these questions would bring us to the conclusion that over the past
several decades enterprises have been shifting to experience a growing dependency on
ICT – information and communication technology. For this reason, it is not surprising
that software engineering is becoming increasingly relevant with regard to enterprise
developments. Hence, even though enterprise engineering and software engineering
have developed separately as disciplines, it is currently important to bring together
enterprise modeling and software specification; we argue that this would allow enter-
prises to adequately utilize current technology. This is especially valid for the latest
technological “booms”: (a) blockchain technology; (b) Internet of Things. The former
(a) is about rethinking the way inter-organizational business processes are managed,
assuming a high degree of security: In fact, once a transaction is certified and saved
within one of the chain blocks, it can no longer be modified or tampered with (each
block consists of a pointer that connects it to the previous block, a timestamp that
certifies the time at which the event actually took place, and the transaction data); hence
there is no central party serving as a single point of trust and failure. Therefore, the
actual blockchain technology developments concern both enterprise
(business-processes-related) issues and technical (software-engineering-related) issues.
The latter (b) is about bringing together human actions, technical applications, net-
worked devices, sensors, actuators, and so on, for the sake of providing a real-time
(sensors-driven) “tuning” of what people and devices are doing. Therefore, further
Internet of Things developments concern (among other things) the demand for better
aligning the pieces of software running on numerous devices to the overall business
processes that are related not only to those devices but also to humans, institutions,
regulations, and so on. Thus, bringing together business (enterprise) modeling and
technical (software) design is crucial.

BMSD (http://www.is-bmsd.org) is an annual international symposium that brings
together researchers and practitioners who are inspired to consider that challenge.



Since 2011, we have enjoyed seven successful BMSD editions. The first BMSD
edition (2011) took place in Sofia, Bulgaria, and the theme was: “Business Models and
Advanced Software Systems.” The second BMSD edition (2012) took place in Geneva,
Switzerland, with the theme: “From Business Modeling to Service-Oriented Solu-
tions.” The third BMSD edition (2013) took place in Noordwijkerhout, The
Netherlands, and the theme was: “Enterprise Engineering and Software Generation.”
The fourth BMSD edition (2014) took place in Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg, and the theme was: “Generic Business Modeling Patterns and Software
Re-Use.” The fifth BMSD edition (2015) took place in Milan, Italy, with the theme:
“Towards Adaptable Information Systems.” The sixth BMSD edition (2016) took place
in Rhodes, Greece, and had as theme: “Integrating Data Analytics in Enterprise
Modeling and Software Development.” The seventh BMSD edition (2017) took place
in Barcelona, Spain, and the theme was: “Modeling Viewpoints and Overall Consis-
tency.” The 2018 edition in Vienna marks the eighth event, with the theme: “Enterprise
Engineering and Software Engineering - Processes and Systems for the Future.”

We are proud to have attracted distinguished guests as keynote lecturers, who are
renowned experts in their fields: Norbert Gronau, University of Potsdam, Germany
(2017), Oscar Pastor, Polytechnic University of Valencia, Spain (2017), Alexander
Verbraeck, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands (2017), Paris Avgeriou,
University of Groningen, The Netherlands (2016), Jan Juerjens, University of
Koblenz-Landau, Germany (2016), Mathias Kirchmer, BPM-D, USA (2016), Marijn
Janssen, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands (2015), Barbara Pernici,
Politecnico di Milano, Italy (2015), Henderik Proper, Public Research Centre Henri
Tudor, Luxembourg (2014), Roel Wieringa, University of Twente, The Netherlands
(2014), Kecheng Liu, University of Reading, UK (2013), Marco Aiello, University of
Groningen, The Netherlands (2013), Leszek Maciaszek, Wroclaw University of Eco-
nomics, Poland (2013), Jan L.G. Dietz, Delft University of Technology, The
Netherlands (2012), Ivan Ivanov, SUNY Empire State College, USA (2012), Dimitri
Konstantas, University of Geneva, Switzerland (2012), Marten van Sinderen,
University of Twente, The Netherlands (2012), Mehmet Aksit, University of Twente,
The Netherlands (2011), Dimitar Christozov, American University in Bulgaria -
Blagoevgrad, Bulgaria (2011), Bart Nieuwenhuis, University of Twente, The Nether-
lands (2011), and Hermann Maurer, Graz University of Technology, Austria (2011).

The high quality of the BMSD 2018 program is enhanced by two keynote lectures
delivered by outstanding guests: Jan Mendling, WU Vienna, Austria (Title: “Block-
chains for Business Process Management - Challenges and Opportunities”) and Roy
Oberhauser, Aalen University, Germany (Title: “The Convergence of Business, Soft-
ware Development and IT Operations and the Next Wave”). Further, the keynote
speakers and some other BMSD 2018 participants will take part in a panel discussion
and also in other discussions stimulating community building and facilitating possible
R&D project acquisition initiatives. These special activities will contribute to main-
taining the event’s high quality and inspiring our steady and motivated community.

We demonstrated for an eighth consecutive year a high quality of papers and we are
proud to have succeeded in establishing and maintaining (for many years already) high
scientific quality and stimulating collaborative atmosphere. Also, our community is
inspired to share ideas and experiences.
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In 2018, the scientific areas of interest to the symposium are: (a) Business Processes
and Enterprise Engineering; (b) Business Models and Requirements; (c) Business
Models and Services; (d) Business Models and Software; (e) Information Systems
Architectures and Paradigms; (f) Data Aspects in Business Modeling and Software
Development.

In tune with the aforementioned challenges and in line with the BMSD areas,
BMSD 2018 addresses a large number of research topics:

• Design Thinking
• Business Processes

– Enterprise Modeling
– Business Process Modeling
– Business Process Variability
– Business Process Management and Notations
– Evaluation of Notations
– Business Process Contracting
– Business Processes and Interoperability Issues
– Business Processes and Supply-Chain Issues
– Process Modeling within Augmented Reality
– Digital Business Models
– Visualizations of Business Process Models
– Inter-Enterprise Collaborations
– Business–IT Alignment

• Software Specification

– Software Ecosystems
– Composition of (IT) Services and Service-Level Agreements
– Micro-Service Architectures
– Specification of Context-Aware, Self-Managing, and Value-Sensitive Systems
– Product Variability
– Software Development Monitoring
– Software Defect Management
– Vehicle Navigation Applications

• Crosscutting Concerns

– Information Security
– Privacy

• Analytics

– Fuzzy Decision-Making
– Data Analytics
– Processing of Uncertain Data

• Hot Topics in Technology and Innovation

– Blockchain Technology
– Internet of Things

Preface VII



BMSD 2018 received 76 paper submissions from which 35 papers were selected for
publication in the symposium proceedings. Of these papers, 14 were selected for a
30-minute oral presentation (full papers), leading to a full-paper acceptance ratio of
19% (compared with 26% in 2017) – an indication of our intention to preserve a
high-quality forum for the next editions of the symposium. The BMSD 2018 keynote
lecturers and authors are from: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, Finland,
Germany, Indonesia, The Netherlands, Russia, Slovenia, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey,
UK, and USA (listed alphabetically), i.e., a total of 15 countries (compared with 20 in
2017, 16 in 2016, 21 in 2015, 21 in 2014, 14 in 2013, 11 in 2012, and 10 in 2011) to
justify a strong international presence. Four countries have been represented at all eight
BMSD editions so far: Bulgaria, Germany, The Netherlands, and UK, indicating a
strong European influence.

BMSD 2018 was organized and sponsored by the Interdisciplinary Institute for
Collaboration and Research on Enterprise Systems and Technology (IICREST) and
co-organized by Vienna University of Economics and Business (WU Vienna), being
technically co-sponsored by BPM-D. Cooperating organizations were Aristotle
University of Thessaloniki (AUTH), Delft University of Technology (TU Delft), the
UTwente Center for Telematics and Information Technology (CTIT), the Dutch
Research School for Information and Knowledge Systems (SIKS), and AMAKOTA
Ltd.

Organizing this interesting and successful symposium required the dedicated efforts
of many people. Firstly, we must thank the authors, whose research and development
achievements are recorded here. Next, the Program Committee members each deserve
credit for the diligent and rigorous peer-reviewing. Further, we would like to mention
the excellent organization provided by the IICREST team (supported by its logistics
partner, AMAKOTA Ltd.); the team (our gratitude to Aglika Bogomilova and Tania
Manova) did all the necessary work for delivering a stimulating and productive event,
supported by our Austrian Colleagues Rebecca Runge and Roman Franz. We are
grateful to Springer for their willingness to publish the current proceedings and we
offer special compliments to Ralf Gerstner for all his support and also to Christine
Reiss for her professionalism, patience, and great collaboration with regard to the
proceedings preparation. Last but not least, we thank the keynote speakers for their
invaluable contribution and for taking the time to synthesize and deliver their talks.

We wish you all inspiring reading. We look forward to meeting you next year in
Lisbon, Portugal, for the Ninth International Symposium on Business Modeling and
Software Design (BMSD 2019), details of which will be made available on
http://www.is-bmsd.org.

June 2018 Boris Shishkov
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Blockchains for Business Process Management
– Challenges and Opportunities

Jan Mendling

Institute for Information Business, Vienna University of Economics
and Business, Vienna, Austria
jan.mendling@wu.ac.at

Abstract. Blockchain technology offers a sizable promise to rethink the way
inter-organizational business processes are managed because of its potential to
realize execution without a central party serving as a single point of trust (and
failure). To stimulate research on this promise and the limits thereof, we have
written a position paper on the challenges and opportunities of blockchain for
Business Process Management (BPM) with various experts in the field. In this
talk, I summarize these challenges and opportunities alongside two established
frameworks, namely the six BPM core capabilities and the BPM lifecycle, and
detail seven research directions for investigating the application of blockchain
technology to BPM.



The Convergence of Business, Software
Development and IT Operations

and the Next Wave

Roy Oberhauser

Computer Science Department, Aalen University, Aalen, Germany
Roy.Oberhauser@hs-aalen.de

Abstract. Market pressure for faster software deployment cycle times gave rise
to DevOps. Now BizDevOps is heralded as the next wave of organizational
change to more tightly integrate the business into the organization’s software
development and IT operations culture and processes. This talk will highlight
certain implications of this trend for both enterprise and software engineering,
and will hypothesize the logical progression beyond BizDevOps as the next
wave to affect our future organizational and software systems.
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Business, Contracts, Information

Coen Suurmond(&)

RBK Group, Keulenstraat 18, 7418 ET Deventer, The Netherlands
csuurmond@rbk.nl

Abstract. In the prevailing mechanical-rational view on organisations, busi-
ness processes and information systems the engineering approach is the road to
solutions. A contrasting view can be found in approaches that start from the
social character of organisations and/or the role of natural language in infor-
mation and communication. In this paper I want to examine this discussion from
another and perhaps unusual angle: an analysis of the legal contract as repre-
sentation of a business agreement. Classical contract law considers a contract as
a discrete and fully specified business exchange, while Macneil states that such a
discrete contract cannot exist and that every contract has relational aspects based
on expectations and trust. For Macneil, a contract is not about some fictional
discrete exchange, but rather about a mutual agreement of getting things done in
a partially undetermined and uncertain future. This debate in law has meaning
both for Business Modelling and for Software Design: Business Modelling
should be based on how real business is done and not on some rationalistic
idealised view on business, and Software Design should not aim at the fictive
monolithic integrated system, but on the contrary provide an open structure that
allows for human intervention and that allows for integration with other and
heterogeneous information flows.

Keywords: Contract law � Enterprise information systems � Rationality
Reasonability

1 Introduction

The role of an Enterprise Information System (further to be designated by EIS) is to
support the business of the company, i.e. delivering value to the customer (why does a
customer buy the products of this company) and delivering value to the company (both
as margin between revenues and costs, and as the provision of specific capabilities for
delivering value to the customer). Often the EIS has been regarded as coinciding with
the IT systems. Over the decades the IT community has been expanding its territory
from delivering software solutions, to requirement engineering, business process
design and management, enterprise architecture, and enterprise engineering. Both
phenomena are indicators of an engineering viewpoint on companies and on infor-
mation systems. A typical definition of an enterprise from the viewpoint of the IT
community is: “a goal oriented cooperative to be implemented by people and means”
[1]. This definition reveals a rational engineering approach where a designed construct
is “to be implemented”. A definition of enterprise engineering from the same way of
thinking is: “Enterprise Engineering is defined as the body of knowledge, principles,

© Springer International Publishing AG, part of Springer Nature 2018
B. Shishkov (Ed.): BMSD 2018, LNBIP 319, pp. 3–17, 2018.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-94214-8_1
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and practices to design an enterprise” [2]. And Capgemini’s Integrated Architecture
Framework is described as “a toolbox that contains processes, products, tools and
techniques to create all types of architectures which are intended to shape businesses
and the technology that supports it.” [3]. An interesting point in these definitions is that
while they are using the term “design”, the term really should be “redesign”. Starting
and growing enterprises are entrepreneurial acts, the thinking about enterprise archi-
tecture and enterprise engineering necessarily is about existing enterprises that are
already structured over time both by conscious decisions and by evolving patterns.

In this paper I want to break with the habit to approach the enterprise information
system primarily from the rational IT design viewpoint. I want to investigate which
general and fundamental requirements for an enterprise information system might be
derived from approaching the information system from a fundamental business
viewpoint. The basic idea for this paper was triggered by the observations of John Kay
about two types of contracts used in business, classical contracts and relational con-
tracts, in his book about the foundations of business success [4]. Relational contracts
are not fully specified and the business partners are expected to act according to the
agreement as intended, the written text of the contract being an insufficient represen-
tation of the agreement. This analysis turned out to be very fruitful in more than one
way. Firstly, it shows how business as economic exchange cannot be fully represented
in written and formalised texts. Secondly, there are interesting analogies in the thinking
about classical contracts and the thinking of the IT community about information
systems. In this paper I will start with a discussion about the place of rationality, and
about other foundations of human choice and behaviour. This is followed by the main
sections about contract law and about doing business. An analysis of kinds of infor-
mation involved in contracts and business precedes the section where consequences for
the design of enterprise information systems are drawn.

2 Place of Rationality

Humans as social animals are expected to behave according to the rules and habits of
their social group. Humans as responsible members of human society must be able to
give reasons for their behaviour. Humans as rational beings are expected to behave in a
consistent way: contradictory reasons are not accepted. Humans as logical beings
endowed with the faculty of ratiocination can use logical reasoning and logical models
to think things through. Each of the stages in this list is building upon the former stage.
The problem with many theories is that the last stage is taken as the standard to gauge
human behaviour. Subsequently the theories try to explain the human shortcomings,
and to provide methods to deal with them. If, however, we take the second and third
stage as fundamental to human society, we will perceive and analyse human behaviour
in a different light.

A prime example of reasoning from a rational model can be found in a model that is
central to the theory of general economic equilibrium. This Arrow-Debreu model, that
mathematically formalises Adam Smith’s notion of the invisible hand on market
exchanges and shows that “a co-ordinator is not necessary to achieve a co-ordinated
outcome” [5]. This model is valid under certain economic assumptions: “all markets are
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perfectly competitive and the households and firms which trade in them are material-
istic and self-regarding” [5]. As Kay nicely formulates at the halfway-point of his book
about economics: “The fundamental theorems of welfare economics rest on the
assumptions of the Arrow-Debreu model, and if that model were a correct description
of how markets work, this book would end here”. Kay then continues with another 200
pages about the ways real markets are imperfect. Near the end of his book, in dis-
cussing the American Business Model (ABM), Kay writes: “Markets function effec-
tively only if they are embedded in social institutions which are poorly – if at all –
accounted for within the ABM” [5]. The presupposed individualistic rational behaviour
of economic agents on markets does not exist, a market is a social institution embedded
in other social institutions. Newer economic theories from the last decades analyse
cases with cooperative economic behaviour [6, 7] and emphasise the embeddedness of
economic activities in social institutions [8, 9].

Herbert Simon (in the middle of the last century) and Daniel Kahneman & Amos
Tversky (at the end of last century) have studied the rationality of decision making in
organisations. Simon formulated his findings as: “Rationality, then, does not determine
behavior […] Instead, behavior is determined by the irrational and nonrational elements
that bound the area of rationality […] Two persons, given the same possible alterna-
tives, the same values, the same knowledge, can rationally reach only the same deci-
sion.” [10]. Rationality is bounded by limitations to the capacity of the individual to
process information, as well as by the costs of obtaining information (cf. Coase on
transaction costs). Kahneman discusses in his recent popular book “Thinking, fast and
slow” the findings of the research he started in close cooperation with Tversky [11].
Kahneman describes two modes of thought (Kahneman notes that this distinction has
been around in psychology research for a long time), called system 1 and system 2. The
psychological experiments demonstrate that much of human decision making would be
based on emotional, stereotypic, unconscious, in short: non-rational “System 1 think-
ing”. The “System 2 thinking” is about rationally thinking things through. The intuitive
System 1 does the fast thinking, the much slower System 2 “monitors System 1 and
maintains control as best as it can within its limited resources” [12]. Both strands of
psychological research are perceived to underpin the assumption that to be human is to
be “fully rational”. Shortcomings to this ideal are either irrational or nonrational.

A corollary of the paradigm of rational individual man is the same engineering
approach to both technical and social problems. Friedrich von Hayek has aptly for-
mulated a common trait in the rationalistic and mechanistic viewpoint on our world
where solutions for social issues are to be engineered as having: “an exaggerated belief
in the powers of individual reason and a consequent contempt for anything that has not
been consciously designed by it or is not fully intelligible to it” [13].

If we look at human behaviour from an evolutionary viewpoint, however, humans
are basically social organisms living in a social and natural environment. According to
Von Uexküll organisms are interacting with their environment in terms of their per-
ceptual world and operational world, or “Merkwelt” and “Wirkwelt” [14–16]. The
Merkwelt and Wirkwelt indicate the natural and social space that can be perceived and
acted upon by the individual organism, and the organism will develop a repertoire of
patterns to deal with recurring situations in their Merkwelt and Wirkwelt. On top of
these basic natural mechanisms humans do have a more developed language,
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consciousness, sense of responsibility, and the faculty of rational thinking, checking for
inconsistencies and they are used for thinking through possible behavioural alternatives
and also to reflect on and analyse situations.

The research of Adriaan de Groot on thought processes in chess has shown that the
intellectual level of top chess players is to be found for an important part in their
perceptual competences. Although the game of chess is a highly codified abstract
system that seems to belong exclusively to the realm of Kahneman’s System 2
thinking, De Groot’s research demonstrated that top chess players inhabit a Merkwelt
and Wirkwelt that differs significantly from lower level players [17].

In business, experienced people know their business and are skilled in reading all
kinds of soft information, like De Groot’s chess players. They use a combination of
background knowledge, perceptual competences, negotiations and calculations in
preparing and closing their deals. In explaining their behaviour they will be able to
provide reasons for why they acted as they did, but this does not mean that their
decisions were the result of a deliberate reasoning process. Rationality is of course
important, but by far not the only thing.

3 Contracts, Business Agreements, and the Law

In a business contract the parties promise to each other to deliver goods, services or
money in a mutual exchange under stated conditions. In our modern constitutional state
business contracts have both an essential administrative function and an essential
business function. The administrative function is that each transfer of goods, services or
money must be based on a contract, and the law does not allow just to hand over money
to someone without a sufficient specific legal ground or title. The business function is
that the parties can rely on the law to enforce their agreement.

In the Treitel, an established treatment of British contract law, Peel defines a
contract as “an agreement giving rise to obligations which are enforced or recognised
by law. The factor which distinguishes contractual from other legal obligations is that
they are based on the agreement of the contracting parties” [18]. Austen-Baker and Qi
Zhou provide in their introductory book ‘Contract in Context’ an example of a common
legal definition of contract (“a promise or a set of promises for the breach of which the
law provides a remedy”), and then ask two question (1) ‘what are the purposes of
contract?’, and (2) ‘what are the purposes of contract law?’ [19]. Their answer to the
first question is that contracts are about obtaining cooperation by the exchange of
promises (a business deal) or by securing protection (think of an insurance contract).
The purpose of contract law is to provide enforceability and to provide the conditions
under which a contract will be enforced and how. These purposes can be viewed as the
provision of a stable and predictable business environment, thus reducing the trans-
action costs in doing business (cf. Coase later in this paper).

The American Uniform Commercial Code (2017–2018 edition) gives in
Sect. 1-201 the following interesting pair of definitions for contract and agreement:
“Contract, as distinguished from “agreement”, means the total legal obligation that
results from the parties’ agreement as determined by the Uniform Commercial Code as
supplemented by any other applicable laws” and “Agreement, as distinguished from
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“contract”, means the bargain of the parties in fact, as found in their language or
inferred from other circumstances, including course of performance, course of dealing,
or usage of trade as provided in Sect. 1-303” (my emphasis). [20] In this definition, the
contract is formal and belongs to the legal sphere and is about legal enforceability, and
the agreement is factual and belongs to the business sphere. However, the formulation
of “reasonable time” in Sect. 1-205 of the same code shows that the distinction
between business habits and formal conditions are blurred: “Whether a time for taking
action required by the Uniform Commercial Code is reasonable depends on the nature,
purpose, and circumstances of the action”. So, when a contract specifies an action
within “reasonable time”, its interpretation and the legal consequences will depend on
the soft criteria that belong to the sphere of the general habits for this kind of business
agreement.

Traditionally, the legal discourse about contracts is founded on two pillars:
(1) parties have freedom of contract and (2) the contract is legally enforceable. The
interpretation of the second pillar has been subject to fundamental discussions in law
and in legal theory. When disputed in court, should the contract be interpreted literally,
or should the context be taken into account? The opposing views are formulated by
Hugh Beale in 2013: “Relational theory suggests that contract law should take the
context into account unless the parties have agreed that the contract should be treated
discretely. English law often seems to start at the other end: the context should be
ignored unless the parties have provided for it to be taken into account.” [21]. The idea
of the discrete contract text that does not need any knowledge of background or context
is nicely formulated by Beale as “the Chancery lawyer’s ideal that the judge could
answer every conceivable question about the terms of the contract without taking his or
her eyes from the document” [21].

The conventional idea of the contract is that the contract is completely representing
the agreement by the contract parties. If the contract parties would find some condition
important enough they should write it down as a proviso in the contract. Ian Macneil
has disputed this idea from his first publication in 1960. In his Rosenthal Lectures of
1979, published in 1980 as The New Social Contract, he recapitulates his analysis of
the nature of the contract [22]. The classical convention of the fully specified discrete
contract is based on a fiction: “[a] discrete contract is one in which no relation exists
between the parties apart from the simple exchange of goods”. His principal objection
to this fiction is that an exchange between parties presupposes communication and
social conventions about an exchange, therefore there is some relationship between the
parties. His practical objection is that most contracts (1) have a duration, (2) deal with
exchanges in a not fully known future, (3) are not fully specified and (4) are based on
some reciprocal trust between the contract parties that the other party will fulfil the
agreement as meant, and will not wiggle out of his obligations by sticking to the letter
of the contract. In classical contract theory, the discrete contract is the norm and
relational aspects are either neglected, or treated as aberrations. As Macneil writes:
“The structure of the principles of general contract law, instead of reflecting material
relations as they actually exist, is based entirely on the nonexistent discrete transaction.
Other forms of reciprocity, dominant in the real world, have been eliminated.” [23].
And in a formulation that I will use again in the section about Enterprise Information
Systems, Macneil writes about the bias of thinking about contracts in terms of classical
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contract theory: “Contracts are about getting things done in the real world … even if a
law-oriented definition encompasses every contract… it will inevitably be perceived as
narrower because it immediately tells us to think about law. If we wish to understand
contract … we must think about exchange and such things first, and law second” [22].
The analogy between the world of law and the world of IT is that in both worlds
business deals are reduced to formal aspects. What the business parties want to achieve
by their deal is pushed aside and the deal is reduced to its formal representation in text
(contract) or in business objects (IT).

Any economic exchange is based on a mutual commitment to give the other party
his or her due. A clear cut example of a discrete transaction would be buying a paper at
the newsstand for its advertised price. Buyer and seller know exactly what is
exchanged: today’s paper is exchanged for a fixed amount of money. But, as Macneil
analyses, this kind of fully specified discrete exchange is embedded in a web of social
relations, and the transaction is only possible because the contract partners in this
simple transaction rely on the availability and stability of the background societal
conventions [22]. As an example: the small Euro-coins are worth 50, 20, 10, 5, 2 and 1
cent. In the Netherlands the smallest coins are not used and cash payments are rounded
to the nearest 5 cents. But what means “are not used” in this statement, and what does it
mean in a real transaction? If the Netherlands as a country would be isolated from its
neighbour countries in the euro-zone, “are not used” would mean “are not in circu-
lation” or “cannot be found in the purse of people in the Netherlands”. But in Germany
the small coins are used, and returning from Germany I would have such small coins in
my purse. Buying a paper, I could get rid of these small coins by paying for the paper.
The newsstand will not like this payment with coins that are not in circulation, at the
same time it is clear that the small coins are valid euro coins. The question is: are these
small coins legal tender in such an exchange? The point here is that the small coins are
part of the exchange if they are accepted by the seller, and his willingness to accept will
be based partly on legal structures, partly on the fuss for him to get rid of those coins
later on, and partly on his relation with his customers. Will he refuse, will he complain,
or will he comply? His reaction will not only be determined by the legality of payment
with these coins, but also by the weighing of the seller of his own convenience against
being nice to this customer in this moment, and perhaps also by the impact of his
behaviour on bystanders at the newsstand. This is a small example of a mechanism that
is fundamental for very many business deals. See for example the analysis by David
Campbell of a case from 1929 about the sale of timber staves [23]. Two types of
specification are discussed in this analysis: measurements of the timber vs
fitness-for-use. The general point is here: is a buyer allowed to refuse a delivery
because it does not exactly match the specifications in the contract, where accepted
business practice would give the seller some leeway? If the answer would be that the
buyer has this freedom, he can use this in bad faith. Generally speaking, business deals
presuppose some reasonable amount of good faith and business would be worse off
when it would be possible to escape from a deal using literal interpretation of contracts.

In an approach that differs from Macneil and addresses other non-discrete aspects
of contracts John Wightman has analysed the role of implicit understandings in con-
tracts [24]. He distinguishes three forms of implicitness: (1) “implicit understandings
stemming from a shared language, knowledge of the social institution of money,
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currency, and a shared ‘market mentality’”; (2) “implicit understandings which emerge
over time between the parties to a particular contract”, and (3) “implicit understandings
about how commercial relations in a particular sector are carried on”. Next in his
analysis, Wightman distinguishes two types of contracting: (1) the contracting com-
munity model of contractual relations, and (2) the personal consumption model of
contractual relations. In the first model the contracting parties have a shared knowledge
about the physical nature of the products being traded, about the way the trade is
carried on, and about the practices that are used when hitches in performance arise. In
the second model complex products (which require specialist knowledge to appraise)
are bought by an infrequent and therefore inexperienced buyer who is driven by
individual preferences. Wightman continues by discussing when and how the law
recognises the implicit elements of a contract, but that part is less interesting for this
paper.

4 Doing Business

Our market oriented society is based on the principle that actors can freely engage in
economic exchanges that leave each of them better off. The concept of comparative
advantages, first systematically formulated and analysed by David Ricardo in 1817
[21], shows that economic exchange can be advantageous to both actors. Hence, doing
business should not be reduced to some zero-sum game where one economic actor tries
to lure another one into some unfavourable deal. This kind of behaviour exists of
course, but normal business is based on economic exchanges that benefit both business
partners. Depending on the individual business acumen, the general business context,
the specific needs and the possible alternatives in a given context, one or the other can
get a relatively better deal at some expense of the other. But in a healthy economic
market situation (to be warranted by law and by other institutions) each of the partners
has the freedom either to enter or to refuse the business deal, depending on his indi-
vidual assessment of the gains and the costs of the deal. The gains and costs are to be
taken as not only measured by immediate financial effects, but also by future financial
effects (such as the revenues of support contracts in IT projects or the selling of
cartridges in the printer market) and the imponderable gains such as the development of
the portfolio of the company or the change in the market position by winning this new
customer.

Businesses get things done by engaging in relations with suppliers and customers
(for material goods and services), and with employees (for labour). What exactly is
exchanged (and when, and under what conditions), is in many cases not fully specified
but each business partner assumes that the other partner will behave according to the
mores of the trade and the intention of the agreement. In terms of information this is a
significant difference: the first is about general and rather stable background patterns of
meaning and interpretation, the second is about information that is specific for the
individual contract. Note that this distinction is gradual rather than fundamental: two
businesses dealing with each other over some longer time will develop certain beha-
vioural patterns and business terms will be more and more general and implicit. For an
individual contract the business partners are only expected to make note of
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specifications or conditions that differ from the habitual pattern. And the general pat-
terns of the trade of course emerge from patterns between individual businesses over
time.

From this nature of business some essential factors that contribute to business
success can be derived. Firstly, there is the role of trust and reputation. Enterprises will
attract more business when they are perceived as more trustworthy. Incidentally, this is
one of the social and extra-legal enforcement mechanisms for sticking to the contract as
intended. John Kay has written extensively about this aspect in his book Foundations of
Corporate Success, and he uses the term distinctive capabilities to indicate this kind of
intangible assets of an enterprise [4].

Secondly there are the transaction costs. As Coase has pointed out, making a
contract for some business exchange comes at a cost [27]. Therefore, relying on
implicit and stable elements in a contract will save transaction costs. Also, making a
gentleman’s agreement based on mutual recognition of intentions and expectations will
cost less than drawing up a full-blown contract. Repeating business with the same
partner can also reduce transaction costs. The relevance of this becomes clear when an
enterprise decides to replace existing supply channels by a tendering process (con-
tracting volumes of goods for the duration of a limited amount of time). Generally
speaking, tendering drives the prices down and drives the transaction costs, adaptation
costs and enforcement costs up. The price effect is very visible, the costs much less and
will partly appear only over time. The costs are caused by the characteristics of the
tendering process: the specifications must be more detailed (otherwise the bids cannot
be compared), and there are initial costs due to the new relations with new suppliers
that disturb existing patterns in business processes and generate adaptation costs.
Enforcement costs may be expected to be higher for two reasons: (1) the very com-
petitive bidding process drives the prices down resulting in smaller margins for the
supplier, and (2) the tendered contract is limited in its duration and the supplier will
have less incentives to invest in the continuity of the relationship with the customer.
Both forces will erode the cooperative relationship between supplier and customer and
the supplier will be incentivised to stick to the specifications and the supplier will have
bigger costs in enforcing the contract terms (or, in case of real deviation of contract
terms, incur extra costs to deal with the deviant situation).

The third success factor does not belong to the individual business deal but to the
general business environment: the role of institutions. Reliable institutions decrease
transaction costs, both in closing and formalising a deal and in enforcing a deal.
Business partners can rely on existing social mechanisms and do not have to find out
their own solutions over and over again. This kind of trust is analysed by the theorists
of the New Institutional Economics [8, 9].

To summarise: doing business is about getting things done with a positive margin
for the company. Generating and maintaining a healthy margin is not only related to net
sales and production costs, but also to the costs of transactions and enforcement. Stable
relationships and mutual trust will have a positive influence on driving these costs
down. Reputation and inducing a feeling of mutual confidence are important in the
sales process, as is trusting the supplier in the purchase process (or in hiring
employees). Of course, the statements above are very general statements. Depending on
the kind of business the dependency on implicit aspects and relationship aspects will
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vary. Spot markets are much more discrete than integrated supply chains. But, as
Macneil has written, any business is embedded in social structures and complete dis-
creteness is an illusion.

5 Information in Business Agreements

Boisot analyses aspects of information in his work about the Information Space [28]. In
this three-dimensional space he distinguishes (1) the degree of codification, (2) the
degree of abstraction, and (3) the degree of diffusion. Tacit personal knowledge would
refer to information located in this space as not codified, not shared, and concrete. This
is the kind of information that cannot be codified and subsequently diffused. However,
it might be ‘copied’ or ‘absorbed’ by another person by imitation and guidance, like a
shrine worker showing an apprentice how to process different kinds of woods. The
demonstration is concrete, and the apprentice must learn not only the skills but also to
recognise how to apply which skill in which context. This is an individual abstraction
process developing with experience. One could say that the concept of mentoring a
trainee in a modern organisation is partly based on this principle. Also, the subtitle of
Mintzberg’s book “Managers, not MBA’s – A hard look at the soft practice of
managing and management development” refers to the skills needed to deal with this
kind of information [29]. On the other side of the spectrum, scientific knowledge about
the laws of nature is highly codified, abstracted and diffused. Mainstream theoretical
physicists from all over the world would essentially speak the same language and
would be able to communicate easily with each other.

Boisot emphasises that although in practice codification and abstraction processes
often go together, and although both processes are about economising data and data
processing, they are fundamentally different. Codification is about “giving a better
definition to form, removing it fuzzy edges and allowing a sharper differentiation and
focus”, while abstraction is about “shared attributes, thus avoiding the need for inde-
pendent description and treatment.” [28].

In doing business the business man will deal with at least three different kinds of
information. The first kind is the background information about the general context.
This kind of information is rather uncodified and can be more or less abstract. It is
acquired through a process of acculturation. Each market place, from the rural town
cattle market to the global financial market, has its own habits and norms. Participating
in a market means acknowledging those social conventions. Part of this kind of
information is about the business practices when hitches in performance arise. This is
the kind of information Wightman writes about: “This knowledge is based on
knowledge about the physical attributes of the product or the service, including what
can go wrong with these products/services in general. But it also includes knowledge
about how hitches such as shortfalls in the quantity or quality of goods and services are
actually handled, or how late payment or other late performance is regarded” [24].
Wightman writes about ‘knowledge’ and not about ‘information’, but this knowledge
governs what information is considered to be relevant and to be supplied by either
buyer or seller, and it gives the background and context against which the information
is interpreted in a given situation.
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The second kind of information is concrete and not codified and is about the
particular circumstances of the business deal. It is information about the business
partner (What is his reputation? Why does he want to sell?) and about the assessment of
business opportunities. The expressions “gut feeling” and “smell a rat” indicate the
non-verbal and intuitive character of this kind of information. But this information is
also about the particular and concrete aspects of the business agreement: for example
considering the holiday of your most trusted quality supervisor before deciding when
the first delivery of a new supplier of raw material will arrive.

The third kind of information is highly codified and abstract, and is used in more or
less complex business calculations. Revenues and costs of an exchange are calculated
in order to assess its financial attractiveness. This is the kind of information economic
theories are about (e.g. price function calculations or the calculations for the return on
investment). This is the kind of information Boisot writes about in the introductory
section of the chapter “The structuring of information”. Boisot has an interesting
observation to offer about classical economics, the subject of Sect. 2 of this paper:
“Economic man, as defined in orthodox economic theory, is only allowed to operate in
that part of the E-space where data is both highly coded and abstract. Strictly speaking,
therefore, economic man has no past.” [28] (E-space is the two dimensional episte-
mological space in Boisot’s model). This observation is yet another critique of the
simplified view of classical economics, in contrast to the way business is conducted in a
social context where recognition of particular circumstances might be as important as
highly codified and abstract information. Developing new business is about combining
the interpretation and assessment of particular circumstances with calculations that are
based on highly codified and abstract information. Doing routine business is often
based on evolved and not sharply codified social patterns of exchange, each business
partner expecting from the other consistent behaviour.

In formally writing down the business deal in a contract for two reasons the
information will have to be codified. The terms of the contract must relate to law, and
the contract must express the parameters of the business deal as clearly as possible.
However, as the discussion about contract law in the previous section shows, the
written contract will not represent the business deal completely. The relational aspects
of the business deal as mutually agreed on by the business partners will in many cases
not be fully expressed in the discrete (codified) terms of the written contract. This
relational aspects are partly particular to this individual contract (when the business
partners both recognise particular circumstances), partly particular to the long-standing
relationship and habits between the business partners, and partly general to the kind of
trade.

In the paragraphs above we have discerned three kinds of information in finding
and closing business deals, respectively belonging to the characteristics of the trade and
the market place, belonging to the individual business deal and belonging to the
business calculation models. In executing and monitoring the business deals (the
domain of the Enterprise Information Systems) both the discrete terms of the written
contract and the relational information belonging to the individual contract, the busi-
ness relationship, and the kind of trade must be taken into account. Satisfying a
business deal cannot be reduced to formally fulfilling the contract terms, but must also
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obey the implicit agreement about the way the business agreement will be executed or
implemented.

In business practice, the contract partners know about the (non-)specificity of the
contract terms. The quantity might be exact, or an approximation. Delivery time might
be exact, or just sometime before 4pm. Sometimes the product specifications will be
very precise (measurements of parts for an Airbus), sometimes the specifications are
more descriptive (colour and texture of upholstery of furniture). The third kind of
information is about the business practices when hitches in performance arise. As
Wightman writes: “This knowledge is based on knowledge about the physical attri-
butes of the product or the service, including what can go wrong with these
products/services in general. But it also includes knowledge about how hitches such as
shortfalls in in the quantity or quality of goods and services are actually handled, or
how late payment or other late performance is regarded.” [24] Wightman writes about
‘knowledge’ and not about ‘information’, but this knowledge governs what information
is considered to be relevant and to be supplied by either buyer or seller, and it gives the
background and context against which the information is interpreted in a given
situation.

Business partners expect from each other that the other party will not offload all
kinds of problems and irregularities to their business partners. In the initial contract the
business partners will seek an agreement about which problems are to be solved to
which degree by which partner (sometimes: at which additional cost), later on practices
will develop and patterns will evolve. Developments will be monitored by the business
partners on a regular basis, sometimes leading to an adjustment of the earlier agree-
ment. And, given these agreements and patterns as background, the business partners
expect from each other that deviations from their standardised exchanges will be
accompanied by relevant information (the fifth kind of information). For example,
when the time window for delivery is normally ‘somewhere in the afternoon’, and the
buyer needs the goods at 1pm at the latest, this will be mentioned in the buying order.
But also information from the seller: next week we have auditors on the shop floor, so
expect some delay in delivery.

To summarise: the information involved in business agreements is partly explicit
and discrete, partly implicit, partly about factual specification, partly about modality
and intentions. Implicit information for standard situations (including things that
‘normally can go wrong’) can partly be made explicit and discrete in business rules, In
some normal situations and in unforeseen circumstances intentions and expectations
are to be factored in the assessment of the situation and the decision how to act, in these
cases information must be interpreted in context.

6 Enterprise Information Systems

According to the relational approach to contract law it is not possible to represent all
aspects of a business agreement in the business contract. Intentions, promises, general
habits and specific considerations of the contract parties cannot be fully written down.
If this is not possible, a fortiori it will not be possible to represent a business agreement
fully in the formal sign system of an IT system. And if an enterprise information system
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is the organisation and structuring of all information flows that are relevant to the
conducting of the business of the enterprise, while an IT system is fundamentally
incapable of representing all relevant information of business agreements, then an IT
system cannot be more than a partial solution for an enterprise information system.
Other, uncodified (or less codified) information will be taken from notes, memos, and
oral information about context and intentions of the business agreement. Two main
issues with IT systems for representing information are the lack of modality and the
excess of precision (“about 3000 kg by the end of next week” will in a typical IT
system have the same representation as “exactly 3000 kg on Friday next week”).

There are instructive analogies and differences to be drawn from the comparison
between contract law and IT systems in relation to business agreements. One analogy
was already mentioned above, the inability of both for representing business agree-
ments fully. Both contract law and IT systems are hampered by their own constraints of
their sign systems. In contracts it is the ‘legalese’ as a formalised variant of natural
language, in IT systems it is the codification of terms in predefined categories. An
important difference here is that in contracts the full register of natural language might
be employed to express nuances, intentions, and considerations (not all of which might
be legally enforceable, but at least it is written down), while IT systems ask for rigid
codification (see the example above of “end of next week” and “Friday next week”).

Another analogy is the tendency of IT and legal professionals to take the repre-
sentation of the business agreement for the agreement itself, thereby substituting
business reality by its incomplete representation. While business partners would
communicate about the content of their agreement, and perhaps argue about intentions
and interpretations, lawyers and IT professionals are discussing about the reduced
information in their respective representations. And within companies IT users
increasingly take the sales orders in the IT system for business reality. However, here
an essential difference between the representation of a business agreement in a contract
and in an IT system must be taken into account. While the contract is by itself an
essential part of business reality (ultimately the contract is signed by both parties and
may be discussed in court), the IT representation is ‘just’ an unilateral choice of one
company and cannot bind the other company.

The DEMO method provides a striking example of the similarity of the approach of
classical contract law and an IT approach. The fundamental transaction in DEMO is
precisely the kind of discrete event that is central in classical contract law. In a given
situation of the world the client successively requests a fact of the supplier, the supplier
creates the required fact, the client accepts the result, and the transaction is finished. As
in the discrete contract, DEMO assumes that transactions are fully specified and
instantaneous. No duration, no unspecified implication and no trust seem to be
involved. And especially: all information that is needed for the different stages of
preparing and executing the transaction is explicit, complete and atomic.

A business agreement will generally be based on delivering value in more than one
sense: (1) the financial value that contributes to the financial health of the parties,
(2) the use value of the product or service to be delivered to the customer (this would be
the reason for buying), (3) the process value of the mutual adjustment of the processes
of supplier and customer, and (4) the relationship value of creating or maintaining the
relationship between the business parties that serves the longer term stability of the
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companies. The awareness and monitoring of each of these value concepts belongs to
the enterprise information system, and in this area a lot of concrete and less codified
information is involved. When problems arise with satisfying business agreements
because of limited resources, this value-related information is key in weighing the
options and deciding which agreements to satisfy and which not to. Rigid business
rules may decide the simple cases, but often this kind of decisions requires experience
and background information about customers, processes and business agreements.
And, because a company will have simultaneously many agreements and contracts with
many kinds of partners (buyers and sellers, labour (both permanent and temporary),
service contracts for maintenance and for cleaning, perhaps covenants with adminis-
trative bodies), this kind of decision processes can be rather convoluted.

Because the enterprise information system cannot fully coincide with an IT system,
and because the main IT system will always be used in combination with other means
of providing information to business processes (more often than not encompassing a
plethora of spreadsheets), one of the key design objectives of an enterprise information
system should be a well thought-out system of common references. A second key
objective should be that in the architecture of the main integrated IT system the key
points should be identified where meaningful human intervention in the IT system is
possible. On those key points knowledgeable people must be able to combine different
kinds of information and must be able to overrule the process flows in the IT system.
Together with the system of common references such an approach would allow users to
combine and interpret information from different sources and from different sign
systems, and to make their own decisions. Such an approach also allows to use the
main integrated IT system for stable routine processes in combination with other
emergent and less defined information processes. Periodically, the pattern of infor-
mation flows and information use can be evaluated and the relation between infor-
mation processing in the IT system and other ways of information processing can be
adjusted.

7 Conclusions

The theme of this paper is the opposition between two different views on economics,
business, law, and information systems: (1) the rationalistic and mechanistic view of
our world where social constructs are to be engineered, and (2) the view on our world
as constituted by emerging patterns of interactions by responsible and reasonable
humans where social life is not dictated by engineers but supported by engineered
machines and devices.

In classical economics homo economicus would operate on perfect markets,
unbounded by limitations to either availability of information or capacity for infor-
mation processing. As is proven time and again this rationalistic approach is a
reduction of social reality and cannot cope with actual social behaviour. Two answers
to this problem have been tried. The first answer is to stand by the rationalistic base
model, to consider actual human reasoning and actual social behaviour as falling short
of the rationalistic norm, and to find ways to cope with what are considered short-
comings. The second answer is to take reasonability (accountability) and not rationality
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as the foundation of the social world. A fundamental part of being reasonable is to be
consistent, and consistency is a concept that belongs to the realm of rationality. But
humans make choices based on values, and must sometimes choose between contra-
dicting rules.

The two main similarities between contract law and enterprise information systems
are (1) their subservient role to the business itself, and (2) the adherence of both to
written facts and rules. However, “similar” is not “equal”. Contract law is subservient
to the business deals that are written into contract, but once the contract is written and
signed the contract is de business deal as far as the law is concerned. The contract is
binding for both business parties. This is an essential difference with the representation
of the business deal in the IT system of the individual company. To be sure, this IT
representation often is considered within the company as “the business deal to be
fulfilled”, but this representation is the internal and unilateral matter of the individual
business. The second essential difference is the “language” used for representation of
the business deal. The contract is written in natural language in a legal context, where
terms and rules are interpreted according to their conventional meaning in business and
in law. The IT representation is coded and interpreted in a formal language of variables
and logical rules. Where natural language allows for subtle distinctions by choosing the
words and formulations and the language user can make up his own distinctions and
categories, the IT systems forces the user to choose from predefined categories that are
coded into the system.

In our design of the main IT system of a company we should acknowledge the fact
that such is system is to be considered as an important component of an enterprise
information system, but that such a system will encompass information sources and
processes that are not all based on IT. We should also acknowledge that the IT
community must not try to rationalise the business world and to engineer the enterprise.
On the contrary, to be subservient to the business means to provide useful instruments
like IT systems that can be used in combination with other instruments. IT is just as the
law an essential aspect for doing business, but it should know its place.
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Abstract. Design Thinking has become popular in the management and
innovation context but remains mostly misunderstood, as a result of broad
interpretations and the lack of empirical research on the subject. This paper aims
to reduce the gap between the academic and industrial perspectives on Design
Thinking, by reviewing publications focused on three aspects: (1) studies aimed
at defining the concept, (2) empirical case studies about its use or adoption, and
(3) models or methods proposed to overcome its main challenges. The existing
literature suggests that multiple definitions for Design Thinking coexist with
some commonly understood design practices, both among designer and
non-designer practitioners alike. The challenge most frequently mentioned is the
clash of existing organizational structures with the flexibility and unpre-
dictability of Design Thinking. This paper outlines two different approaches to
address such challenge and proposes a definition that brings together the aca-
demic and enterprise perspectives of Design Thinking.

Keywords: Design thinking � Management � Innovation � Enterprise
Organizations

1 Introduction

Design Thinking (DT) is often portrayed as a multi-disciplinary human-centered
approach to innovation [1]. In recent years, the term has gradually found its way into
business and management literature, suggesting that the practice of designers can be
brought into other fields or industries to tackle their own innovation challenges. Pro-
fessional narratives and project portfolios have become important channels to dis-
seminate this DT knowledge, with the most prominent examples found in the stories of
successful product development and service innovations of the consultancy firm IDEO,
as told by the founder’s brother Kelly [21] and the current CEO Brown [22]. In his
widely popular book “Change by Design”, the latter of these two authors devotes an
entire section under the title “What is design thinking?”. Despite providing a detailed
account of the DT process, desirable characteristics of DT practitioners and examples
of benefits achieved by organizations that have used DT, the author falls short of
providing a concrete definition of DT itself. Thus, the reader can only construct his own
definition by going through the entire book and putting together the different charac-
teristics and descriptions provided. Some of them are attributed to the concept directly
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(e.g. “exploratory process”, “iterative approach”, pp. 16–17) while others must be
inferred from the text (e.g. “[D]esign thinking begins with skills designers have
learned over many decades… integrating what is desirable… with what is techno-
logically feasible and economically viable”, p. 4).

In contrast to the image portrayed by popular culture, certain scholars have
attributed the “true” origins of the concept to the study of professional designers’ work
and practice inside the academic community [5]. The current understanding of DT – or
lack thereof – has been criticized for relying too much on the perspective and cumu-
lative experiences of its practitioners, who tend to omit certain formal aspects of the
design field [15]. These divergences in discourse suggest that the term itself is still
rather loose, has different meanings or is often misunderstood [1]. Furthermore, despite
the wide variety of company whitepapers, blog posts and management books
describing successful DT project cases, the generalizability and replicability of their
processes and results remains unclear. Some researchers even argue that there is no
theoretical body regarding DT, because the concept is tightly related to practice [5].
Nonetheless, executives and managers maintain a growing interest on the topic,
because their organizations face increasingly complex challenges and they urgently
need to broaden their range of strategies to address them [3]. It becomes relevant then
to find a definition of DT that can be agreed upon and understood by scholars and
practitioners alike, serving as a base for future discussions integrating both sides.

The problems outlined above also suggest that the lack of systematic, empirical
research on DT is gradually producing a disconnection between theory and practice.
Paradoxically, the same situation may generate certain reluctance among scholars to
pursue research on the subject, widening even more the gap between up-to-date sources
of information for practitioners and the scientific literature. Some notable examples of
institutions aiming to address these challenges are the d.school at Stanford and the
Hasso-Plattner Institute in Potsdam. Nevertheless, there are strong reasons to expand
the efforts into a broader practice-based research community, in order to reduce the
divergences between DT practice and theory.

The goal of this paper is to bring closer the academic and enterprise perspectives on
DT, by analyzing previous studies about its conceptual understanding and empirical
application inside enterprises. The expected contribution of this secondary study is
two-fold: First, to identify the focus areas and recurrent themes discussed in existing
literature, highlighting any gaps that could guide a future research agenda. Second, to
propose a tentative – and more agreeable – definition of DT, which could be used in the
future to bring together the different discourses from scholars and practitioners.

In general terms, the concept of enterprise is defined by the Merriam-Webster,
Cambridge and Collins dictionaries as systematic, intentional or purposeful activities,
highlighting the importance, risk or difficulty of such project or undertaking [32–34]. In
a narrower sense, the same word is commonly used to describe commercial organi-
zations with business purpose. In the context of this paper, the concept of enterprises is
understood as equivalent to large organizations or well-established private companies
whose size, rigidness and maturity brings them closer to more traditional management
approaches than those found in start-ups or small and medium enterprises (SMEs). The
scope of “large commercial business organizations” has been intentionally chosen to
narrow down and focus this study on the adoption or implementation of DT under
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potentially similar conditions (e.g. assuming that larger companies have more hierar-
chies, well-defined processes, more complexity, less flexibility, etc.). Furthermore, the
participation of prominent or well-known companies in previous studies could be
considered a factor which increases the relevance and interest on DT inside academia,
thus motivating further research – which is one of the main arguments this paper
advocates for.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Sect. 2 provides a description of the
research steps undertaken to select and analyze the existing literature, outlining three
main questions to guide the review process. Section 3 provides a high-level overview
of the key themes found in the selected articles and their coverage of each question
proposed. Section 4 provides a detailed description of the findings, which have been
grouped according to each one of the review questions. Section 5 reflects on the overall
research process and clarifies the limitations of this paper. Finally, Sect. 6 reiterates the
main findings of the literature review and presents the contributions of this paper,
namely a tentative definition of DT and a future research agenda.

2 Research Process

According to Google Trends, the search interest about DT has consistently increased
during the last decade [35]. As shown in Table 1, the number of search results obtained
at the beginning of 2018 from three online databases of academic publications using
the keyword “design thinking” follows a similar trend, which suggests the scholarly
community has been also giving increasing attention to the topic.

As Welch and Piekkari [25] point out, qualitative research strives for depth of
insight rather than “strongly representative” samples. Thus, “the larger the N” may not
necessarily result in better studies, since the richness of conceptual analysis does not
always depend on the inclusion of quantitative data collection (e.g. surveys) or sta-
tistical analysis methods. Empirical studies in fields such as software engineering are
usually too heterogeneous for statistical summaries, but it is still necessary to consider
them together with other studies addressing the same or similar questions, in order to
interpret their findings with more confidence [26].

Because of the aforementioned reasons, this paper followed a theory-based rather
than population-based approach to data selection and analysis. According to Cruzes
and Dybå [26, 27], research synthesis is the collective term for a family of methods

Table 1. Number of academic publications listed per year for the term “design thinking”

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

ScienceDirect 20 26 29 50 85 117 82 115 229 226 238
Scopus 34 55 80 104 148 175 169 272 308 404 413
Web of science 18 32 57 50 82 95 104 127 208 288 233
Total 72 113 166 204 315 387 355 514 745 918 884
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used to summarize, integrate, combine and compare the findings of different studies
about a specific topic or research question. Among those methods, the thematic anal-
ysis entails the identification, analysis and report of the patterns or themes found within
the primary research data [26]. To conduct this process, Thomas and Harden [29]
developed an approach called “thematic synthesis”, which facilitates the translation of
concepts between studies, even though they may have not been originally expressed
using the same words. This method draws on elements from both meta-ethnography
and grounded theory, particularly the development of analytical themes comparable to
“third-order interpretations” to enable the reciprocal “translation” between studies, as
well as the use of an inductive process of constant comparison to develop such themes
[27, 28]. Unlike grounded theory, the thematic synthesis employs primary studies as
unit of analysis rather than the raw data from interview transcripts, field notes or
memos [26].

The target primary studies for this paper comprised peer-reviewed academic pub-
lications, as well as journals that combine research and industry experience, such as
“Harvard Business Review” or “Design Management Review”. Some authors like
Garousi et al. [30] have presented strong valid arguments advocating for the use of
non-published, non-peer reviewed sources of information like consultancy whitepa-
pers, industry reports or blog posts (the so-called “grey literature”), in order to give a
stronger voice to empirical knowledge from software engineering practitioners. Such
types of online contents were not included in this paper, to prevent any possible biases
due to limited disclosure of project background details, as well as to avoid publications
which had the commercial purpose of endorsing professional DT services.

The search query was executed in the online databases ScienceDirect and Google
Scholar, using the base term “design thinking” in combination with various equivalent
keywords for “enterprise” (i.e. “design thinking AND enterprise”, “design thinking
AND large organization” and “design thinking AND industry”). Priority was given to
articles with the highest number of citations. The backward snowballing method was
used to perform an iterative revision of the title, publication venue and authors of the
most relevant articles referenced on each paper. Following the guidelines by Wohlin
[31], the abstract of the papers was read first and then any other parts until a definitive
decision could be taken to either include or exclude the paper. In addition to the
backward snowballing of the reference lists, the Google Scholar profiles of the authors
from the selected papers were reviewed to identify any other relevant articles.

The following exclusion criteria were applied: Papers published before 2007 were
omitted to reflect only the recent contributions and empirical observations that are most
relevant to the current state-of-the-art, influenced mainly by the work of consultants
and field practitioners during the last decade. Papers that did not mention explicitly the
combined term “design thinking”, but only referred to design in a broader scope (e.g.
“design practices” or “design principles”) or in a different context (e.g. “design
research”, “user-centered design”) were also excluded.

As suggested by Thomas and Harden [29], following a principle applied in other
similar methods aimed at building grounded formal theory, the concepts in a thematic
synthesis are to be derived from text grounded in the original context where it was
constructed. Three review questions (abbreviated Q1, Q2 and Q3) were proposed as a
final filter and primary method for grouping the articles, facilitating a comparative
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analysis of similarities and differences among those publications which aimed for the
same purposes. While enabling a clear separation of “data-driven” themes (which are
rather descriptive accounts of the primary studies), the review questions also provided
the necessary scaffolding to develop a higher level “theory-driven” analysis, without
detaching it entirely from the original source. The three review questions are:

1. What definitions of DT have emerged from academia or industry?
2. How have enterprises adopted or implemented DT during the last decade?
3. What are the main challenges of DT and how can enterprises overcome them?

The author skimmed through the most cited articles obtained and read the key
sections such as title, abstract or conclusions, in order to ensure that all publications
included in this study covered at least one of the three high-level goals presented by the
review questions, either implicit or explicitly stated in text: (1) define the concept of DT
according to scholars and practitioners, (2) collect empirical evidence about how DT is
actually being adopted or implemented in enterprises, or (3) propose ways to overcome
the challenges of DT in an enterprise context.

As a result of the search and filtering process described above, 16 publications were
selected for the thematic synthesis, which involved reading them entirely to identify
their recurrent concepts or themes. The analysis process consisted of three stages,
sometimes overlapping: (1) Line-by-line coding, (2) grouping the codes into
“data-driven” descriptive themes, and (3) developing higher-level “theory-driven”
analytical themes across primary studies. The latter step represents the two main con-
tributions of this paper: A proposed definition for DT and a future research agenda to
reduce the gaps found in literature.

3 Research Focus and Recurring Themes of Primary Studies

Table 2 presents a summary of the themes found in the articles, organized according to
their frequency of appearance. Such frequency should be not interpreted as the level of
importance attributed to any given theme in comparison with the others, because the
source publications differed in their scientific rigidity and choice of research methods.
The themes were classified and grouped around specific “stages” in the process of
understanding and implementing DT, positioning them closer to either thought or
action, and serving as an indicator of the themes which are more likely to be found in
conceptual discussions (i.e. Q1-type of publications), empirical studies (i.e. Q2-type of
publications), or both (i.e. either one of the proposed questions). Additionally, each
theme was broadly categorized by “type” as a benefit or challenge of DT, depending on
whether the concept was described by the author and/or study participants in a positive
or negative context, respectively.

Table 3 presents a summary of the articles reviewed and indicates with an “X”
whether they contributed to answer Q1, Q2 or Q3 for this paper. The scientific rigidity
of the publications was categorized into three levels (High, Medium, Low), depending
on the clarity of the research methods employed and the use of academic references to
support key concepts and findings. An additional distinction worth noting in relation to
Q2 is that some authors based their conclusions on primary data collected for that
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particular study, while others relied on indirect sources to explain how DT has been
applied in large organizations. The latter cases are marked with an “I” instead of “X”.

4 Findings

The following sub-sections discuss the similarities and differences among the publi-
cations inside each group, in order to answer the three review questions proposed.

4.1 Q1: Definitions of Design Thinking in Academia and Industry

Various authors of the selected publications discussed about the many discourses and
explanations for the term DT [4–7, 10]. The current understanding in management and

Table 2. Recurring concepts or themes in the selected publications

Theme Publication(s) Freq. Stage of DT Type

Underlying design
process/methods

3, 5, 6, 12, 15 5 Understand Benefit

Ambiguous or diverse meaning 4, 5, 6, 7, 10 5 Understand Challenge
Can function alongside
“traditional” methods

4, 9, 11, 13, 14 5 Implement Benefit

Used to understand customers
better

4, 8, 11, 12, 16 5 Implement Benefit

Clash or mismatch with existing
culture/processes

1, 2, 8, 12 4 Implement Challenge

Advantages/benefits of tangible
prototypes

7, 10, 13, 16 4 Implement Benefit

No single process 4, 11, 14 3 Understand
or Implement

Challenge
or benefit

Acceptance of uncertainty and
risk

7, 12, 14 3 Implement Challenge

Cultural change to embed DT in
organization

7, 13, 16 3 Implement Challenge

Adaptation from design into
management context

10, 12, 14 3 Understand Challenge

DT team composition 12, 13, 16 3 Implement Challenge
Inapplicability in certain
contexts

7, 8 2 Implement Challenge

Problem-solving beyond
customer-facing product
development

9, 14 2 Implement Benefit

Relation between DT and IT
development

11, 16 2 Understand
and
Implement

Challenge

Difficulty to communicate value 8 1 Implement Challenge
Redefine the problem scope 12 1 Implement Benefit
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industrial context has been compared with the academic discussions unfolding inside
the design research community decades before. Along this line, Kleinsmann et al. [6]
and Liedtka [10] credit the first usages of the term to Archer [20] and Rowe [23],
respectively. However, the author of the present paper notes that Archer did not refer
explicitly to the term “Design Thinking” in his 1979 article [20], but did mention it in
an earlier publication titled “Systematic method for designers” [19]. On the other hand,
Rowe [23] certainly attempted to create a “generalized portrait of design thinking”, by
identifying common problem-solving patterns in designers’ work, but his primary
focus was to develop heuristics for architecture and urban planning.

The studies reviewed have frequently mentioned that DT has ambiguous or dif-
ferent meanings depending on the context in which it is applied [1, 11] and thus, it
should not be condensed into a single definition [10]. For instance, Carlgren et al. [1]
found that some practitioners described the concept using general terms related to
user-centeredness and innovation, while others referred to it as a mindset, a set of
principles, or as a combination of mindset and practical methods. It was often also
explained using the attributes “iterative” and “nonlinear”. Similarly, Lindberg et al.
[11] observed that DT was explained either as methodology or as a mindset, with a
more homogeneous understanding at the level of its general goals and principles.

Design researchers have adopted a critical stance regarding the simplified expla-
nations of DT used in managerial practice and other industries [15]. Regardless of the
exact wording used, most definitions are built around the notion of translating the skills
and knowledge of designers into everyday actions [5, 6, 15]. Empirical studies have
revealed some shared basic notions of DT, even among diverse non-designer practi-
tioners [1, 9]. Thus, the existence of an underlying set of design practices seems to
prevail as the fundamental and most commonly understood characteristic of DT,
despite the variety of areas where it is applied.

Both design and management research have privileged the word innovation as the
fundamental concept that connects the various domain discourses on DT [6]. However,
DT has been also proposed as a general-problem solving approach for more than just
product or service innovation, as various case studies have shown [9, 14]. Therefore,
innovation could be considered the main goal of DT in the context of customer-facing
product and service design, or as a desirable outcome of DT when it concerns more
general problem-solving situations.

Table 3. Contribution of each article to the proposed review questions

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Scientific rigidity H H M L H H L M L M H M L H M M
Answers Q1 X X X X X X X X X X X X
Answers Q2 X X I I I X X I I X X X
Answers Q3 X X X
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4.2 Q2: Case Studies About Design Thinking Implementation

During the last decade, various case studies have explored how DT is understood and
adopted by large companies. These studies have shown that DT can be applied with
clear strategy and goals [13, 16], but also that its value is often not transmitted to
stakeholders, who can perceive it as inefficient or as a waste of resources [8]. The
seemingly contraposing findings raise attention about the generalizability of the theory
provided by these studies. Some consistent results take the form of pre-requisites or
conditions that organizations should fulfill, like the commitment and continuous push
from several key stakeholders. Another consistent finding is that the success of DT
projects and initiatives depends significantly on the mindset of the managers, who need
to take less of a pragmatic approach (i.e. perceiving DT just as a toolset) and under-
stand that its principles or ways of working should be embedded in the culture across
the entire organization [14].

The selected publications have also mentioned that DT teams should be allowed
sufficient freedom and flexibility to experiment, but at the same time they must be
effective in communicating their ideas and proposals to get the trust from managers and
other stakeholders. In this context, more “tangible” prototypes seem to help in
demonstrating progress, gather internal buy-in and keep the relevant team discussions
moving forward [7, 10, 13, 16]. An area that could be explored further through
empirical research is to identify the specific dimensions that convey the most value to
stakeholders, depending on the types of prototypes used. This could be theorized as
advice for practitioners on how to build more effective (i.e. persuasive) prototypes.

Research findings also suggest that DT allows to understand better the customers’
needs [4, 8, 11, 12, 16], although the benefits of this increased customer-centricity are
not always clear. Furthermore, it has been shown that DT can be used in organizations
not only for the development of innovative customer-facing products, but also to
improve their own internal processes [14, 16]. These findings could be loosely related
to the field of requirements engineering or systems analysis.

Although this paper was not intended to establish links between DT and software
development practices, it is worth mentioning the scarcity of explicit mentions about IT
in the context of DT. The primary studies often covered too many interrelated topics
with a broader high-level view of DT as a problem-solving approach to innovation, but
came short of explaining how it can be mapped into concrete aspects of IT and software
development. A notable exception that shows an emerging branch of research in this
field is the study by Lindberg et al. [11], which concluded that DT contributes to IT
development, overcoming the limitations of traditional approaches (by allowing
developers to give more attention to non-technical aspects) rather than fully replacing
them. For related research about the potential impact of DT in IT development prac-
tices, the reader is referred to another theoretical discussion by Lindberg et al. [17] as
well as a case study by Hildenbrand and Meyer [18] which were not part of this review.
Nevertheless, the observed research gaps provide an opportunity to study in more detail
the points of complementarity between DT and IT, with findings supported directly by
field data.
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4.3 Q3: Identifying and Overcoming the Challenges of Design Thinking

Existing literature has analyzed the challenges of DT implementation in enterprises and
suggested some approaches to address them. The challenge most commonly mentioned
when applying DT was the difficulty to handle the flexibility and unpredictability of DT
[1, 2, 8, 12], attributes which may defy the existing structures, roles and responsibil-
ities, particularly in large and strictly rigid companies. Two distinct perspectives to
address this challenge have emerged from the articles reviewed: (1) The structure and
culture of enterprises clashes inevitably with DT, or (2) DT can co-exist with existing
structures, practices or methods until it is assimilated.

In the first scenario, the strategy to overcome the main challenge is to keep a
balance between seemingly opposing or contradictory forces: The existing dominant
cultures–characterized by a high standardization of processes with predictable out-
comes and metrics–on one hand, and the seemingly “chaotic”, iterative and overlapping
process of DT on the other [2, 4, 8]. Under this perspective, Prud’homme van Reine
[12] proposed a framework of nine dilemmas or “tensions” which reflect how enter-
prises with solid traditional cultures deal with the cultural conflicts brought by the DT
practice. The assessment of these nine dilemmas inside organizations could work as a
metric to evaluate more objectively the development and effects of DT. In other words,
the DT-readiness of both companies and their managers can be estimated by observing
the ability to keep these “opposing elements” in balance:

1. Analytic thinking versus intuitive and creative thinking
2. Product push versus user empathy
3. Focus on functional aspects versus focus on aesthetics and emotional aspects
4. Closed versus open approaches to innovation
5. Innovation as a structured process versus “bricolage” (i.e. developing systematically

the “one best” solution versus finding the “best possible” solution with the resources
available at a given moment)

6. Linear thinking versus non-linear, iterative and overlapping steps (i.e. planning
versus experimenting)

7. Individual creativity versus group innovation
8. Egalitarianism versus hierarchical leadership (i.e. stimulating participation versus

forcing guidance toward a decision)
9. Short-term versus long-term approach to innovation (i.e. immediate gains versus

exploration of possibilities).

The second type of strategy found in the primary studies does not describe an
opposition scenario between DT and the existing organizational structures, practices or
methods. Instead, the strategy is to embed or blend DT into the entire organization,
generating a new culture that gives more importance to design. For this purpose, a clear
definition of roles inside DT teams based on task distribution [16] or an analysis of DT
practitioner profiles based on their goals and vision about innovation [6] may facilitate
the selection of adequate people to lead the process of cultural change.

Along the same line of thought, Sato et al. [13] sustain that DT gives flexibility to
augment the conventional business thinking and tailor existing models to specific
situations. In their publication, the authors combined DT with four different models for
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organizational change and development (OC&D). This was achieved by mapping the
key concepts and principles of each OC&D model into the context of a broader DT
“process cycle”, composed by the following elements which are continuously reviewed
and refined in no particular order:

• Intent: Initial stance on the problem by defining the goal, target customer, expected
outcome and metrics

• Discoveries: Insights revealing “things as they are” and the reasons why
• Frameworks: Hypotheses about patterns and relationships between customer needs,

organizational capabilities and business requirements
• Principles: Prescriptive guidelines or imperatives derived from the frameworks
• Solutions: Ideas that best fulfill the principles and become tangible with prototypes.

Some of the findings in the study by Schmiedgen et al. [14] also adhere to the
perspective of an orderly or conscious transition toward the adoption of DT, describing
four “archetypical places” where DT can be found inside organizations. This idea
comes from a previous work by Junginger [24], who presented a bubble-shaped gra-
phic visualization of these stages as a tool to determine where and how is the orga-
nization utilizing DT at any given moment. Moving beyond the assessment of
individual discrete points in time and observing the entire cultural change process,
these “archetypical places” can be also understood as “assimilation stages” to gradually
blend DT into the organizational culture:

1. Periphery: External resource booked on demand, such as from external consultants
2. Somewhere: Applied separately within some internal areas or departments
3. Core: Direct contact with the leadership and used for strategic decision-making
4. Intrinsic: Established practice and mindset spread throughout the culture of the

entire organization, used beyond product and service innovation.

The similar views regarding DT adoption suggest that the process cycle model of
Sato et al. [13] could be applied in combination with the four archetypes described by
Schmiedgen et al. [14]. On one hand, the first model would allow to monitor the five
key components that should be continuously refined while blending DT into the
organization culture (i.e. process inputs and outputs). At the same time, the latter can be
used as a reference to evaluate how much DT has already pervaded into the organi-
zation (i.e. current state of the adoption process).

5 Study Limitations

As a secondary study which relies on the selection and analysis of existing literature,
the present paper has various limitations. First and foremost, the data collection and
analysis process was carried out by a single researcher. Even though this paper merely
analyzed previous studies performed by various authors, coming from different
research traditions and with different perspectives on DT, the possibility of relevant
theme omissions and accidental introduction of researcher biases remains. By pro-
viding a clear identification of the aims and methodological quality of each primary
study, the readers of this paper become able to judge for themselves whether the actual
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contents of the referenced articles match the descriptions provided in this review.
However, the validity of the findings presented could be further improved with dif-
ferent triangulation methods. For instance, by following up with complementary
studies which include new primary data (e.g. collected through scholar and practitioner
interviews), or by examining again the same articles presented in this paper but from
the perspective of other researchers, in order to find any similarities or differences in the
conclusions. Business book sections and “grey literature” have been excluded from this
study to avoid biases, but may certainly constitute valuable sources of practitioner
knowledge. Future studies which include such publications should also allow com-
parisons with data obtained from inquisitive or observational techniques, as it is dif-
ficult to fully cover the enterprise perspective by literature reviews alone.

Another limitation from this study is related to the unequal distribution of papers
among the three focus areas mapped into the review questions. On one hand, many of
the selected publications aimed to answer Q1 and provided sufficient material to
compare the multiple definitions given to DT. On the other hand, it was more difficult
to identify relevant concepts related to Q2 and Q3. The empirical studies about DT
implementation provided too detailed accounts of case-specific challenges, mostly
related to the difficulty to grasp the meaning of DT, as well as the results achieved in
each particular case context. For the reasons mentioned, Q1, Q2 and Q3 could not be
covered with the same thoroughness during this study, thus providing a better expla-
nation of the academic perspective on DT than the enterprise one. Given the
exploratory nature and limited scope of this paper (to propose a definition and research
agenda for DT) this may not be considered a significant issue. Nevertheless, it is the
opinion of this author that further cross-case empirical studies will be needed in the
future to provide stronger supporting arguments for Q2 and Q3.

Finally, as mentioned in the introductory section, the word “enterprise” was con-
strained in this paper to “large commercial business organizations”, in order to facilitate
the interpretation and analysis of previous studies under a relatively similar context.
A recommendation for future research on this same topic is to clarify the scope and
tailor it to certain specific types of organizations (e.g. public sector entities,
non-governmental organizations, start-ups, etc.), accounting for their complexity, size
or mission, among other types of relevant dimensions which could allow to make the
findings more comparable between studies.

6 Discussion and Conclusions

DT is a concept that emerged from the discussions in design research and acquired
fuzzy and diverse meanings under the participation of non-designer practitioners in
industry. The diversity of discourses and explanations for DT has been addressed by
various authors but there is still no agreement on a single definition, or even on whether
such definition should be agreed upon. On one hand, scholars from the design tradition
tend to be more critic about the pragmatic use of the term and defend the value, training
and expertise of the underlying design practices. On the other hand, case studies and
interviews have shown a basic level of shared understanding among designer and
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non-designer practitioners, which suggests that a common definition can indeed be
built, starting from the essential aspects more often associated to DT.

It is therefore the opinion of this paper’s author that any future discussions about
DT should at least have some basic generally agreed definition that allows to move the
academic discussion forward, improving at the same time the level of understanding
about DT in industry. Based on all the primary studies analyzed for this paper and
especially building upon earlier findings by Schmiedgen et al. [14], the following
definition of DT is proposed:

“Design thinking is an approach generally applied to customer-facing product and service
innovation, which can be also used as a general problem-solving approach. It relies on a
heterogeneous set of design practices and methods, which depending on the background of
each practitioner may be understood more as a toolset (i.e. pragmatic perspective) or as a
mindset (i.e. idealistic perspective). Rather than following a structured linear process, it is often
characterized to be iterative and user-centered, attributes which tend to facilitate the rapid
experimentation of ideas through prototypes.”

The primary case studies about the adoption of DT inside large companies showed
both positive and negative results, putting into doubt whether their findings are gen-
eralizable or specific to the organizations where the research took place. There seems to
be more clarity in terms of the pre-requisites for a successful implementation of DT,
assigning significant responsibility to the change of mindset in the managers. The
author of this paper considers that more cross-case studies are needed in the future
using the same set of research questions to compare any relevant themes or dimensions
of DT in different organizational contexts.

As a major challenge of DT in large organizations, the reviewed publications
pointed out consistently the difficulty to handle the flexibility and unpredictability of
DT, in contraposition with the existing structures, roles and responsibilities. This
challenge can be understood in two ways: (1) The structure and culture of large
organizations naturally clashes with DT, or (2) DT can co-exist with existing structures,
practices or methods until it gets assimilated. In the first case, the strategy is to keep a
balance between permanently opposing forces. In the second scenario, the strategy is to
blend DT into the entire organization to generate a design-centric culture. There is an
interesting opportunity to test in future case studies the strategies by Prud’homme van
Reine [12] and Sato et al. [13] for the first and second scenarios, respectively.

In terms of the broader context where future research about DT could be positioned,
a loose connection has been observed between requirements engineering and the
increased customer-centricity of DT. Despite the relative broadness of the search
keywords and primary study contents, it was a challenging task to find in the selected
publications concrete links between DT and other well-established practices in software
engineering. DT was mostly described as a problem-solving or innovation approach
from a high-level perspective, without establishing theoretical connections with tra-
ditional software development practices. Thus, future research about the complemen-
tarity between IT and DT should be conducted with more precise data collection
methods and objectives, so the empirical evidence can be traced back into more specific
disciplines like requirements engineering or software testing.

The concept of DT carries multiple connotations and a high-level of abstraction.
If DT is considered a fuzzy topic and wicked problem on its own right, the lessons
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learned from DT case studies may be extended to the process of researching DT itself.
The concept should be brought down to a level of understanding that allows both
academics and practitioners to speak a common language with each other. This is a
challenging task, but hopefully also a strong motivation for researchers to start
examining the potential impact of DT, or any other “vaguely defined” – yet potentially
relevant – emerging categories that could be overlapping with their areas of expertise.
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1 Introduction

Business Process Management (BPM) is increasingly seen as a management discipline
that has significant impact on an organization (von Rosing et al. 2015). It provides
value by transforming strategy into people and technology-based execution – at pace
with certainty (Franz and Kirchmer 2012). BPM plays a key role in realizing the full
potential of digitalization initiatives (Kirchmer et al. 2016; Kirchmer et al. 2017). The
discipline of process management enables ongoing strategy execution and digitaliza-
tion in a volatile business environment.

The BPM-Discipline is implemented through a process of its own, the process of
process management (PoPM). The increasing importance of the BPM-Discipline for
the success of an organization requires an appropriate performance improvement of the
PoPM. First progress in this area has been made using the appropriate design of the
PoPM (Kirchmer 2015). In order to achieve the next performance level, we apply
digitalization systematically to the PoPM itself (Kirchmer et al. 2017). Result is the
next generation of “digital BPM”.

While we focused in the last paper on defining the requirements for the digital-
ization of the PoPM, we discuss here the resulting digital tool and its application.
Hence, we move the focus from the build-time to the run-time of digital BPM.

2 BPM Digitalization and Automation Gaps

Since the discipline of BPM is implemented through a business process itself, this
process, the PoPM, needs to be examined to identify where appropriate digitalization
and automation is missing to move it to the next performance level and enhance digital
BPM. This is done by using a reference model for the PoPM to identify the digital-
ization and automation status and resulting gaps. Those digitalization and automation
gaps provide the basis for the requirements definition for new digital tools.

2.1 The Process of Process Management

BPM operationalizes strategy so that it can be executed through the appropriate
combination of people and technology, at pace with certainty (Franz and Kirchmer
2012). This is shown in the BPM-D® Framework in Fig. 1. This framework summaries
key aspects of the definition of BPM. The business strategy is executed through an
appropriate management of the process lifecycle from design, implementation, exe-
cution to control of the process – considering people and digital technologies in each
phase. The key aspect of this definition of BPM is the focus on strategy and its
execution. While other definitions recognize this aspect, it is in most of the cases not as
centrally positioned as in the BPM-D Framework.
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The BPM-Discipline is implemented, just as any other management discipline:
through the appropriate business processes: the “process of process management”
(PoPM) (Franz and Kirchmer 2012). This PoPM consists of project-related
sub-processes, focused on improving the organization and realizing the targeted
value, and asset-related processes, enabling efficient and effective improvements. In
both groups we can distinguish planning and realization related sub-processes. The
overview of a reference model for the PoPM is shown in Fig. 2 (Kirchmer 2015;
Kirchmer et al. 2017).

Fig. 1. BPM-D® framework

Fig. 2. The BPM-D process framework – reference model for the process of process
management
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To operationalize this PoPM reference model we have described this business
process from all relevant views (Scheer 1998): organization, functions, data, deliver-
ables and control view (Kirchmer 2015). In over 50 business transformation and
improvement initiatives we have proven that this PoPM reference model delivers
significant value - adjusted and applied in the specific business context of an organi-
zation (Kirchmer 2016). It is sufficiently complete and consistent. Key benefits
achieved through the application of the PoPM reference model are:

• Reduced risk through re-use of successful practices
• Reduced design time for the PoPM and the organization around it
• Transparent knowledge transfer
• Basis for the ongoing management of the BPM-Discipline
• Basis for ongoing assessments and expansion of the BPM-Discipline through new

initiatives
• Information and communication about BPM is more tangible and therefore

simplified.

Modelling the PoPM from different views helps to understand relevant capabilities
for the BPM-Discipline as well as the business value they provide. It helps to identify
how digital technologies can support this management discipline and how this tech-
nology supports the current maturity.

The high importance of the BPM-Discipline for strategy execution and
enterprise-wide digitalization requires and justifies an accelerated improvement of the
PoPM and its application to specific organizations. This can be achieved by moving the
digitalizing of the PoPM itself to the next level. Targeted digitalization and the
resulting innovation are important enablers for the “Chief Process Officer” (Kirchmer
and Franz 2014a) to guide the journey of the BPM-Discipline to deliver best value for
an organization. The resulting digital tools make process management more tangible
and with that easier to be rolled out. We expand this digitalization approach from using
individual, little integrated components of the PoPM to an integrated end-to-end
approach across the entire BPM-Discipline.

2.2 Digitalization and Automation Status

In order to identify the status of digitalization and automation of the PoPM we analyzed
the different sub-processes of the BPM-D Process Framework. The input from over 200
process initiatives has shown that there are very different maturity levels of digital-
ization in the various PoPM sub-processes (Kirchmer et al. 2017). The digitalization of
the PoPM has focused on the automation of operational processes, including new
developments like Robotic Process Automation (RPA) or Blockchain (Scheer 2017;
Kirchmer 2017a, 2017b). This has had significant impact on the value the PoPM can
provide and the way it approaches process improvement initiatives.

The management of related projects is also well supported through project man-
agement systems and related tools to support available process improvement approa-
ches. The PoPM can leverage general solutions in this field, hence project management
systems. This is also the case for most of the general BPM Operations for the ongoing
management of the PoPM.
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A special area of the BPM Operations is the value realization after project con-
clusion. Existing analytics, process mining and monitoring tools support different
aspects of that sub-process. (Scheer 2017; Kirchmer 2017b). However, they are not
sufficient to ensure the value realization fully.

Modelling and repository tools as well as specialized enterprise architecture tools
cover the Enterprise Architecture related processes. Digital technologies have become
mature in this area (Kirchmer 2017b; Franz and Kirchmer 2012). These tools also
support the management of process-oriented digital tools and technologies. Some
aspects of the people enablement, especially the training and capability building, are
also supported through existing digital systems. Examples are e-learning tools and
related computer-based training environments.

2.3 Digitalization and Automation Gaps

The development of a strategy-based process management agenda is one important area
that is not well supported. An organization only competes with about 15–20% of its
processes (Franz and Kirchmer 2012). All the others are commodity processes that do
not really impact the competitive positioning if performed at an industry average level.

The commodity processes can be improved, when underperforming, through
straight forward initiatives leveraging existing common practices. It is, however, very
important for an organization to know its high impact processes, align the process
management capabilities with those and define a BPM roadmap consistent with these
strategic priorities (Kirchmer and Franz 2014b). These lead to an corresponding
process-oriented project portfolio management. The systematic support of the devel-
opment of a value-driven process agenda is crucial for a successful BPM-Discipline
and should be updated with every major adjustment of strategy or market. In our
research we have not identified any existing digital tools focused on supporting this
part of the PoPM sufficiently, hence this should be part of a new more holistic digi-
talization approach.

The value-realization after the project and the related process and data governance
are not sufficiently enabled through digital solutions either. Existing tools support
different functions of those areas, but not the overall control flow and the management
of those controls. The enforcement of process standards or the support of collaboration
models of different governance bodies is not sufficiently covered though current dig-
italization approaches. Most activities in this area are still carried out manually with
negative efficiency and quality effects or through general workflow approaches, not
distinguishing between the operational process and the required governance processes.

Our analysis has shown that the whole “people dimension” of process management
is also not provided appropriate digital support in many BPM initiatives. In most
process-led transformation and improvement approaches the challenges are less con-
cerning the used technology components, but rather the people involved in the initiative
(Spanyi 2003). Since only few processes can be fully automated, people and their skills
are often the bottleneck. While there is good progress made with digitally enabled
change management approaches (Ewenstein et al. 2015), such as the use of eLearning
or different communication tools, the active management of process communities and
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their integration with change management is still not sufficiently supported. Hence, this
is another area for an improved digitalization and automation of the PoPM. Figure 3
illustrates the main gaps of the current digitalization and automation of the PoPM.

We also detected a lack of integration between the different existing digital support
approaches. While there exist selected integration examples, such as the connection of
process modelling and execution tools, there is no overarching integration across the
entire PoPM and the underlying digital technologies. A comprehensive digitalization of
the PoPM needs to address this topic and deliver the right degree of integration
enabling best performance of the overall PoPM. Only this integrated approach leads at
the end to digital BPM and delivers the expected value.

3 Process-Oriented Project Portfolio Management and Value
Realization

As starting points for the further digitalization of the PoPM we have chosen
process-oriented project portfolio management, reflecting the prioritization approach
and the BPM agenda, as well as the value realization after project conclusion.

The goal of the process-oriented project portfolio management is to set
strategy-based priorities and focus initiatives on high impact low maturity processes to
achieve best outcome for the targeted strategy execution. This integrates already on a
business level the discipline of process management and the project management
approach. BPM identifies and defines necessary improvement projects and manages the
resulting project portfolios. Project management executes those portfolios and provides
required feedback information. This is visualized in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Digitalization and automation gaps of the PoPM
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The value-realization after project conclusion is essential to realize the
strategy-related effects which often takes longer than the project duration. In this phase
there is an integrated approach between the process design with the resulting process
models and the overlaying process governance is required. This is visualized in Fig. 5.
In traditional organizations this value realization is a challenge since there is often no
governance approach after the projects has concluded. Process governance, integrated
with process management resolves this situation.

Improving process-oriented project portfolio management and the related prioriti-
zation in combination with the value realization also addresses major challenges of
digital transformation initiatives (Kirchmer et al. 2016). It helps to identify where to best
start digitalization, supports the timely decision making, and supports business and IT
alignment through common priorities. The focus of projects on specific process-areas

Fig. 4. Process-oriented project portfolio management: integrated approach to business process
management and project management

Fig. 5. Value realization based on integrated process design and process governance
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also simplifies building up appropriate capabilities and the targeted approach delivers
quick value, useful to overcome resistance to change. The key challenges are shown in
Fig. 6.

In the underlying research a clear correlation between process management
maturity and value through digitalization was identified. Process-oriented project
portfolio management and integrated value relation simplify the systematic realization
of this BPM maturity.

3.1 Defining and Managing Process-Based Project Portfolios

Process-oriented project portfolios are defined and managed based on the identification
of high impact processes, related process management capabilities and the required
work packages necessary to improve the processes, using the appropriate process
management capabilities (Franz and Kirchmer 2012; Kirchmer and Franz 2014b). This
requires 5 key steps:

• Identify high impact processes
• Identify required BPM capabilities
• Define resulting value packages
• Assign projects to value packages
• Prioritize projects
• Track value-realization.

To identify high impact processes the strategy of an organization is converted into a
value-driver tree. Then the impact of each process on each of the value-drivers is
calculated. The top 15–20% processes are generally considered the high impact pro-
cesses (Franz and Kirchmer 2012). This process segmentation is best done on a level 3
of detail, that means that an organization is described through 150–200 processes. The
results of the segmentation can then be summarized and communicated in a heat map
based on the operating model description of the organization. In most practical situa-
tions there are process areas that are in-between high impact and commodity. In a
second step they can be included in one or the other group based on overall man-
agement considerations. An example of such a heat map is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 6. Key challenges of digital transformations
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For the high impact processes the maturity level compared to other organization of
the same industry is evaluated. High impact low maturity processes are key targets for
improvements and the resulting programs and projects. These processes need to get
improved in order to execute the organization’s strategy.

A focused BPM maturity assessment is used to identify the required process
management capabilities and compares them to existing capabilities to identify the gaps
(Franz and Kirchmer 2012). The capability assessment is structured based on the PoPM
and the different views on it. The results can again be displayed as a heat map, using the
BPM-D Process Framework as basis. Important BPM capabilities with a low maturity
level need to be addressed in enabling projects. This ensures to have the capabilities
developed, necessary to fix operational high impact low maturity business processes.
The portfolio of necessary initiatives gets extended appropriately. Figure 8 shows an
example for such a BPM capability heat map.

High impact processes and BPM capability gaps form the foundation for the def-
inition of value packages. A value package defines the improvement activities,
involved resources, expected outcomes and a high-level business case for an initiative.
It should also show how it relates to the identified key value-drivers.

The execution of a value-package is done through one or several projects and a
project can address one or several value packages. The impact of a value package on
the execution of the business strategy is calculated by combining the impact on
business processes and their impact on the value-drivers representing the strategy. This
allows a strategy-based prioritization of value-packages and related projects. In Fig. 9
the example of a value package is shown.

Fig. 7. Heat map identifying areas with most high impact processes.
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The realization projects are prioritized based on the impact of the related value
packages. This is simple if one project executes one or several complete value pack-
ages. In the case that value packages are split between projects, the identification of the
project impact may require a management decision. We have not yet identified a more
standardized approach for that. However, practice has shown that this only happens
very rarely, hence it is not worth to examine this case further at the current point of
time. However, we will keep on observing this situation in practice and address the
point in the future if necessary.

The project portfolio is managed based on those priorities and the effort it takes to
realize a project with the related value packages. High cost of a high impact project
may force a delayed start due to a lack of resources. A simple project prioritization is
visualized in Fig. 10. A changing business strategy or changing market conditions

Fig. 9. Value package – example

Fig. 8. Heat map showing BPM capability gaps
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affect the high impact processes and the impact of the related value packages and
projects. Hence, the project portfolio is continuously managed towards best execution
of the current strategy in the current market conditions.

This process-oriented project portfolio management enables a systematic strategy
execution, leveraging the discipline of process management. The continuous change
and adjustment of portfolios and project prioritization emphasizes the need for digital
support.

Once the portfolio is defined the value-delivery status of each project is tracked so
that at the end of a project the ongoing value-realization has a clear starting point. It
manages the resulting new processes towards the final target outcome.

3.2 Realizing the Value After Project Conclusion

Once a process improvement project is finished, in most of the situations the targeted
value is not fully achieved. For example, if the goal was to reduce stock based on a
better forecasting and planning approach, it will take time after implementation of this
approach until the results are visible. During that time, it is crucial to control the
process carefully and keep it on track. Depending on the achieved results over time
either the goals are reached, need to be adjusted or additional improvement initiatives
launched. Even if the goals of an improvement projects are achieved right after the
project or later, a systematic process control is required to keep the new process on
track.

Tools like process monitoring and mining deliver information about the project
impacts, but they need to be embedded in a systematic process control to drive the
value realization. Responsibilities and accountabilities need to be defined and managed
appropriately. For this process control three key steps are required:

• Definition of the controls
• Execution of the controls
• Reporting of the control results.

Fig. 10. Project prioritization
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The controls are defined as part of the process design and they are included in a
process model. The controls basically represent components of the process governance.
Figure 11 shows the example of a process model in BPMN notation (Shapiro et al.
2012), including the relevant control steps. This approach ensures the right controls at
the right time during the process execution. It aligns the operational process with
process governance. Details of the control activities can be defined in appropriate
standard operating procedures (SOPs).

The execution of those controls needs to be triggered during the running business
process. The controls are documented to document the evolution of the control results
as well as control responsibilities and accountabilities. The documentation should also
include progress in the value-realization, for example linked to specific KPIs. In many
cases the reports also need to fulfil compliance requirements so that they can be used to
obtain appropriate certifications.

4 Digital Approach to Process-Oriented Project Portfolio
Management

In line with these objectives, work has progressed on the design and implementation of
an integrated BPM-D Application that aims to properly support and digitalize the
Process of Process Management (PoPM). The approach, initial implementation and
early pilots demonstrate considerable progress regarding the defined objectives.

In order to close the identified digitalization gaps of the PoPM, the development of
the BPM-D Application has been launched (Kirchmer et al. 2017). This is designed as a
cloud-based solution that allows on one hand the integration of existing process
management software tools and on the other hand delivers the functionality to close the
digitalization gaps. Key models and planned scope are shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 11. Process model with integrated process controls
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The BPM-D Strategy modules support the process-oriented project portfolio
management:

• Targeting value
• BPM Capability
• Process Agenda.

Related process management master data, such as the process hierarchy or
value-drivers, are part of the governance module. This enables the use across all
components of the application. The architecture of the BPM-D application is illustrated
in Fig. 13. It explains how this digital component enables the integration of the port-
folio management into the larger BPM-Discipline activities and their digital support.

4.1 Identifying High Impact Processes and Their Maturity Level

A high impact process is a business process that has significant influence on the
execution of the strategy of an organization. Therefore, the BPM-D application allows
the capturing of a short summary of the business strategy as basis for the evaluation.

Fig. 12. Modules of the BPM-D application

Fig. 13. BPM-D application architecture
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This strategy can change based on market conditions, legal regulations or other
external and internal factors. Hence, several strategies per organization have to be
accessible to ensure an agile ongoing use of the application. Each strategy element is
part of the master data. Figure 14 shows the overview for existing strategies in the
BPM-D Application.

Those strategies are than, as explained, operationalized through a value-driver tree.
This exercise is normally done interactively, for example during a workshop, using the
BPM-D Application. Therefore, an easy to use data capturing and immediate graphical
representation is important.

The value-drivers themselves need to be weighted to provide a good picture of the
strategic intent. This weighting process is supported through appropriate
voting-capabilities which result in suggested weights. Digitalization helps here to
achieve efficient and effective results, saving significant time for the involved execu-
tives. The development of the realization of the value-drivers can be measured through
appropriate enterprise performance indicators.

Figure 15 shows the value-driver tree in the BPM-D application. It is connected to
a strategy. New strategies require new value-driver trees aligned with the specific
strategy. Value-drivers are also considered master data of the BPM-D Application,
allowing their broad use and central maintenance. The value-drivers can be managed
independently of the overlaying value-driver tree as part of the ongoing adjustment of
the strategy.

The value drivers need to be assigned to enterprise key performance indicators
(KPI). These indicators describe the enterprise wide status of the strategy execution.
They are supported through process KPIs which are discussed below. The use of those
KPIs in the overall context of the project portfolio management is important to enable a
strategy-based project portfolio management. The management of KPIs and related
links to value-drivers can become a key advantage of this digital approach to the
PoPM.

Fig. 14. Strategy definitions in the BPM-D application
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The value-drivers are linked to the level 3 business processes through a process
impact assessment matrix, as explained above. The processes can be captured in form
of a hierarchical function tree or imported from a process repository. Hence, the
BPM-D Application integrates the repository into the overall PoPM digitalization
approach, creating additional value through the process models, initially captured in a
modelling and repository tool. The top level of this process hierarchy can be displayed
as the “operating model” of the organization. This representation is used later on to
visualize where high impact areas can be found. This visualization is important for the
use on an executive level. The switch from a more operational view on the hierarchy to
this executive view is another advantage of this digital execution of the PoPM.
Figure 16 illustrates the operating model of an organization in the BPM-D Application.

For each process the impact on each value-driver is defined. The weighted total of
those impacts represents the total impact of a process on the strategy of the organi-
zation. The digital approach allows an immediate visualization of the effect of changing
weights of value-drivers, adding or de-selecting value-drivers. This allows the evalu-
ation of the operational effects of different strategy scenarios.

Fig. 16. Operating model of an organization in the BPM-D application

Fig. 15. Value-driver tree in the BPM-D application
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The impact of a process on a value-driver can be described through an appropriate
key performance indicator (KPI), used to manage this process. This creates the basis for
a process-oriented and strategy-based process management after the improvement
project has concluded. Figure 17 shows this process impact matrix.

The KPIs behind the impact fields of the matrix are used to drive the process
performance. The KPI definitions are also managed through the BPM-D Application.
These KPI definitions should be transferred to a process monitoring and analytics
system for the ongoing use. This link is not implemented yet, but in the improvement
plans. The process KPIs also form the basis for the definition of controls to enable the
value-realization after the project. Hence, they support again the logical integration of
components of the PoPM.

The impact value (no, low, medium or high impact) can be obtained through
interactive workshops, supported through the BPM-D Application, or a survey of key
stakeholders and practitioners involved in the processes. Figure 18 visualizes this
survey functionality. It simplifies the cross-functional collaboration of involved
stakeholders, leveraging the digital internet-based integration.

The high impact processes are evaluated regarding their maturity level compared to
industry peers, similar organizations or known good practices. This requires the
identification of the current maturity level as well as the target in order to achieve the
necessary impact on the value-drivers to get the business strategy executed. This
executive decision can either be taken based on existing information or supported
through additional analysis. Practice has shown that most executives have a very good
idea of current and required maturity level. Figure 19 shows how those maturity levels
are captured in the BPM-D Application. The digital support allows again either a
capturing during a workshop or in broader surveys. This simplifies the ongoing
re-evaluation of this maturity and the management of necessary adjustments.

Fig. 17. Process impact assessment matrix in the BPM-D application
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Result are the identification of high impact low maturity processes on which
improvement initiatives should focus. Those priority areas can be visualized using the
mentioned operating model’s depiction of the process hierarchy. This format has
proven to be a well suited executive communication tool. This representation is shown
in Fig. 20.

The effects of the change of the relevant value-drivers is shown immediately though
changing color codes in the operating model graphic. This allows again the comparison
of the effects of strategy adjustments, this time on an executive level.

Fig. 19. Current and targeted process maturity levels in the BPM-D application

Fig. 18. Survey supported through the BPM-D application
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4.2 Identify BPM Capability Gaps

Existing and required BPM capabilities are captured based on the BPM-D Framework
(Franz and Kirchmer 2012). This is the maturity assessment of the PoPM, simplified
through the use of the BPM-D reference structure and the thereon based digital
application. The difference between existing and required capabilities provides the
capability gaps that need to be closed during or prior to process improvement projects.

The capability gaps form the basis for the definition of capability improvement
initiatives that can be transferred into individual projects. The capturing of the PoPM
maturity assessment is done in a similar screen as shown in Fig. 21. It supports a
simple easy-to-understand overview over the background of the existing BPM
maturity.

Digitalization facilitates the required surveys or workshop sessions. The integration
of survey capabilities eliminates working steps required if third party survey tools are
used.

4.3 Define Value Packages for High Impact Low Maturity Processes
and Related BPM Capabilities

Value packages describe initiatives to address business process improvements, espe-
cially of high impact processes, or they close BPM capability gaps to enable the
improvement initiatives. Digitalization and integration of this definition of
value-packages enables the link of projects to related processes – before going through
the administrative steps of defining specific projects.

The impact of those value-packages is calculated based on the impact of the pro-
cesses addressed. This calculation is not straight forward since it has to be defined
using the degree in which a process is addressed by a value package. One package can
address one or more processes and a process can be targeted by one or more value
packages. We have for the moment decided to have the user define the degree a process
is affected by a value package. The digitalization of this work allows the rapid
adjustment and management of those dependencies as well as the quick check of
different scenarios to create balanced value-packages of manageable scope.

Fig. 20. High impact low maturity processes in operating model format in the BPM-D
application
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The overall impact of a potential value-package is visualized in table form, as
shown in Fig. 21, or again using the operating model format, illustrated in Fig. 22. The
value-packages are the basis to define related projects and programs. The management
of value-packages and their link to projects is significantly simplified through the use of
the BPM-D Application. This is a key enabler of a process-oriented portfolio man-
agement approach.

The BPM-D Applications suggests for which processes value-packages should be
defined based on the impact and already ongoing initiatives captured in the BPM-D
Application before. It also shows where an analysis should be launched to see if
initiatives need to be changed or stopped since they target less important business
processes or processes addressed by multiple initiatives. This is also illustrated in
Fig. 22.

Fig. 22. Operating model with impact of value packages in the BPM-D application

Fig. 21. Impact of value packages in the BPM-D application
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4.4 Transfer Value Packages into Prioritized Project Portfolios

Each value-package is now translated into projects. Therefore, the value packages are
evaluated in regard to their overall expected value with consideration of their business
impact, complexity and the effort required. This allows to segment those packages into
3 waves:

• Wave 1 value packages need to be addressed in the short terms
• Wave 2 value packages will be executed in a defined mid-term
• Wave 3 value packages relate to future initiatives, no specific timeline is assigned.

The prioritization of value packages is shown in Fig. 23. The digital support of this
prioritization enables here, too, a simpler management and adjustment of those deci-
sions. It also helps to facilitate possibly required workshops.

The value packages are then transferred into one or several manageable projects.
For waves 1 and 2 this should be initiatives in a limited time line, less than 6, or even
better less than 3 months, wherever possible. This definition of smaller projects enables
a more agile approach to carrying out improvements in an organization. The BPM-D
Application supports that project definition through appropriate digital templates,
simplifying this procedure. Wave 3 packages can be assigned to a project right away
and operationalized later, when the execution time frame is clearer. Those
value-packages are forming a waiting list, managed through the application.

The result is a BPM agenda with projects in the appropriate realization phases.
They can now be scheduled and managed in project management system, integrated in
the BPM-D Application.

Result is a project portfolio based on the impact of involved processes on the
organization’s business strategy. Each project is directed towards the execution of the
overarching strategy. Changing strategy or business environment may lead to changing
process impacts and modifications of the project portfolio. Results of the
value-realization during and after ongoing projects are captured in the BPM-D
Application so that they may also lead to changes in the project portfolio.

Fig. 23. Prioritization of value packages and segmentation into realization waves in the BPM-D
application
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5 Digital Approach to Value Realization

The management of the value realization after project conclusion is supported by
another BPM-D Application module, part of the overall architecture discussed above.
This functionality has already been used successfully for over one year in practice. The
core of this value realization is the establishment and management of appropriate
controls during the execution of the new and improved business processes.

5.1 Identify and Manage Appropriate Process Controls

The process controls are defined as part of the operational process design, as com-
ponent of the process governance. They are identified as control activities in the
process model describing the to-be process. An example of such a definition is shown
in Fig. 11, introduced before. Such a process model is housed in a process repository.
The BPM-D Application imports these process models from the repository and extracts
the control items. These controls can then be refined, changed and adjusted as required
in the BPM-D Application. In case of new controls, these have to be added to the
appropriate process models. Figure 24 illustrates the controls management in the
BPM-D Application.

The controls are then refined in form of process control tasks. Those have to be
managed and serve as basis for necessary report. The control tasks can include refer-
ences to the process KPIs defined as part of the process impact assessment matrix
discussed before.

The BPM-D Application uses again content form a modelling and repository tool,
hence increases the value of this models. The digitalization of the controls makes their
management efficient and, in many cases, even possible. Especially in larger organi-
zation a manual management of the controls would be difficult.

Fig. 24. Managing process controls in the BPM-D application
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5.2 Manage Related Process Control Tasks and Report Results

The control tasks are assigned to specific roles. People logging into the BPM-D
Application with such a role are presented the related control tasks. They see the status,
can carry out open tasks and report the findings back through the application. The task
management in the BPM-D Application is shown in Fig. 25.

The role-based management of those control tasks is again basically only possible
through appropriate digital support. This enables the appropriate governance to drive
value-realization.

The status of the tasks and information about the executing roles can be displayed
in appropriate reports. The pilot client of the BPM-D Application uses the software in
processes relevant for legal compliance requirements. The delivered reports have been
proven to fulfil the formal compliance requirements. An example for an online report is
shown in Fig. 26.

Fig. 25. Task management in the BPM-D application

Fig. 26. Reporting compliance task status in the BPM-D application
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This reporting through the BPM-D Application is another simplification of the
value-realization. The use showed significantly reduced time for the handling while the
report quality increased.

6 Conclusion

The implementation and use of the first modules of the BPM-D Application has shown
a digital path of moving from the business strategy of an organization to a
project-based execution of required initiatives and the following value-realization. The
identification of high impact business processes is used as link between strategy and
execution. The digital enablers close first important gaps in the digitalization of the
process of process management and enable the integration of existing process man-
agement tools, the business process repository and project management systems.
Compliance relevant reporting is delivered as a side effect.

This digitalization of the process of process management needs now to be again
moved to the next level. Therefore, we plan the following next steps:

• The current modules of the BPM-D Application need to be applied at 3-4 pilot
organization to get more feedback and incorporate this into the software.

• The formalization of the link of value-packages to processes and projects to
value-packages and the related quantification of priorities has proven to be more
challenging than expected. We currently use very simple distribution formulas to
achieve that. This may need to be refined, also depending on the pilot feedback.

• The integration of process analytics and monitoring systems on the basis of the
KPIs defined in the BPM-D Application still has to be designed in detail and
implemented. This may also require an extension of the existing functionality of the
BPM-D Application to allow the upload of monitoring results to support the
value-realization.

• There are still functional and integration gaps regarding the digitalization of the
process of process management. These need to be prioritized and the extension of
the BPM-D Application planned accordingly.

The digitalization of the management of process-oriented project portfolios and the
first component of the following value realization are important steps towards an
integrated digital support of the process of process management. This will continue to
make the BPM-Discipline itself more efficient and effective which is another step
towards systematic strategy execution. It is another step towards digital BPM and the
management discipline it supports.
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Abstract. Blockchain technology opens up new opportunities for Busi-
ness Process Management. This is mainly due to its unprecedented capa-
bility to let transactions be automatically executed and recorded by
Smart Contracts in multi-peer environments, in a decentralised fash-
ion and without central authoritative players to govern the workflow.
In this way, blockchains also provide traceability. Traceability of infor-
mation plays a pivotal role particularly in those supply chains where
multiple parties are involved and rigorous criteria must be fulfilled to
lead to a successful outcome. In this paper, we investigate how to run a
business process in the context of a supply chain on a blockchain infras-
tructure so as to provide full traceability of its run-time enactment. Our
approach retrieves information to trace process instances execution solely
from the transactions written on-chain. To do so, hash-codes are reverse-
engineered based on the Solidity Smart Contract encoding of the gen-
erating process. We show the results of our investigation by means of
an implemented software prototype, with a case study on the reportedly
challenging context of the pharmaceutical supply chain.

Keywords: Blockchain · Ethereum · Smart Contracts · Supply chain
Business Process Management

1 Introduction

Integrating processes that extend throughout the supply chain requires multi-
party collaborations and an intense exchange of information along multiple
channels. The multitude of passages entails data redundancy and lack of full
knowledge on how, when and where tasks were conducted, and products used
through their life cycle [24]. This becomes an issue of particular concern for
inter-organisational processes involving untrusted parties [6]. In a pharmaceuti-
cal supply chain, for instance, critical goods are handled and the verifiability of
their origin and processing is needed to prevent illegal actions, e.g., the distribu-
tion of counterfeit drugs. Multiple actors work together on delivering a product
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that needs to have very specific qualities to be fulfilled. Thus traceability is
required. Classic approaches against counterfeiting, like the one proposed in [25]
are not always sufficient, because supply chains usually lack trust, transparency,
and documentation. The key properties of the blockchain technology offers a
promising solution to this problems without the need of a third party authority.

Blockchain has emerged as an open, distributed ledger that can record trans-
actions between parties efficiently and in a verifiable and permanent way. This is
enabled by a combination of peer-to-peer networks, consensus-making, cryptog-
raphy, and market mechanisms [5]. Blockchains thus ensure data integrity and
transparency [22]. Furthermore, they support so-called Smart Contracts, that
is, fully executable pieces of decentralised code expressing how business is to be
conducted among contracting parties, e.g., transfer cryptocurrencies and digital
assets after a condition is fulfilled [7,28]. These characteristics make it partic-
ularly suitable to the execution of inter-organisational business processes along
supply chains [30].

In this paper we investigate the application of the Ethereum blockchain to
enable traceability of inter-organisational business process, focussing on a case
study taken from the pharmaceutical domain. We remark that we abstract from
the sole product traceability in supply chains [17,29] and aim at extending the
concept towards full traceability of the entire process execution [16]. To that
extent, we rely on an existing platform for running business processes on the
Ethereum blockchain [4,12] and devise a framework to trace the execution infor-
mation solely based on the transactions recorded on-chain. Our approach is
implemented in a software prototype and its usage demonstrated on an exem-
plifying process.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the
preliminary notions upon which out approach is based. Section 3 illustrates our
approach in detail. Section 4 concludes the paper and draws future research
plans.

2 Background

An ever-increasing number of organisations both in the private and public sectors
identify their business processes as a key asset. Business processes, or processes
hereinafter, regulate the inter-relation, assignment, and execution of tasks and
decisions that ultimately yield an outcome that adds value for a customer [6].
Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) is among the most prominent
modelling languages for processes [21]. The integration of business processes
along the supply chain, has been found to contribute both to better operational
and business performance [15,30].

A supply chain is defined as the set of activities and independent organ-
isations whose cooperation delivers a product from its production to the end
consumer [13,26]. A pharmaceutical supply chain, for instance, encompasses the
stages pertaining to a pharmaceutical product from the raw material processing
to the end consumer acquisition of the final product. More in detail, it includes
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Fig. 1. Simplified pharmaceutical supply chain modelled as a BPMN collaboration
diagram.

the following tasks: (i) manufacturers produce raw materials, (ii) pharmaceuti-
cal manufacturers produce the final product, (iii) hospitals and pharmacies store
and dispense the final product dispatched by wholesalers and distributors, (iv)
patients take the final product. The coactive work of the many parties involved
is paramount as the efforts lead to a successful outcome only if the internal
coordination, information exchange, and material flow is efficient. A weakness
anywhere in the chain results in an overall failure to achieve the competitive
potential of the whole chain. In other words, the chain is only as strong as its
weakest link [27]. Standards exist to regulate both the activity flow and the
communication between the actors of supply chains. A simplified model of the
pharmaceutical supply chain, e.g., is illustrated in Fig. 1 as a BPMN collabora-
tion diagram. It is based upon the model proposed in [10] by GS1, a non-profit
organisation that develops and maintains global standards for business commu-
nication. The diagram consists of five pools, represented as wrapping labelled
boxes, each depicting one of the different parties involved: raw material manufac-
turer, pharmaceutical manufacturer, hospital pharmacy, healthcare professional,
and patient. Within each pool, processes are represented as tasks (rounded
boxes) connected by control-flow (arcs), starting and ending with events (circles,
drawn with narrow and bold lines respectively). Envelopes represent a message
exchange, and dotted arcs connect sending events (black envelope) to catch-
ing events (transparent envelope). For instance, pharmaceutical products are
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delivered to the hospital pharmacy from the pharmaceutical manufacturer after
task Keep record of information is concluded. The pharmacy thereafter scans the
QR code of the package to register the delivery. Routing choices are drawn as
diamonds with a cross. Considering the process of the pharmaceutical manufac-
turer, e.g., if raw materials are corrupted the process ends with a warranty claim
issued, otherwise it proceeds with the production of pharmaceutical product.

A cornerstone of Business Process Management (BPM) is the integration
of IT systems in the management of processes to favour their automation.
Blockchains can provide an underlying technological infrastructure for business
process management.

2.1 Blockchain

The concept of blockchain was introduced in 2008 to support the creation and
exchange of the Bitcoin cryptocurrency without the need for a controlling cen-
tral authority [14,20]. While indeed the primary driver of blockchain technology
has been cryptocurrencies, it has later found a broader application field outside
the sole finance scope. The foundation of a blockchain is the decentralised stor-
age of data that describe transactions. When we think of a traditional bank,
the bank is a centralised node of all transactions, the ledger. By contrast, the
blockchain network stores the transactions on the different peers that are part
of the network, in a distributed ledger fashion. This allows for a direct exchange
between different participants without a third party that observes the transac-
tions. The transactions are collated in blocks and several blocks together result
in a chain. In this way, a blockchain describes a logical sequence of transac-
tions. Adding new blocks in a trustworthy manner is enabled by a combination
of peer-to-peer networks, consensus-making, cryptography, and market mecha-
nisms [19]. Blockchains ensure data integrity and transparency, such that the
blockchain network stays operational even under byzantine faults. A new block
can only be added to the chain if there is a consensus on the majority of the
network. The most common consensus techniques are Proof-of-Work (PoW)
and Proof-of-Stake (PoS) [2]. Ethereum [32] is among the most used blockchain
implementations.

All transactions are signed. Nevertheless, the identity of the signee remains
anonymous. Consensus and anonymity are facilitated by hashing. A crypto-
graphic hash function (henceforth simply hash function) is a deterministic one-
way function mapping any given input to a fixed-size output. It means that given
the same input, the same output is always returned. It is however not feasible
to retrieve the original input from the sole output. Keccak [3] is the hash func-
tion used in Ethereum. Every block is associated with a hash generated from its
content and the hash value of the previous block in the list. Hash values thus
uniquely represent not only the transactions within blocks but also the ordering
of every block. This mechanism is at the basis of the chain. In case somebody
tried to alter a transaction, this would change the hash value of its block, and
thus break the chain. Different types of blockchains exist, but they can be gener-
ally classified by two properties, i.e., verifiability (private or public), and access
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grant (permissioned or permissionless) [33]. The difference between public and
private blockchains is the visibility of the network: in the former the network can
be joined and inspected by everyone, while in the latter only by those who are
invited. Instead, permissionless and permissioned blockchains are differentiated
by the capability to add blocks to the chain: in the former every peer in the
network can add blocks, i.e., participate to the consensus, while in the latter
only allowed ones by the network.

Blockchains allow for the execution of Smart Contracts, i.e., software pro-
grams that react upon triggers provided by users or generated by the envi-
ronment, running within the blockchain [7,9,28]. Distributed ledger systems
constitute computational platforms then, thus going beyond mere distributed
databases. The Ethereum blockchain for instance provides a Turing-complete
language to encode Smart Contracts, namely Solidity1 [4]. Computational effort
comes at a price for Smart Contracts. Operations are associated to a cost mea-
sured in gas, a unit of work that is meant to be paid in Ether, the Ethereum
cryptocurrency. In order for a Smart Contract to complete its execution, enough
Ether have to be in the wallet of the invoker.

The implication of using blockchain for BPM has been discussed under
diverse viewpoints. Mendling et al. [16] highlight the challenges and opportuni-
ties of blockchain for BPM in relation to the six BPM core capability areas [23]
and in relation to the traditional BPM lifecycle [6]. The first of seven future
research directions listed in [16] relates to our work in particular, namely the
development of a diverse set of execution and monitoring systems on blockchain.
The fundamental problem of trust in collaborative process execution is high-
lighted in [30]. The authors develop a technique to integrate blockchain into the
choreography of processes in order to avoid the need for a central authority and
still maintain trust. A first method to compile a process model directly into
an Ethereum Smart Contract is presented in [8] by focussing on three areas:
initialisation cost for process instances, task execution cost by means of a space-
optimised data structure and improved runtime improvements for maximised
throughput. The implemented software prototype, Caterpillar [12], is used in
the context of our research.

3 Approach

Enabling traceability of inter-organisational business processes implies the capa-
bility of tracking the status of ongoing instances and reconstructing the history
of its execution. Such a view transcends the monitoring of sole business objects,
information artefacts, or carriers, hence transitioning to a more holistic app-
roach. To that extent, in this work we focus on the identification and linkage of
all transactions that report on activities of running processes. The blockchain
opens up the opportunity of retrieving that information, which is digitally stored
and shared by different parties in a decentralised manner.

1 https://solidity.readthedocs.io.

https://solidity.readthedocs.io
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Table 1. Addresses of Smart Contracts (SCs) deployed by Caterpillar on the
blockchain.

Global Factory SC address: 0x8cdaf0cd259887258bc13a92c0a6da92698644c0

Process Factory SC address: 0x345ca3e014aaf5dca488057592ee47305d9b3e10

Worklist Factory SC address: 0xf12b5dd4ead5f743c6baa640b0216200e89b60da

Prc. Instance Worklist SC address Process Instance SC address

1 0x6512a267ad28dfe41a5846e7ad0b2501633cb3f2 0xf2beae25b23f0ccdd234410354cb42d08ed54981

2 0x0ebe109b4ac5de65d63f7d7e5a856dcd77dc58fd 0xaa8f61728cb614f37a2fdb8b420c3c33134c7f69

3 0x22029e89e1d1f79d8e57c9af2fb9bf653bdf4be1 0xf21cf97429e6f7338ae989135ff9aa0225719347

Our approach begins with the encoding of supply chain business process mod-
els into executable Solidity programs. To that extent, we resort on the Caterpillar
tool [12]. We assume that activities executed by Solidity Smart Contracts are reg-
istered as transactions. This is typical in collaborative business processes run on
the blockchain [8,30]. Thereupon, we resort on the Solidity encoding of the pro-
cess model to reverse-engineer the hash-codes and reveal (i) the process instance
committing the transaction, and (ii) the operation signature, denoting the task.
We remark here that the latest step requires knowledge on the encoded process
model because hash-codes cannot be reverted into original input signatures. In
the following, we detail the aforementioned passages.

3.1 Caterpillar: From Process Models to Smart Contracts

Caterpillar acts as a Business Process Management System (BPMS) operating
on the blockchain by means of Smart Contracts (SCs). The Caterpillar tool [12]
relies on a Global Factory SC, acting as a container for all processes and deployed
on the blockchain as soon as Caterpillar is launched. Given a BPMN process
model like the one of Fig. 1, the tool generates a Process Factory SC and a
Worklist Factory SC. In turn, the Worklist Factory SC generates new Worklist
SCs. Each of them is associated to a Process Instance SC, generated by the
Process Factory SC at every start of the process. The Worklist SC routes the
execution of process activities as dictated by the workflow depicted in the process
model. In other words, the control-flow logic is embedded in every Worklist SC.
Every activity corresponds to a function of the Worklist SC, which then forwards
the call to the corresponding Process Instance SC. Notice that the Worklist SC
registers a transaction for every activity execution. Table 1 shows examples of
addresses assigned by Caterpillar to the Smart Contracts described so far.

3.2 Executing Processes Through Smart Contracts

Let us consider that a unit of medicines is handed over from the manufac-
turer to the hospital pharmacy, as in the example of Fig. 1. A transaction is
required to confirm that the hand-over took place. Nowadays, a centralised sys-
tem would register this information and involved parties require access to that.
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Fig. 2. The execution of process instances on the blockchain

This naturally extends to the blockchain environment, which makes the infor-
mation readily available to all counterparts in a decentralised manner. Figure 2
depicts how process instances are deployed and executed on the blockchain
through Caterpillar.

Once a process instance is initiated through Caterpillar, a new block is added
to the chain each time an activity is executed. Inside the block, the transaction
reporting on the activity execution is collated. Transactions record, among other
things, (i) the contract address defining the called contract, i.e., the Worklist SC,
(ii) the sender address of the user carrying out the activity, and (iii) the trans-
action data, containing the hash-code of the function signature corresponding to
the activity. They are the fundamental building blocks for traceability.

3.3 Tracking Activities in the Blockchain

Different process instances may run at the same time. Accordingly the result-
ing blockchain will be a sequence of blocks originating from different instances.
Furthermore, each block is identified by its hash-code, which does not explic-
itly disclose the process instance that generated the block itself. Therefore we
present a procedure to differentiate the process instances in order to allow for
their tracking, as depicted in Fig. 3.

Through Ethereum modules it is possible to extract the blocks of a
blockchain, along with the individual transactions and all the information held
by them. In particular we are interested in the aforementioned contract address
and transaction data. Interestingly, operational transactions generated from the
process instance execution are such that the contract addresses correspond to
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Fig. 3. Extraction of process instances

the address of the router of activities via function calls, i.e., of the Worklist
SC, which can be retrieved via Application-Binary Interface (ABI). Therefore,
to trace the execution of a process instance, we search for all the transactions
resulting from the invocation of the corresponding Worklist SC: to that extent,
we look up for matches between the value of the contract address field in the
transaction payload and the Worklist SC registered in Caterpillar as depicted in
Table 2.

To extract the specific task contained in a block, we fetch the content of the
transaction data field of every transaction. Because it stores the function signa-
ture, it reveals a reference to the executed task once encoded. The transaction
data consists in a hash-code which can be divided in two parts: the first 4 bytes
represent the function identifier, while the following bytes enclose the actual
parameters of the function. We thus identify the executed activity by parsing
the transaction data hash-code, so as to compare it with the hashed function
signatures.

To sum up, we compare the contract address of a transaction to the hash-code
of the Worklist SC to identify the process instance, and we match the function
identifier of the transaction data with the hash-code of function signatures to
retrieve the activity.

3.4 Example

An excerpt of all addresses assigned to the Smart Contracts (SCs) deployed
on the blockchain by Caterpillar is reported in Table 1. We consider three pro-
cess instances, numbered from 1 to 3 in the table. We recall that to every pro-
cess instance correspond two deployed SCs, namely a Worklist SC, generated
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Table 2. Excerpt of recorded transactions and mapping to process instances via match-
ing of the addresses listed in Table 1.

Transaction Contract address Instance

1 0x8cdaf0cd259887258bc13a92c0a6da92698644c0

2 0xf12b5dd4ead5f743c6baa640b0216200e89b60da

. . . . . .

7 0x8cdaf0cd259887258bc13a92c0a6da92698644c0

8 0x6512a267ad28dfe41a5846e7ad0b2501633cb3f2 1

9 0x0ebe109b4ac5de65d63f7d7e5a856dcd77dc58fd 2

10 0x6512a267ad28dfe41a5846e7ad0b2501633cb3f2 1

11 0x0ebe109b4ac5de65d63f7d7e5a856dcd77dc58fd 2

12 0x8cdaf0cd259887258bc13a92c0a6da92698644c0

13 0x8cdaf0cd259887258bc13a92c0a6da92698644c0

14 0x22029e89e1d1f79d8e57c9af2fb9bf653bdf4be1 3

15 0x6512a267ad28dfe41a5846e7ad0b2501633cb3f2 1

16 0x0ebe109b4ac5de65d63f7d7e5a856dcd77dc58fd 2

17 0x0ebe109b4ac5de65d63f7d7e5a856dcd77dc58fd 2

18 0x22029e89e1d1f79d8e57c9af2fb9bf653bdf4be1 3

19 0x22029e89e1d1f79d8e57c9af2fb9bf653bdf4be1 3

20 0x0ebe109b4ac5de65d63f7d7e5a856dcd77dc58fd 2

21 0x6512a267ad28dfe41a5846e7ad0b2501633cb3f2 1

22 0x6512a267ad28dfe41a5846e7ad0b2501633cb3f2 1

23 0x22029e89e1d1f79d8e57c9af2fb9bf653bdf4be1 3

24 0x6512a267ad28dfe41a5846e7ad0b2501633cb3f2 1

by the Worklist Factory SC, and a Process Instance SC, generated by the
Process Factory SC. The hexadecimal address of the Worklist SC of pro-
cess instance 1 in Table 1 is, e.g., 0x6512a267ad28dfe41a5846e7ad0b2501633
cb3f2, associated to the Process Instance SC having address 0xf2beae25b23
f0ccdd234410354cb42d08ed54981. The Worklist SC is the façade for the exe-
cution of tasks: single operations correspond to a task each, and re-route the call
to the Process Instance SC once invoked. Considering the example process of
Fig. 1, the signature of the function in the Worklist SC corresponding to Receive
order is receive order(uint256). Every execution of Receive order corresponds
to a transaction reporting the invocation of receive order(uint256) on the
Worklist SC of a process instance.

Figure 4 illustrates the information displayed by the Ganache tool2 on the
transactions recorded in the blockchain. More specifically, the block in Fig. 4(a)
contains the transaction reporting a task execution of the example process.
Transaction-specific data are illustrated in Fig. 4(b). Notice that the contract
address field is 0x6512a267ad28dfe41a5846e7ad0b2501633cb3f2, i.e., the same
as the address of the aforementioned Worklist SC. This indicates that the running
instance is the one we marked as instance 1 in Table 1. Table 2 shows a list of such
2 http://truffleframework.com/ganache/.

http://truffleframework.com/ganache/
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(a) The block containing the transaction of Receive order.

(b) The transaction in the block of Fig. 4(a) reporting on the execution of Receive order.
The transaction data field is magnified for the sake of readability.

Fig. 4. Tracing of task execution on the blockchain

mappings between transactions and process instances based on data registered
on the blockchain.

To understand what the executed activity is, we analyse the first 4 bytes
of the hexadecimal transaction data field of the recorded transaction, e.g.,
0xb20a9aa9 in Fig. 4(b). The Keccak hash of the signature of the operation cor-
responding to task Receive order, i.e., receive order(uint256), is the following:
0xb20a9aa9619b9dc0c6a76bef0c51350699afd93b05757350f8c20de71bc75e18.
We observe that its first 4 bytes are 0xb20a9aa9 too. We thereby recognise that
the reported execution corresponds to task Receive order of process instance 1.

3.5 Limitations

The initial results of our approach demonstrate the applicability of a fully auto-
mated technique to enable traceability of inter-organisational processes deployed
on the blockchain. However, we acknowledge limitations which draw future
research endeavours. First and foremost, we remark that the hash-code com-
parison to identify process and task instances is based on Caterpillar. However,
the rationale is rooted in a reasonable design choice which other blockchain-based
BPMSs might adopt as well. Indeed, the underlying idea follows the paradigm
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of self-identification which is inherent to the concept of blockchain, according
to which transactions must be signed by the transactor – in this case, contracts
enabling the process execution.

Our approach to identify process and task instances requires that interested
parties share knowledge on the hash key and hashing function in use. This calls
for further investigations, because the fully public access to that information
might be undesirable as knowledge on the processes could be disclosed. Those
studies would build upon (i) methodologies for the specification of interfacing
(visible) and internal (hidden) fragments of cooperating processes [1,31] and
(ii) infrastructural solutions based on permissioned access grants enforced by
cryptography of undisclosed information [18].

At the time of writing, the capability of handling BPMN pools in Caterpillar
is under ongoing implementation, therefore unique process instance identifiers
are used to indicate all operations pertaining to the inter-organisational pro-
cesses. In a distributed scenario, diverse process instances with different iden-
tifiers could run, e.g., one per pool, even on different platforms accessing the
shared blockchain. This suggests the implementation of novel techniques based
upon record linkage and object matching [11,34] that allow for an automated
recognition of matching instances.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we presented a technical solution to ensure traceability through
blockchain of inter-organisational business process. Our case study pertains to
the pharmaceutical domain, and is based upon the model defined by the GS1
standard.

The results gathered through the investigation via our implemented proto-
type shows feasibility and correctness of the approach, thus representing a first
step towards a comprehensive framework. Our future work to extend the app-
roach includes the overcoming of discussed limitations, as well as the following
points. Firstly, it is in our plans to investigate the integration of other BPMSs
and blockchain technologies than Caterpillar with Ethereum, e.g., IBM Blue-
works Live3 with Hyperledger4, or Bonitasoft Bonita BPM5 with Chain Core6.
To that extent, we will create dedicated programming interfaces that act as
a façade towards the implementation layer, thus allowing for higher-level BPM
functionalities. Furthermore, we argue that the exchange of information between
the blockchain and the real-world is crucial in a supply chain. Therefore we aim
at extending our approach to include agents connecting with the real world from
within the blockchain, also known as oracles, also considering possible security
threats arising from them, e.g., trustfulness of those agents. This would enable
the triggering of activity completions via scanning of QR-codes, e.g., as suggested
3 https://www.ibm.com/cloud/automation-software/business-process-management.
4 https://hyperledger.org.
5 https://www.bonitasoft.com.
6 https://chain.com/technology.

https://www.ibm.com/cloud/automation-software/business-process-management
https://hyperledger.org
https://www.bonitasoft.com
https://chain.com/technology
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by GS1 [10]. Finally, we aim at the creation of rich event logs to allow for process
mining on the blockchain [16].
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Abstract. Supply chain management is hampered by a lack of information
sharing among partners. Information is not shared as organizations in the supply
chain do not have direct contact and/or do not want to share competitive and
privacy sensitive information. In addition, companies are often part of multiple
supply chains and trading partners vary over time. Blockchains are distributed
ledgers in which all parties in a network can have access to data under certain
conditions. Private blockchains can be used to support parties in making their
demand data directly available to all other parties in their supply chain. These
parties can use this data to improve their planning and reduce the bullwhip
effect. However, the transparency that blockchain technology offers makes it
more difficult to protect sensitive data. The dynamics between these properties
are not well understood. In this paper, we design and evaluate a blockchain
architecture to explore its feasibility for reducing information asymmetry, while
at the same time protecting sensitive data. We found that blockchain technology
can allow parties to balance their need for inventory management with their
need for flexibility for changing partners. However, measures to protect sensi-
tive data lead either to reduced information, or to reduced speed by which the
information can be accessed.

Keywords: Blockchain � Blockchain technology � Supply chain management
Information sharing � Information asymmetry � Bullwhip effect
Distributed ledger

1 Introduction

The availability of timely information is crucial for operations in supply chains. If
information lags behind the “Bullwhip Effect” (BWE) might occur [1, 2]. The BWE is
the effect of the amplification of the demand in the supply chain when there is no good
overview of the demand expected in the supply chain. Each node has only information
and forecasting based on the demand of the next node, but not an overview of the
end-customer demand. The more nodes are between the end-user demand and the
supply chain party, the larger the bullwhip effect can be [3]. The final customer demand
might be fairly even, but due to the use of batches when ordering, the demand
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fluctuates. This results in having larger stocks than needed, excessive production,
non-optimal scheduling of production and large warehouses. The risks of having stock
are not only that it needs capital, but stock might also become obsolete.

Numerous studies show that addressing BWE requires better information sharing
about the demand between supply chain partners [4]. The BWE effect can be avoided
by overcoming information asymmetry in the supply chain. Forecasts are based on the
information available. By collaboration and sharing the end-customer demand with all
parties in the chain, each party will be able to make a more realistic planning of the use
of their capacity and the orders that will be produced [5]. By looking at the
end-customer demand, variations of forecasts caused by batch orders can be avoided.

Blockchain was originally conceptualized by Nakamoto [6] to store and share
transactions of the cryptocurrency Bitcoin. Blockchain technology could be used to
share other data instead of transactions, including the demand data that supply chain
parties can use to avoid the BWE. Blockchain technology allows for distributed
information sharing without requiring an intermediary. Blockchain technology can thus
allow parties in a supply chain to directly share data with parties further downstream in
the supply chain and thereby reduce information asymmetry. It is possible to limit the
parties that can be part of the network and have reading rights, for instance in a private
or consortium blockchain [7, 8]. Additionally, once data is stored in a blockchain, it
becomes hard to change it and therefore it can be a trusted way to share information
among supply chain partners. This makes blockchain an interesting candidate for
supporting information sharing to reduce the BWE.

The straightforward access to data that blockchain technology offers has a down-
side as well. The demand data can be sensitive as sharing of customer data or demand
data might harm the negotiation and competitive positions of companies. Sharing that
data with a large number of parties, without protecting it, might harm businesses’
interests. This might mean that businesses are not willing to share the data required to
reduce the BWE via a blockchain, without a form of access control. One solution is to
only include parties in the network that are in a specific supply chain. However, this
would mean that if parties decide to change supply chains, they have to change
blockchain networks as well. This reduces their flexibility and makes it harder to access
the data from the new supply chain.

A balance between data accessibility and data protection is required to support
information sharing to reduce data asymmetry in supply chains. Without accessibility,
there is no reduction of information asymmetry. Without the protection of sensitive
data, it is unlikely that businesses will be willing to share data [9]. However, the
dynamics between the transparency offered by blockchain technology and the pro-
tection of sensitive data are not well understood. Therefore, it is unclear whether
blockchain technology will in fact be feasible for reducing information asymmetry in
supply chains. This work provides an initial exploration of these dynamics.

In the next section, we discuss the related work. In Sect. 3, we describe the research
approach. In Sect. 4, we establish the requirements for an architecture that supports the
sharing of demand data to reduce the BWE based on literature. Establishing these
requirements helps to get deeper insight into the needs for data accessibility and data
protection. In Sect. 5, we provide a design for a blockchain architecture in which we
attempt to balance accessibility with the protection of data. Section 6 provides an
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illustration of the architecture. In Sect. 7, we provide an evaluation of the architecture.
In this evaluation, we reflect on how well we could balance data accessibility with data
protection and what are the difficulties in striking a balance.

2 Related Work

Research on using blockchain technology to store and share other types of data than
transaction data is on the rise in a variety of domains. Blockchain is proposed to
support different processes in the domains of supply chain management and business
process management as well [10–18]. Examples are tracing goods throughout their
lifecycle [10, 12], conflict resolution in supply chains [14], crowd lending [15],
business-to-government information sharing [11] and supply chain integration [13].

The literature mentions various benefits of blockchain technology. Mentioned
particularly often is that blockchain allows for transparency and traceability and
thereby provides trust without requiring an intermediary party [10, 12, 13, 16, 18].
Examples of other benefits ascribed to blockchain technology are robustness by
decentralization, practical immutability of stored data, anonymity of nodes, and high
data integrity [10, 12, 13, 15, 16]. The disadvantages mentioned in literature are the
difficulty of changing data once it is stored, scalability issues, privacy and confiden-
tiality issues, the unclear legal status of smart contracts, and wasted resources [12, 14–
16].

Access control and protecting sensitive data is a recurrent theme in the related
literature on blockchain technology. The proposed blockchain designs often incorpo-
rate some form of access control. Usually this involves encryption to protect sensitive
data or making the blockchain network private (see e.g., [10, 11, 13, 14, 16]). However,
rarely, an analysis is made of the impact of the chosen form of access control on the
perceived benefits of using blockchain technology. Yet, such impact is likely, espe-
cially as data protection is at odds with the transparency offered by blockchain tech-
nology. Insight into the dynamics between solutions for protecting sensitive data and
data accessibility is required to establish whether blockchain technology can provide a
balance that is suitable for a proposed application.

3 Research Approach

Blockchain technology relies on distributed ledgers, encryption, Merkle tree hashing
and consensus protocols [19]. While these technologies themselves are not new, their
specific combination in blockchain technology is. As discussed in the previous section,
due to the novelty of blockchain technology, there is no existing knowledge on the
dynamics between solutions for protecting sensitive data and data accessibility that we
could use as a starting point for our investigations. Therefore, this work is of an
explorative nature.

In this work, we design a blockchain architecture for the sharing of demand data in
supply chains to support the reduction of the BWE. We focus on balancing access
control with data accessibility in our design. The tensions between the need for access
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control and data accessibility are especially important in this domain, as on the one
hand the demand data is sensitive. On the other hand, however, to make reduction of
the BWE possible, high data accessibility is required.

As there is a clear tension between requirements for access control and data
accessibility when sharing demand data in supply chains, it is interesting to look at the
extent to which they can be met in a design based on blockchain technology. More
specifically, the difficulties we come across when making design decisions and the
extent to which we are able to strike a balance can provide an initial insight into the
dynamics that play a role. For the evaluation of the architecture, we thus focus on the
considerations taken into account in the design decisions and the extent to which we are
able to provide the appropriate level of access control and transparency.

4 Requirements

The architecture for supporting information sharing to reduce the BWE, should ensure
the accessibility of demand data and at the same time protect sensitive data. The
demand data needs to be accessible, as this accessibility reduces information asym-
metry. Protecting sensitive data is necessary, as businesses otherwise might not be
willing to share [9]. To determine what the requirements are for reaching this objective,
it needs to be known what type of information needs to be shared. Additionally, we
need to know what data is sensitive to businesses and how it should be protected.

Requirement 1 for the architecture is that it should support the sharing of inventory
levels, work in progress levels, order data and demand data. The BWE is prevalent in
traditional supply chains in which parties can base their forecasts only on purchase
orders from the previous party in the supply chain [5, 20, 21]. Various studies show
that the BWE is reduced when additional information is shared [5, 21, 22]. Sharing
market demand data reduces the BWE [5]. The BWE can be further mitigated when
inventory levels and work in progress levels are shared as well [5]. This should be done
in such a way that information asymmetry is diminished and that all parties in the
supply chain can base their forecasts on the same data.

Requirement 2 is that demand data and inventory and work in progress levels
should only be accessible to parties in the same supply chain and identities should be
anonymized where possible. Demand data can be sensitive. First of all, the identity of
parties (like customer names) can be sensitive when information is shared vertically,
i.e., with other parties in the same supply chain upstream or downstream. A party that
shares data about the identity of their buyer might be bypassed in the supply chain
when their producer starts selling directly to their buyer [23, 24].

In addition, information can be shared horizontally, i.e. with parties at the same
level in the same supply chain or with other supply chains. Many companies operate in
multiple supply chains which complicates information sharing. Other businesses might
be competitors that could use this data to their advantage or be used by others to
approach customers.

Finally, because of competition law not all information can be shared as this might
result in cartel formation. For instance, a business could have a strategy for dealing
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with their inventory that reduces costs. This might provide them with a competitive
advantage. If another business has their inventory levels, they could learn from this,
causing the competitive advantage to be reduced or lost. In addition, while it is ben-
eficial for a business to share data to reduce the BWE vertically, there is no clear benefit
of sharing it horizontally. Considering the risks, this should thus be avoided.

5 A Blockchain Architecture for Reducing the Bullwhip
Effect

In this section, we present a blockchain architecture for diminishing the bullwhip effect.
We focus on balancing the requirements in the previous section. We illustrate and
evaluate the architecture in subsequent sections.

A blockchain is a distributed ledger in which data is stored in a series of blocks.
Nodes in a blockchain network each have a copy of the blockchain [6]. New data that is
added to the blockchain is distributed throughout the network [6]. It is then collected
into blocks and added to the blockchain by linking the new block to the last block in
the chain [6]. Parties in the network can accept the new block according to a consensus
mechanism [6]. They express acceptance by adding new blocks on top [6].

The overall architecture presented here consists of several elements: (1) a block-
chain network consisting of nodes operated by supply chain members, (2) a data
architecture for the format of data in the blockchain, (3) a data sharing architecture for
the sharing of data among supply chain partners, and (4) a data access architecture for
providing supply chain partners access to certain data.

5.1 The Blockchain Network

The right to read, write or contribute to consensus of nodes can be restricted. The
difference between open, consortium and private blockchains is that respectively
everybody, a limited set of parties or one centralized organization can control the
consensus process and write new data to the blockchain [7]. For all types, it is possible
to have public reading rights [7]. However, for private blockchains, it is also a pos-
sibility to restrict who can be a node and read the data and thus make the reading rights
private [7].

For our design, we are concerned with data accessibility and data protection. In
other words, with who can read what data. As a simplification, consortium and private
blockchains are sometimes both called “private” (see e.g., [7]). Since our main concern
is who has reading rights, and not who controls the consensus process, we will use the
term private for our blockchain in this sense as well.

In our design, we will limit what parties can be a node and have reading rights to
the data in the blockchain. As we will further discuss in the evaluation, limiting access
to the network to parties in a supply chain might be too restrictive. Therefore, in the
design, businesses in a certain industry can be part of the network for that industry.
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5.2 Data Architecture

In a blockchain, each block consists of a header and a body [6]. In the body, the actual
data is stored. The header contains a Merkle root that is unique to the data that is stored
in the body [6]. This means that if the data in the body is (maliciously) changed, the
Merkle root does not match the data in the body anymore. Furthermore, the header
contains a unique hash of the header of the previous block in the chain [6]. Thus, if the
header of the previous block is changed, the hash of the header in the next block does
not match anymore. Consequently, changing data that is stored in a block requires its
header and the header of all subsequent blocks to be changed to avoid detection. This
makes it harder to modify data that is stored in a blockchain.

In the case of our design, the data that should be in the body of the block is order
data, market demand data, data on the inventory level and on the work in progress level
of businesses. These types of data are different, as orders can be viewed as an inter-
action between businesses. Conversely, inventory and work in progress levels signify
internal statuses of businesses.

To store an order in a block, at least the following data elements are required: (1) ID
of the retailer, (2) ID of the supplier, (3) type of goods that are ordered, (4) the quantity
of goods that are ordered, (5) the date at which the goods will be delivered, and (6) a
unique order number. Purchases could be arranged in long-term contracts as well. Such
a contract can be stored in a similar manner as a simple order, with added data elements
with information from the contract that is relevant for forecasting, such as agreements
on repetitive orders. Furthermore, the date that is stored for a contract will signify the
end of the contract instead of the date of delivery.

To improve the reliability of the data both businesses can sign the order or contract
with their private key. Just as in the case of the wallet of users in Bitcoin, the ID of the
businesses can be used as a corresponding public key. Other parties can check whether
the parties have indeed signed the agreement using this public key as part of the
consensus mechanism (see Sect. 5.3).

Not all data in a purchase order or contract is required to be added as data elements
for businesses to base their forecasts on. For instance, data on pricing does not seem to
provide an additional benefit for reducing the BWE and is highly sensitive. Hence, such
data should not be stored in the blockchain. However, businesses could benefit from
storing a proof of existence of the full purchase order and contract in the blockchain.
For such proof of existence, merely a unique hash of the document is stored and signed
by parties and not the document itself. This can provide businesses with a proof of what
was agreed upon, which might improve trust. This benefit could incite businesses to
add their orders and contracts at an early stage, which allows other parties to have the
data at an earlier stage and to start forecasting earlier in the process.

The inventory levels and work in progress levels can be added to the blockchain as
well. For this, at least the following data elements need to be added: (1) ID of the
business, and (2) inventory or work in progress level. The party that adds the data can
sign it to signify that they added the data themselves.

The data that parties add to the blockchain can be encrypted, with the exception of
the ID’s of parties and the end-dates of contracts. The latter data elements are necessary
to determine who is in what supply chain. This, in turn, is needed to determine what
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data is relevant to parties and whether they should have access. While not being
encrypted, it is not necessary to link the actual businesses to an ID.

5.3 Data Sharing Architecture

Nakamoto [6] describes 6 steps for running a blockchain network. Some of these can
be left out when other data than transactions are shared. Most notably, the steps
necessary to provide proof of work might not be required [11].

Based on this, the sharing of data via the blockchain can be as follows:

1. A party collects data on orders, contracts and inventory and work in progress levels.
2. The party encrypts all data elements, except for their own ID’s and the dates of the

end of contracts.
3. The party and other parties involved sign the data.
4. The data is distributed throughout the network.
5. A node adds the data to a block and they add the block to the chain.
6. The new block is distributed throughout the network.
7. Parties check whether the data is actually signed by the appropriate parties using

their ID’s (public key).
8. If they accept the data, they add a new block on top.

5.4 Data Access Architecture

As data is encrypted in the design, the appropriate parties need to be able to decrypt it
in order to access it. To obtain a key, a party has to request it from a key distribution
component. This request should contain the ID of the party that shared the data via the
blockchain and specify what data access is requested to. The key distribution com-
ponent will determine whether the data requested is from a party downstream the goods
flow of the party requesting the key in the same supply chain. Only if this is the case, it
will provide a key. Data access is thus flexible and depends on the context of what
parties are in a supply chain with each other at a certain moment.

Who is in the same supply chain depends on the contracts between parties. The
current supply chain a business is in can be viewed as a chain of businesses that have
contracts with each other that have not ended yet. All data to determine this is available
without encryption, viz, the ID’s of parties and the end dates in the contracts. The key
distribution component should thus have its own copy of the ledger.

Figure 1 provides an example of businesses in an industry that are connected via
contracts that have not ended yet. In this example, all businesses, except for retailer A2,
are in the supply chain of business D. A2 is not in their supply chain, as there is no path
of contracts from D to A2. This means that D can get access to data from all parties,
except for A2. For instance, business B1 is downstream in the same supply chain of C1
and thus C1 can have access to data from B1. Businesses C2 and C3 are in the same
supply chain, but not downstream from each other.
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To determine who is in a supply chain downstream of a certain business, the key
distribution component can do the following:

1. Determine the ID of the business.
2. Search the blockchain for contracts that have not ended yet where the business with

this ID is the supplier.
3. List the IDs of the businesses that are purchasing goods in these contracts. These

parties are in the supply chain.
4. Determine what parties are in the supply chain of the purchasers (induction).
5. Continue until you arrive at a set of businesses that do not have contracts.

6 Illustration

For the illustration, we consider a scenario with a typical user activity. In this scenario,
business A manufactures cars. They use an audio system in their cars produced by
business B. Business A has closed a contract with business B in which they agree to
buy the audio systems from business B for a certain price. Business C is a retailer that
actually sells the cars to consumers. They are in a contract with business A. Each of
these parties is a node in the blockchain network via which they share data, as
described in Sect. 5.1.

For the illustration we assume that the data about the contracts is already stored in
the blockchain by business A. An activity diagram for the scenario is shown in Fig. 2.
The storing of the contract by business A is left out here as well to improve clarity.

Fig. 1. Businesses in an industry connected via (still in force) contracts in supply chains
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In the scenario, the retailer first collects new data about their inventory level and put
it in the format described in Sect. 5.2. They then encrypt the data and sign it with their
signature. Subsequently, they insert the data to the blockchain together with their ID.
The inventory level data is then distributed throughout the blockchain network and
shared via the steps provided in Sect. 5.3.

Business B receives the data in a new block in their copy of the blockchain. They
want access to this data and they request access from the decision control component.
The decision control component then tries to decide whether the retailer is in the supply
chain downstream from business B according to the steps provided in Sect. 5.4. The
retailer is indeed downstream in the supply chain from B. As the contracts are stored in
the blockchain, the key distribution component can establish this. Then, the key dis-
tribution component provides a key to business B for decrypting the data on the
inventory level. Business B can use the data to determine their inventory strategy.

7 Evaluation

In Sect. 4, we established two requirements for the architecture, (1) it should support
the sharing of inventory levels, work in progress levels, order data and demand data
such that all parties in the supply chain base their forecasts on the same data, and
(2) that demand data and inventory and work in progress levels should only be

Fig. 2. UML activity diagram for the blockchain architecture
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accessible to parties in the same supply chain and identities should be anonymized
where possible. Here we discuss the extent to which we were able to meet each of the
requirements, and more importantly, what are the difficulties in balancing them. Based
on this analysis, we derive what are the dynamics between data accessibility and data
protection when using blockchain technology to reduce the BWE.

In the design, parties have access to the data that they require to reduce the bullwhip
effect. Demand data, inventory levels and work in progress levels can be accessed via
the blockchain from parties downstream. These are exactly the parties that the data
should be obtained from. When a party downstream the supply chain adds new data, all
parties upstream have the same level of access to it, regardless of the number of parties
that are in between. This is a clear advantage of using a blockchain.

In addition, when parties enter into a new contract with businesses, they can add the
contract to the blockchain. Based on this, they can determine who is downstream in
their supply chain in the same way as the key distribution component does. This allows
them to determine what data is relevant to them. In addition, as the end dates of
contracts are stored in the blockchain, parties can determine when others leave their
supply chain. Data from these parties is no longer relevant. The ability to determine
what data is relevant, further improves accessibility. In this way the context is taken
into account.

By sharing their data via the blockchain, parties know that it can be accessed by all
parties upstream in their supply chain. This means that parties do not have to make
information sharing arrangements with individual parties. This makes accessing the
appropriate data easier as well.

There thus is an advantage to storing data about contracts in the blockchain.
Another advantage of blockchain technology is that everybody can have equal access
to the data necessary to establish what parties are in a contract, namely their IDs and the
end date of the contract. In the architecture, the consensus mechanism is based on
checking whether parties have signed the data. Once data is accepted, it is hard to
change. This property might provide an incentive to store the contract information,
possibly together with a signed proof of existence of the full contract. Namely, storage
in the blockchain could provide businesses with a certain amount of proof that they are
in fact in an agreement with another business. So, not only is it beneficial to store
contract information in the blockchain to improve accessibility, the blockchain tech-
nology also provides an incentive to do so.

Thus, access is provided to the data required to diminish the BWE. However, the
data is encrypted and a key should be obtained. This reduces the speed and ease with
which the data can be accessed.

Parties downstream can choose not to get into long term contracts with others, but
to only work with single orders or switch contracts often. In this way, they might block
access to data from parties downstream. This might mean that parties that want to share
the data and benefit from the data sharing cannot do so, due to this other party. This
might impact the relationships between businesses. They depend on each other to make
their data available and to benefit from sharing. Businesses could deal with this by
looking at the duration of contracts in the supply chain of a business that they are
considering getting into a contract with and taking this into account in their decision.
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The easiest way to ensure that only parties in the same supply chain can access
data, is by only allowing members of the same supply chain to be part of the blockchain
network. However, if a party wants to change supply chains, this would mean that they
need to change blockchains as well. Having to change from information sharing system
can have a quite negative impact on accessibility of data as well.

On the other hand, purchasing flexibility is viewed by some businesses as part of
their competition strategy and can be a reason that they still are involved in a traditional
supply chain, despite the risk of BWE [20]. As such, supply chain partners change as
old parties might disappear and new ones might enter the supply chain. A solution
allowing for more flexibility is the one in the architecture, namely making the block-
chain only available to parties in the same industry. This allows them to change supply
chains, without having to change the system that they use to share data.

In the architecture, confidentiality is guarded by encrypting the data and only
allowing parties downstream in the same supply chain access. These are exactly the
only parties that should have access to protect the sensitive data according to
requirement 2. The extent to which an appropriate level of protection is offered thus
depends on the security of the key distribution component and the quality of the
encryption.

In Sect. 4, we discussed that identities of businesses should be protected, to prohibit
parties to be bypassed in the supply chain or to know each other’s trading partners and
agreements. In the design, businesses will know the ID of other businesses that they are
in direct contact with, but they do not need to know who is behind the ID’s of the other
parties in their supply chain, or even the blockchain. To a certain extent, it might be
possible to derive this from looking at the number of purchase orders, or contracts that
certain IDs have with each other. This issue will be bigger when it is, for instance,
known that there are only a couple of parties that make certain product in an industry.
Conversely, when there is a high number of small businesses involved, it is much
harder to determine what party is behind a certain ID.

In addition, if businesses frequently change their ID, accessing data for other parties
becomes limited, or even impossible. The IDs are necessary to establish in what supply
chains businesses are and thus what data is relevant to them and what data they should
have access to. When a party changes ID, it cannot be established in what supply chain
they are and their data cannot be accessed. For instance, when a party uses different IDs
for a contract and for data on their inventory level, they make the data on the inventory
level inaccessible for the party that they are in a contract with, as now it is not possible
to establish that they are in the same supply chain. We thus cannot fully protect the
identities of the parties in the supply chains without severely reducing accessibility.

In the end, there is not a single party that controls access to the data, but the access
is controlled by all parties downstream in the goods flow from the party that wants
access. A party can provide parties upstream with access by adding the data and their
contracts. However, they might not know who the parties upstream are exactly and they
cannot provide one party upstream with access, while not the other. This means that
they need to trust businesses that they do not know to keep their data confidential.
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8 Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Research

In this paper, we investigated the feasibility of blockchain technology for reducing the
BWE. In an exploratory effort, we focused on balancing data accessibility with data
protection. We first established the requirements for a blockchain architecture for
reducing the BWE. We then used the design and evaluation of a blockchain archi-
tecture for reducing the BWE as an analytical tool to obtain the required insight.

We found that information sharing using a blockchain has some clear advantages
when it comes to providing businesses with access to data. First of all, as data sharing is
distributed, parties in a supply chain can have equal access to data from other parties,
even when they are further downstream. Blockchain also allows for storing contract
data that parties can use to establish what data is relevant to them, without intermediacy
of others. There is a clear incentive for parties to store these contracts in a blockchain as
well.

Blockchain thus can offer high transparency. However, in the supply chain man-
agement domain, it is of paramount importance to only provide access to data to the
appropriate parties. We were unable to find a design in which all sensitive data was
fully protected, in particular the IDs of the businesses. The reason for this is that the IDs
are necessary to identify the data that is relevant to businesses and to arrange access
control. Further research could focus on finding other strategies that do not require
sharing the IDs of the businesses. In addition, the level of protection of the other
sensitive data depends on the quality of the encryption used.

If businesses’ data is not adequately protected, they could respond with strategies
that reduce data accessibility, e.g., not sharing certain sensitive data at all or frequently
changing IDs. In addition, protecting sensitive data requires that parties perform
additional steps to get access. This reduces the speed by which data can be accessed.

The fundamental conflict between data accessibility and data protection seems to be
magnified when using blockchain technology. To reduce information asymmetry and to
benefit from the improved reliability everybody in a network should have equal access
to data. Equal access for all parties is in direct conflict with providing different parties
in the network with different levels of access. Currently, the way to solve this seems to
be by either sharing some additional data not via the blockchain, such as keys or the
actual contracts, or by making it only include parties that can have the same level of
access. Both possibilities reduce data accessibility. Furthermore, both solutions require
additional 1-on-1 connections outside of the blockchain or a third party intermediating
after all to distribute keys or establish identities of parties. This could result in the usual
disadvantages of intermediation and having various 1-on-1 connections that blockchain
seems to avoid at first sight.

Further research is necessary to determine whether there are other solutions that do
not harm data accessibility in this way and that avoid relying on additional connections
and relying on third parties. In addition, further study is needed to determine what
balance between data accessibility and data protection are acceptable to businesses.
Additional practical insight might be gained as well by evaluating the architectures in
practice.
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Abstract. One impact of the digital transformation of industry is an increasing
automation of business processes (BPs) and the accompanying need for business
process modeling (BPM) and comprehension. The subsequent increased number
of processes and process variants to cover all cases, their deeper integration with
information services, and additional process structural complexity affects com-
prehensibility. While virtual reality (VR) has made inroads in other domains and
become readily accessible as a graphical interface alternative, its potential for
addressing upcoming BPM comprehension challenges has not been sufficiently
explored. This paper contributes a solution for visualizing, navigating, inter-
acting with, and annotating business process modeling notation (BPMN) models
in VR. An implementation shows its feasibility and an empirical study evaluates
the effectiveness, efficiency, and intuitiveness versus alternative model depiction
modes.

Keywords: Virtual reality � Business process models � Visualization
BPMN

1 Introduction

The digital transformation sweeping through society affects businesses everywhere,
resulting in an increased emphasis on business agility and automation. Business pro-
cesses (BPs) or workflows are one significant automation area, evidenced by the $2.7
billion market for Business Process Management Systems (BPMS) (Gartner 2015).
Business process modeling (BPM) is commonly supported with the standardized
notation BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation) (OMG 2011) also known as
BPMN2. A primary objective of BPMN is to provide a comprehensible process
notation to all business stakeholders while providing complex process execution
semantics. Furthermore, BPMS vendor lock-in is avoided in that organizations can
retain their intellectual assets in the form of models across vendors and into the future,
while the vendors can focus their efforts on a single common notation. Yet despite
BPMN’s goal for comprehensibility, with a growing number of processes and process
variants that attempt to cover more business process cases, their deeper integration with
information services, and additional process structural complexity, the comprehensi-
bility of the ensuing BP models for all stakeholders can be negatively impacted.
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Contemporaneously with this BPM automation trend, virtual reality (VR) has made
inroads in various domains and become readily accessible as hardware prices have
dropped and capabilities improved. Moreover, the VR (mobile, standalone, console,
and PC) revenues of $2.7bn (2016) are forecasted to reach $25bn by 2021 (Merel 2017)
or $15bn by 2022 with an installed base of 50 m–60 m (Digi-Capital 2018). VR is
defined as a “real or simulated environment in which the perceiver experiences
telepresence” (Steuer 1992), a mediated visual environment which is created and then
experienced. However, the potential to leverage such an immersive VR capability for
comprehending and annotating BPMN models has been insufficiently explored.
As BPMN models grow in complexity and deeper integration to reflect the business
and IT (information technology) reality, and additional information and annotations are
needed to help understand them, an immersive BPM environment could provide the
visualization capability to still see the “big picture” for structurally and hierarchically
complex and interconnected diagrams and provide a motivational boost due to its
immersive feeling and the visual rendering of a BP into a 3D space that can be viewed
from different perspectives.

This paper contributes a solution concept which we call VR-BPMN for visualizing,
navigating, interacting with, and annotating BPMN models in VR. Capabilities include
teleportation and fly-through navigation, depicting subprocesses using stacked hyper-
planes, drawing annotative associations between BPMN elements, coloring model
elements, and textual element tagging with mixed reality (MR) keyboard support. The
evaluation investigates its effectiveness, efficiency, and intuitiveness versus alternative
BPMN model depiction modes (paper and PC). We assume the models involved have
already been constructed to represent some business reality and thus in this paper we do
not delve into details on how the models were created or what business reality goal
some model interaction intends to achieve, but rather how the models are visualized
and comprehended in VR.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 discusses related work.
In Sect. 3 the VR-BPMN solution concept is described. Section 4 then provides details
on the prototype implementation. The evaluation is described in Sect. 5 and a con-
clusion follows in Sect. 6. An Appendix contains various figures.

2 Related Work

Work related to VR-BPMN includes the process visualization and virtualization areas.
As to process visualization techniques, (Du et al. 2012) provide a survey, concluding
that 3D can improve the layout and can increase the information content of process
models. Work related to process visualization includes (Betz et al. 2008), who
described an approach for 3D representation of business process models based on Petri
nets with organizational models, showing that a 3D process representation can facilitate
process-specific information access. (Hipp et al. 2015) described and empirically
evaluated various business process visualization alternatives: bubbles, BPMN3D that
maps data objects associated to a BPMN element to a “third dimension”, network, and
thin lines; however, no 3D space nor an implementation is described. (Emens et al.
2016) created a dynamic business process visualization prototype in 2D that can be run
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in a web browser. In the area of domain-centric process automation, (Westner and
Hermann 2017) focus on a virtual training and round-trip engineering scenario using
VRfx. BPMN was not used and each 3D object was manually placed. (Holzmüller-
Laue et al. 2013) is a web-browser based visualization focused on life science work-
flows that combines a business process execution simulator based on BPMN, task
visualization of operations, and a lab robot simulation.

With regard to virtual worlds, (Brown et al. 2011) investigated collaborative pro-
cess modeling and communication, implementing a 3D BPMN modeling environment
in the virtual world Second Life, and also used the Open Simulator (Brown 2010).
Extending this with augmented reality (AR), (Poppe et al. 2011) involves a collabo-
rative virtual environment in Second Life for collaborative process sketching where
remote participants are represented as avatars as well as the process in BPMN is
projected onto a real space. The 3D Flight Navigator (Effinger 2013) was implemented
in Java with OpenGL, and projects parts of BPMN collaboration diagrams onto fixed
hyperplanes and provides a heads-up display for navigating the process. As to con-
ferences, neither BPM 2017 in Spain nor BPM 2016 in Brazil shows paper topics
directly related to VR or virtual reality. No major BPMS vendors currently sell VR
variants of their products. These older studies and the lack of current research involving
currently available VR capabilities is needed to determine what value VR can or cannot
add.

In contrast to the above, VR-BPMN provides a VR-centric BPMN visualization
that utilizes a standard game engine (Unity) and common off-the-shelf VR hardware
(HTC Vive), includes comprehensive BPMN support including automatic layout and
stacked 3D hyperplanes for subprocesses, visual annotation capabilities (association,
coloring, tagging), and MR keyboard interface support.

3 Solution Concept

BPMN models consist of Business Process Diagrams (BPDs) that are composed of
graphical elements consisting of flow objects, connecting objects, swim lanes, and
artifacts (OMG 2011). Our VR-BPMN solution concept (Fig. 1) focuses on four pri-
mary aspects that are affected by VR:

(1) Visualization. Since the graphical elements are only specified in 2D, it is thus
unclear exactly how these should or could be visualized or mapped into 3D space.
While many visual options and metaphors are possible, our view is that diverging
too far from the specification would reduce the recognition and standardization
afforded by the BPMN specification. We thus utilize different 3D block-like
shapes with sides for differentiating elements by type, while retaining the standard
BPMN symbols which are fixated onto the sides of those 3D elements to permit
perception from different angles. One challenge in 3D space in contrast to 2D
space is that one can never be sure if there is not an element hidden behind
another element at any particular vantage point if the element is opaque. If one
makes the element partially transparent, then it can become confusing as to which
element one is focusing on. We thus chose to make the elements opaque in order
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to avoid this visual confusion, and by briefly adjusting one’s perspective one can
visually check that nothing is “hiding” behind an element. Additionally, visual-
izing text is an issue in VR due to the relatively low resolutions currently available
and the distance to the text. Also, labels for BPMN elements can differ widely in
length yet should not interfere with understanding the BPD structure. We thus
place labels above the elements (like billboards), make them partially transparent
in order not to completely hide any elements behind the label, the labels auto-
matically rotate towards the camera to improve legibility from various angles, and
for dealing with longer labels we constrain the maximum billboard width (to
reduce overlapping), raise the billboard height, and reduce the text font size. For
visualizing subprocesses, hyperplanes are used to take advantage of the 3D space
with the subprocess projected onto a plane beneath its superprocess and connected
via a glass pyramid to its superprocess. This spatial layout choice is somewhat
intuitive since the conceptual relationship of sub and super can be mapped to a 3D
space with above and below. However, for certain use cases when comparing
subprocess and superprocess elements and their flows in detail, users may wish to
have them in the spatially vicinity, so we allow the user to toggle the pyramid
height on or off which raises the subprocess to the superprocess plane level.

(2) Navigation. The immersion afforded by VR requires addressing how to intuitively
navigate the space while reducing the likelihood of potential VR sickness
symptoms. Two modes are supported: teleporting permits a user to select a des-
tination and have be instantly placed there (by moving the camera there) - while
perhaps disconcerting, it may reduce the likelihood of the VR sickness that can
occur when moving through a virtual space. Alternatively, a birds-eye view with

Fig. 1. The VR-BPMN solution concept.
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gliding controls is provided, enabling users to fly through the VR space and get an
overview of the entire model. With a button on a controller, one can switch
between the birds-eye-view and the teleport mode.

(3) Interactions. The BPMN specification does not specify exactly how users are to
interact and interface with graphical BPMN visual elements. In our VR concept,
user-element interaction is done primarily via the VR controllers supplemented by
a MR keyboard. We use drag-and-drop element interaction for placing a con-
nective annotation. Rather than only having access to a virtual keyboard that
requires cumbersome pointing at each letter and clicking with the controllers, an
MR keyboard provides access to a real keyboard that can be used for text input by
projecting the webcam video stream onto a plane.

(4) Annotations. As one is immersed in VR with the headset on, ready access to other
external sources of information is hindered and removing the VR headset disrupts
the immersion experience. Annotations (a type of BPMN Artifact) can assist users
by providing missing information and for comprehending larger or more complex
models with notes or details not readily apparent in the model. Thus, we place an
increased value in Annotations for placing additional information into the context
of the model solution concept. In the BPMN specification textual annotations are
signified with a square left bracket floating somewhere apart from any element
and an association as a dotted line can be drawn to an element. This unnecessarily
clutters the virtual space and dotted lines are more difficult to detect since other
objects can be behind them. Hence, our alternative concept of tagging enables
textual annotations to be placed on any element (including swimlanes or a plane),
with the tags situated directly above the element label. Moreover, tagged elements
have a colored ribbon indicator on top of their label and the color can be used to
indicate some property (such as importance, user, etc.). Tag visibility can be
toggled on or off in order to reduce textual clutter if tags undesired. Furthermore,
an association annotation permits elements to be visually associated via a colored
dotted line to be easily visually discernable (by default fluorescent green) and
color choice permits a persistent visual differentiation and grouping of elements
from others. An association is placed via drag-and-drop, taking one element and
dropping it on another and the association itself can also be tagged in addition to
the elements, it automatically avoids collisions with objects between the associ-
ated elements, and it can extend across hyperplanes.

4 Realization

The Unity game engine was chosen for VR visualization due to its multi-platform
support, direct VR integration, popularity, and cost. Blender was used to develop the
visual BPMN model elements. For testing with VR hardware, we used the HTC Vive, a
room scale VR set with a head-mounted display with an integrated camera and two
wireless handheld controllers tracked using two ‘Lighthouse’ base stations.

Visualization. Common BPMN2 elements were realized with various 3D shapes, with
the BPMN symbol in black and white placed on the sides in order to be readily
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perceived (see Fig. 2). Elements are labeled with white text on a semitransparent dark
background (rather than white) so as not to detract too much from the primarily
white-based BPMN element symbols. Element layout placement is scaled based on the
provided BPMN XML layout attributes. Subprocesses as depicted as stacked hyper-
planes connected via colored semi-transparent pyramids to their superprocess, as
shown in Fig. 3.

Navigation. With the right menu button on the right controller, one can switch
between birds-eye-view and the teleport mode (see Fig. 4). The teleport mode is
controlled by the right trackpad by aiming at the target location and pressing the
trackpad. The birds-eye-view works with both trackpads, with the left trackpad con-
trolling altitude und the right one forward, backward, left, and right movement. Via the
left menu button, a small version of the BPMN diagram, similar to a minimap, is shown
to quickly identify the overall location.

Fig. 2. Collage of various VR-BPMN BPMN2 element screenshots.

Fig. 3. Layered hyperplanes showing subprocesses as semi-transparent colored pyramids for an
obfuscated process example. (Color figure online)
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Interaction. Interaction is done primarily via the VR controllers. By pointing with the
controller on an object with a tag and pressing and releasing the trigger button, tag
visibility can be toggled on or off. By pointing at an object and pressing and holding
the trigger, one can drag-and-drop the object for instance onto another object to place
an association annotation. Text input is currently used for adding tags to the elements
of a model. Rather than only having access to a virtual keyboard that requires point and
click with the controllers, an MR keyboard provides access to a real keyboard that can
be used for text input by projecting the webcam video stream onto an object’s material
(see Fig. 5).

Annotations. By default, all annotation types are given a fluorescent green color to
differentiate them clearly from the actual model, but the color can then be customized.
Users also can add an annotative association between any elements (see Fig. 6) of the
model or even connect several processes. This is done by dragging and dropping from

Fig. 4. Teleport interaction example showing VR controller and chosen destination highlighted
as green cylinder. (Color figure online)

Fig. 5. Tagging in MR mode with tag color palette and real keyboard visible. (Color figure
online)
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one element to another via a VR controller. Tagging permits users to annotate a
selected BPMN element with any additional textual information, the font size is
adjusted automatically to fit the available space. A colored ribbon on top of a label
indicates that one or more tags exist, and the color is chosen when the tag is placed
using a color palette (Fig. 5). Tag visibility can be toggled by selecting an element
label. When tags are visible, these are placed on top of the labels on an opaque white
background with black text to easily differentiate them from the labels below (Fig. 5).
To color either an element (“Compare contents with order” element red in Fig. 7) or tag
(Fig. 7 shows yellow, blue, and green tags) the user point with a VR Controller on the
target to be colored and selects a color from a predefined color palette (Fig. 5). Figure 8
shows colored swimlanes.

Fig. 6. User added connection annotation (green) between two processes. (Color figure online)

Fig. 7. Tags have a white opaque background and different tag ribbon colors; “Check for visible
damage” has a hidden tag; “Compare contents with order” shows a colorized element. (Color
figure online)

Fig. 8. Overview of a model in the birds-eye-view, showing lanes in different colors. (Color
figure online)
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5 Evaluation

The VR-BPMN prototype validated the feasibility of our VR-BPMN solution concept.
Our empirical evaluation then investigated to what degree BPMN-based process
analysis, comprehension, and interaction are affected by a VR environment. For this,
we compare VR-BPMN with two other commonly available visual depiction modes:
(1) paper-based BPMN analysis and (2) a common PC-based BPMN modeling
application tool (Camunda Modeler). To avoid a bias for certain BPM paradigms or
tools due to previous experience (such as experienced professionals), we used a con-
venience sample of master students with little to no prior BPMN experience. The
experiments were supervised, a brief training was provided including BPMN
anti-patterns, and a debriefing followed. In order not to skew process comprehension
due to subject foreign language competency differences, BPMN labels were mostly in
the native language of the subjects (German). To avoid interfering with the VR
environment and skewing task durations due to subjects reading instructions or
answering questions via VR interaction or requiring VR glasses removal, all task
questions were asked and answered verbally and noted by a supervisor.

5.1 Paper-Based BPMN vs. VR-BPMN

To compare the comprehension of BPMN processes printed on paper vs. VR-BPMN, a
convenience sample of eight Computer Science (CS) students was selected. Four fic-
tional processes were grouped in process pairs, each pair being equivalent in structural
complexity but differing in domain nomenclature and slightly in structure in order to
avoid familiarity from affecting efficiency, while maintaining equivalent complexity to
reduce the treatment variables. The Emergency Patient Treatment process was paired
with the Farm process, both consisting of 5 subprocesses, 24 activities, and 6 gateways.
An Invoice process (5 activities, 2 gateways, 2 endpoints) was paired with the Mario
Game process (5 activities, 4 gateways, 1 endpoint). Whichever process was used on
paper was paired with the equivalent in VR-BPMN. To avoid an ordering bias, half
started initially with paper. No subject saw the exact same process twice. The task
given was to analyze and explain the process (walkthrough).

Figure 9 shows task durations for VR-BPMN vs. paper sorted by the shortest VR
times, with the mode order given in brackets. VR-BPMN average task duration was
5:07 vs. 3:36 for paper, a 42% difference. We note that, except for subject 5, the second
mode (VR or paper) was faster than the first.

5.2 Tool-Based BPMN vs. VR-BPMN

To evaluate both interaction and process comprehension in VR-BPMN (V) versus a
representative common PC-based BPMN modeling tool (Camunda Modeler) (C), a
convenience sample of seven Computer Science (CS) students was used. One student
experienced VR sickness symptoms and the associated measurements were excluded.
The order of which tool to start with first was randomly selected, with three starting
with V and three with C. Two BPMN processes were used, the first was a “Student
Exam BPM” in German consisting of 5 processes, 18 activities, 5 start events, 7 end
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events, and 6 gateways and is shown in VR-BPMN in Figs. 11 and 12 in the Appendix,
the second was a quality-related production processes model in English shown in
Fig. 13 and in VR-BPMN in Fig. 14 in the Appendix. Four equivalent tasks were
timed for each tool. The tasks were:

(1) Student Exam model: find all BPMN modeling errors,
(2) Quality model: connect all elements that deal with testing,
(3) Student Exam model: Connect the end nodes with the appropriate start nodes, and
(4) Quality model: which tasks must be completed before “Fill out checklist and

complaint form.”

Task 1’s duration was divided by the number of errors found; for Task 2 and 3 the
total duration was divided by the the number of connections made (since making these
annotations requires extra tool interaction). Results are shown in Table 1, with the
expected numbers shown in column 2. Since the domains and processes were unex-
plained and open to interpretation, the number of connections differed. All Task 1 and 4
elements were correctly identified, so comprehension effectiveness was equivalent. The
average of per errror and per connection durations for all four tasks in V was 254s vs.
319s for C, making V 21% faster. Since errors might be clustered in the same process
area in Task 1, omitting Task 1 from the sum yields 162s for V vs. 187s for C, making
V 14% faster. Five of the subjects indicated a preference for Camunda over
VR-BPMN.

Figure 10 shows the total task durations for V vs. C sorted by the shortest V times,
with the mode order given in brackets. We note that the second mode is almost always
faster than the first, except for subjects 4 and 2 whose duration differences between
both modes are minor (17% and 14% respectively) relative to the others’ differences.
This could be due to a cold-start effect, and in future work we intend to provide a
warm-up task in each mode before timing a task.

Fig. 9. Subject task duration for paper BPMN model vs. VR-BPMN sorted by shortest VR
duration; order given in brackets, V = VR, P = paper.
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5.3 Discussion

Since BPMN intends to be comprehensible for all stakeholders, and to reduce preex-
isting personal preferences and biases of BPMN professionals from biasing the results,
we believe the use of novices for this experiment was appropriate. Although the sample
size was small and did not consist of BPMN professionals, these measurements can
provide indicators for future investigation.

Table 1. VR- BPM (V) vs. Common BPMN Tool (C) durations in seconds for the four tasks.

Task Subject 1 2 3 4 5 6 Average

V1 Expect:2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Duration (s/error) 38 59 159 26 129 138 92

V2 Expect:5 4 4 8 8 10 7
Duration (s/connection) 35 49 43 14 33 35 35

V3 Expect:5 4 4 5 5 4 6
Duration (s/connection) 62 54 85 65 79 31 63

V4 Duration (s) 67 72 60 84 39 62 64
V Total (s) 254
C1 Expect:1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Duration (s/error) 93 123 118 74 218 163 132
C2 Expect:5 4 4 11 10 9 5

Duration (s/connection) 35 23 14 10 10 87 30
C3 Expect:5 4 5 5 6 6 5

Duration (s/connection) 30 56 31 30 32 48 38
C4 Duration (s) 43 34 40 140 356 102 119
C Total (s) 319

Fig. 10. Subject task duration for a common BPMN tool vs. VR-BPMN sorted by shortest VR
duration; tool order given in brackets, V = VR, C = common BPMN tool.
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The effectiveness of VR-BPMN was shown to be equivalent to the paper and PC
tool modes, indicating that all tasks could be performed and the processes analyzed and
comprehended.

As to efficiency, VR was 21% faster when taken on a per-error and per-connection
standpoint for tasks vs. a common BPMN tool. VR was 14% faster if the error-finding
Task 1 is omitted (leaving annotations and comprehension). For the paper mode, VR
exhibited a 42% overhead, yet we note that the second mode (VR or paper) was always
faster than the first (except for subject 5. The use of VR is more complex than paper,
yet with additional VR training, we believe the apparent VR efficiency overheads could
be reduced. Since the second mode was often faster than the first, we conjecture that the
cognitive burden to become focused on the BPMN task and context (to be cognitively
“in flow”), irrespective of the mode, are affecting the durations particularly in the initial
mode and can be viewed as a type of overhead. It is likely unique and dependent on the
subject’s current mental alertness and motivation. It may be analogous to taking an
exam, where efficiency increases after one or more questions have been answered.
Thus, an efficiency comparison with VR based purely on the total durations can be
misleading. Although we did include a training, in future work we plan to insert an
additional warm-up round after switching modes to acclimate users within each
environment before giving them actual timed tasks. 1 subject was affected by VR
sickness, and we will explore possible improvements.

Across all 14 subjects, the intuitiveness of the VR-BPMN interface was rated a 4.2
on a scale of 1 to 5 (5 best). However, a preference for the BPMN tool was indicated by
5 of the 6 subjects. Users tend to prefer what they are familiar to, especially when they
don’t have much exposure time to the new option. We surmise that VR interaction is
not as yet a fundamental competency compared to mouse or paper use, and with further
VR experience user expectations may adjust. As VR applications adopt standard VR
interaction patterns and expectations (such as button functionality becoming stan-
dardized in the VR market like the mouse left and right button), VR use will become
more intuitive and natural for users, reducing current overheads. Comments by subjects
included that VR model clarity was affected by hidden objects. We thus recommend
that BPMN models intended for VR have large spacing between elements to reduce
this issue. Further, they complained that the low resolution on current VR-headsets
make reading text labels more difficult in VR vs. on 2D monitors or paper. But they
also commented that using VR-BPMN was fun, and we conjecture that it can provide a
motivational factor towards comprehension.

6 Conclusion

This paper contributed a solution concept called VR-BPMN for bringing BPMN
models into VR to provide an immersive BPD experience, and addresses the visual-
ization, navigation, interaction, and annotation aspects affected by VR. A prototype
based on the Unity game engine und using the HTC Vive demonstrated its feasibility.
Our empirical evaluation showed that its effectiveness for process comprehension in
VR was equivalent to non-VR modes (paper and 2D tools). For efficiency, VR-BPMN
was 14–21% more efficient than a common PC BPMN tool on a per-connection and
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per-error basis, yet VR-BPMN was 42% slower than paper use for equivalent tasks.
While VR-BPMN was found to be quite intuitive (4.2 out of 5), nevertheless 83%
preferred the common PC tool when given a choice of one or the other; hindrances in
VR included text legibility and hidden objects in 3D space.

While our results showed that the VR-BPMN solution concept is feasible, that our
interaction interfaces are intuitive, and that it can be as effective and efficient as BPMN
tools, for broader attractiveness additional capabilities are needed. Future work
includes addressing VR sickness, improving the clarity of the models (especially text),
integrating additional interactive and informational capabilities, as well as a compre-
hensive empirical study using BPMN professionals.

Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank Peter Bolek, Andreas Friedel, Sabine
Hager, Matthias Nutz, Philipp-Daniel Wendt for their assistance with the design, implementation,
and evaluation.

Appendix

See Figs. 11, 12, 13 and 14.

Fig. 11. The Student Exam processes shown in VR-BPMN.

Fig. 12. Close up of Student Exam process in VR-BPMN.
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Fig. 13. The Quality Production Processes model as BPMN.

Fig. 14. The Quality Production Processes model in VR-BPMN.
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The Bidirectional Interplay of Two Worlds
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Abstract. The collaboration during the modeling process is uncom-
fortable and characterized by various limitations. Faced with the suc-
cessful transfer of first process modeling languages to the augmented
world, non-transparent processes can be visualized in a more compre-
hensive way. With the aim to rise comfortability, speed, accuracy and
manifoldness of real world process augmentations, a framework for the
bidirectional interplay of the common process modeling world and the
augmented world has been designed as morphologic box. Its demonstra-
tion proves the working of drawn AR integrations. Identified dimensions
were derived from (1) a designed knowledge construction axiom, (2) a
designed meta-model, (3) designed use cases and (4) designed directional
interplay modes. Through a workshop-based survey, the so far best AR
modeling configuration is identified, which can serve for benchmarks and
implementations.

Keywords: Augmented reality · Process modeling
Simulation process building
Generalized knowledge constructin axiom · Meta-model · Use cases
Morphologic box · Industry 4.0 · CPS · CPPS · Internet of things

1 Introduction

Faced with a first process modeling approach augmenting common process mod-
els [3], the augmentation process is still uncomfortable and limited to various
issues, such as the following examples show: First, a modeling is based on a rather
demonstrative than complete set of modeling objects. It is not clear, which kinds
of modeling objects are required to realize the full potential of an AR modeling.
Second, it is not clear what the full potential of an AR modeling is connected
to. First attempts show potentials in regard to non-transparent processes, a spa-
cial positioning following a Cartesian definition, and identify attractive modeling
contexts, such as knowledge-intensive processes, highly communicative behaviors
and Industrie 4.0 scenarios [3]. But these are assumingly not the only potentials.
Third, an AR modeling is based on a prototype character of workflows. It is not
clear, which kinds of modeling activities shall be realized as before, and which
c© Springer International Publishing AG, part of Springer Nature 2018
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kind of modeling activities can be enabled by the use of AR hardware. Fourth,
it is not clear by which kinds of modeling operations AR modeling activities can
be carried out and are carried out best. Each concrete AR hardware provides
individual characteristics and a standard in AR hardware is not available, yet.

Especially the interplay of the more or less paper based 2D world of a process
modeling and the 3D AR modeling world is attractive to overcome previously
mentioned issues and progress the AR modeling.

In this contribution, an AR modeling is referred to more than the simple
enrichment of 2D modeling shapes and the positioning within the real world. It
considers the process of the model construction, its visualization as static models
and dynamic simulations, and the optimization of created process models, which
can be realized by all: It can be realized with help of ordinary computer systems
and modeling tools in the common 2D modeling world, it can be realized with
help of AR hardware and modeling tools to be created in the 3D AR modeling
world, or it can be realized with help of an integration of both.

Hence, the following research will focus on modeling with help of AR tech-
nology with the intention to answer the following research question: “How can
processes be modeled within the augmented world?” This paper intends not
to draw an all-embracing description of concrete, technical realizations of those
novel process modeling techniques. It intends to set a first step to an integration
of both modeling worlds. Hence, sub research questions are:

1. “How can an AR modeling be specified systematically?”
2. “How can process modeling be realized best in both worlds?”

Based on the assumption that each model creator wearing AR glasses or
using other AR devices has a proper reality, the challenge lays in the synchro-
nization of realities during a modeling cooperation process including numerous
model creators. The original scientific contribution of this research therefore is
an attempt to synchronize individual realities of an AR modeling by the creation
of an AR modeling framework and the identification of a best configuration.

The research approach is intended to be design-oriented as Peffers proposes
[13], such that the paper is structured as follows: The second section presents
a foundation and underlying concepts, the third section derives objectives and
presents a methodology for the specification of a bidirectional interplay of the
common 2D modeling world and the 3D AR modeling world. Those are separated
from the design of required artefacts, which will be presented in the fourth
section. Their demonstration presented in the fifth section shows the application
of designed artefacts. This is evaluated in the sixth section. Then, the final
section concludes the paper.

2 Theoretical Foundation and Underlying Concepts

The first sub section presents approaches for model definitions, so that an inter-
pretation for an AR modeling can be selected. Then, meta-model approaches are
collected, so that a foundation for the meta-model design is available. Finally,
basic control concepts are provided, which will be used for an AR modeling.
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2.1 Model Definition Approaches

Some authors see the reason for the diversity of the term “model” in the history
of its definition because definitions are based on separate thinking traditions
[15, p. 2]. In accordance to Thomas, model definitions can be categorized by the
following categories [20, p. 8]:

First, Stachowiak’s common model theory, who defined a model to be the
realization on an at least quintary predicate relation, which refers to the model
x of the original y for the model user k within the period t and the intention z
[17, p. 118].

Second, axiomatic model definitions, that are based on mathematical defi-
nitions using the field of mathematical logic, set theory, propositional calculus,
predicate logic, etc. [19].

Third, mapping-oriented model definitions, which assume models to be map-
pings of the reality [7, p. 321]. Hence, the performance of the model creator is
restricted to the selection of attributes being mapped to the model.

Fourth, construction-oriented model definitions. Those assume the reality not
to be existent: Since each model creator perceives the reality from its own per-
ception, it constructs its own reality [21, p. 9]. Hence, the creation of models
(mentally or explicated) is highly creative and interpreted as construction pro-
cess [20, p. 25].

Faced with the assumption of each model creator wearing proper AR glasses
to construct its own reality, a construction-oriented model definition is attractive.
This kind of definition will be the foundation for the knowledge construction
axiom designed in Sect. 4.1.

2.2 Meta-model Foundation

In principle, meta-models of modeling languages provide taxonomies, that clas-
sify modeling objects following certain criteria [5, p. 66]. In literature, meta-
models can be found, which provide perspective-oriented modeling taxonomies
or approach-oriented taxonomies.

Perspective-oriented taxonomies list modeling items in regard to a cer-
tain modeling perspective. The following perspectives can be identified: Func-
tional, activity-oriented, behavioral, organizational, informational information
flow-oriented, resource-oriented, knowledge and knowledge - flow - oriented and
business process context perspective ([9, p. 1533], [18, p. 3310]).

Approach-oriented taxonomies list modeling items in regard to one of the
following approaches: Activity-oriented approaches, role-oriented approaches,
object-oriented approaches and speech-act-oriented approaches ([8], [5, p. 67]).

In this contribution, a perspective-oriented meta-model will be provided in
Sect. 4.2, since visualizations of AR modeling objects can focus only on relevant
items of one of many perspectives. Hence, for the augmentation irrelevant objects
can be suppressed perspective-wise.
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2.3 Control Concepts

This sub section presents a collection of basic control concepts, which will serve
for the operationalization of AR operations. Although a variety of concrete AR
operations can be derived from given concepts, this contribution focuses on a
first attempt and limits itself to one AR operation per control concept.

Buttons as graphical software elements serve as shortcut for functionality
provided by software. Further, guided processes present graphical elements in
an inherent manner, such that a sequence of simple activations of buttons, aug-
mented representations, menu views, etc. collects information required by pro-
grams. Wherever possible, workflows realize mechanisms in the background. An
activation can be realized easily by a cursor and a touch pad activation. Alterna-
tively, a movement of the arms can be tracked by a camera, such that a computer
vision recognizes movements specified in advance. A selection can be realized by
the focus of eyes on an object (eye focus analysis). An activation can then be
detected by an in advance specified eye blinking pattern (image or video analysis)
[14]. Being recorded by a microphone, voice-based instructions can be recognized
in regard to a specific context efficiently (speech recognition) [10] and serve as
control command. Even EEG electricity can be used for a thought detection,
such that instructions are tagged automatically similar to Koelstra et al. [6].

3 Objectives and Methodology

Following the DSRM approach [13], this section identifies objectives independent
from a design. Then, a methodology is presented that satisfies methodological
objectives. These are separated from the design and its demonstration, so that
artefacts can be created and then, the fulfill of requirements can be evaluated.
Following a methodological foundation, designed artefacts give evidence in a
demonstration in regard to their functioning.

3.1 Objectives

Aiming to prepare a bidirectional interplay of the 2D modeling world and the 3D
augmentation world, this section presents a set of requirements that has to be
considered in the realization of artefacts. Requirements are presented category-
wise. The first category refers to modeling languages in general, the so called
meta-level of modeling languages. The second category is connected to the usage
context of modeling languages, the here called scenario creation. The third cate-
gory refers to AR hardware characteristics and serves for the selection of appro-
priate AR hardware. A fourth category focuses on methodological requirements.

In regard with a meta-level of modeling languages, the following objectives
have been identified:

– The modeling shall support the creation of various process domains
(knowledge-intensive, business, production processes, etc.) including state-
of-the-art systems.
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– The modeling shall support the creation of process simulations.
– The modeling shall support the use of several modeling languages.

With respect to the scenario creation, the following objectives have been
identified:

– The modeling shall consider typical modeling scenarios.
– The modeling shall consider both modeling worlds (2D modeling and 3D AR).
– The modeling shall consider each model creator to have an own reality.
– The modeling shall synchronize model creator specific realities.

Focusing on the hardware selection (AR glasses or tablets), the following
criteria were relevant additionally to AR technique inherent requirements such
as the positioning within an area, performance issues, etc.:

– AR techniques shall provide a touch pad.
– AR techniques shall provide a microphone.
– AR techniques shall support the connection with further systems (eye track-

ing systems for eye focus analyses, online computer vision systems, EEG
electricity detection systems for thought detection, etc.).

– AR techniques shall have WLAN access.
– AR techniques shall have Internet access.
– AR techniques shall support common basic operations.

Each identified objective of those three domains has been relevant for the
design of the bidirectional interplay of the 2D modeling world and 3D augmen-
tation world and serves as input for the following sections. Following a certain
methodology, the following requirements have been identified for the method-
ologically backed-up creation of an AR modeling framework:

– Artefacts shall characterize an AR modeling by quantified parameters.
– Artefacts shall present an overview of possible solutions.
– Artefacts shall be expandable easily.
– Artefacts shall be constructed iteratively.
– Artefacts shall support a validation by empirical research.
– Artefacts shall support a validation by implementation and use in projects.

Based on the latter six requirements, a methodological foundation focuses on
a morphological analysis.

3.2 Morphological Analysis

Following Zwicky, the morphological analysis is suited to explore all the possible
solutions to a multi-dimensional, non-quantified complex problem for various
domains, such as for instance in anatomy, geology, botany and biology [23, p. 34].
It is widely accepted and the history of morphological methods is summarized
by Ritchey [16].

Being part of the general morphological analysis, the morphologic box, the
so called Zwicky box, is constructed in five iterative steps [22]: First, dimensions
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of the problem are properly defined, which refer to relevant issues. Second, a
spectrum of values, the so called parameters, are defined for each issue. Then,
by setting the parameters against each other in an n-dimensional matrix, the
morphologic box is created. Here, each cell of the n-dimensional box represents
one parameter and marks a particular state or condition of the problem complex.
Hence, the selection of one parameter of every dimension, the so called configu-
ration, represents a solution of the problem complex. A fourth step scrutinizes
and evaluates possible solutions in regard to the intended purpose. In a fifth
step, the optimal solution is practically applied. If necessary, insights from the
application are considered in previous steps.

4 Design of the Bidirectional Interplay

The design of a bidirectional interplay of the 2D modeling world and the 3D
AR modeling world is based on the following parts. First, a knowledge construc-
tion axiom is presented. This is considered within a second sub section in the
design of a meta-model. The third sub section presents use cases required for an
AR modeling. Then, the interplay of both modeling worlds is characterized by
the design of directional interplay modes. All of them can be considered as sub
artefacts designed for the creation of the main artefact called framework for the
bidirectional interplay. Their creation sequence, artefact relation and theoretical
foundation is visualized in Fig. 1, so that the scientific contribution indicated by
an asterisk (*) and theoretical foundation can be recognized.
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Fig. 1. Artefact creation.

In this figure, it becomes clear that the morphologic box can be considered
as main artefact. Design maxims are derived from each sub artefact and serve
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for the construction of a morphologic box representing the framework for the
bidirectional interplay of the 2D process modeling world and the 3D AR model-
ing world. Following the proceeding of a morphological analysis, its application
serves as demonstration in accordance to Peffers et al. [13] and identifies a best
configuration.

4.1 Knowledge Construction Axiom

Following a construction-oriented model definition, the reality is created by the
perception of a subject (see Sect. 2.1). Since the production and company-wide
processes in general are based on concepts constructed by subjects, any material
transportation, conversation, work realization, etc. is based on the application
of knowledge.

Knowledge-intensive processes can be operationalized on base of the SECI
model [11] using conversions. The Knowledge Modeling and Description Lan-
guage (KMDL) is an example for a modeling language using conversions [2].
Here, four kinds of conversions (internalization, externalization, combination,
socialization) conceptualize the knowledge creation. Although the SECI model
was originally meant as concept for knowledge creation, it can be generalized for
value creation processes, which is denominated as knowledge construction axiom
from here on. A generalization can be applied as follows:

Intentional material and data manipulations incl. their transfers are inter-
preted as combinations, where the corresponding objects are enriched to explicit
knowledge in interpreting them within the context of the current activity. This
refers to North’s requirement of the enrichment by a meaning and contextual
embedding [12, p. 41]. The enrichment can be carried out either by CPS or
computer systems that have been enabled through information objects, such as
computer programs, transportation orders, etc. Alternatively, they have been
enabled by humans or CPS through knowledge objects, such as for example the
intended production, transportation by themselves.

Non-intentional conversions, such as real-world processes (e.g. weather) and
physical laws (e.g. gravity) are neglected based on the following interpretation:
Even the interpretation of real world processes is created with intention and only
by the subjective perception of the individual. Here, the observation of physical
phenomenas (as-is values are collected) and its comparisons with to-be values,
which are based on the beliefs and expectations of the individual, leads to the
adjustment of the individual’s beliefs and their making explicit (e.g. in form of
physical laws). Hence, their use within process models is always associated with
the use of information objects.

Enabled through this generalization, the knowledge construction axiom will
be considered in the design of a meta-model for modeling languages and implic-
itly in the design of the morphologic box (Design Maxim 0).
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4.2 Meta-model

Following the idea to identify AR-suited modeling activities, which can be benefi-
cial for many modeling language approaches, the following presents a meta-model
for modeling languages.

Since the meta-model integrates a great number of foundational concepts and
abstracts over a range of modeling languages, a common understanding of mod-
eling is addressed and a community-wide acceptance supported. The meta-model
further tries to provide a state-of-the-art modeling concepts, that considers state-
of-the-art concepts, such as Industry 4.0 components. The meta-model can be
seen in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Meta-model of a bidirectional AR modeling.

In this figure, one can find gray objects representing modeling objects. In
accordance with Booch, objects are related by the following kinds of relations:
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using relations are represented by arrows, aggregations and compositions by
blanc and black diamonds, inheritances are represented by blanc triangles [1].
Required cardinalities can be found next to corresponding relations. Perspectives
identified in Sect. 2.2 are boxed. Their title is highlighted in blue. Based on the
model of List and Korherr [9], the meta-model presented here complements a
knowledge perspective, a simulation perspective and a communication perspec-
tive, which were identified in literature. While additional objects and relations
are drawn, others were only updated. Required cardinalities complement the
meta-model too, which simplifies the implementation. In interpreting Fig. 2, the
following independent design maxims can be derived:

Design Maxim 1. Considering the great amount of modeling objects, one
can identify only some modeling objects being connected with “time-based
positions”. The focus of the modeling within the AR world shall lie on those
activities.
Design Maxim 2. One can see that hierarchies of elements are established
within complex task structures, complex activity structures and complex sce-
nario structures. Hence, their organization is best realized within the 2D
modeling world.
Design Maxim 3. The organization of knowledge objects, information
objects, material objects, data objects and organizational units including
humans and CPS can result in great hierarchies. Therefore, all those modeling
objects are well suited for the organization within the 2D world, but can easily
be completed by the positioning within the real world via AR techniques.
Design Maxim 4. Since the simulation is carried out in the background but
leads to attractive visualizations of time and position based modeling objects,
only the positioning of time-based objects is attractive for a scenario creation
within the 3D AR world. Further, the simulation controlling is essential in
both worlds.

Summing up, the meta-model serves for the derivation of a collection of
design maxims. Those will be the foundation for the design of a bidirectional
AR modeling.

4.3 Use Cases

In order to identify relevant dimensions for the bidirectional AR modeling,
required operations were identified by the construction of a use case diagram.
The use case diagram can be seen in Fig. 3 and considers perspectives identified
in Sect. 4.2.

With focus on the model creator or the so called actor, who would like to
create a model using an arbitrary modeling language, use cases within the 2D
modeling world are visualized on its left and use cases within the 3D AR world
are collected on its right side. While the 2D world is accessed by a common 2D
modeling tool, which is here Modelangelo on a desktop or laptop [2], the 3D
AR world is accessed by a common 3D AR modeling tool, which is here the
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Fig. 3. Common use cases for a bidirectional AR modeling.

Augmentor on a tablet or AR glasses [3]. Since both are built to provide various
modeling languages, the programs are suited for the generalization of common
use cases for a bidirectional AR modeling.

The use case diagram of Fig. 3 shows basic operations, such as register, load
and save activities, which can be found in both modeling worlds. They support
working on a local platform and the use of cloud services. The model creation
within the 2D modeling world considers the positioning of modeling objects
within the AR world using a ground plan and sketch plan as well as the extension
of modeling objects with 3D models following concepts of Grum and Gronau [3].
The focus of this contribution shall lie on the construction of models within the
AR world, since a modification in the 2D modeling world is widely spread. In
Fig. 3, this is represented by a gray cloud showing dots and is specified in a later
section. The following design maxim can be derived:

Design Maxim 5. Use cases identified in the use case diagram presented
here are interpreted as basic operations and will be required in both modeling
worlds.

Summing up, the use case diagram serves for the derivation of a design maxim
in regard to operations required for an AR modeling in both worlds. Those will
be the foundation for the design of a bidirectional AR modeling integrating the
2D world and the 3D AR world.

4.4 Directional Interplay Modes

Dependent on the intended modeling situation, four kinds of AR modeling modes
can be identified: First, the no-interplay-mode, which allows a modeling only
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within the 2D modeling world or within the 3D AR modeling world. Second, a
one-person-mode, that realizes a modeling in both modeling worlds for a single
person. Third, a collaboration-mode, that realizes a modeling in both modeling
worlds, while only one person is modeling and others give feedback based on
visualizations. Fourth, a muliple-device-mode. Here, various model creators are
modeling cooperatively using different kinds of modeling devices. The modeling
modes can be seen in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Common modeling modes for an AR modeling.

The modeling modes are connected to one of six modeling scenarios (visu-
alized on the very top). The first scenario refers to two moments. In a first
moment, the modeling is carried out either in the common 2D modeling world
using desktops and laptops, or in the 3D AR modeling world using AR devices.
Then, in a second moment, constructed models are visualized within the same
modeling world. The second scenario refers to the model construction in one
modeling world and the visualization in the consecutive moment within the
other modeling world. The third scenario refers to the model construction in
one modeling world and the visualization for many individuals within the other
modeling world. The fourth scenario integrates the first and the second moment
of the third scenario in one moment. The fifth scenario enables several model
creators to work on one model within the same modeling world and to visualize
this model for many individuals in a second moment within the other modeling
world. The sixth scenario integrates the first and the second moment of the fifth
scenario in one moment and connects both modeling worlds bidirectionally.

The realization of each scenario demands different implementation require-
ments, which are visualized by gray rectangles within the figure. The following
independent design maxim can be derived:
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Design Maxim 6. Implementation requirements refer to both modeling
worlds and characterize an AR modeling.

Since implementation requirements characterize an AR modeling, they will
serve as dimensions for the morphological box and are specified in the following:
The first dimension refers to the issue that some modeling scenarios demand
for a temporal dissolution of modeling activities, such as the modification and
visualization: Some scenarios only demand a sequential realization of modeling
activities (sequence) and others demand to realize them simultaneously in one
moment. The second dimension refers to the number of persons (single persons
or multiple persons) currently modeling with a desktop, laptop, tablet or AR
glasses. The third dimension refers to the question, if a real-time capability is
required, or activities can be recorded and used in later sequences. The dimen-
sion is called technical time capabilities here. The fourth dimension refers to
the number of devices (single device or multiple devices), which are required for
the model creation. This focuses on modeling systems as active systems, which
are separated from passive systems only visualizing information from active sys-
tems. The fifth dimension refers to the interplay of the modeling worlds having
three parameters: Modeling worlds can be disconnected, such that models are
exchanged only within the corresponding world (no interplay). Alternatively,
modeling worlds are connected in one direction, such that an unidirectional
interplay realizes exchanges from one world to the other. Only a bidirectional
interplay realizes the exchange of modeling activities from 2D modeling world
to 3D AR modeling world and vice versa without limitation.

Faced with the six modeling scenarios, the complexity and requirements for
an implementation rise with every number. Hence, a stepwise implementation
from the first to the last modeling scenario is recommended.

Summing up, AR modeling modes presented here serve for the derivation of
a collection of requirements. Those will be part of the design of a bidirectional
AR modeling.

5 Demonstration of an AR Modeling

The complex problem of designing an AR modeling is parametrized by a mor-
phologic box. The morphologic box can be seen in Fig. 5 and shows dimensions
considering design maxims identified previously as follows.

The knowledge construction axiom presented in Sect. 4.1 is considered implic-
itly by the meta-model for AR modeling (Sect. 4.2). This answers the question,
which kind of modeling objects shall be considered in which world. Use cases
identified in Sect. 4.3 are considered in order to answer the question, which kind
of operations are required in which world. Here, operations are clustered to
the categories modeling, simulation and administration. The modeling modes
designed in Sect. 4.4 are considered in order to answer the question, which kind
of background requirements are necessary in regard to modeling scenarios.

Parameters for each dimension are derived from basic control concepts pre-
sented in Sect. 2.3. In general, they are based on the use of a touch pad, eye
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Fig. 5. Morphologic box for a bidirectional AR modeling.
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focus analysis, voice recognition, image and video analysis, computer vision and
thought detection. Parameters presented here do not attempt for completeness
rather than provide a first approach for structuring and parametrize an AR
modeling. Given a highly evolutionary technical environment and so far non-
standardized hardware controllers, parameters of each dimension and dimen-
sions of the morphologic box can be extended and modified easily. Hence, on
base of a continual redesign of the morphologic box, an always uptodate and
state-of-the-art, flexible framework can be constructed.

A selection of parameters for each dimension of the morphologic box serves
as configuration of an AR modeling. An example configuration is given by yel-
low highlighted cells (Fig. 5). Using the morphologic box presented here, each
configuration is suited for an application in an AR modeling tool, such as the
Augmentor [3].

6 Evaluation

All in all, the morphologic box presented in Sect. 5 provides 132 different con-
figurations. Each represents a working AR modeling characterization. Since this
framework is designed to be flexible and changes in the contemporary environ-
ment, such as IT hardware developments and creative, new control concepts, will
lead to further dimensions and parameters. This drastically increases the num-
ber of total configurations and with this the complexity to identify attractive
configurations rises as well. The question remains, which of those configurations
supports an AR modeling best and how best configurations can be identified
easily.

Aiming to identify the configuration of the morphologic box, which realizes
process modeling best in both worlds, the common 2D process modeling world
and the 3D AR modeling world, an evaluation of available configurations can
be carried out in two ways in accordance to Zwicky: First, a survey can be
conducted in a workshop session with modeling experts, so that their majority
acceptance can be identified for one configuration. Second, experiences can be
collected based on the application of one morphologic configuration in a software
and its use in modeling projects [22]. Here, an evaluation can either focus on this
individual configuration and evaluate its practicability within realistic project
settings, or it can focus on a comparison of a set of applied configurations.
In a comparison of this set, the best configuration will show most attractive
evaluation values.

Since an implementation of any configuration of the morphologic box here
presented has not been realized yet, and the best configuration of this morpho-
logic box will be implemented, the first evaluation approach is attractive and
was carried out as described in the following:

Interviews have been held with a group of 63 individuals educated in Business
Process Management (BPM) at the University of Potsdam for one semester. This
includes students of all: economics, computer science and business informatics.
The BPM module included a theoretical BPM education, the application of
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Table 1. The fulfillment of design-science research guidelines

Guideline Description

Guideline 1:

Design as an

artifact

The authors design a flexible framework for the definition of an AR Modeling

within the common 2D process modeling world and the 3D AR modeling

world. This is founded on the following sub artefacts: a knowledge construction

axiom, a meta-model, a use-case collection and a modeling mode design. This

framework is demonstrated in workshop sessions. A best configuration is

identified that can serve for benchmarks with further AR modeling approaches

Guideline 2:

Problem

relevance

Considering the previously mentioned artifacts, the business problem of

complex interplay of 2D modeling world and 3D AR modeling world is

overcome by a simple configuration of a morphologic box. With this artefact, a

common framework is presented that can serve for comparison with further

AR modeling approaches, and be applied to different implementations. As the

framework is parameter-based, the concrete framework around contemporary

AR hardware and IT systems is reasonable, given a highly evolutionary

technical environment and the continual application of the framework

Guideline 3:

Design

evaluation

The efficacy of the designed artifacts was demonstrated rigorously by means of

surveys conducted in workshop sessions with modeling experts. The utility and

quality of the morphologic box was demonstrated by the identification of a

configuration with the most acceptance. The execution precisely followed the

proceeding specified by [22]. Therefore, validation of the morphological box is

valid within a first application, and will be implemented and used in larger

projects and real-life settings as a next step

Guideline 4:

Research

contribu-

tions

The design-science contributions of this research are the proposed framework,

its sub artefacts and evaluation results in the form of surveys conducted in

workshops. These contributions advance our understanding of the manner in

which to carry out AR modeling best

Guideline 5:

Research

rigor

Research on process modeling approaches has long been based on the 2D

world. In this contribution, a multi dimensional, parameter-based framework

provides the underlying integration strategy of the common 2D process

modeling world and the 3D AR modeling world, which allows for efficient

process modeling realizations (such as the modeling, sharing, cooperation and

visualization) and enables the development of more context-specific modeling

software, benchmarks, and applications in projects

Guideline 6:

Design as a

search

process

As discussed previously, the implementation of AR modeling strategies,

application in projects, and benchmarking in iterations is essential. The

authors studied variations in realization strategies over a period of 7 months

within the aforementioned workshops. Creativity and problem-solving

capabilities were involved in the construction of this framework

Guideline 7:

Communica-

tion of

research

The presentation of this research is aimed at an audience familiar with process

modeling theory, AR hardware and software implementation. Even so, the

contribution provides useful information for managerial audiences. While the

authors present a thorough discussion of sense-full configurations, the

contribution provides evidence for both technical implementations and

economic reasoning
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five modeling languages in different modeling projects and the discussion about
concepts presented here. In workshops, the acceptance per each dimension of the
morphologic box was made subject to the discussion and a preference in regard
to presented parameters and a practical implementation has been conducted.

Overall, that parameters were determined for each dimension, that showed
the greatest acceptance. Considering Fig. 5, highlighted, yellow cells do not only
represent an example configuration, as was mentioned in Sect. 5. They repre-
sent parameters with the greatest acceptance. Hence, highlighted cells can be
interpreted as best configuration for an AR modeling so far.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, a flexible framework for a bidirectional AR modeling has been
drawn. This supports the use of various modeling languages since it is derived
from a meta-model for modeling languages. It considers state-of-the-art systems
and various modeling domains since it follows the knowledge construction axiom.
Further, basic operations and requirements are considered following typical use
cases and AR modeling modes. Six design maxims were derived from those sub
artefacts.

By the integration of all six design maxims into a morphologic box, a frame-
work was presented that specifies an AR modeling systematically. With this,
the first sub research question is answered (“How can an AR modeling be speci-
fied systematically?”). The conduction of the greatest acceptance per dimension
of the morphologic box in a survey answers the second sub research question
(“How can process modeling be realized best in both worlds?”). The configura-
tion highlighted in Fig. 5 defines how a process modeling is realized best in
both worlds. So, considering all artefacts and insights in regard to sub research
questions, the main research question (“How can processes be modeled within
the augmented world?”) can be answered effectively: In accordance with the
design-science research guidelines of Hevner et al., this contribution satisfies the
requirements for effective design-science research and is complete [4], as it is
indicated in Table 1.

This table presents seven design-science research guidelines and describes
how presented artefact and this contribution satisfies them. Presented insights
and research contributions have to be limited in so far as artefacts only have
been validated by surveys conducted in workshop sessions. This is satisfying for
now, since an implementation of the best AR modeling configuration in modeling
tools is still missing.

Therefore, next steps will focus on an implementation of the best AR model-
ing configuration identified here and its application in various modeling projects,
such that the main research question can be answered in a statistical satisfying
manner.
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Abstract. In this paper, we consider aggregation algorithms for SUM
operator for uncertain stream processing. Deterministic algorithms can
not be used here because of uncertain data and high rates of data change,
time and memory constraints. We compare the most promising available
methods. Instead of full distribution functions of query result, we use a
set of six parameters based on key moments and quantiles to describe the
distributions. It enables us to perform fast recomputations of the aggre-
gation with O(1) complexity. Experimental results demonstrate good
performance of uncertain aggregation in comparison to deterministic
case. We also found that usage of central limit theorem may be restricted
to problems where data satisfy certain conditions.

Keywords: Probabilistic databases · Uncertain query
Uncertain data · Stream processing · Uncertain aggregation

1 Introduction

Currently, complexity of business processes grows, streams of data from sensors
and data interchange with third-party software accelerate and increase, big data
analysis became a routine activity, in-memory databases became normal prac-
tice. The trend is clear that complex business analysis is going to be performed
real-time on every minor data update and control dashboards are constantly
updated. Additionally, risk management becomes extremely vital for business
competitiveness. Risk is always connected with uncertainty. Uncertainty is usu-
ally present in many kinds of data, mainly in forecasts and estimations, impre-
cise measurements and ambiguous observations where uncertainty may not be
excluded. In relation to massive data streams, risk may originate directly from
uncertainty in the raw data. Beyond risk analysis, due to uncertainty in data,
applications of uncertain data processing can be real-time scheduling of atomic
operations (e.g. in manufacturing), quality control, monitoring of user satisfac-
tion, worldwide fraud management in financial transactions, etc.

Thus, enterprise software systems are likely to perform uncertain data pro-
cessing soon. Current deterministic algorithms will need replacement. Moreover,
c© Springer International Publishing AG, part of Springer Nature 2018
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great volumes of data for uncertain databases as well as shift of processing to
mobile devices having lack of computational power appeal for fast algorithms.

We will illustrate importance of uncertain aggregation with a couple of exam-
ples. Both of them can be modeled as a data stream with sliding window of fixed
time or size.

Firstly, let us imagine a logistic supply chain in which products lose their
value according to known distribution (e.g., a cold supply chain). Certain param-
eters can influence the actual condition of each item of products of many types
and this is accounted for in the distributions. Some of the parameters of all or
some items are regularly updated, although this information may have random
error too. Real condition of each unit is unknown to control system until it is sold
or disposed. Nevertheless, possible loss due to natural deterioration and need for
additional delivery to certain hubs or regions can be computed probabilistically.
Value of uncertain aggregation with some probabilistic threshold can be used in
a decision rule in inventory management system as well as in certain cost/benefit
or sales trend prognoses in ERP constantly.

Secondly, a controller can monitor a large area collecting information from
mobile sensors. Sensors send messages with relevant data attributes of known
types. Technology, ambiance, and other factors introduce random errors into
collected data. There is uncertainty about position of every sensor (i.e., does
it belong to the area) and values of attributes in messages from sensors. We
assume, that we know distributions of the errors. Control influence of the con-
troller depends on aggregation result of the data from sensors in the area (e.g.,
an alarm signal). Use of stochastic algorithms in such problem makes it possi-
ble better adjustment of control parameters, fine-tuning the thresholds for con-
trol variables and reduction of excessive false positive and false negative events.
Uncertain aggregation is able to assist here. Notice, that uncertainty about posi-
tion of sensors is actually an existence uncertainty, i.e. distribution of attributes
in messages are conditional distributions in this example.

This work introduces fast universal approach for uncertain aggregation oper-
ator SUM suitable for application in data stream processing. Our method does
not depend on type of distributions of variables and obtains fast approximations
of result characteristics of distributions with O(1) complexity without using inte-
gration. Instead of full distribution functions of query result, we use a set of six
parameters based on key moments and quantiles to describe the distributions.
The advantage of such algorithms is applicability to any current problem where
aggregation of uncertain data is needed.

Uncertain attribute values are usually represented as random variables. They
can be a set of possible values with their respective probabilities that are mutu-
ally exclusive (probability mass function) for a discrete case or with probability
distribution function (PDF) for continuous case. The attribute-based proba-
bilistic model is used in our study. Comments regarding tuple-based uncertainty
(e.g., tuple existence uncertainty TEP) will be given as well. We will work with
continuous PDFs and concentrate on getting suitable result for our problem
from uncertain query without consideration of possible worlds semantics (PWS)
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conception. This enables generalization of results to any type of distribution of
uncertain attributes.

Original Contribution. To begin with, we suggested alignment of the uncer-
tainty aggregation problems to enterprise domain applications. To the best
knowledge of the authors, this is the first piece of work that analyses the prob-
lem of uncertain aggregation with O(1) complexity for uncertain data streams.
Our uncertain operation SUM is universal in its application to uncertain vari-
ables with arbitrary distributions. A six-value-set is used to store the aggregation
result and we considered three methods that compute two bounding values for
the six-value-set with O(1) operation complexity. This enables efficient main-
tenance of the aggregation on sliding window change and suits data stream
processing.

Next, attention to problems of conditional uncertainty (e.g., TEP) and cases
of complex multivariate distributions are also innovative for uncertain stream
processing. Consideration of uniform and multivariate distributions are new in
this context, e.g., we derived Chernoff bounds for uniformly distributed random
variables for our method. While criteria for CLT applicability are well known
in probability theory, our conclusion about its restricted suitability to applica-
tions of uncertain data processing is a contribution. These constraints of CLT
applicability are usually omitted in papers. Finally, we touched the problem of
relevance of uncertain aggregation result to the needs of a certain application
problem. Particular problems may require detailed information about resulting
distribution and others may not need it. As a result, different uncertain aggre-
gation methods can be required.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Problem formulation is given
in Sect. 2. The review of today’s state of the art in uncertain and probabilistic
query processing is done in Sect. 3. Methods of efficient uncertain aggregation
are introduced in Sect. 4. Section 5 shows results of experimental evaluation.
Conclusion summarizes the work and outlines future research directions.

2 Problem Definition

We consider a continuous SQL-like query of the following type against a fixed
length sliding window of a constant width n in data stream:

SELECT SUM(X) FROM [window],

where X is an uncertain (random) vector.
Tuples in the window have at least one uncertain attribute. Relational func-

tion SUM is applied to uncertain attribute X of tuples in the window. Queries
in the sliding-window are continuous: Query should be updated whenever there
are changes in sliding window because an attribute was updated or a new tuple
came to the window or an old one left the window. A sliding window can be very
large and the stream is supposed to be very fast. In order to maintain temporal
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validity, one should remove the expired tuples from aggregation. As tuples are
continuously arriving and leaving the fixed-length window, recomputation of the
sum should be very fast. To incorporate the aggregation method into queries
with grouping and aggregation or nested queries, we need to maintain aggrega-
tions for many groups and do it fast. We seek for an opportunity to update our
aggregation easily with complexity O(1).

All uncertain attributes in our stream are described by known probability
distributions. All uncertain attributes and tuples are considered independent.
Only continuous query in sliding window is under consideration and a threshold
will be an integral part of the aggregation operator.

Fast approximate estimations of the result of uncertain SUM operator is
used instead of full distribution. Aggregation operator returns six-value-set that
describes the distribution of the aggregation result similar to [1]: Expected value
μ, variance σ, an upper bound Ub, the probability PUb

that the value is above
this upper bound, a lower bound Lb, and the probability PLb

that the value is
below this lower bound. Probabilities for upper and lower bounds are obtained
from the given threshold parameter α. The answer is flexible for desired accuracy
(measured by α) and easy to explain.

Applicability of the following techniques will be studied for estimation of the
bounds in our aggregation:

– direct approach through use of known quantile function;
– approximation with central limit theorem (CLT);
– approximation with Chernoff bounds using moment generating functions

(MGF) or characteristic functions (CF) or with Chebyshev bounds.

As literature shows, while normal distribution is widely used in research of
queries, the uniform distribution is not usually considered, except the case of the
use of random sampling methods. Therefore, normal distribution and uniform
distribution families will be considered because they are naturally very useful
for many real-life problems. An uncertain attribute is given by the structure of
two values of its parameters in one of the following forms:

1. All random variables are normally distributed values N(μi, σi), where μ
means the expected value and σ is the respective variance.

2. All random variables are distributed uniformly in intervals U(ai, bi).

Other distributions of random variables can be considered by analogy. Atten-
tion to models with multiple random variables will be given. Conceptually, tuples
with two or more dimensional random variables as well as tuples with joint ran-
dom variables should be processed in the same way. The main ideas will be
illustrated on the example of one random variable in a tuple. For simplicity,
only normally distributed attributes were used in experimental evaluation.

3 Related Work

There are not many publications about aggregation for uncertain data streams.
Because the problem of uncertain aggregation is important for uncertain
databases, we paid attention to what was done in that domain too.
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Compared with uncertain queries in probabilistic datasets, uncertain queries
for uncertain data streams suffer from time constraints and limited memory
resources. While approximation is a common approach to improve speed of
queries, techniques must achieve small bounded error and meet stringent perfor-
mance requirements [2]. To compute the resulting distributions of aggregates of
attributes having conditional distributions or tuple existence uncertainty (TEP)
is a hard problem as well.

To aggregate two or more random variables, we need to produce convolution
of their PDFs. It is done by means of integration. This is a computationally
expensive operation. In order to add n random variables, we need to perform
integration n−1 times. Even if one uses an approximation method for the inter-
mediate PDFs, the complexity is still exponential in n. Depending on implemen-
tation, use of approximation may not be easily scalable.

The result of aggregation depends on what an application expects as the out-
come. Researchers are usually employing approximations instead of distributions
of random variables. Some approaches focus on obtaining one exact aggregate
value (e.g. mean, mode or expected value) and as such, transfer to determinis-
tic expected values rather than consider distributions or realizations of PWS.
This means the loss of uncertainty. In many applications, data uncertainty is
important and vital for its goals. Although, the full distribution of the answer
is not required in most applications, additional information seems appropriate.
The result of the uncertain aggregation operator should include uncertainty to
some extent. In the very general case, the resulting PDF of aggregation is a
function of the input PDFs. There are two principal ways to evaluate uncertain
data aggregation [1]:

– compute full or approximate distribution of aggregation;
– produce information about resulting distribution with a number of values,

e.g., its main moments and some approximated bounds.

Many studies in probabilistic databases focus on discrete probabilistic
attributes and employ PWS [1–5]. According to Tran [4], aggregates in exist-
ing probabilistic databases were restricted to a couple of the principal moments
of resulting distributions like expectation and variance because it is compu-
tationally difficult to obtain resulting distribution. Accordingly, aggregates in
probabilistic data streams are usually represented as expected values, variance
and some higher moments [3]. Some researchers try to produce only one value
– expected value of the aggregation of random variables [6,7]. Simplifications
like that are very widespread [1,2,7–9]. One of the reasons is concern about the
speed of the query. Many techniques for continuous random variables employ
multivariate integration, discretization and Monte Carlo simulation, but accord-
ing to Tran [4], they have low performance and sometimes even low accuracy. In
contrast, Tran [4] considers, that knowing a few moments of a query (aggregate)
is not enough to answer the queries accurately and aims at characterizing full
distributions of the answer.

Continuously distributed random variables allow usage of probability the-
ory techniques for them. This can be generalized for a discrete case. There are
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two main approaches for continuous attributes: integral-based approach [10] and
sampling-based approach [1]. Integration is too slow and discretization may not
offer accuracy guarantee. Monte Carlo simulations need quite a large number of
samples to achieve higher accuracy which makes it slow for stream processing.

Cheng et al. [10] provided a general classification of probabilistic queries
and evaluation algorithms for uncertain data sets including aggregates. The
authors emphasize that answering uncertain aggregate queries is more challeng-
ing than range queries, because the answer is application dependent: What value
to report, e.g., only the object with the highest probability or only those objects
whose probability exceeds a minimum probability threshold. Several algorithms
were given and quality of results returned by probabilistic queries was discussed.

Aggregation functions are also considered in [1]. The authors claim that sta-
tistical information about the result of a query is more important than the full
distribution and the information can be computed not only faster, but also be
more accurate. The answer of a query is a six-value-set describing the resulting
distribution with bounds and most of the distribution is inside the bounds with
a given reliability [1]. They conclude that discrete distributions suit fast calcula-
tions better. At the same time, the authors prove that computing a continuous
distribution of the result is not effective, not scalable and slow. This conclusion
coincides with the result of experiments by Tran [3,5].

SUM and COUNT operations are usually considered to be the simplest. Cal-
culation of others is considered more difficult [2,11–13]. Wang [2] provides an
extensive overview of probability representation models, many types of uncer-
tain queries (including top-k, nearest-neighbor queries, aggregates, joins, range
and threshold queries) and their features for uncertain databases and stream
applications. The paper gives also their relational algebra prototypes of uncer-
tain aggregation functions and uses simplification: The output of aggregation is
represented as one expected value instead of a distribution.

Sampling techniques are used for aggregates. For both continuous and dis-
crete random attributes, this enables to convert a probabilistic stream to a deter-
ministic stream by means of picking many realizations of PWS with a random-
ized algorithm and later averaging the sum of the samples (i.e., sample average
approximation or SAA). There are statistical metrics that allow to find the min-
imal number of required samples for a given reliability of the result (e.g., Vee
in [7]). To further improve precision of the answer, the above sampling can be
repeated k times and the median of the averages used. Sampling can be eas-
ily parallelized. While the approach is robust, it requires additional processing
of repeated samples and extra time for that. Sampling heuristic approximation
techniques for reduction of complexity are provided in [1]: Algorithms RAND,
K-TOP and CONDENSE. The algorithms have quadratic complexity and accu-
mulate the error with each intermediate step.

There are two main difficulties with sampling for data stream problems.
First, we need too many samples for analysis with hard time constraints. Second,
sampling typically works slowly for fast streams and many updates of data in
the sliding window because repetition of the sampling algorithms is required on
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every change. Possibly, samples from the past iteration can be reused to update
the model, but it is not always possible for the application problem or expensive
in practice for data stream models.

Tran et al. developed several approaches to implement queries for uncertain
data streams [3–5]. They implemented MIN, MAX, SUM, AVG and COUNT
operators for continuously distributed random variables. These are the only
authors who showed experimental results among the publications. The authors
characterized the final query answers with full distribution for each aggregate.
They consider that only a number of moments, such as expectation and vari-
ance, of the resulting distribution are not a sufficient answer for many queries [4].
Two algorithms were introduced that use Gaussian mixture models (GMM) and
linear functions to approximate resulting PDF or CDF respectively of resulting
distribution of the aggregate. Unfortunately, GMM method could not be com-
bined with TEP < 1. When the fast computations are required, use of CLT
was advised. According to their performance evaluations, GMM method turned
out to be very slow for practical purposes. They produced error estimation of
intermediate and final query results: They use Chebyshev’s inequality to derive
upper bounds of errors. The authors also compared their algorithms to classical
randomized methods of CDF approximation in all three articles. They call such
algorithms “Rand” and they are based on Monte Carlo simulations.

Ge et al. [1] built approximations of resulting CDF by mapping continuous
intervals of PDFs to discrete set of points. They introduced a scalable algorithm
SERP to obtain fast approximation of resulting distribution. They proposed to
partition the original continuous PDF into k intervals of different size, such that
CDF=1/k for each interval (weighted sampling algorithm). Thus, only values
indicating the boundaries of the intervals are required. Statistical weighted ran-
dom sampling from each interval was used to compute the output distribution
of the SUM operator. They also proposed statistical mode without reproduction
of a distribution of the result. They used Azuma-Hoeffding’s inequality (does
not assume data independence) or Chebyshev’s inequality (assumes data inde-
pendence) to establish upper and lower bounds for the results. Information of
their empirical study is not fully comprehensive. Nevertheless, it is clear that
the quality of the resulting distribution approximation of SERP is much higher
than of random sampling algorithms and statistical mode is faster than SERP
from 15 to 50 times in real-life application.

We can conclude that uncertainty is not uniformly understood and can be
modeled differently for diverse applications. Computation of complete distribu-
tions of uncertain aggregation results can require too much resources for data
stream processing. This can become even more difficult when the problem has
high precision or other quality objectives.

4 Aggregation of Random Attributes for Stream
Processing

After realizing related work in the area of aggregation methods in uncertain
databases and streams, we suggest one method of the operation SUM that satisfy
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our problem of data processing in uncertain data stream. The core of the method
is representation of the aggregation result with the six-value-set that is easy to
maintain on sliding window change and provide extended information about the
sum of uncertain variables. Therefore, we discuss methods that compute lower
and upper bounds for our uncertain aggregation result with O(1) complexity in
this section. These fast algorithms are suitable for fast uncertain data processing.

Let aggregation be performed on an uncertain attribute A after conditioning
and grouping. A is a random vector X = (X1,X2, . . . , Xk)T that has the size k.
Thus, our goal is to effectively compute and maintain aggregation result in O(1)
operations on each update of attribute A of tuples or shift of sliding window
in data stream. In order to do that, we will store the result of uncertain aggre-
gate sum of tuples in the window in the six-value structure. The structure is
updated on changes of data or of the window itself. According to the properties
of independent random variables:

E[X] =
k∑

i=1

E[Xi]; V ar[X] =
k∑

i=1

V ar[Xi]. (1)

By supplying a threshold α ∈ [0.5, 1] in the query we get the bounds
PLb

= (1 − α)/2 = α′, PUb
= 1 − α′. Probability that the value gets into the

interval [Lb, Ub] is α. We need only to find the lower (upper) bound, such that
the aggregation result can be below (above) the bound with probability PLb

(PUb
). Next, the remaining parameters Lb, Ub of the aggregation result have to

be identified.

Method 1: Direct Quantile. If we know CDF ΦR of the distribution of the
sum of k random variables and its inverse CDF function exists, Ub and Lb can
be computed easily as quantiles. For instance, the sum of k normally distributed
random variables is a normally distributed random variable and inverse CDF
Φ−1(X) of normal distribution is known.

Pr(X ≤ Lb) = α′ ⇔ Lb = Φ−1
R (α′)

Pr(X ≥ Ub) = 1 − α′ ⇔ Ub = Φ−1
R (1 − α′). (2)

We assume that a call to a function has constant time complexity and does
not depend on n. We have exactly two subtractions for expectancy and variance
in (1) on every tuple that leaves the window or two additions where a new tuple
arrives; in either case, two calls to quantile function (2) are performed (for lower
and upper bound respectively). Therefore, complexity of this approach is O(1).

It is not as easy for uniform distributions, as their sum is not normally
distributed. Formulas of PDF and CDF of a sum of k independent random
variables X1,X2, . . . , Xn with Xi ∼ U(ai, bi) for i = 1, 2, . . . , k are given in
Theorem 1 in [14] and Theorem 2.2 in [15]. Unfortunately, it is hard to derive the
inverse CDF for them in practice and even then it seems to be too sophisticated
to implement them due to problems with integration bounds. Consequently, it is
more promising to obtain bounds with approximation methods for convolutions
of uniform and other complex distributions.
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Method 2: Chebyshev Bounds. Independently of whether the distribution
if known, we can obtain Lb and Ub provided that we know the left part of the
Chebyshev’s inequality, i.e. probabilities PLb

and PUb
[16]. Probability bounds

from both sides are symmetric. Double-sided formula gives the following solution:

Lb = μ −
√

σ2

α′ , Ub = μ +

√
σ2

α′ . (3)

And the single-sided formula gives:

Lb = μ −
√

σ2

α′ − σ2, Ub = μ +

√
σ2

α′ − σ2. (4)

Method 3. Use of MGF/CF and Chernoff Bounds. Chernoff bounds allow
to obtain better estimation of Ub and Lb for distributions with known MGF or
CF functions than Chebyshev bounds. MGF/CF produces the expected value of
the convolution of n random variables as the value of its first derivative at the
point t = 0.

Let MZ(s) be an MGF of the sum of random variables. Let us consider
upper bounds for the common case Pr(Z ≥ t) ≤ min e−stMZ(s),∀s > 0 [16].
The MGF/CF of a sum of n independent random variables is a product of the
MGFs/CFs of the components:

UB : Pr(Z ≥ t) ≤ min
s>0

e−stE

[
∏

i

esXi

]
= min

s>0
e−stE

[
∏

i

MXi
(s)

]
. (5)

We will derive UB for this method. CF can be employed for cases where
MGF does not exist by analogy. Derivation of the lower bound and use of CF
are analogous.

One can choose a value of s that gives a convenient form. We can also find
an optimal s∗ through solution of minimization problem d

dse−stMZ(s) = 0. Sub-
stituting s∗ to the initial bound (5), we can find the general form of the optimal
bound. We know given probability of the bound Pr(Z ≥ t), so we now need
to solve the problem (5) against the bound value t∗, s.t. the inequality holds
for the given probability Pr(X ≥ t∗) ≤ α′. As with Chebyshev bounds, we use
known probabilities PLb

and PUb
that the random value falls below or above the

respective threshold. Now we will derive Chernoff bounds for normal distribution
family. For the MGF MZN

(s) of the sum of n random variables Xi ∼ N(μi, σ
2
i )

MZN
(s) = eΣn

i=1μis+Σn
i=1

σ2
i s2

2 , and the optimal s∗ =
t − Σn

i=1μi

Σn
i=1σ

2
i

, (6)

the upper bound using known reliability threshold α is:

Ub =
n∑

i=1

μi +

√√√√−2 ln α′
n∑

i=1

σ2
i . (7)
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Derivation of Chernoff bounds for the sum of uniform random variables is
more problematic. Let the sum of random variables Xi ∼ U(ai, bi) have the
MGF

MZU
(s) =

n∏
i=1

(
ebis − eais

)

sn
∏n

i=1 (bi − ai)
. (8)

There is no analytic solution for the minimization problem (8) in this case.
Alternatively, we can derive non-optimal, yet more simple formula for s∗ taking
into account ebis − eais ≤ ebis

MZU
(s) ≤ M

′
ZU

(s) =

n∏
i=1

ebis

sn
∏n

i=1 (bi − ai)
. (9)

And the optimal solution for the optimization problem (9) with function
M

′
ZU

(s) ≥ MZU
(s) is the following:

s∗ = n(
n∑

i=1

bi − t)−1. (10)

Thus, upper bound using known reliability threshold α is deduced similarly:

Ub = μ − 1
s∗

(
ln (s∗)n + ln α′ +

n∑

i=1

ln(bi − ai) −
n∑

i=1

ln
(
ebis

∗ − eais
∗))

. (11)

Method 4: Use of CLT for Aggregation. Related works often apply CLT
for uncertain aggregation of large number of tuples. The assumption that a set
of random numbers satisfy conditions for CLT is commonly made in uncertain
data processing. The theorem tells us, however, that it should be applied only
if summands meet certain conditions. Then, the sum of uncorrelated random
variables can converge to normal distribution and we can directly derive our
bounds using the method of direct quantile with complexity O(1):

n∑

i=1

Xi ∼ N

(
n∑

i=1

μi,

n∑

i=1

σ2
i

)
. (12)

But unless we know a priori that our variables satisfy them, we need to check
the conditions. We will show below that CLT appicability check turns out to be
complex. It is not worth implementing the check because this is only the test
of applicability of CLT, not aggregation itself. Violating CLT conditions does
not guarantee convergence of the sum to normal distribution and quantiles may
not be valid. This applicability check is usually not mentioned in papers. But
we found that our experimental data violated the conditions, so we did not use
CLT in our experiments.

There are a number of interconvertible criteria for CLT applicability verifi-
cation and we consider σ2 =

∑n
i=1 σ2

i in the conditions below.
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1. Lindeberg-Feller condition [17] checks that not a single variance is greatly
larger than others. From Lindeberg’s condition

let σ2 =
n∑

i=1

σ2
i , lim

n→∞
1
σ2

n∑

k=1

E
[
(Xk − μk)2 · 1{|Xk−μk|>εσ}

]
= 0 (13)

follows the Feller’s condition: ∀i ∈ [1, n] and given δ > 0,maxi
σ2

i

σ2 < δ.
Parameter δ regulates applicability of CLT regarding the quality of conver-
gence. One may imagine it as a ratio of known values, e.g., δ = σ2

10n is easy to
maintain with O(1) complexity. Thus, the choice of δ or comparable parame-
ter for CLT is the measure of applicability of the method. If Lindeberg-Feller
condition does not hold, we can not use CLT. It turned out that we need to
track the attribute with maximum variance in the window. Even if we employ
a structure like priority queue, this tracking task changes our complexity from
O(1) to O(log(n)) because it dominates CLT aggregation complexity. Approx-
imations like hashing and smart queues can be employed. Nevertheless, we
believe it is an unacceptable solution.

2. Lyapunov condition [17]:

∀δ > 0,
1
σ2

n∑

i=1

E
[|Xi − μi|2+δ

] −−−−→
n→∞ 0. (14)

Unfortunately, higher central moments or their absolute values are not given
in our problem. There is no point in SAA or Monte Carlo simulations, so this
approach is unacceptable for our problem.

Proposition 1. In order to use the criteria, we can maintain actual sum of
central moments of the third or higher order (fourth order is more convenient)
because moments of higher order can be computed as derivative of the respective
order of known MGF/CF at point 0. But complexity of operations turns out
to be polinomial in n because any central moment of a random variable will be
represented as a nonlinear combination of products of its non-central moments,
i.e., the number of summands grows very fast:

E[(X − μ)3] = E(X3) + 2(E(X))3 − 3E(X)E(X2),
E[(X − μ)4] = E(X4) − 4E(X3)E(X) + 6E(X2)(E(X))2 − 3E(X4)

and
E[(X1 + X2)

3] = E[X3
1 + 3X2

1X2 + 3X1X
2
2 + X3

2 ]
= E[X3

1 ] + 3
(
E[X2

1X2 + x1X
2
2 ]

)
+ E[X3

2 ],
E[(X1 + X2 + X3)3] = E[((X1 + X2) + X3)

3]
= E[X3

1 ] + E[X3
2 ] + E[X3

3 ] + 3(E[X1]E[X2
2 ] + E[X2

1 ]E[X2] + E[X2
1 ]E[X3]

+E[X2
2 ]E[X3] + E[X1]E[X2

3 ] + E[X2]E[X2
3 ]) + 6E[X1]E[X2]E[X3],

and so on... .
(15)
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3. Berry-Esseen theorem with 0.4097 ≤ C ≤ 0.7975 [17]:

max
z∈R

∣∣∣∣∣Pr

(
1
σ2

n∑

k=1

(Xk − μk) ≤ z

)
− Φ(z)

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C

∑n
k=1 E(|Xk − μk|3)

σ3
√

n
. (16)

Again, central moments are not available in our problem. For the sum of
arbitrary distributions, use of (15) is not effective for the same reasons as for
Lyapunov’s CLT condition. This approach is unacceptable for our problem
as well.

4. Finally, we can check the convergence of the normalized sum to the standard
normal distribution using the following four metrics for main parameters of
the distribution because all four parameters are constant for any normal dis-
tribution:

– expected value of the sum Σn
i=1μi → 0;

– variance of the sum σ2 → 1;
– skewness of the sum E[(X − μ)3]/σ3 → 0;
– kurtosis of the sum E[(X − μ)4]/σ4 → 3.

For the sum of arbitrary distributions, these parameters should be examined
using (15) and the complexity checks of skewness and kurtosis are far from
O(1) for n aggregated random variables, as it was shown above.

Thus, the verification of applicability becomes much more complex than the
potential gain from the aggregation with CLT. Nevertheless, we believe that fur-
ther attention should be paid to CLT application to aggregation of complex joint
or truncated random variables with or without TEP. Moreover, there is multi-
variate CLT for random vectors that can be applied to joint distributions includ-
ing those with TEP. For a sequence of iid. random vectors Xi with E(Xi) = μ
and Cov(Xi) = Σ under the restriction that no random vector dominates, it
converges in order α to the following multivariate normal distribution [17]:

√
n

(
1
n

n∑

i=1

Xi − μ

)
∼α N(0,Σ). (17)

Additional Notes About Uncertain Aggregation. When tuples are
updated in the window or window slides, we need only to recompute expectancy,
variance and bounds using methods above. First, we update expected value and
variance of the sum. Once new tuples enter the window, we need to add the
respective attribute values to our existing aggregations. If a number of tuples
leave the window, we need to perform subtraction. Afterwards, we recompute
the bounds.

Aggregation of truncated random variables looks hard in general. The pos-
sibility of deriving the resulting distribution of the convolution is vital. Only
truncated uniform distributions transform into uniform distributions and can be
aggregated by means of the quantile functions for uniform distributions. For the
general case, we can determine upper and lower bounds using Chernoff bounds
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which are in many cases appropriate for determination of parameters if distri-
butions of independent random variables are not known as well as for discrete
distributions.

Aggregation of values with TEP is challenging because they can be mixed
random variables and additional work on their aggregation is needed. More-
over, they can be truncated as well. The same reservations as for truncated
distributions above are valid. Chebyshev and Chernoff bounds are possible here,
because according to properties of independent random variables, expectancy
and variance of products of them are E[X · Y ] = E[X] · E[Y ] and V ar[X · Y ] =
V ar[X] · V ar[Y ] + (E[Y ])2V ar[X] + (E[X])2V ar[Y ] [1].

5 Implementation and Evaluation

The comparison of the methods 1–3 of uncertain aggregation on an example
data set was performed. Our interests in evaluation were:

1. to compare performance of uncertain aggregation with deterministic one;
2. to compare quality of bounds of uncertain aggregation methods.

Data set was generated for the experiments in the following way. Expected
values for random attributes were taken randomly from the attribute Aver-
ageTemperature from the dataset Global Temperature Records [18]. Respective
variances have been generated as random numbers with Gaussian normal distri-
bution with variance not greater than 5. Data set for performance test contained
2 million tuples. Comparison of computation time was done for four sliding win-
dow sizes and three aggregation methods. Conclusion about quality of the result
of aggregation for different methods was made. All experiments were performed
using Samsung np900x3d computer with Intel R© CoreTM i5-2537M Processor,
4 Gb of installed memory and 128 Gb SSD hard drive. Operation system was
Debian Linux 9 (stretch) with Linux kernel 3.16.0-4-amd64. The program was
built using GCC 6.3.0 compiler and maximum optimization key.

Implementation was based on a PipeFabric C++ framework (license GPL 3)
for data stream processing [19,20]. Summary of average time of simple atomic
operations is given in Table 1. Maintenance of stochastic aggregation SUM is

Table 1. Averaged time of atomic operations

Aggregated type Window size SUM Time, s−6 COUNT Time, s−6

Double 10 0.23 0.23

Double 100 0.23 0.26

Pair of doubles 10 0.22 0.22

Pair of doubles 100 0.23 0.23

Stochastic 10 1.53 0.27

Stochastic 100 1.64 0.27
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Fig. 1. Results of performance test

Fig. 2. Comparison of bounds of stochastic aggregation (SUM) methods, μ = 12.661,
σ = 1.487844

several times slower than the deterministic ones. Results of our performance test
using our sample data set are shown in Fig. 1. It shows averaged time of three
runs of query processing for deterministic and stochastic operator SUM with
different window sizes. Uncertain aggregation needs longer time. Nevertheless,
time of uncertain SUM is comparable to the time of respective deterministic
operator: The speed decrease is about 30% for all window sizes.

Comparison of quality of aggregation with different methods is shown in
Fig. 2. Bounds for a sum of values in the window (a normally distributed ran-
dom variable) were found with several methods for two parameters α. Direct
quantile method produced the best aggregation bounds, i.e., the bounds are the
narrowest. The second best approximation method – Chernoff bounds – pro-
duced very close result. Chebyshev bounds produced clearly worse results. This
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conforms to the theory. On the opposite, computation of the direct quantile (ca.
1µs) took more than two times longer on average than computation of Cheby-
shev bounds (ca. 0.38µs). This is explained by the need of additional C++ class
initialization and a call to the library function in our implementation. Chernoff
and Chebyshev bounds need only simple algebraic calculus. Chernoff bound has
middle time between Direct and Chebyshev methods (ca. 0.8µs). All three meth-
ods can be used in practice for aggregation. They represent a trade-off between
speed and accuracy wherever it is important.

6 Conclusion

Literature review showed, that processing of uncertain data is still an open
research problem. At the same time, pace of digital business transforma-
tion pushes us to approach uncertain data processing in information systems.
Progress in technology promises to realize the advantages.

We have introduced a method for uncertain operation SUM of random vari-
ables that suit fast uncertain stream processing. The methods are generic and
independent from distribution assumption, so it can be applied to continuous,
discrete or mixed types. They may be used in uncertain databases as well. Aggre-
gation results are characterized by means of key moments (expectation and vari-
ance) and two additional exact or effectively approximated quantiles that mean
lower- and upper bounds for a given threshold. We chose methods that compute
bounds for aggregation result with complexity O(1). They include direct quan-
tile, Chebyshev and Chernoff bounds. We provided further information for cases
of complex combinations of uncertain data in a query. Derivation of Chernoff
bounds was performed for the case of sum of uniformly distributed random vari-
ables. In particular, if a tuple is added to the sliding window or deleted from it,
the computational cost of updating aggregations is O(1).

We proved in our experiments that aggregations can be efficiently maintained
over time that suit real-time data processing in data streams. Experimental eval-
uation with SUM aggregation function and normally distributed random vari-
ables was done. The results show that the speed is comparable with aggregation
of deterministic values (average overhead was always less than 1.5 times in our
implementation).

Beyond applicability of the method to modern problems with uncertain data,
existing algorithms in business software can be upgraded to use uncertain data
without rewriting the whole software. Polymorphism principle of object-oriented
programming can employ aggregation algorithms for uncertain data types to
complement existing code. Applicability to all types of random variables enables
holistic approach to uncertain data processing due to similarity to determinis-
tic data algorithms: Deterministic operator SUM is equally applicable to any
numerical variables (e.g. real or integer). In the same way, uncertain operator
SUM is suitable to all types of random variables. Additionally, as there is no
change in syntax and mathematical notations, database query languages can
benefit from that.
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We evaluated the use of CLT for uncertain aggregation. Caution should be
taken because certain criteria must be met for data in the sliding window. It is
not easy to check criteria fast unless the design of the stream supplies statistical
moments of higher order. That means, that CLT should not be used unless the
criteria are met or there is a priori certainty (based on prior experiments or
theoretical foundations) that CLT is suitable for the data set. Otherwise, use of
CLT seems inefficient because it requires a lot of computations for applicability
verification of CLT. Further research may be required towards application of
CLT, especially for multidimensional uncertain cases.

Development of the uncertain SUM operator is the first step in development
of a family of uncertain aggregation operators. Other aggregate operations that
return a single number in deterministic relational databases (like MAX, MIN),
can return a set of tuples for uncertain aggregation depending on uncertainty
model. We will develop techniques for other uncertain aggregation operators in
future. Where the result of aggregation is a set, we suggest that methods should
enable a balance between speed and accuracy, give a suitable result of the query
in terms of problem formulation and be more computationally efficient than those
based on both complex mathematical methods like approximating full distribu-
tions using GMMs and those that approximate intermediary distributions with
sampling-based methods like Monte-Carlo simulations. Based on the research,
the following directions of future work can be considered:

– design relational algebra model for other uncertain aggregation operators and
create prototypes,

– further study of CLT utilization for fast aggregation of uncertain data, and
– further research of aggregation of multi-dimensional or joint random

attributes and TEP.
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Abstract. Service Dominant Logic (SDL) is a mindset that creates many
opportunities for designing and innovating networked-business models. One
general problem in business model design is the limited support that would
guide the operationalization of business models into process-aware information
systems (PAIS). This paper proposes a method (namely, SDBMOM) for the
operationalization of service-dominant business models into conceptual business
process models in BPMN as a first step to the business model implementation.
SDBMOM is developed as part of BASE/X business engineering framework
that aims to provide conceptual and methodological support for adopting SDL in
the end-to-end business design and operationalization. In the development of the
SDBMOM, we follow the design-science research methodology, where we
defined the problem and set of design goals, developed and designed our arti-
fact, and demonstrated its use. SDBMOM is conceptualized and characterized in
the BASE/X framework and presented as a stepwise method that relies on the
well-known process modeling approach - BPMN. In this paper, we use an
illustrative scenario of travelling service (i.e. TraXP eXecutive) to demonstrate
the validity of the method. A structured method which ensures the opera-
tionalization of business models as a whole and delineates the operational scope
and their boundaries for each value co-creating organization will provide the
basis for the specification of conceptual and executable process models, and
eventually the implementation as a process-aware information system.

Keywords: Service-dominant business model � Operationalization
Process model � Service composition

1 Introduction

Service Dominant Logic (SDL) is a marketing-grounded mindset that has emerged and
evolved for capturing and extending a convergence of the perspectives on the evolution
of value and exchange [1]. Specifically, SDL shifts the focus of business away from the
production and distribution of products in the form of goods or traditional services
(goods-dominant logic) toward the concept of “service”, the application of knowledge
and skills, as the basis of all exchange in which service is exchanged for service [1].

While the emergence of SDL has led a movement in marketing research, providing
a holistic view of value and exchange, SDL influenced many business domains and
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also other research fields such as services science [2, 3]. It has been used as a logical
framework for capturing and understanding the business and the shift in business
thinking and innovation. It emphasizes integrated customer solutions over products,
relations and experiences over transactions, network-centric co-created value that
emerge in-context over provider-centric value offerings [4]. Online Shopping, Car
Sharing, Online Food Delivery, On-demand Music Streaming business domains pro-
vide many everyday life examples of an information system supported businesses that
represent this shift which is well captured by SDL.

Despite the diverse opportunities for business, the practical implications of SDL is
limited to a set of generic normative guidelines [5]. Therefore, a conceptual and
methodological support for adopting SDL in their business processes and mapping
their business decisions to the SDL mindset is needed by enterprises. Additionally, a
good business strategy is one that can be effectively implemented [6]. Thus, enterprises
design business models as a template to implement their strategy [7]. A business model
is defined as a way for an organization along with its providers and partners to create
value for all its stakeholders [8]. Taking a broader perspective, a business model is
viewed as a story that explains how an enterprise works [9]. From another functional
point of view, the business model concept bridges the business strategy to information
system (IS) support [10]. Therefore, an enterprise IS needs to be aware of the business
processes and their organizational context (process-aware) [11].

To address these needs, we propose a structured method to operationalize service
dominant business models, which we refer to as “SDBMOM”. The concepts in this
method is mainly based on a business engineering framework that is specifically
designed for SDL business settings (i.e. BASE/X) [12, 13]. BASE/X is organized on a
business pyramid that comprises four interdependent layers: Business Strategy, Busi-
ness Model, Service Composition, and Business Services [12, 13]. BASE/X aims
business agility as the result of rapid-design of business models by utilizing business
services. Business services are the slowly evolving capabilities that enterprises build
over time in accordance with their business strategy. BASE/X introduced SDBM/R as a
service dominant business model template [6], which is a high-level business model
template that is designed to address the SDL requirements. SD business model uses
service compositions for it operationalization, which are specific arrangements of
business services that realize the value offering in business models [6, 13]. We take a
top-down view of operationalization as part of implementation, in which the focus is on
the process of transforming a high-level business model into a set of business processes
– eventually in an executable form - following a structured method.

BASE/X has addressed the business strategy [12] and business model layers [6].
However, while the concepts and relationships in BASE/X business pyramid has been
established, there is no structured method to operationalize it. As the realization of
these layers is in operational level, the service compositions need to be able to bridge
two different domains (i.e. business and operation). It need to align the business models
that represents the high-level business decisions and the business process models that
explain how to conduct the business in everyday situation. Therefore, in continuation
of this service-dominant business engineering line of research, we present a method for
the operationalization of the service dominant business models into conceptual process
models, which is guided by the following research question: How can we develop a
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method that will operationalize service-dominant business models into conceptual
business processes in the form of service compositions given a set of business services?

Accordingly, to develop SDBMOM, we first elaborate on the concepts in the
service-dominant business model operationalization process. Next, we explain the
stepwise method that we developed for operationalizing service dominant business
models at a conceptual level. We followed the design science research methodology
[14] in developing our method. We demonstrate the application of the SDBMOM in an
illustrative scenario [15] of high-class travelling service (i.e. TraXP eXecutive).

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a background
on the business engineering framework and an overview of the related work. In Sect. 3,
we describe the method that we proposed by describing the concept and the trans-
formation process. An illustrative scenario of our approach in a business case is pre-
sented in Sect. 4. Finally, we conclude in Sect. 5 with an outlook for future work.

2 Background and Related Work

In this section, the background for service-dominant business model operationalization
(SDBMO) is given and related literature on business model operationalization is
reviewed.

2.1 Service Dominant Business Engineering Framework (BASE/X)

Service Dominant Business Engineering Framework (BASE/X) follows a holistic and
end-to-end view of a service dominant business system which is centered on four core
components: business strategy, business models, service compositions (or “conceptual
business processes”) and business services (Fig. 1).

Accordingly, the business strategy and the business model together represent the
driving idea and the goals (what?) of the business, whereas the service compositions
and the business services represent the operational aspects, thus the activities and the
competences (how?) for putting the business idea and goals into effect, following the
SDL mindset. The main premise of this framework is that the extent of an organization

Fig. 1. Business pyramid- adapted from [6]
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agility is determined by its rapid switching capability between business model and
service composition combinations, which is essential for the participation in value
co-creation processes for the continuous service provision in concert with its relatively
slow-evolving strategy and business services. Following this premise, service com-
position in this framework functions as conceptual business processes which opera-
tionalize service dominant business models by composing the business services [6, 12,
13, 16]. However, while BASE/X conceptualizes service compositions for the opera-
tionalization of SDBM/R models, it does not offer a structured method for this purpose.

2.2 Business Model Operationalization

Business model operationalization (BMO) involves the realization of business models
through derivation of their business process models and information system
(IS) components [8]. A process model is an organization of business roles and activities
to achieve a particular goal. From the top-down business model operationalization
perspective, the process goals and the arrangements of the related business operations
should follow from a business model [8, 17, 18]. Subsequently, the IS components are
developed and the processes models are executed. In service-dominant business
modelling literature, service compositions refer to the process models [6].

Studies in the BMO literature propose diverse approaches employed to guide the
business model transformation process [19]. Among the approaches applied, the Model
Driven Architecture (MDA) and Service-Oriented (SO) based frameworks stand out in
terms of the number of methods that take them as a basis. These approaches require
different abstraction levels for the transformation process. For example, the MDA
framework considers three models: computer independent model (CIM), platform
independent model (PIM), and platform-specific model (PSM) [20, 21]. Based on these
frameworks, several studies have proposed methods for the alignment of business
models and information systems, which can be realized via process models. Below, we
briefly mention about the notable ones.

Fayoumi and Laucopoulos [22] present a set of conceptual modeling steps, which
transform a high-level business goal model into a process model in nine steps. The
method suggests tools for a systematic analysis that leads to identifying the necessary
IS services as a part of it. Di Valentin et al. [23] introduce a method for transforming
business models into process models through the use of a component-based model.
This BM is subsequently transformed using a four-view process template. Ulmer et al.
[24] introduce a metamodel-centric methodology for business process management by
integrating concepts from the MDA. This methodology allows business analysts to
develop graphical conceptual model, in accordance with a formalized meta-model. De
Castro et al. [25, 26] developed Service-Oriented Development Method (SOD-M) that
includes the transformation of a value model by following the MDA approach. The
authors represent the CIM level by using Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN) [27] for representing business processes, and by using value model for
identifying services in the business perspective. Rhazali et al. [28–31] propose a CIM
to PIM transformation method with a set of transformation rules using a graphical
presentation. This approach provides a solution to the problem of transforming value
models represented at CIM level to analysis and design models, modeled at PIM level.
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The abovementioned approaches, however, do not take service-dominant business
models as input to their transformation process, which requires a network of organi-
zations including the customer to collaborate for the co-creation of the value.

3 Research Design

In this study, we have followed a design science research methodology [14], as our
primary goal is to develop a new IS artefact, which we refer to as service-dominant
business model operationalization method (SDBMOM). Specifically, we followed
design science research methodology (DSRM) process model proposed in [32]. The
model of this iterative process is given in Fig. 2.

Accordingly, the DSRM process we followed and presented in this study is a
problem centered initiative that has completed the first four steps of its research in its
initial iteration, and communicating the research on the initial version of SDBMOM.
The process involved the following: identifying the problem, defining objectives,
designing/developing a satisfactory model, and demonstrating the method in a suitable
context to examine its validity and utility [32]. The descriptions for each step com-
pleted in the first iteration presented in this study are given in Table 1.

4 SDBMOM

In this section, we present the Service Dominant Business Model Operationalization
Method (SDBMOM). Figure 3 presents the expected inputs and output of the method.
SDBMOM takes as an input the Business Model represented in SDBM/R, which is
realized by the customer as explained in the Customer Experience and uses the
Business Services of all the actors participating in the business model. The opera-
tionalization is performed at a conceptual level; thus, the method produces conceptual

Fig. 2. DSRM process model adapted from [32]
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process models (service compositions) that contain and organize a set of business
services. The method uses BPMN 2.0 notation for the representation of conceptual
process models [27].

(Service-Dominant) Business Model (i.e. SDBM/R) is a tool for business mod-
elling that has a network-centric design at its core, allowing the composition of service
design in multi-party business networks [6]. The SDBM/R consists of four layers:
Co-produced value-in-use, actor value proposition, actor coproduction activity, and
actor cost/benefit. Each party in the network is called an actor, which integrates its
competences and resources into complex services. The radar distinguishes between the
types of actors: The first slice is for the customer, the second is for the focal

Table 1. DSRM steps in SDBMOM development

DSRM process step Step description for SDBMOM design process iteration

Identify problem &
motivate

(Problem) How can we develop a method that will operationalize
service-dominant business models? (Motivation) so that enterprises
can realize and leverage SDL mindset by operationalizing of their
business models in a systematic and agile way
Perform Systematic Literature Review

Define objectives of a
solution

Objectives (Requirements)
O1 Integrate SDBMOM into the BASE/X Framework
O2. Follow SDL mindset and its premises
O3. Focus on short term and evolutionary aspects (business agility),
thus aim conceptual business processes in the form of service
compositions given a set of business services.
O4. Follow established BPM approaches and tools

Design &
development

The artifact is SDBMOM which outputs conceptual process models
in BPMN as collaboration diagrams given a business model in
SDBM/R, customer experience and the business services of all
actors. The model elements are activities, control flows, actors as
roles and messaging between all actors including the customer

Demonstration SDBMOM is instantiated and demonstrated in an illustrative
scenario of travelling business model operationalization case

Communication This paper

Fig. 3. SDBMO design process
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organization (the “primary integrator” in SDL terminology), and then the rest are for
the core and enriching parties involved in the creation of the value-in-use. Accordingly,
the “bullseye” represent value-in-use which emerges as the actor value propositions are
realized. The co-production activity defines the high-level activity statements that each
actor performs in the business for achieving its value proposition. All actors has at least
one co-production activity. Cost/benefits defines the financial and non-financial
expenses/gains of the actors that relate to service provision. In Fig. 4, A1 represents
customer, A2 represents focal organization, and A3–A4 represent other parties.

Customer Experience. An SDBM/R always comes with a statement of Customer
Experience. Customer experience is an informal customer-oriented operational scenario
that contains information on how value is perceived and realized by the customer
(similar to “service experience” and “service encounter” terms used in the marketing
domain). It contains the customer’s activities and his/her interactions with the service
composition in a time-frame. The customer’s value-in-use is brought about by the
customer-business actor and business actor-business actor interactions.

Business Service. Business services the micro-specialized competences (complex
activity and resource bundles) of an enterprise that are reusable across the business
models and tightly connected to the business strategy. They enable the actor’s
co-production activities in a SDBM/R model. BASE/X and SDBMOM method dis-
tinguishes the business services that interact with the customer and that interact with a
partner termed as Interacting and Non-interacting business services.

Service Composition (Conceptual Process Model). A service composition is a
special type conceptual process model, a specific arrangement of business services to
fulfill a business model. At service time, business services are micro specialized
activities performed in the service process by combining competences and resources.
Service compositions are represented in BPMN 2.0. Accordingly, actors (including the

Fig. 4. Actor and co-production activity in SDBM/R
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customer) and the activities conducted by actors in SDBM/R are represented by
activities, roles and lanes of BPMN notation in a service composition. The workflow in
a service composition is designed based on the customer experience using gateways
and flows. All interactions between actors are represented as message flows. Together,
the customer experience process and the service composition (as two pools) is a BPMN
collaboration diagram [33].

The operationalization of a business model can aim for different purposes and
business layers, resulting in varying details in its operational artifact. In-line with the
literature and the BASE/X requirements, in our case the business model is opera-
tionalized through three consecutive transformations (see Fig. 5) with different
purposes.

The first transformation (T1) is performed at the conceptual level and from a
business viewpoint. The aim of T1 is the operationalization of a SDBM as a whole in
which it is ensured that the value-in-use is co-created, business network actors perform
their co-production activities using their business services and customer experiences
the service as designed by interacting with the other actors. The output is a conceptual
process model which serves as an operational contract between all actors delineating
each actor’s operational scope and showing information flows between all actors. The
second level of transformation (T2) is the transformation of conceptual process models

Fig. 5. SD business model operationalization process as transformations
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into executable process models to be executed by a process-aware BPM Platform. In
the last step (T3), the executable processes are automatically transformed into exe-
cutables by the containers of a BPM system platform. SDBMOM applies a T1
transformation where a business model is transformed into business service compo-
sitions in the form of conceptual process models.

4.1 Method Steps

Our method follows a collaborative perspective where actors involved work together in
this SDBMO design process. The steps in the SDBMO are as follows:

Step 1: Identify customer activities and interactions from the customer experience.
Create a two-pool collaboration diagram that includes the customer experience and the
service composition as separate interacting processes (Fig. 6).

Step 2: Identify the actors and their co-production activities from the business models.
Identify business services that will enable the co-production activities of each actor
from their business service catalogues. From the selected services, identify services that
will interact with the customer (interacting business services). The design of the
sequence/flow of interacting business services will match the sequence of the customer
interaction. Add non-interacting business services into the composition. On the left
side of Fig. 7, the organization of business services which support the business model
and enables co-production activity is shown. The dark colored boxes represent inter-
acting business services while the light colored boxes represent the non-interacting
ones.

Step 3: Create lanes for each actor and reallocate the business services into corre-
sponding actor lanes. The step results in a complete service composition (the model on
the right side of Fig. 7).

Fig. 6. Service composition after Step 1
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5 Demonstration of SDBMOM

5.1 SD Business Model and Customer Experience

For demonstration purposes, we use a business case of a virtual travel agency company
– TraXP [34] which is the focal organization for the business model eXecutive. This
business model aims to provide company executives a “seamless travel experience”
service. In this model (Fig. 8), the executive traveler wishes to travel without the
burden of organizing the trip.

A total of five actors involved (including the executive traveler as a customer), each
provide their co-production activity. In Fig. 8, to save space, only an excerpt from the

Fig. 7. Service composition after Step 2 and Step 3 (Color figure online)

John Smith is the CFO of a 
multi-national industry organi-
zation. He travels frequently for 
his job – for which he is an 
executive customer of TraXP. In 
a Monday morning meeting in 
Amsterdam about a new stock 
emission, John decides that he 
needs to be on Wall Street in 
New York City at 10am on 
Thursday the same week. With 
his mobile phone, he sends a 
text message to a dedicated 
TraXP number saying,” Wall 
Street NYC USA 10am - 2pm 
this Thu”. Ten minutes later he 
receives a text message from 
TraXP saying,” For NYC: pick-
up at home 10:30 this Wed, back 
at office at 9:30 this Fri”. The 
trip is completely settled now for 
John - TraXP knows his prefer-
ences…

Fig. 8. TraXP eXecutive SDBM/R and customer experience statement
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eXecutive business model is provided. The reader is referred to [34] for the full
description of the customer experience.

5.2 SDBMOM Application

By using the information provided in the eXecutive business model and the customer
experience statement, modelers from all actor organization collaborate to apply
SDBMOM:

Step 1. The customer activities and the customer’s interaction with service composition
are extracted from the customer experience (see Table 2).

During extraction of information, it is possible that business process modeler and
domain expert are necessary to be involved in order to formally translate the activities
according to the BPMN and to avoid missing activities. In Table 2, information
extracted from the customer experience shows that there are six main customer activities
and customer interactions. By using this information, a collaboration diagram between
executive traveler and TraXP/X service composition can be generated (see Fig. 9).

Step 2. Business services that enable co-production activities of each actor in TraXP are
selected from actors’ service catalog.

We assume that each actor has a catalogue of business services that are ready to be
deployed, and that they can be invited into this collaboration (except for customer,
which doesn’t necessarily own business services themselves but can still do a
co-production activity by providing information for other actor business services). In
practice, situations can also occur where actors discover the necessity to create new
business services or re-design them to cope with the new business opportunities. The
selected business services (see Table 3) are the input to the service composition
according to TraXP/X customer activities.

Figure 10 shows a collaboration diagram, which several business services interact
with customer, while the other do not. The interaction guides the flow of business
process.

Step 3. Next, we reallocate the business services to the actors. Then, we get a complete
service composition for TraXP eXecutive (see Fig. 11).

The TraXP/X service composition (SC) shown in Fig. 11 serves as a conceptual
process model for TraXP eXecutive business model (BM) in a ‘happy’ scenario. In this
step, instead of only a sequence of activities (or business services), some simple logic,
such as the booking of hotel should happen in the same time with the booking of airline
ticket and other transport services, can be represented using AND gateway (BPMN).
Thus, it enriches the SC in order to serve as a feasible business process model.

Furthermore, it is shown that the traceability of the process model to the business
model can also be achieved. The roles in the SC corresponds with the actors in the BM.
All necessary activities of the actors are present in the SC. Moreover, aligned with the
SDL mindset where different actors act as single virtual enterprises, can also be rep-
resented in these steps. Thus, by using this SC as a blueprint for integration, each actor
can then design how they will deliver their business services by themselves. If it is
done, then a ‘full’ scenario can be presented. Further elaboration to make the SC into a
full scenario or an executable process models is included in the T2 transformation.
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Table 2. Customer experience in TraXP eXecutive

No Customer experience statement Customer activity Customer interaction

1 With his mobile phone, he
sends a text message to a
dedicated TraXP number
saying, “Wall Street NYC
USA 10am - 2 pm this Thu”

Customer request travel
and give the travel
specification

Customer request
travel via mobile
phone

2 Ten minutes later he receives a
text message from TraXP
saying, “For NYC: pick-up at
home 10:30 this Wed, back at
office at 9:30 this Fri”

Customer receive
notification of
departure from
TraXP

3 On Wednesday, John kisses
his wife goodbye at 10:30 and
steps into a taxi that has just
arrived. The taxi brings him to
the airport - John doesn’t care
which airport

Customer is picked up by
taxi at home and then go
to the airport

4 Having arrived at the airport,
John receives a text message
saying, “Check-in at desk 56”

Customer receive
notification of check
in from TraXP

5 He checks in - John doesn’t
really care which airline. The
plane fly him to some airport
near NYC

Customer checks in to
plane and then fly to
destination airport

6 After disembarking at this
airport, he gets a text message
saying, “Taxi pick-up at Exit
4”

Customer receive
notification of pick
up at the destination
airport

7 He is greeted by a driver
holding a sign with his name at
Exit 4. The taxi brings him to a
hotel

Customer is picked up by
taxi at the airport and then
go to the hotel

8 The last text message that day
says, “Taxi pick-up 09:30
tomorrow morning”

Customer receive
notification of pick
up at the hotel

9 The next morning, the taxi
brings him to Wall Street

Customer is picked up by
taxi at the hotel and then
go to the travel destination

10 The way back home proceeds
in a similar way

Return home Customer receive
notification of pick
up to return home
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Fig. 9. Output from SDBMOM Step 1 applied to TraXP eXecutive

Table 3. Selected business services for TraXP/X

Actor Co-production activity Selected business service

Executive traveler Travel specification Request travel
TraXP Profiling Profile management

Travel planning Travel planning optimization
Insurance provider Risk assessment Risk assessment

Insure
Transport provider Transport booking Airport transport

Hotel transport
City transport
Home transport

Accommodation provider Accommodation booking Hotel accommodation

Fig. 10. Step 2 of applied SDBMO method on TraXP eXecutive business model
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have introduced Service Dominant Business Model Operationalization
Method (SDBMOM). The contribution of this paper is twofold: first, the conceptual-
ization of the service compositions layer and its characterization in the business
engineering framework by elaborating its relation with the other framework concepts;
second, a structured method for the operationalization of service-dominant business
models as conceptual business process models.

An assumption of SDBMOM is that the method is applied to SD business models
in a top-down and holistic way and the use of model is limited for bottom-up opera-
tionalization contexts. The benefit of this approach is that the entire business model is
operationalized first and then each actor’s scope is defined in swim lanes. Another
approach would be a bottom-up approach which require that each the actor organi-
zations collaborating process are identified first and then the interactions between the
processes are identified. Another improvement opportunity is that the actor swim lanes
of the service composition are converted into pools such that the interaction (message
flow) between actor processes are defined in an additional step to our method. We
consider these as design goals for the improved version of our method in the next
design iteration. The method will also provide guidance for the trajectory of conceptual
process models to executable process models as applications in process-aware infor-
mation systems. Our future work will involve the application of our method in other
real-life business cases to evaluate its validity and utility.

Fig. 11. TraXP/X service composition for TraXP eXecutive
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Abstract. With process models widely used as means for documenta-
tion and monitoring of business activities, the conversion into executable
software often still remains a manual and time-consuming task. The
MAML framework was developed to ease the creation of mobile business
apps by jointly modeling process, data, and user interface perspectives
in a graphical, process-oriented model for subsequent code generation.
However, this domain-specific notation cannot benefit from existing pro-
cess knowledge which is often encoded in BPMN models. The purpose
of this paper is to analyze conceptual differences between both notations
from a software development perspective and provide a solution for inter-
operability through a model-to-model transformation. Therefore, work-
flow patterns identified in previous research are used to compare both
notations. A conceptual mapping of supported concepts is presented and
technically implemented using a QVT-O transformation to demonstrate
an automated mapping between BPMN and MAML. Consequently, it is
possible to simplify the automatic generation of mobile apps by reusing
processes specified in BPMN.

Keywords: BPMN · Business process modeling · Mobile app
Model transformation · Business app

1 Introduction

Business process models have been used for communicating, documenting, mon-
itoring, and optimizing business processes for many years [19]. A wide variety of
notations has emerged among which the Business Process Model and Notation
2.0 (BPMN) is best known [11]. However, process models need to be regularly
synchronized with actual activities because most of them lack a sufficient level
of detail to be directly executable using workflow engines. At the same time,
companies are faced with global trends such as digitization and big data which
require flexible business processes and new forms of organization in order to
adapt to external influences.

At the intersection between process modeling and software specification, it is
not possible to fully specify applications using solely BPMN models because of
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their limited focus on the sequence flow of activities. Essential software develop-
ment perspectives such as data models, user interfaces, and user interactions are
missing. In addition, user tasks are vaguely specified and thus hard to transform
into adequate representations on screen.

Especially with the increased use of model-driven approaches, domain-
specific modeling notations compete against traditional general-purpose mod-
eling notations. Ideally, changes within models propagate automatically to the
derived software artifacts, thus enabling a fast reaction to changing requirements
without time-consuming development cycles by IT departments. One example
is the Münster App Modeling Language (MAML) which provides a graphical
notation understandable both for programmers and end users to specify mobile
business apps on a high level of abstraction using data-driven processes [13].
Without need for manual programming, the framework automatically generates
functional cross-platform app source code for mobile devices.

MAML models integrate the full spectrum of app specification in contrast to
the narrower scope of BPMN which only covers a process perspective. Neverthe-
less, with BPMN as the de facto standard for documenting business processes,
the research question guiding this work arises: How can previous process docu-
mentation encoded in BPMN models be reused to support cross-platform app
specification with MAML? An automated transformation between both nota-
tions would therefore be beneficial with regard to consistency and potential
time savings: Existing process models could be enriched with app-specific infor-
mation and app models representing the course of activities could be converted
to BPMN for documentation and analysis.

The main contributions of this paper are three-fold and reflected by its
structure: Firstly, the capabilities and shortcoming of the BPMN notation are
analyzed with regard to the specification of mobile apps (Sect. 3, which also
briefly introduces the MAML notation). Secondly, supported workflow patterns
for BPMN and MAML are compared to highlight the conceptual differences
(Sect. 4). Thirdly, transformations from BPMN to MAML and vice versa are
proposed to demonstrate the practicability of the approach (Sect. 5).

2 Related Work

Several approaches which deal with the representation and transformation from
process models to executable artifacts have been discussed in scientific literature,
e.g., using Petri nets [21] or YAWL models [6]. Their focus lies on supporting
the model interpretation by workflow engines. In the context of software develop-
ment, applications are often conceptually described using layered architectures in
order to distinguish the required constituents of data model, business logic, and
presentation layer and, consequently, manage complexity. This can be achieved
using a combination of generic notations such as UML [7] or domain-specific
frameworks [1,3] but not necessarily depicting the application contents as pro-
cess sequence.
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For reasons detailed in the following section, the BPMN notation is not suf-
ficient to represent all aspects of the target application. With regard to process-
aware information system modeling, three categories of notations can be distin-
guished, each exhibiting advantages and shortcomings. Firstly, BPMN is often
used to describe the process perspective together with additional notations. For
example, Brambilla et al. [2] use BPMN and the WebML language focused on
user interaction in order to create rich internet applications, and Traettenberg
and Krogstie [19] use the refinement by Diamodl diagrams for dialog specifica-
tion.

Secondly, the BPMN 2.0 notation itself can be extended to annotate further
data using ExtensionDefinitions and ExtensionAttributeDefinitions. This app-
roach is used by workflow engines such as Camunda [4] but does not allow for
visualization of annotated data or new custom diagram elements.

Thirdly, custom notations have been proposed that provide integrated mod-
eling for workflows in general or tailored to specific domains. For example,
Kannengiesser et al. [9] propose an approach with a custom notation to com-
bine UI representations with process flows through UI-related task types, and
Kalnins et al. [8] combine a graphical notation for process flows with a textual
expression syntax to manipulate data.

The MAML notation we use for modeling mobile business apps – i.e., form-
based, data-driven apps interacting with back-end systems [10] – falls into the
latter category of a domain-specific graphical notation that combines control flow
logic, UI, and data perspectives such that all application concerns are specified
(see Sect. 3.2). However, the transformation approach does not aim to modify the
BPMN meta model but instead extracts the maximum amount of information
such that the modeler only needs to enrich missing elements. In this regard, our
approach is most similar to the WebRatio BPM tool [3] which transforms BPMN
models to the more technical WebML notation.

3 Business Process Notations for Mobile App
Development

In this section, the most commonly used notation for business process modeling,
BPMN, is analyzed regarding the development of process-driven mobile applica-
tions, and the domain-specific language MAML is introduced.

3.1 Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN)

BPMN is a control flow-based notation to define a sequence of process steps. The
main graphical elements can be subdivided into flow objects (activities, gateways,
and events) and artifacts (data objects, groups, and annotations) which are inter-
linked by connecting objects (sequence flows, message flows, and associations)
and organized in roles representing actors or organizations (pools and lanes) [11].
A simplified model depicting the process of writing a thesis is shown in Fig. 1
and contains several typical task types, control flow branches, and data transfer
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Fig. 1. Sample BPMN model representing a (simplified) process for thesis writing

mechanisms. It is further used to demonstrate how tool support for supervision-
related tasks can be provided by transforming it into a mobile app.

Problems of the notation have already been studied in general [12] as well
as for its applicability in software development projects [20]. The main criti-
cism arises from deficiencies in business rule specification, symbol overload with
partially superfluous or fuzzily delimited concepts, and the abundance of event
types. The following paragraphs highlight the issues with regard to model-driven
mobile development beyond the use of models for informally sketching process
sequences.

Data Layer. BPMN is control-flow oriented and mostly neglects data model-
ing. Even with the enhancements of BPMN 2.0, the user can only specify the
input and output of tasks using process-internal (Data Input/Data Output/Data
Object) or persistent (Data Store) items and additionally distinguish between
single items and collections as well as multiple states of the data. However,
attributes, data types, and type interrelations – essential for the actual execu-
tion of data manipulation tasks – cannot be specified and can only be inferred
on a generic level [5].

Business Logic Layer. BPMN models provide a wide range of elements to model
the control-flow and conditional paths of execution. Whereas workflow engines
support many such concepts, three characteristics of mobile devices complicate
a direct utilization of generic BPMN elements.

Firstly, mobile apps focus on user-oriented tasks. In contrast to enterprise
contexts in which many steps can be delegated to web services, apps focus on
direct user interaction and require a specification of what actions to perform
in a single step. Regarding data manipulation, this, e.g., includes whether an
item is retrieved, updated, displayed, created, or deleted. Also, mobile-specific
functionalities such as sensor/camera access and starting phone calls are not
available.
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Secondly, mobile devices may experience connectivity issues at any time and
for unknown duration, causing unreliable response times if workflow instances
are strictly allocated to one device. Similarly, multi-step transactions may lock
the whole system.

Thirdly, mobile apps are usually small and inherently distributed systems.
Parallel execution of tasks is hardly possible on small screens (and question-
able as regards frequent context switches). Even considering a multi-role context
in which activities are potentially performed by different users collaboratively,
issues arise from the coordination of up-to-date distributed data and conflicting
concurrent modifications.

Presentation Layer. Although default representations could be derived from the
(unavailable) data attributes to display, a minimal specification of sensible user
interfaces also requires the addition of informative texts and means of controlling
the user interactions to navigate between views. Neither exists in BPMN.

3.2 Muenster App Modeling Language (MAML)

MAML is a graphical domain-specific language with the purpose of modeling
cross-platform business apps. Following the model-driven paradigm, the frame-
work allows for the fully automated generation of app source code for multiple
smartphone platforms (currently Android and iOS) as well as a Java-based back-
end component for app coordination and as interface to other company systems.

The notation is built around five main design goals: (1) code-less cross-
platform app creation, (2) a strong domain expert focus in contrast to complex
technical notations, (3) a high level of abstraction by modeling data-driven pro-
cesses, (4) task-oriented modularization using use cases, and (5) a declarative
and platform-neutral description of logical steps in contrast to UI-centered con-
figurators. Figure 2 depicts the same scenario as Fig. 1, however, it contains all
the information to generate the app.

Fig. 2. Sample MAML model with thesis management process equivalent to Fig. 1
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Although not necessarily limited to the domain of mobile apps, the notation
considers interoperability with mobile device hardware (e.g., using elements for
camera usage or sensor access), mobile interaction patterns (such as starting
phone calls), and current generators target the Android and iOS platforms. Also,
the integrated modeling approach to process flows and data structures may not
be well suited for large-scale applications. For a more detailed introduction to
MAML the reader is referred to [13,14].

4 Comparison of Workflow Patterns
in MAML and BPMN

Russell et al. [17] have collected an extensive list of workflow patterns. As a
comprehensive overview on workflow patterns also comprises a data access and
resource perspective, respective patterns have been presented in [15,16]. To pre-
pare a possible mapping of concepts, supported patterns need to be assessed
first for both notations. An analysis of the BPMN notation is provided in [22].
Therefore, this section evaluates workflow concepts of MAML according to the
pattern catalog and highlights the most important differences.

4.1 Control-Flow Patterns

Considering Workflow Control Patterns (WCP), basic patterns include the pos-
sibility to depict a Sequence (WCP1) of activities, a Parallel Split (WCP2) from
a single thread of control into multiple threads executed in parallel, the Synchro-
nization (WCP3) of multiple parallel activities into a single thread of control, an
Exclusive Choice (WCP4) to execute one of multiple alternatives according to
given conditions, and a Simple Merge (WCP5) to consolidate multiple alterna-
tive branches. In MAML, WCP1 is given by the corresponding “process connec-
tor” construct. However, as explicated in Subsect. 3.1, WCP2 and WCP3 as well
as advanced branching and synchronization patterns including inter-workflow
parallelism are not supported. Figure 3 depicts how branching the control flow
(WCP4) in MAML can be based on a user decision (a) or evaluated based on the
state of data objects (b), and can be merged accordingly (WCP5; (c)). Unlike
BPMN, implicit branching and merging is disallowed to foster consistency and
explicitly indicate control flow variations.

Regarding structural patterns, Deferred Choice (WCP16) represents a run-
time choice between different branches of which the first executes. In MAML, this
is possible to a certain extent: If multiple roles are assigned to one task, (only)
the first user will execute the task (d). Interleaved Parallel Routing (WCP17)
refers to a partial ordering of process step dependencies to be linearized and exe-
cuted sequentially. Critical Section (WCP39) and Interleaved Routing (WCP40)
are similar patterns that specify a set of subgraphs or individual activities to be
executed once in arbitrary sequential order. To clarify the future app structure,
MAML currently relies on an explicitly modeled, fixed sequence of activities.
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Table 1. Workflow Control Patterns according to [17] in BPMN [22,23] and MAML

Workflow Control Pattern (WCP) BPMN MAML

1 Sequence + +

2 Parallel Split + −
3 Synchronization + −
4 Exclusive Choice + +

5 Simple Merge + +

6 Multi-Choice + +/−
7 Structured Synchronizing Merge + −
8 Multi-Merge + +

9 Structured Discriminator +/− −
10 Arbitrary Cycles + +

11 Implicit Termination + +

12 Multiple Instances without Synchronization + −
13 Multiple Instances with a Priori Design-Time Knowledge + −
14 Multiple Instances with a Priori Run-Time Knowledge + −
15 Multiple Instances without a Priori Run-Time Knowledge − −
16 Deferred Choice + +

17 Interleaved Parallel Routing − −
18 Milestone − +/−
19 Cancel Activity + +/−
20 Cancel Case + +

21 Structured Loop + +/−
22 Recursion − +

23 Transient Trigger − −
24 Persistent Trigger + +/−
25 Cancel Region +/− +/−
26 Cancel Multiple Instance Activity + −
27 Complete Multiple Instance Activity − −
28 Blocking Discriminator +/− −
29 Canceling Discriminator + −
30 Structured Partial Join +/− −
31 Blocking Partial Join +/− −
32 Canceling Partial Join +/− −
33 Generalized AND-Join + −
34 Static Partial Join for Multiple Instances +/− −
35 Canceling Partial Join for Multiple Instances +/− −
36 Dynamic Partial Join for Multiple Instances − −
37 Local Synchronizing Merge − −
38 General Synchronizing Merge − −
39 Critical Section − −
40 Interleaved Routing +/− −
41 Thread Merge + −
42 Thread Split + −
43 Explicit Termination + +
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A Milestone (WCP18) represents the ability to execute an activity until a
state-dependent execution point is reached. An exclusive choice with state-based
condition (b) can be reused to represent this in MAML. BPMN also implements
the previous patterns but does not support the concept of workflow state at all.

Fig. 3. Basic control-flow and cancellation patterns in MAML

Concerning cancellation patterns, MAML supports the Cancel Case
(WCP20) pattern (e) to stop the current workflow instance. As tasks are allo-
cated to roles – not individual users – the same process instance might also be
started accidentally from multiple devices and automatically canceled for all but
the first execution according to the Cancel Activity (WCP19) pattern (although
not explicitly modeled that can occur in situations such as (f)). Cancel Region
(WCP25) denotes a subgraph being canceled and can be represented in MAML
through a subprocess terminating unsuccessfully (g).

Within a process model, Arbitrary Cycles (WCP10) with multiple end points
can occur as depicted in Fig. 4(a). Regarding Structured Loops (WCP21) to exe-
cute activities repeatedly, two representations are possible: A loop is explicitly
defined using an XOR element with an expression to test as condition before (for
loop; (b)) or after (do-while loop; (c)) the activities are executed. In addition,
users may choose multiple elements in a “select entity” step such that subse-
quent activities are performed for each of the selected elements. In contrast to
BPMN, Recursion (WCP22) is possible because of passing data to subsequent
process elements (d) instead of BPMN’s token-based approach to sequence flows.
Persistent Triggers (WCP24) can be used to start tasks based on a data condi-
tion (e). Finally, MAML supports both Explicit Termination (WCP43; (f)) and
Implicit Termination (WCP11; (g)) of workflow instances, although the latter
is discouraged to avoid incomplete process branches. Table 1 summarizes the
full (+), partial (+/−), or lacking support of the workflow control patterns for
BPMN and MAML.

4.2 Data Patterns

A variety of data patterns (WDP) complements the process view of a workflow
(cf. Table 2). In MAML, a global perspective is adopted to define the flow of
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Table 2. Workflow Data Patterns according to [16] in BPMN [22,23] and MAML

Workflow Data Pattern (WDP) BPMN MAML

1 Task Data + +

2 Block Data + +

3 Scope Data + +/−
4 Multiple Instance Data + +/−
5 Case Data + +

6 Folder Data + −
7 Workflow Data + +

8 Environment Data + +

9 Task to Task +/− +

10 Block Task to SubWorkflow Decomposition + +

11 SubWorkflow Decomposition to Block Task + +

12 To Multiple Instance Task + −
13 From Multiple Instance Task + −
14 Case to Case + −
15 Task to Environment - Push-Oriented − +

16 Environment to Task - Pull-Oriented + +

17 Environment to Task - Push-Oriented − −
18 Task to Environment - Pull-Oriented − −
19 Case to Environment - Push-Oriented + +

20 Environment to Case - Pull-Oriented + +

21 Environment to Case - Push-Oriented + −
22 Case to Environment - Pull-Oriented − −
23 Workflow to Environment - Push-Oriented − +

24 Environment to Workflow - Pull-Oriented + +

25 Environment to Workflow - Push-Oriented +/− −
26 Workflow to Environment - Pull-Oriented + −
27 Data Transfer by Value - Incoming − −
28 Data Transfer by Value - Outgoing +/− −
29 Data Transfer - Copy In/Copy Out + −
30 Data Transfer by Reference - Unlocked +/− +

31 Data Transfer by Reference - With Lock +/− −
32 Data Transformation - Input +/− −
33 Data Transformation - Output + −
34 Task Precondition - Data Existence +/− +/−
35 Task Precondition - Data Value +/− +/−
36 Task Postcondition - Data Existence − +/−
37 Task Postcondition - Data Value − +/−
38 Event-Based Task Trigger − −
39 Data-Based Task Trigger − +

40 Data-Based Routing +/− +
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Fig. 4. Iteration, trigger, and termination patterns in MAML

data objects through the process. This represents the Workflow Data (WDP7)
concept as depicted in Fig. 5(a). Only data required in a certain step is mod-
eled and the state is passed to subsequent process steps, thus effectively also
implementing the Task Data (WDP1) and Block Data (WDP2) patterns. Case
Data (WDP5) representing objects specific to a process instance, and Scope Data
(WDP3) denoting custom regions of data visibility can be achieved with local
data storage which is transferred to the global data store at a later point of pro-
cess execution (c). Environment Data (WDP 8) from the operating system can
also be incorporated, for example by accessing the camera (d) or GPS location
(e). Again, patterns related to concurrency are not supported, but the same task
may be executed with different data objects in loops (Multiple Instance Data;
WDP4; (f)).

This broad set of data visibility patterns reaches beyond the capabilities
of BPMN which is limited to task, block, and case data through the use of
parameters.

Regarding internal data interaction patterns, MAML and BPMN have similar
capabilities. Data can be passed from Task to Task (WDP9; e.g. (a) in Fig. 5),
from Block Task to SubWorkflow Decomposition (WDP10; e.g. (d) in Fig. 4),
and SubWorkflow Decomposition to Block Task (WDP11) by simply connecting
the respective process elements. Data interaction To/From Multiple Instance
Tasks (WDP12–13) are unavailable for lack of concurrency. Also, Case to Case
(WDP14) data interaction is not intended because of distributed execution on
mobile devices with varying connectivity. External data interaction in MAML
relies on the global data view and the user being in control of data interactions.
Therefore, data can be transferred between task and environment in pull fashion
using web services (WDP16; (h) in Fig. 5) as well as push-oriented (WDP15)
using web services (i) or implicit/explicit remote data storage (j/k). As task
data is available to the subsequent tasks of the case, this also applies to push-
and pull-oriented data transfer between the environment and the case/workflow
(WDP19–20, WDP23–24). All data is passed by reference (WDP30) without
locking mechanisms to support low-connectivity scenarios. In contrast, BPMN
supports value- and reference-based data transfer with locks as well as additional
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Fig. 5. Data visibility, interaction, and routing patterns in MAML

in-/output transformations, but only regarding task interactions with the envi-
ronment (WDP15–18, WDP27–29, WDP32–33).

Finally, Task Preconditions (WDP34–35) are supported using the exclusive
choice construct in MAML (cf. (b) in Fig. 3) but can flexibly validate the value
of the data item in contrast to BPMN’s more limited check for data existence.
Task Postconditions (WDP36–37) can be applied equivalently or alternatively
using data validators ((g) in Fig. 5). Data-Based Task Triggers (WDP39) (cf. (e)
in Fig. 4) and Data-Based Routing (WDP40) possibilities (cf. (b) in Fig. 3) exist
both in MAML and BPMN.

4.3 Resource Patterns

Concerning workflow resource patterns (WRP; cf. Table 3), both notations share
the concept of roles to distribute tasks. A role can therefore represent a single
actor (WRP1) or a group of resources (WRP2) as depicted in Fig. 6(a) and (b).
The role concepts also serves as Authorization (WRP4) because distinct apps
are created which allow only the execution of tasks related to that role.

Whereas work items in BPMN are allocated to resources (WRP14), the
mobile context of MAML fosters an on-demand, pull-oriented execution of work
items. Work items are Distributed by Offer to Multiple Resources (WRP13) and
each worker can initiate the immediate execution of work items (WRP23) while
having the Selection Autonomy (WRP26) to choose tasks from a list of open
work items. To limit the amount of context switches in the distributed execution
of workflows, MAML implements the Retain Familiar (WRP7) pattern which
by default starts the next workflow step unless the current user does not comply
with any of the assigned roles (c). If all tasks are assigned to the same role or
only one role is defined for the use case without explicit assignment (d), this also
allows for the Case Handling (WRP6) pattern in which all activities are per-
formed by the same individual. Otherwise, subsequent roles are automatically
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Table 3. Workflow Resource Patterns according to [15] in BPMN [22,23] and MAML

Workflow Resource Pattern (WRP) BPMN MAML

1 Direct Allocation + +

2 Role-Based Allocation + +

3 Deferred Allocation − −
4 Authorization − +/−
5 Separation of Duties − −
6 Case Handling − +/−
7 Retain Familiar − +

8 Capability Based Allocation − −
9 History Based Allocation − −
10 Organizational Allocation − −
11 Automatic Execution + +

12 Distribution by Offer - Single Resource − −
13 Distribution by Offer - Multiple Resources − +

14 Distribution by Allocation - Single Resource + −
15 Random Allocation − −
16 Round Robin Allocation − −
17 Shortest Queue − −
18 Early Distribution − −
19 Distribution on Enablement + +

20 Late Distribution − −
21 Resource-Initiated Allocation − −
22 Resource-Initiated Execution - Allocated Work Item − −
23 Resource-Initiated Execution - Offered Work Item − +

24 System Determined Work Queue Content − −
25 Resource-Determined Work Queue Content − −
26 Selection Autonomy − +

27 Delegation − −
28 Escalation − −
29 Deallocation − −
30 Stateful Reallocation − −
31 Stateless Reallocation − −
32 Suspension/Resumption − −
33 Skip − −
34 Redo − −
35 Pre-Do − −
36 Commencement on Creation + +

37 Commencement on Allocation − −
38 Piled Execution − −
39 Chained Execution + +

40 Configurable Unallocated Work Item Visibility − −
41 Configurable Allocated Work Item Visibility − −
42 Simultaneous Execution + +

43 Additional Resources − −
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notified about the process instance for Chained Execution (WRP39). Also, com-
plying with the Commencement on Creation (WRP36) pattern, new use case
instances can be initiated for any process whose first task matches a user’s role.

Fig. 6. Resource patterns in MAML

Automatic Execution (WRP11), i.e. trigger-based workflow execution with-
out explicit resource allocation, is possible both in BPMN and in MAML (see
(e) in Fig. 4). Also, there are no theoretical constraints on how many instances
of a task are executed simultaneously (WRP42) by different users with the same
role.

5 Model-to-Model Transformation

MAML models provide integrated representations for process-driven apps but
need to be created from scratch. On the other hand, business processes in many
organization are documented in BPMN models, although they lack the ability to
fully describe mobile applications. To exploit the benefits of interoperability, a
model-to-model transformation is presented based on the QVT-O language [18].

5.1 Mapping of Equivalent Language Constructs

Many core elements of the notations have direct correspondences, for instance in
the thesis organization system depicted in Figs. 1 and 2. Firstly, both notations
have the concepts of roles that can represent individuals or groups of resources.
A MAML use case is represented as pool with a lane for each role in BPMN.
Conversely, a process element is annotated with the respective participant.

Secondly, user tasks in BPMN correspond to process elements in MAML. A
keyword-based matching strategy tries to classify the more specific MAML task
type (e.g., Create entity) according to its description. Further mappings include:

– Sub-process tasks and service tasks have equivalent MAML elements named
Include and Webservice

– Manual tasks, i.e. application-external actions, can be regarded as Display
message steps which only output information and allow to proceed

– Script tasks indicate automated actions by the process engine. They need to
be converted to web services as no arbitrary code can be executed.
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– Call activities are created only for MAML’s location retrieval, camera, and
phone calls steps to reflect these global tasks. Other BPMN call tasks are
transformed like regular sub-process tasks.

Thirdly, start, end, timer, and error events have the same semantics in both
notations. Regarding data flows, this also holds true for inputs and outputs using
data associations in BPMN and parameter connectors in MAML.

5.2 Mapping of Related Language Constructs

MAML applications are data-driven and therefore consider data flows together
with the process flow such that each process element operates on one or multiple
data items which are persisted and globally available after the process com-
pletes. Within the transformation, the respective MAML data sources need to
be retrieved for each activity and annotated as BPMN data store. In addition,
corresponding InputSets and OutputSets for an activity’s InputOutputSpecifica-
tion need to be created. However, nested attributes cannot be represented in
BPMN and are lost during the transformation.

Fig. 7. Data transformation between MAML (left) and BPMN (right)

Conversely, data stores associated with BPMN tasks need to be integrated in
the MAML process flow. In case the data item to process differs between tasks,
additional Transform elements are needed to establish the link (see Fig. 7).

Without direct support for concurrency, several workflow patterns can be
rewritten to concepts available in MAML. Parallel gateways and (equivalent)
implicit parallel splits are for example transformed to a sequence of activities as
depicted in Fig. 8(a). With exclusive gateways to branch process flows, inclusive
gateways are mapped to a series of optional steps (b). Similarly, loops (WRP21;
(b/c) in Fig. 4) and milestones can be transformed using automatically evaluated,
state-based decisions.

5.3 Unmapped Language Constructs

BPMN contains several elements without equivalent representation in MAML.
Because unstable mobile connectivity precludes concurrency, BPMN’s conver-
sations and choreographies are unsupported in MAML. In addition, multiple
instance tasks, (parallel) multiple events, and message flows are not available
in MAML and cannot be mapped to equivalent concepts because of the inher-
ently sequential design of smartphone apps. Similarly, protocols for BPMN’s
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Fig. 8. Gateway transformation from BPMN to MAML

transactional tasks, compensation, and cancel events contradict the distributed
characteristics of mobile systems.

At the current state of development, MAML also does not contain complex
control flows for two reasons. Firstly, the model-driven approach aims to actually
create executable source code. Features equivalent to BPMN’s signal, escalation,
or termination events and respective event-based gateways need to have intuitive
user interactions in the app. Secondly, some elements in BPMN such as complex
gateways, business rule tasks, and compensation are less structured or delegate
processing to a workflow engine. However, each element requires an adequate
in-app representation and a sufficient level of detail in the model to allow for an
automated transformation.

On the other hand, some elements in MAML have no adequate representa-
tion in BPMN. Most important, custom data types and data objects with nested
attribute structures reach far beyond BPMN’s capability of specifying primitive
key-value pairs as properties of activities. For the same reason, data-driven fea-
tures such as computed attributes and data-dependent variations unknown at
design time (SingleResultEvent/MultiResultEvent) have no equivalent represen-
tation in BPMN. Also, interface-related information such as labels, buttons, and
field captions is not in the scope of BPMN.

6 Discussion

Section 4 explained the capabilities of MAML and contrasts them to the estab-
lished BPMN notation. The transformation result of the BPMN model in Fig. 1
is displayed in Fig. 2 (enriched with label texts). As can be seen, many con-
cepts are shared by both notations, although MAML does not strive for being
a feature-complete workflow engine. Especially the data layer is currently not
well represented in BPMN and has no direct interrelation with data modeling
languages such as UML. Workflow engines such as Camunda bypass some of
the limitations with custom extension attributes, but data-centric actions still
need to be extracted into programmed web services. In addition, the granularity
of modeled processes varies strongly and even with a detailed representation,
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the modeler might often apply mobile-specific adaptations to the representation
and enrich the model with UI elements. We therefore refrain from extending
BPMN for our needs. Instead, our transformation eases the import of potentially
already existing process documentation and mobile app design. Conversely, small
enterprises which have only process documentation on a higher level of abstrac-
tion can reuse models used for app generation and export a detailed BPMN
representation. As the model-driven paradigm focuses on this primary artifact,
the process documentation always remains synchronized with the actual imple-
mentation, both regarding process flows and data models which can be derived
together with access restrictions directly from the MAML representation (cf. [14]
for more details on the data model inference). Particularly for small and medium
enterprises, MAML can therefore be seen as a tool supporting digitized business
models and increasing quality of operations through custom business apps – even-
tually even designed by end users within the company. A transformation from
and to BPMN thus unburdens departments by simplifying the specification of
software and documentation of activities.

Limitations of our work include both improvements to the transformation
between BPMN snd MAML as well as its practical application. On the one
hand, the evolution of the domain-specific MAML notation may introduce work-
flow patterns already found in BPMN. Also, previously unmapped language
constructs with no adequate representation might be substituted by app-related
concepts in future (e.g., establishing conventions for utilizing event-based gate-
ways in the context of notifications). On the other hand, a real-world use in
companies with different engagement in process documentation is required to
further validate the applicability of the approach and constitutes future work.
By analyzing existing models of different granularities, recurring patterns may
be uncovered that can also be used for improving the transformation.

7 Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper, the interoperability between the established process modeling
notation BPMN and the domain-specific graphical modeling language MAML
for mobile-app creation have been assessed. Therefore, MAML was analyzed
based on 43 control flow, 40 data, and 43 resource patterns identified for work-
flows by Russell et al. [15–17]. Although many correspondences exist with regard
to control flow, data, and resource handling, differences relating to concurrency,
complex control flows, and transactional behavior remain due to different appli-
cation domains of BPMN using synchronous workflow engines and MAML in
distributed mobile environments. Nonetheless, a mapping between many con-
cepts can be found and an implemented model-to-model transformation using
QVT-O demonstrates the transferability of concepts. From MAML to BPMN,
fully specified models are created. In the opposite direction, additional data- and
UI-related elements need to be added due to their absence in the specification
of BPMN. Thus, the development process of mobile business apps using MAML
can indeed be supported by reusing process knowledge documented in BPMN
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models. Regarding future work, a real-world introduction of the approach is
pending in order to validate the transformation rules, especially considering the
detailedness of input models encountered in practice.
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Abstract. The growing use of ICT in public life has coerced the concept of
smart cities. In a smart city, numerous physical devices coupled with latest ICT
technologies are used by city authorities to provide better services and infras-
tructure to its citizens. Smart cities have unique security challenges. Owing to
the involvement of numerous stakeholders, information security breaches can
have wide ranging, long-lasting consequences. The challenges of smart city
information security have not received the attention they deserve. This paper
combines threat analysis and enterprise architecture modelling to address and
mitigate these challenges from a holistic perspective. An information security
architecture is presented, which can help stakeholders of the smart city projects
to build more secure smart cities.

Keywords: Smart cities � Information security � Enterprise architecture
Archimate

1 Introduction

As cities around the world (e.g., Barcelona, Amsterdam, Santa Cruz etc.) increasingly
use ICT for better administration, the concept of smart city has emerged. It refers to the
co-ordinated use of physical devices, ICT, software systems and analytics by city
authorities to provide better services and infrastructure to citizens. Smart cities have
unique security challenges. Primary among those are safeguarding the security and
privacy of data. Physical devices, software systems and analytics in a smart city use
enormous amounts of data collected from the public domain. They also generate huge
amounts of (potentially sensitive) information useful to government agencies and city
authorities. Smart city security has raised much research interest, but so far results
mostly focus on separate levels of the data chain or specific components of the smart
city infrastructure.

This paper combines threat analysis and enterprise architecture modelling to
address and mitigate smart city information security challenges from a holistic per-
spective. We performed a systematic literature review [22, 28] to acquire background
knowledge on (1) smart city architectures and projects, (2) security issues and threats in
smart city infrastructures, and (3) security controls that have been implemented to treat
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such issues and threats. The need for a holistic perception of a smart city project
inspired us to choose enterprise architecture modelling. Although considered in a broad
(including physical and social) context, we aim at security controls at the technology
and software application levels. To come up with a smart city information security
architecture, we first developed a base-line enterprise architecture that incorporates the
knowledge from the first part of our literature review. We then analysed the second and
third part of our literature review and developed a target enterprise architecture using a
meta-model for security from the literature [3]. To investigate and illustrate the com-
pleteness of the target architecture, we modelled an existing smart city project [29]. The
author believe that this approach will aid in elevating the discussion of smart city
security beyond the level of system developers and ICT experts to the level of
administrators, managers and policy makers.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 provides the background on
smart cities concept and existing smart city architectures. Section 3 discusses the
baseline architecture for smart cities. Section 4 analyses relevant security threats and
presents an information security architecture for smart cities. Section 5 illustrates our
approach with a smart city case study. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes the paper with pos-
sible future works.

2 Background

2.1 Smart City Architectures

Many definitions for a smart city were proposed [2, 5, 10, 42]. Following one of the
most popular papers, the following definition by Caragliu et al. [9] is used: a city is
smart when investments in human and social capital and traditional (transport) and
modern (ICT) communication infrastructure fuel sustainable economic growth and a
high quality of life, with a wise management of natural resources, through partici-
patory governance.

The fact that there are many definitions allow for many frameworks constituting
what a city is. Many frameworks attempt to define a smart city by describing its critical
factors or key elements [5, 10, 19]. Frameworks overlap even though they sometimes
have completely different focuses. One framework that tries to make sense of all the
different perspectives on smart cities is the framework of Nam and Pardo [32]. They
state that a smart city is more of an umbrella term for many different kinds of cities that
are all trying to overcome the urbanization challenges and improve the quality of life by
rapidly improving some specific aspect of the city. They conceptualise a smart city
along three dimensions: technology, human and institution. Within all of these
dimensions, they name a number of conceptual cities that will fall in that dimension.
The technology dimension for instance is the main focus of digital cities, intelligent
cities, ubiquitous cities, wired cities, hybrid cities and information cities. They state that
when all three dimensions are represented, a city can be called smart. It could thus be
that many of the frameworks stated in the literature talk about the smart city while
actually looking at a very closely related concept. Despite this promising framework,
the lack of formal definition is still a problem and this results in many different
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architectures being proposed. In order to build a security architecture for sensitive data
in smart city technology, first an analysis of these proposed architectures in the liter-
ature has to be made. This analysis will lead to a base-line architecture upon which the
security extension can be build. Six architectures were analysed on their suitability for
inspiration for a base-architecture. This suitability is mostly determined on the basis of
two characteristics:

• Is the architecture developed using any language with a meta-model? More
specifically, was a particular language used to create the architecture by making use
of concepts and relationships. This will make it more meaningful and readable.

• Is the architecture focused on data/technology?

Using these criteria, the following architectures were found.
Jin et al. [23] describe an information framework that would enable the development

of a smart city through the use of the Internet of Things (IoT). While providing a solid
overview of the implementation possibilities of IoT for the application of smart cities,
they also provide an IoT infrastructure that from the perspective of two domains: the
communication stack and the data flow. Filipponi et al. [18] provide a high-level event
driven architecture that discusses the use of Semantic Information Brokers (SIBs) that
provide service interfaces known as Knowledge Processors (KP) that can be used by
numerous agents. The architecture uses a more structured language, but still not an
accurately defined one as the concepts and relationships are not defined. Gaur et al. [19]
again provide an architecture from the perspective of IoT. Given the increasing amounts
of data, there is a need for new methods and techniques for effective data management
and analysis so that the resources within a city can be managed in an intelligent and
dynamic way. Wenge et al. [42] attempted at synthesising a number of architectures and
propose a new architecture from the perspective of the data that underpins all the
functionality of the smart city. They propose the architecture and then analyse whether
the proposed concepts were also used in other architectures (including some in this
analysis). Anthopoulos and Fitsilis [2] propose a general architecture for urban devel-
opment aimed at helping a city transform into a smart city (or as they call it themselves, a
ubiquitous city). The architecture consists of five layers: the stakeholder layer (con-
sisting of end users of the services), the service layer (where the services are provided),
the business layer (where rules and policies are defined that allow the smart city to
understand how to operate), the infrastructure layer (includes the basic network) and the
information layer (where data is generated and stored). The architecture provides an
overview of all different aspects involved with the smart city. Jalali et al. [21] propose an
architecture for community level services through IoT. They show an architecture which
enables citizens to make use of real time data that has been gathered using various
sensory mechanisms in order to analyse and make decisions for future planning.

These findings will be used for a commonality analysis in Sect. 4.

2.2 Archimate

Owing to our research goal of a holistic smart city architecture model, we have chosen
enterprise architecture modeling. An enterprise architecture is able to combine multiple
viewpoints e.g. data, application, business, value, governance, security etc. in one
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architectural diagram. We argue that a smart city can be treated as an enterprise. It is an
interconnected system of organisations which collaborate among themselves, the same
way as departments in an enterprise [27]. Numerous enterprise architecture modelling
languages can be found in literature. In this research, we have chosen Archimate 3.0
enterprise architecture modeling language [39]. The reasons for our choice are as
follows. Firstly, Archimate 3.0 is an Object Management Group (O.M.G) standard and
is extensively used in industry. Secondly, Archimate 3.0 has a security and risk
extension which aligns well with our research goal in this paper. The security and risk
metamodel used in this research is a subset of the original metamodel as presented in
literature and is depicted in Fig. 1. ArchiMate 3.0 consists of four layers [39]: The
business layer consists of products and services which are realised by business pro-
cesses and functions. The application layer supports the business layer with application
services, realised by software application components. The technology layer provides
the required infrastructural services & devices needed to run software applications. The
physical layer models physical assets of an enterprise.

To design a smart city baseline enterprise architecture the following 4 design
patterns will be used. These design patterns are derived from Archimate 3.0 concepts
mentioned in [40].

a. Service connection between layers. The most basic pattern in the architecture
consists of the main concepts within each layer as well as the connections between
these layers. The main concept within each layer is the ‘function’ concept.
A function realizes a ‘service’. These services represent the value of the function
and connects to the function in the next layer or to another service.

b. Data representation in different layers. The next pattern concerns the flow of data.
In the technology layer, data is stored in a database or application server and
represented as an ‘artefact’. In the application layer, data is represented as a ‘data
object’. This data object can either be realized by the artefact alone (e.g. raw data)
or realized by the artefact plus an application function (with an access relationship).

c. Service commitments with third parties. Modelling service commitments in the way
as depicted in Fig. 2 ensures better visibility of security threats. To model this
connection, the ‘object’ concept is used and resembles a contract [33]. It is linked to
the customer and service provider using an ‘association’ relationship. Furthermore,
the contract is linked with the product using an ‘aggregation’ relationship.

Fig. 1. Security and risk metamodel based on the Archimate 3.0 specification [3]
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d. Application component aggregation. The application layer can consist of multiple
application components that together deliver an application function. However,
components that together form a function are less relevant as the security aspects are
not specific for a component. Therefore, the different components that comprise a
function are not explicitly modelled but aggregated into one general component.

Using these design patterns, we created a smart city base-line architecture, pre-
sented in the next Section. Using the security and risk metamodel, the baseline
architecture will be extended. The advantage of building the security and risk archi-
tecture as an extension is that it can be easily added to an already existing architecture.

3 A Base-Line Architecture for Smart Cities

This section presents a base-line architecture for smart cities. It was created after
studying the existing smart city architectures (Sect. 2.1) and performing a commonality
analysis. Using a adapted version of the scope, commonality and variability
(CSV) analysis, some commonalities among the architectures were identified [11],
which are as follows. Many of the architectures model a smart city in layers that starts
with data generation, which is being used by some application and ends with a service
or processed data that serves an end-user (commonality a) [2, 19, 21, 23, 42]. Also,
many architectures model a data flow where sensors and devices acquire data and a
distributed network is used for transmission (commonality b) [2, 18, 19, 21, 23, 42].
This allows the creation of a layered, generic and holistic base-line architecture for
smart cities (see Fig. 3). The layers of the baseline architecture are as follows:

Physical Layer. This layer consists of one component: sensors. It models every
sensing device available within a smart city (e.g. RFID tags, weather sensors, smart
card readers etc.). This connects to commonality b [18, 19, 21, 23].

Fig. 2. The Archimate patterns of a, b, and c used in the architecture
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Technology Layer. The technology layer consists of concepts needed to store, handle
data and host applications [3, 21, 42]. Data and application servers can either be in the
cloud or locally (for scalability reasons the cloud is recommended) [18, 21, 23]. If the
cloud environment is chosen, the service will belong to a product and thus requires a
contract between the service provider and the government. By studying the different
types of data in existing smart city architectures, the database in a smart city, consists of
four types of data: raw data (directly from the sensors), processed data, analysed data
[19, 21, 23] and third-party data (for enrichment of analytics or smart services) [2]
(commonality b). Both server types are modelled into one concept as security will not
depend on the function of the server, rather on its technology.

Application Layer. The application layer consists of two types of applications. (a)
Applications that process data [19, 21, 23]. This ensures that the database has data that
can later be used by other applications. Data processing might include filtering,
cleaning and transforming data. (b) Data analysis applications [19, 21, 23]. These
applications use the processed data and transform it into useful information. Both
application types are modelled into one concept as security will not depend on the
function of the application, rather on its technology.

Business Layer. The business layer consists of high-level processes. It is entirely up to
the implementation of the smart city to specify all processes necessary. Still, at a higher
level of abstraction the generic service of delivering a smart service can be identified
[18, 19, 21]. The way that it is delivered depends on (among others) the function of the
service. Also, the underlying applications that are needed to generate the data for the
service, will differ in complexity depending on the service.

4 An Information Security Architecture for Smart Cities

This section presents a detailed threat analysis of smart cities. Following a structured
approach discussed in Sect. 4.1, requirements are listed in Sect. 4.2. Then, potential
risks are listed in Sect. 4.3. For every risk, corresponding defence mechanisms and
responses are specified in Sect. 4.4. The requirements, threats and responses are linked
to architectural concepts so that they can be further used for modeling information
security architecture for smart cities.

4.1 Approach

Data in a smart city includes individual, organisational and public data. Providing the
right security for sensitive information when people use smart services is a major
requirement [42]. In order to provide this security, firstly, possible threats need to be
analysed.

Information security describes the process and methodologies which are designed
and implemented to protect print, electronic, or any other form of confidential, private,
and sensitive information or data from unauthorized access, use, misuse, disclosure,
destruction, modification or disruption [37]. Band et al. [3] conclude that this type of
security is part of the overall security function within Enterprise Risk Management.
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This definition is closely related to the classic confidentiality, integrity, and availability
(CIA) model that is often used for developing security policies. We retrieved security
issues from three research domains: information security, IoT security and Smart City
security. In order to develop a successful security policy, six types of activities are
proposed that will be used in this research [43]:

• Requirements setting. Managers in an enterprise must have a process in place to set
objectives consistent with both the mission of the enterprise and its appetite for risk.

• Event and risk identification. Enterprises must identify both internal and external
events and risks that could lead to security breaches.

• Risk Assessment. Every identified risk has to assessed separately, along with any
successive effects. In this research, risk assessment will not be performed due to the
fact that every city needs to assess their risks individually. Impact and likelihood of
risks are case dependent and highly subjective.

Fig. 3. A base-line architecture for smart cities
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• Risk Response. Enterprises must determine how to respond to risks.
• Controls, Information and Communication. The communication and documentation

of risks within enterprises and the determination of procedures and policies for
effective responses is beyond the scope of this research and is thus not discussed
any further.

4.2 Requirements Setting

In order to specify requirements for security policy, the relevant areas for security have
to be analyzed. Numerous security mechanisms might be required within smart cities
[42]. In this subsection we first enumerate relevant areas of security which are then
linked to the Archimate layers that can be used to model them.

• Sensor network security. Since most of the data in a smart city is generated by
sensors, the security of data acquisition implies protection for sensor content. Many
different disciplines come into play here: signal processing, hardware design, pri-
vacy rights etc. Techniques from a combination of these disciplines might be
needed to ensure the reliability and security of data according to the CIA-triad.
Since the most common threat for smart cities is from wireless sensor devices [35],
therefore special attention needs to be paid to sensor network security. Sensing
techniques use physical devices to acquire data, thus they represent the physical
layer in Archimate.

• Transmission security. After data is acquired, sending it over a network proves to be
another area which requires attention, as the network in itself has to be secure. The
security here has to prevent network attacks and intrusion. Since transmission of
data happens between layers of Archimate, we model this security at the junction of
these layers: i.e. the service concept.

• Support layer security. This layer should prevent stored data from being revealed,
damaged or tampered by anyone without the right authorization. This aligns with
the technology layer of Archimate.

• Application security. This area is mainly focused on securing specific applications,
platforms and interfaces. This aligns with the application and business layer of
Archimate as this is where the actual applications, services, platform and interfaces
are modelled.

There are a number of security requirements that need to be monitored in all the
layers [14, 15, 20], which are as follows:

• Data confidentiality, integrity and availability according to the well-known
CIA-triad.

• Access control. Information providers must be able to implement access control on
the data provided.

• Client privacy. Measures need to be put in place so that only the information
provider is able make inferences from observing the use of the lookup system,
related to a specific customer. Also, when using sensors to acquire data, measures
need to be put in place so that people are aware of the fact that it is likely that their
data is being monitored and analyzed.
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• User identification/identity management. The process of validating users before
allowing them to use the system.

• Secure data communication. Authenticating communicating peers, ensuring confi-
dentiality and integrity of communicated data, preventing repudiation of a com-
munication transaction, and protecting the identity of communicating entities.

• Authenticity. This is a way to ensure that data, systems, communication processes
or information are genuine. Authenticity is also responsible for validating that both
parties involved in a communication process are who they claim to be.

• Resilience to attacks. Avoiding single points of failure and ensuring that physical or
logical probing of the system is not possible even if it falls in the wrong hands.

4.3 Event and Risk Identification

Some generic threat events [4] relevant to our research context are listed as follows:

• Deliberate attacks from disgruntled employees, industrial espionage and terrorists
that leads to attackers being able to penetrate a network, gain access to control
software, and alter load conditions to destabilize the system in unpredictable ways.

• Inadvertent compromises of the information infrastructure due to user errors.
• Equipment failure.
• Natural disasters.

Furthermore, based on our requirement analysis, we present five most important
risks in smart cities:

• Interception of messages. Smart cities should prevent, at all costs, the interception
of messages. If not, smart cities run the risk of data and application misuse and lack
of trust in the service. The risk of interception of messages emerges from the
requirements of secure data communication, client privacy, and authenticity. It
applies to transmission layer security.
Sensing messages are a special kind of messages as they emerge directly from
sensing devices in the environment of the city and thus need different responses to
secure them. The risk of interception of sensing messages emerges from the
requirement of resilience to attacks, authenticity, client privacy and secure data
communication. It applies to sensor network security.

• Authentication. Smart cities must prevent unauthorized access or communication of
data within their cities. If not, smart cities run the risk of wrongful access to data,
application misuse and lack of trust in the service. Authentication related risks
emerge from the requirements of access control, client privacy, user
identification/identity management and authenticity. It applies to transmission layer
security and support layer security.

• Hacking. Smart cities should prevent physical and logical hacking attempts on their
systems. The risks related to hacking emerge from the requirements of resilience to
attacks and client privacy. It applies to support layer and application layer security.

• Viruses. Smart cities should keep their systems virus free. Virus related risks
emerge from the requirements of secure, data communication and authenticity. It
applies to support layer and application layer security.
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• Availability. Smart cities should implement responses to ensure high availability of
services. Availability related risks emerge from the requirement of data availability.
It applies to support layer and application layer security.

4.4 Risk Responses

With the risks listed in Sect. 4.2 above, this subsection proposes risk responses that can
help in mitigating them. Many different ways of implementing security are available
and different smart city projects might chose different implementations [32].
Nonetheless, our following analysis mentions various state-of-the-art mechanisms that
we think are most relevant for smart cities. In this section, for each of the risks,
appropriate responses are discussed. Then, the risks and responses, together with their
linkage to smart city components are translated into an architectural pattern and pre-
sented individually. Together with the base-line architecture (Fig. 3), they represent the
full information security architecture for smart cities.

Interception of Messages. There are multiple points within the system where this
might happen as data transmission happens in the entire system. To mitigate the risk of
messages being intercepted, the following response techniques can be implemented.

Encryption. In the traditional transmission layer where data is transported over a
network, a by-hop encryption mechanism is used. This is because in this transmission
process, the data needs to remain in plain text in each of the nodes of the system
through decryption and encryption. However, in the traditional application layer, this is
not the case. Here, only the sender and receiver can decrypt the data and each passing
node only handles encrypted data. This is called end-to-end encryption [38]. This type
of encryption provides the highest level of security.

Key Agreement and Authentication. These techniques ensure that no third party can
interfere with the transmission of data over a distributed network [7]. Many algorithms
are available to achieve this. E.g. Diffie-Hellman protocol [16], Rivers Shamir Adleman
protocol [36].

Communication Protocols. They provide integrity, authenticity and confidentiality. In
a transmission layer, one might look at the TLS/SLL and IPSec protocol that is
designed for this purpose [38]. However, since many applications in a smart city could
be implemented through an IoT platform, internet protocols are most appropriate.

Network Intrusion Detection. It can help in identifying (preferably in real time),
unauthorized use, misuse and abuse of computer systems by both internal as well as
external actors [30]. This response technique ensures data confidentiality and integrity.

Figure 4 shows the responses related to message interception risks as well as the
concepts of the base-line architecture to which they relate, in an architectural model.
The risk and responses are linked to the services that each layer presents to the layer
above it. It is located here because these services form the bridge between the different
layers. Therefore, they represent the transmission of data between those layers.

Interception of Sensing Messages. As mentioned in Sect. 4.3, messages from sensing
devices might require different or extra responses to secure them. The communication
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protocol between the sensors and the distributed network is the most likely point of
attack. To solve the privacy and authentication issue here, symmetric-key crypto-
graphic primitives can be used that ensure that no unauthorized reader will have access
to an RFID node [25]. Unfortunately, this method is developed for only RFID and thus
other techniques are also needed. Other relevant security mechanisms to use are
Identity-Based Encryption from the Weil Pairing [8], Quantum Cryptography [6] or the
Key-Management scheme [17].

Figure 5 shows the responses for risk related to interception of sensing messages.

Authentication. The most likely point of attack for this risk is the interface of the
system as this is where authentication is done. To ensure application layer authenti-
cation, users may be asked to implement two-step verification. In this technique, users
are asked to first provide a key that only the user would know (a password or pin) plus
something that they can carry (such as a token) [31]. Threshold and Identity-based Key
Management can be used to improve authentication specifically in an environment
where networks are wireless and ad hoc [13]. Also, passwords and log in details of
admin/users can be lost which can lead to unwarranted usage of the system. Therefore,
passwords/keys of users should be regularly updated and reissued.

Fig. 4. Security architecture for the vulnerability of message interception

Fig. 5. Security architecture for the vulnerability of sensing message interception
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Figure 6 shows the responses for this risk related to authentication.

Hacking. The Trusted Platform Module (TPM) is a security specification that allows
hardware devices (e.g. sensors) to be resistant to attacks. Its implementation is available
as a chip that is physically attached to a platform’s motherboard and controlled by
software running on the system using well-defined commands. It provides crypto-
graphic operations such as asymmetric key generation, decryption, encryption, signing
and migration of keys between TPMs, as well as random number generation and
hashing. It also provides secure storage for small amounts of information such as
cryptographic keys. Since the TPM is implemented in hardware and presents a care-
fully designed interface, it is resistant to software attacks [34]. However, mobile
devices need greater attention if this were to be implemented on these devices as well.
Figure 7 shows the responses for risk related to hacking. Again, data transmission is
represented in the service concept of every layer.

Viruses. Firewalls and anti-virus systems should be installed on systems being used in
a smart city to localize potential attacks. These firewalls should increase the cost and
reduce the success of these attacks thereby making these attacks less attractive.

Fig. 6. Security architecture for the vulnerability of authentication

Fig. 7. Security architecture for the vulnerability of hacking
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Firewalls should permit only that traffic which is necessary for the intended applica-
tions and should hide all information about one network from the other [31]. Figure 8
shows the responses for this risk.

Availability. When using a cloud computing solution to expose smart services, we
propose to implement a service level agreement (SLA) to ensure compliance by third
party to uphold standards to a certain minimum [26]. This includes service availability,
but also certain security responsibilities. Establishing a proper SLA is thus necessary to
ensure that the third parties involved with the smart city initiative also implement the
right safety measures. If the implemented cloud computing solution is hosted by the
government itself, then the security measures needed to ensure secure data storage and
access control need to be put in place by them. Frameworks by [12] and [41] can help
in providing this. Figure 9 shows the responses for this specific risk.

4.5 Aggregating the Full Information Security Architecture

Section 4.4 shows how risks, requirements and responses are linked to each other and to
concepts of the base-line architecture. Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 in totality show a
complete information security architecture for smart cities. It shows themost likely points
of attack aswell as securitymeasures that help strengthen theseweak points. Stakeholders
can monitor the security requirements and treat this activity as an integral part of the
project using the architecture [24]. Every smart city project in itself can develop the
architecture in more detail to encompass the exact implementation of that smart city.
Drawing upon security issues that all smart cities face, this information security archi-
tecture for smart cities thus forms a blue print for smart city initiatives around the world.

Fig. 8. Security architecture for the vulnerability of viruses

Fig. 9. Security architecture for the vulnerability of availability
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5 Illustration

To illustrate the use of our approach in practice, a relevant smart city case study is used.
The architecture is adjusted to this practical implementation of a smart city case to
demonstrate how it can help in securing the technology in this specific case. The case
study that is used concerns Smart City Lighting [29]. The monitoring of shared spaces,
like public parks, provide a significant number of services valuable to a smart city. They
include collecting information on functional performance, public security and
safety-related data, infrastructure and maintenance requirements etc. Lampposts in
outdoor shared spaces may be considered as suitable pieces of equipment to enable these
services. In the case study, the above scenario is considered. Enhancements to the
lamppost infrastructure through sensing, actuation and communication in order to
facilitate the previously mentioned services are encouraged [1]. A number of objectives
may be targeted here including energy saving, dangerous event localization and cap-
turing information about a scene. Lampposts can be equipped with, or connected to,
various sensors, like sound, light, and image sensors, in addition to LED lamps. By
providing these services, there will be no need for extra personnel costs. At the same time
lamppost can generate its own energy to cut down costs even further. To model this, the
architecture is built from the bottom up. For each layer, we adapt the concepts of the
base-line to the case to build an instance of the base-line architecture. Then, we analyze
the base-line architecture to identify points of possible attacks according to our analysis
in Sect. 4. Finally, we link these weak points to vulnerabilities that we have identified.

• The physical layer consists of sensors. Sensors in this case study represent sound
sensors, light sensors and image sensors. Lampposts might be modelled individu-
ally. According to our analysis, when sensors are present, vulnerabilities are
hacking and the interception of sensing messages.

• The technology layer shows the servers and the types of data being collected from
these sensors. In this case light data, sound data and image data. Careful monitoring
of possible viruses attacks should keep the servers up and running and the data safe.

• The application layer consists of software components that convert data to useful
information required to provide smart services. In this case, special softwares like
complex event processing (CEP), big data analytics, pattern prediction etc. are
necessary to process data and convert it to useful information providing insights.

• The business layer consists of interfaces and business processes which deliver
services to the stakeholders. In this case, some sort of interface should be available
to some support staff who will be alerted when danger is present. Authentication is
an issue here and correct responses should be implemented.

Furthermore, for every component within the base-line architecture, availability
needs to be monitored. Also, the vulnerability of interception of messages between
every layer needs to be addressed. In Fig. 10, the implementation of this case can be
seen. Now, with the base-line architecture created and the vulnerabilities identified,
practitioners can use the responses that are described in Sect. 4 to mitigate them. This
case study shows us that smart city implementations can be modeled using our
approach and exploiting the similarities in their structure.
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6 Future Work and Conclusion

Future work should focus on a number of key aspects to further increase the value of
this architecture:

• The architecture currently is static or a snapshot model. Future research can aim to
make the architecture cover the lifecycle of a smart city project.

• The architecture at this moment shows high level Information Security for smart
cities in its entirety. The architecture can however also be adopted to specific kinds
of smart cities or even specific maturity levels of smart cities.

In this paper, three contributions to the current literature were made: (a) a generic
base-line architecture for smart cities based on current smart city proposals, (b) an

Fig. 10. The information security architecture applied to a smart lighting case study
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extensive security threat analysis of smart cities and (c) ways to mitigate these threats
by presenting them in an information security architecture using Archimate. The
proposed architecture can be used by smart city initiatives to accurately monitor their
security and view this security as an integral part of each project. Without it, the
benefits that the smart city could potentially provide will diminish as an unsafe inte-
grated system could have disastrous consequences for the well-being of the citizens,
companies and governments within such a smart city. The case study has shown that it
is easy to adapt this architecture to a smart city implementation. However, further
validation of the architecture is critical. It is advised to use this architecture when
undertaking a smart city initiative and tailor it to the specific implementations.
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Abstract. With regard to context-aware systems: some optimize system-
internal processes, based on the context state at hand; others maximize the
user-perceived effectiveness of delivered services, by providing different service
variants depending on the situation of the user; still others are about offering
value-sensitivity when the society demands so. Even though those three per-
spectives cover a broad range of currently relevant applications there are no
widely accepted and commonly used corresponding concepts and terms. This is
an obstacle to broadly understand, effectively integrate, and adequately assess
such systems. We address this problem, by considering a (component-based)
methodological derivation of technical (software) specifications based on
underlying enterprise models. That is because context states are about the
enterprise environment of a (software) system while the delivery of
context-aware services is about technical (software) functionalities; hence, we
need a perspective on both. We consider the SDBC (Software Derived from
Business Components) approach that brings together enterprise modeling and
software specification. On that basis: (a) We deliver a base context-awareness
conceptualization; (b) We partially align it to agent technology because adapting
behaviors to environments assumes some kind of pro-activity that is only fully
covered by agent systems, in our view. We partially illustrate our proposed
conceptualization and particularly - the agent technology implications, by means
of a case example featuring land border security.

Keywords: Modeling � System design � Context-awareness � SDBC
AORTA

1 Introduction

Whenever a group of entities collectively realize a goal, we consider them to belong to a
system [17]. An adaptable system has the ability to adjust to new conditions [8].
We argue that an essential feature of adaptable systems is context-awareness
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[22] – this is adjusting the system behavior depending on the situation at hand (context
state). Our observation is that context-aware systems are all about adjusting
“something” to the context state; however, what is adjusted differs: (i) Some
context-aware systems optimize system-internal processes based on the context state at
hand [3, 12], for example: regulating the electro-consumption of home appliances for the
sake of keeping the overall building consumption within some boundaries. (ii) Other
context-aware systems maximize the user-perceived effectiveness of delivered services,
by providing different service variants depending on the situation of the user [1], for
example: treating a distantly monitored patient in one way when his/her condition is
normal and in another way in case of emergency. (iii) Still other context-aware systems
are about offering value-sensitivity when the society demands so [7], for example: in the
case of supporting judiciary processes, different levels of transparency are to be provided
to different categories of stakeholders. Not claiming exhaustiveness, we argue that those
three context-awareness perspectives cover a broad range of currently relevant applica-
tions, while corresponding system categorizations are observed to be missing in litera-
ture, especially as it concerns real-life (business) processes. Hence, we propose and
elaborate (in the following section) the above categorization.

Further, there are no widely accepted and commonly used concepts and terms with
respect to (i), (ii), and (iii). This is considered to be an obstacle with regard to broadly
understanding, effectively integrating, and adequately assessing such systems. We
address this problem, by taking a (component-based-) technical/software design per-
spective, assuming a desired methodological derivation of the technical (soft-
ware) specifications on the basis of underlying enterprise models. That is
because context states are about the enterprise environment of a (software) system
while the delivery of context-aware services is about technical (software) functional-
ities; hence, we need a perspective on both. Stepping on previous work, we consider the
SDBC (Software Derived from Business Components) approach that brings
together enterprise modeling and software specification [17, 18, 20]. On that basis:

• We deliver a base context-awareness conceptualization (inspired by the current
discussion and the analysis carried out in Sect. 2) that is claimed to hold for all (i),
(ii), and (iii).

• We partially align that conceptualization to agent technology [11, 27] because
adapting behaviors to environments is considered to assume some kind of
pro-activity that is only fully covered by agent systems, in our view.

We partially illustrate our proposed conceptualization and particularly - the agent
technology implications, by means of a case example featuring land border
security.

The remaining of the current paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 elaborates and
discusses the above-mentioned context-awareness perspectives (optimizing internal
processes, maximizing the user-perceived effectiveness, being value-sensitive). In
Sect. 3, we: (a) briefly outline the SDBC approach that gives the general method-
ological guidelines we follow; (b) elicit (in line with SDBC) the base context-
awareness system concepts, referring to the analysis in Sect. 2; (c) enrich those
concepts from the AORTA (agent-technology) perspective; (d) distill on that basis a
meta-model that is considered a key contribution of this paper and propose guidelines
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refinements. Assuming the SDBC methodological guidelines and referring to a real-life
case study that is featuring the usage of drones in support of land border security, we
partially illustrate in Sect. 4 the meta-model and the AORTA framework influence,
emphasizing the applicability with regard to all three categories of context-aware
systems, as discussed above. We justify the adequacy of the delivered contribution in
Sect. 5, by analyzing related work. Finally, in Sect. 6 we conclude the paper.

2 System Behavior Perspectives

Referring to the notions considered in the Introduction, we will firstly elaborate on the
context-driven optimization of system-internal processes (Subsect. 2.1), secondly – on
the context-driven maximization of the user-perceived effectiveness (Subsect. 2.2), and
finally, on the context-driven value-sensitivity (Subsect. 2.3). It is often that the
context-awareness is enabled by sensor technology [21] allowing to “know” what is
happening around; alternatively, there should be other ways of “sensing” the envi-
ronment [1]. As it concerns (i), (ii), and (iii) - see the previous section - this counts for
all of them. Further, considering the essence of their underlying system behaviors, we
use the following labels: SELF-MANAGING CONTEXT-AWARE SYSTEM for (i);
USER-DRIVEN CONTEXT-AWARE SYSTEM for (ii), and VALUE-SENSITIVE
CONTEXT-AWARE SYSTEM for (iii). Finally, even though most often context-
aware systems are “sensitive” to changes in the system environment, it is also possible
that the “sensitivity” is towards internal issues (things happening inside the system (not
in the environment) may trigger either internal optimizations, or changes in the services
delivered to the user, or a reconsideration of the “covered” values). In this paper, we are
not restrictive with regard to the “sensitivity” (whether it concerns the system or the
environment).

2.1 Self-Managing Context-Aware Systems (SMCAS)

SMCAS’ context-awareness is directed towards internal (system) optimiza-
tion purposes [16]. Such autonomic solutions [12] are proposed as a way to
reduce the cost of maintaining complex systems, and to increase the human ability to
manage these systems properly, by automating (part of) their working. In essence,
self-managing system can be characterized by a feedback loop mechanism
that allows them to optimize their working based on input from the environment. For
the basic feedback loop, the system receives input from the environment (monitor) and
can change its behavior which in turn has an effect on the environment (effector). In
Autonomic Computing [10] this basic loop is extended into four components,
resulting in the MAPE Cycle, see Fig. 1 (left). Next to the “monitor” and “effector”
phases, the system internally has an analyze phase that processes environmental input
and a plan phase that changes the internal and external working of the system.

Taking this one step further, an autonomic system can manage another system
(the managed system) by placing it in the MAPE Cycle as shown in Fig. 1 (right).
Placed in such a configuration, the autonomic and managed systems together form a
SELF-MANAGING SYSTEM or self-adaptive system [14].
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Internally self-managing systems optimize their behavior based on inputs to and
outputs from the managed system. Such state updates can range from simple if-then
rules (for example: if the temperature is below zero degrees, then pre-heat the car) to
more sophisticated approaches such as those based on machine learning techniques
(e.g., neural networks or inference engines that determine the best action based on a
large internal knowledge base). Thus, the main objective of self-managing
systems is to optimize their internal working based on inputs from the environments.

2.2 User-Driven Context-Aware Systems (UDCAS)

The UDCAS’ context-awareness is directed towards the maximization of the
external (user) satisfaction [1]. Hence, such systems should be able to:
(i) identify the situation of the user (possibly through sensors); (ii) deliver a service to
the user, that is suited for the particular situation, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (left).

As it is seen from the figure, a service is delivered to the user and the user is
considered within his or her context, such that the service is adapted on the basis of the
context state (or situation) the user finds himself/ herself in. That state is to be somehow
sensed and often technical devices, such as sensors, are used for this purpose. UDCAS
actually deliver services to the user by means of ICT (Information and Communication
Technology) applications [17] (applications, for short). Hence, unlike “tradi-
tional” applications assuming that users would have common requirements independent
of their context, user-driven context-aware applications are capable of adapting
their behavior to the situation of the user (this is especially relevant to
services delivered via mobile devices). Hence, such applications are, to a greater or
lesser extent, aware of the user context situation (for example, user is at
home, user is traveling) and provide the desirable services corre-
sponding to the situation at hand. This quality points also to another related
characteristic, namely that user-driven context-aware applications must be able to
capture or be informed about information on the context of users, preferably
without effort and conscious acts from the user part [18]. Hence, a
basic assumption underlying the development of user-driven context-aware applications
is that user needs are not static, however partially dependent on the particular
situation the user finds himself/herself in, as already mentioned. For example, depending
on his/her current location, time, activity, social environment, environmental properties,

system

analyze plan

environment

monitor effector

autonomic system

analyze plan

managed system

monitor effector

SELF-MANAGING SYSTEM

Fig. 1. Monitor-Analyze-Plan-Effect (MAPE) cycle (left); A managed system and an autonomic
system that together form a self-managing system (right)
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or physiological properties, the user may have different interests, preferences, or needs
with respect to the services that can be provided by applications.

User-driven context-aware applications are thus primarily motivated by their
potential to increase the user-perceived effectiveness, i.e. to
provide services that better suit the needs of the user, by taking account of the user
situation. We refer to the collection of parameters that determine the situation of a user,
and which are relevant for the application in pursue of user-perceived effectiveness, as
user context, or context for short, in accordance to definitions found in literature [5].

Finally, UDCAS are hence about delivering behavior variants to corre-
sponding user situations (context states), as illustrated by Fig. 2 (right). The idea
is that for each context state, the system has a behavior variant. Nevertheless, this
would not be always realistic because if the possible context states are too many (for
example: tens or hundreds), the effort for “preparing” (at design time) behavior vari-
ants would be huge. For this reason, statistical data analysis and probability studies are
needed, as studied in [17], for establishing the context states of high
occurrence probability (for example, during a normal working day, an
employee would most probably be either at work or at home, or traveling, and it is not
very likely that the employee is somewhere else, especially during day hours). Hence
all other (possibly hundreds) low probability context states would not need to be
addressed at design time; instead, a “collecting” context state (for example, labelled:
OTHER) may be considered at design time, assuming a more generic behavior
algorithm, such that the behavior is “tuned” at real time (possibly in a rule-based way).
This would of course lead to lower quality-of-service which is nevertheless justified
since it would be very rare that the OTHER behavior variant is triggered. Thus, this is a
matter of “trade-off” between quality-of-service and resources.

2.3 Value-Sensitive Context-Aware Systems (VSCAS)

VSCAS’ context-awareness is directed towards a sensitivity to public
values [7]. Public values (values for short) like privacy and data protection,
security, accountability, integrity and provenance, and sustainable data storage, often
need to be incorporated in the functionalities of information systems. Hence, the first
question to be answered is: How do values relate to requirements (we mean particularly

UDCAS

USER-DRIVEN SYSTEM

…
user situations (context states)

…
system behavior variants

Fig. 2. The UDCAS vision (inspired by [18, 22]): a schematic representation (left); Context-
states-driven system behavior variants (right)
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non-functional requirements because values are essentially non-functional)? In
answering this question, we refer to [19] who argue that values are desires of the
general public (or public institutions/organizations that claim to represent the general
public), that are about properties considered societally valuable, such as respecting the
privacy of citizens or prohibiting polluting activities. Even though values are to be
broadly accepted (that is why they are public), they may concern individuals (for
example: considering privacy). Hence, put broadly, values concern the societal
expectations with regard to the way services should be delivered and with regard to the
above question: values are desires or goals, not requirements. Values are abstract and
not directly related to an enterprise or software system, as opposed to requirements.
Moreover, values are construct by and for society and not by and for the enterprise
domain in which a specific system will be used. Those domains may overlap but are not
the same. Values that are adopted as goals by an enterprise would therefore impact the
requirements on a system that the enterprise wants to introduce in order to realize its
goals. For this reason, the impact of values cannot be limited to non-functional
requirements. It is therefore considered important to clearly distinguish values from
requirements and acknowledge the limitations of requirements engineering with regard
to the development of value-sensitive (software) systems.

Hence, the development of systems should take into account the objective, the user
needs, but also the operating and societal context. In this way values can be used as a
guidance for making choices when developing systems; looking at possible tensions
among values is an issue aswell. Thus, we have identified challenges in several directions:

Firstly, values are normative by nature and different stakeholders might prefer
different values; also, values might differ among countries and cultures.

Secondly, even though different societies may agree on a value at high-level, their
cultural and other differences may “push” for different value “realizations”. This may
result in different operationalizations and implementations of the same value.

Thirdly, values may be conflicting to each other (for example: fulfilling two values
at the same time may be impossible). Searching for criminals might lead to violating the
privacy of innocent people, for example.

Thus, in considering VSCAS, it is important to be aware that differentcontext
states may assume the consideration of different values, which in
turn would mean different system functionality variants. Nevertheless,
this goes beyond a mapping just between values and non-functional requirements and
would assume a broader consideration of the software functionalities specification.

Overall: computing power becomes larger, wireless telecommunications are
advancing, and sensor technology is developing fast [17]; this allows for ubiquitous
network connectivity and numerous capabilities of smart devices, as a basis for devel-
opments in several directions: (a) Systems that are traditionally designed
for one specific situation and task can be augmented to become
“smarter”, being able to operate in complex environments. (b) Sys-
tems are empowered to “sense” what is going on inside them and also
what is going on with the end user while (s)he is utilizing cor-
responding services. This concerns the system-internal processes, the way ser-
vices are delivered to users, and the way values are considered, as discussed in the current
section. In the following section, we will present our proposed way of modeling context-
aware systems, taking into account those three system behavior perspectives.
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3 Proposed Modeling and Design

Furthering previous work, we consider SDBC (see Sect. 1) as the approach of choice
(generally) because of several reasons: its strengths in aligning enterprise modeling
and software specifications, its component-orientation and support for re-use, and its
previous use for specifying context-aware and privacy-sensitive systems [17, 18, 20].
We will thus briefly introduce SDBC in this section. We will then present the main
concepts we consider, making sure that they are consistent with SDBC and relevant to
the three categories of context-aware systems, as considered in the previous section; we
will also provide a conceptual enrichment from an agent-technology perspective (see
Sect. 1). We will then reflect this in a meta-model derived accordingly. And in the end,
we will narrow the design scope (in the above context) to only touch upon issues that
concern the key features of the considered three categories of context-aware systems.

3.1 SDBC

SDBC is an approach (consistent with MDA [15]) that is focused on the derivation of
software specification models on the basis of corresponding (re-usable) enterprise
models. SDBC is based on three key ideas: (i) The software system-to-be is considered
in its enterprise context, which means that the software specification models are to stem
from corresponding enterprise models; this means in turn that a deep understanding is
needed on real-life (enterprise-level) processes, corresponding roles, behavior patterns,
and so on. (ii) By bringing together two disciplines (enterprise engineering and soft-
ware engineering), SDBC pushes for applying social theories in addressing
enterprise-engineering-related tasks and for applying computing paradigms in
addressing software-engineering-related tasks, and also for integrating the two, by
means of sound methodological guidelines. (iii) Acknowledging the value of re-use in
current software development, SDBC pushes for the identification of re-usable (gen-
eric) enterprise engineering building blocks whose models could be reflected accord-
ingly in corresponding software specification models. We refer to [17] for information
on SDBC and we are reflecting the SDBC outline in Fig. 3.

As the figure suggests, there are two SDBC modeling milestones, namely
enterprise modeling (first milestone) and software specification (second
milestone). The first milestone has as input a case briefing (the initial (textual) infor-
mation based on which the software development is to start) and the so called
domain-imposed requirements (those are the domain regulations to which the software
system-to-be should conform). Based on such an input, an analysis should follow,
aiming at structuring the information, identifying missing information, and so on. This
is to be followed by the identification (supported by corresponding social theories) of
enterprise modeling entities and their inter-relations. Then, the causalities concerning
those inter-relations need to be modeled, such that we know what is required in order
for something else to happen [23]. On that basis, the dynamics (the entities’ behavior) is
to be considered, featured by transactions [17]. This all leads to the creation of en-
terprise models that are elaborated in terms of composition, structure, and dynamics (all
this pointing also to corresponding data aspects) – they could either “feed” further
software specifications and/or be “stored” for further use by enterprise engineers. Such
enterprise models could possibly be reflected in corresponding business
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coMponents (models of business components [17]). Next to that, re-visiting such
models could possibly inspire enterprise re-design activities, as shown in Fig. 3.

Furthermore, the second milestone uses as input the enterprise model (see above)
and the so called user-defined requirements (those requirements reflect the demands of
the (future) users of the software system-to-be towards its functioning).

That input “feeds” the derivation of a use case model featuring the software
system-to-be. Such a software specification starting point is not only consistent with the
Rational Unified Process - RUP [13] and the Unified Modeling Language
– UML [25] but is also considered to be broadly accepted beyond RUP-UML [17]. The
use cases are then elaborated, inspired by studies of Cockburn [4] and Shishkov [17],
such that software behavior models and classification can be derived accordingly. The
output is a software specification model adequately elaborated in terms of statics and
dynamics. Applying de-composition, such a model can be reflected in corresponding
software components, as shown in the figure. Such an output could be inspiration for
proposing in the future software re-designs, possibly addressing new requirements.

Further, in bringing together the first milestone of SDBC and the second one, we
need to be aware of possible granularity mismatches. The enterprise modeling is fea-
turing business processes and corresponding business coMponents but this is not nec-
essarily the level of granularity concerning the software components of the system-to-be.
With this in mind, an ICT application is considered as matching the granularity
level of a business component – an ICT application is an implemented software product
realizing a particular functionality for the benefit of entities that are part of the compo-
sition of an enterprise system and/or a (corresponding) enterprise information system.
Thus the label software specification model, as presented in Fig. 3, corre-
sponds to a particular ICT application being specified. Software components in
turn are viewed as implemented pieces of software, which represent parts of an ICT
application, and which collaborate among each other driven by the goal of realizing the
functionality of the application (functionally, a software component is a part of an ICT

Fig. 3. SDBC - outline (Source: [20], p. 48)
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application, which is self-contained, customizable, and composable, possessing a clearly
defined function and interfaces to the other parts of the application, and which can also be
deployed independently). Hence: a software coMponent is a conceptual specifi-
cation model of a software component; the second SDBC milestone is about the iden-
tification of software coMponents and corresponding software components.

3.2 Conceptualization

In this sub-section, we will firstly consider the basic concepts aligned with SDBC and
the system behavior perspectives, as considered in the previous section.

BASIC CONCEPTS (GENERAL)

SYSTEM: A collection of elements possibly interacting with each other, driven by the pur-
pose of delivering a service to another entity or group of entities. 
SUB-SYSTEM: A system part identified based on a functional decomposition with regard to 
the system (hence, a system can optimize itself, by optimizing corresponding sub-systems).
ENVIRONMENT: Anything not belonging to a system belongs to the system environment

Part of the environment concerns those environmental entities that are assumed to 
have some interaction with the system.

ENTITIES: Composition elements with regard to a system / environment
- Human vs Artificial entities;
- Passive (a passive entity is an entity that only performs actions when another 

entity interacts with it) vs Autonomous (an autonomous entity is an entity that 
performs actions on its own initiative) entities;

- Sensing (capturing context data in support of the system’s service delivery) vs 
Actuator (causing changes in the environment on behalf of the system) entities.

ROLE: The state of carrying out certain objectives
- The entity-role combination is labelled “actor-role”.

ACTOR: An autonomous entity that can enact a role.
USER: An actor that the system services.
ACTION: Something done by an entity

- A sequence of actions, occurring between two entities that are collaborating in 
support of the service delivery, is labelled “inter-action”.

OBJECTIVE: The motive behind the service delivery.
REGULATIONS: Reflection of the existing norms that have impact on the service delivery, 
prescribing what is allowed in some situations, forbidden in others, and so on.
VALUES: Reflection of the public perception towards what is important regarding the ser-
vice delivered by the systems*

* We address values that are shared among environmental human entities.

BASIC CONCEPTS (FEATURING SYSTEM ADAPTATION DIMENSIONS)

SELF-MANAGING BEHAVIOR: Context-driven enforcement of syst.-internal optimizations.
USER-DRIVEN BEHAVIOR: Context-driven service adaptation based on the user situa-
tion.
VALUE-SENSITIVITY: Service adaptation inspired by values, delivered through the opera-
tionalization of values. 
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Wishing to enrich those concepts from an agent-technology perspective (see the
Introduction) AORTA is partially considered as a meta-model for enabling agents
to perform organizational reasoning based on the OperA model [6] for
agent organizations [11]. Organizational reasoning enables an agent to identify the
objectives it is expected to solve, the other agents that it depends on for solving those
objective, and whether an action is permitted, obliged, allowed or forbidden. In doing
so the social expectations are made explicit through the AORTA concepts, which is
considered an advantage when creating and reiterating the design of agents. Those
concepts are shown below in the form of logical predicates:

CONCEPT MEANING

role(Role, Objs) Role is the name of a role and Objs is a set of main objec-
tives of that role.

obj(Obj, SubObjs) Obj is an objective that has SubObjs as a set of sub-
objectives. 

dep(Role_1, Role_2, Obj) Role_1 depends on Role_2 in order to complete Obj.

rea(Ag, Role) Agent Ag enacts Role.

cond(Role,Obj,Deadline,Cond) When the condition Cond holds, Role is obliged to com-
plete Obj before the objective Deadline.

obl(Ag, Role, Obj, Deadline) Agent Ag is obliged to enact Role to complete Obj before 
Deadline. 

viol(Ag, Role, Obj) Agent Ag enacting Role has violated the obligation to 
complete Obj.

A role defines a role in the organization, and the primary objectives associated with
that role. By enacting a role, an agent announces to other agents in the organization
that it takes upon itself that role and thus that other agents can expect it to work
towards solving the objectives associated with that role. It is also possible to make an
explicit notion for how an objective can be decomposed into sub-objectives, and how a
role may depend on other roles to solve an objective. Finally, normative statements are
supported that define conditions on how agents should solve an objective in a certain
context.

AORTA divides organizational reasoning into three phases: obligation check
(OC), option generation (OPG) and action execution (AE). In the OC-phase the agent
uses its beliefs to check if obligations are activated, satisfied or violated, and updates
its beliefs accordingly. Following that it generates possible organizational options in
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the OPG-phase, which it then considers in the AE-phase when deliberating an action.
Figure 4 visualizes such a reasoning “component”.

Further, in specializing some of the basic concepts (see above) from an agent-
technology perspective (consistent with AORTA), we consider the following:

• Autonomy: agents operate without the direct intervention of humans or others, and
have some kind of control of their actions and internal state;

• Social “ability”: agents interact with other agents (and possible humans) via some
kind of agent communication language;

• Reactivity: agents perceive their environment (which may be the physical world, a
user via a graphical user interface, a collection of other agents, the Internet, or
perhaps all of those combined), and respond in a timely fashion to changes that
occur in it;

• Pro-activeness: agents do not simply act in response to their environment, they are
also capable of exhibiting goal-driven behavior, by taking the initiative.

Hence, we define an agent as an entity that is capable of operating
autonomously, interacting with other agents, perceiving and
reacting to changes in the environment, and taking actions
toward solving an objective.

Next to that, it is considered common to have agent systems where an agent
represents a larger group of agents; such an agent is often tasked with coordinating the
other agents in the group (such tasks can be captured with the notions of role and
objective, with agents enacting roles). Thus, by applying the agent concept, we could
conveniently capture the notions of autonomy, social ability, reactivity and pro-ac-
tiveness that we find useful with regard to the challenge of modeling complex
(context-aware) systems where it is not straightforward understanding how every
system part works in detail.

Finally, we present below the enrichment (from an agent-technology
perspective) with regard to the basic concepts that were presented above:

organizational beliefs

OC OPG AE

Fig. 4. Reasoning component
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SYSTEM: A system is represented through the notion of an agent that enacts a designated 
system role. The role specifies the objectives ( ) of the system, reflecting its purpose.
These objectives can be decomposed into sub-objectives by obj-statements. We decompose 
the objective of the system into sub-objectives, matching the objectives of the sub-systems.
We show the dependencies ( ) between the system and its sub-systems by dep-statements. 
SUB-SYSTEM: We represent individual sub-systems by agents enacting roles, specifying 
the sub-objectives of the system that they address. We also make explicit the dependency 
between the system and its sub-systems by dep-statements. 
ENVIRONMENT: We represent the parts of the environment that we assume interact with 
the system by agents. An may enact a role, meaning that the sys-
tem can expect it to carry out a certain objective, but this is not required.
ENTITIES: Inspired by the agent notion as considered in [Wolldr95], we represent entities 
in general by and 

- vs entities – no distinction; an agent can represent a 
human and implement a human behavior model but from a model perspective, 
human and artificial agents are indistinguishable; 
- vs entities; agents that implement proactive behavior 
models are inherently capable of autonomous behavior, whereas agents that 
implement reactive behavior models are suited for representing passive entities;
-  vs entities; we have roles dedicated to sensing and actua-
tor such that we represent these entities by agents enacting those roles.

ROLE and ACTOR-ROLE: We represent roles and their designated objectives by role-
statements, and the entity-role combination by rea-statements, stating that an agent enacts a 
role. 
ACTOR: We represent an actor by its designated agent.
USER: The user is a specific agent that plays the role of user. For context-aware systems,
the system agent depends on the user to deliver its service and for gaining feedback. The 
user role may have certain objectives but this is not required.
ACTION and INTERACTION: An agent is capable of performing actions, and in the 
phase, it generates options based on its beliefs. It then deliberates the action to take in the 

phase. We represent the concept interaction by dep-statements, meaning that multiple 
agents are collaborating in solving an objective.
OBJECTIVE: We represent objectives primarily by role- and obj- statements.
REGULATIONS: We represent regulations by condition statements, stating situations
where obligations to carry out objectives get activated. In the -phase, the agent updates 
itself for current active obligations and violated obligations with obl- and viol- statements.
VALUES: Values are reflected in the regulations expressed by cond-predicates.

3.3 Proposed Meta-Model

After having introduced our concepts (in synch with SDBC), we have derived a
meta-model accordingly, considered a key contribution of the current paper. The
meta-model is presented in Fig. 5, using the notations of UML – Class Diagram [25].

As it is seen in the figure, we consider a system and its environment. Both are
composed of numerous entities which in turn can be components (non pro-
active) or agents (pro-active and intelligent). One entity (an agent, for example) can
enact many different roles (and in this research, we limit ourselves to four role
categories, namely: user, sensor, actuator, and processor) that are restricted
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by corresponding rules and are subject of regulations. A regulation in turn is
composed of many rules and is affecting not only the roles but the system as a whole.

Since we are taking particularly an agent perspective, we consider it important
matching roles to their corresponding executing agents because it
is not for sure that anybody would have the right capabilities of fulfilling a role.

With regard to what an agent is capable of doing, AORTA takes a discrete approach
to capabilities: the capabilities of an agent are defined as the set of
states that an agent can achieve. More concretely, an agent is defined as the
tuple (a, MS, AR, F, C, µ) where a is the name of the agent, MS is its “mental” state, AR
are its rules of reasoning, F is a set of transitioning functions (Action � MS ! MS),
C are its capabilities and µ is a “mailbox” for incoming messages from and outgoing
messages to other agents.

When considering a role enactment, an agent checks whether its capabilities
overlap the objectives of that role (if not, an enactment would be impossible). One can
split a role into two roles where one defines what objectives are expected of an agent
enacting the “partial” role and what is expected of an agent enacting the “full” role.

As mentioned in the Introduction, we propose at the end of this section refined
guidelines (inspired by SDBC and the meta-model).

3.4 Refined Design Guidelines

In following SDBC (see Fig. 3) and implementing the meta-model (see Fig. 5), we
propose refined design guidelines, and we limit ourselves only to considering the
strengths of agent technology with regard to the three categories of context-aware
systems addressed in the current paper.

The three system behavior perspectives (SMCAS, UDCAS, and VSCAS – see
Sect. 2) considered in combination, referring to the meta-model, inspire a proposed
design vision; according to it, a system uses an AORTA Engine considered for
doing all three things simultaneously, as it is illustrated in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5. Proposed meta-model
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As the figure suggests, the user is situated in the environment and the
system uses sensors to receive info from the environment, including the user, and
actuators to manage sub-systems, realizing internal optimizations. The AORTA
Engine allows the system to conform to rules and regulations (regulations are
encoded, reflecting the values the system should consider). The AORTA Engine checks
the input from the Analysis Engine to identify obligated, forbidden or allowed
actions, and what organizational influence those actions have (enacting a role involves
notifying other entities). The output is provided as input to the Planner that in turn
decides the action to be taken.

4 The Border Security Case

Unmanned aircraft (for example, drones) are a way to facilitate the surveillance along
land borders, as according to a case example considered in [21].

Drones are capable of carrying and running infrared (and regular) surveillance
cameras and based on their input, scarce capacity can be allocated. The goal is to find
illegal activities. Despite drones’ advantages, there can be some unintended effects:
Drones can make noise and scare ordinary people who are passing the borders in a

Fig. 6. A system combining features of SMCAS, UDCAS, and VSCAS

SELF-MANAGING PERSPECTIVE
• power consumption optimization
• cam adjustments (to weather conditions)

Goal DT

System D User PO

Behavior
USER-DRIVEN PERSPECTIVE
• monitoring adjustments
• data processing

VALUE-SENSITIVITY PERSPECTIVE
• facial distance observation
• noise minimization

Fig. 7. Exemplifying the SMCAS, UDCAS, and VSCAS perspectives
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legitimate way, often at check-points; custom officials and/or police officers might be
scared and/or disgraced by drones. Next to that, (video) recording activities might be
violating the privacy of people. Hence, it should be avoided that: (i) drones come too
close to legitimate activities; (ii) data that is not needed is recorded and shared. This
asks for balancing between the internal objectives of finding illegal activities and the
societal demands that are two-fold: it is needed to avoid drones getting too close to
people and it is also needed to ensure their privacy.

We hence make the following explicit: (A) We do address SYSTEM D – a drone
system, featuring a drone flying over a border and supporting border police officers;
(B) System D is delivering services to USER PO – the border police officers who are
patrolling the border; (C) The goal in context is: GOAL DT, featuring the detection of
illegal activities in general (trespassers, in particular). This is reflected in Fig. 7.

As also seen from the figure, we have identified six case-specific behavior lines,
two per each of the system behavior perspectives:

[POWER CONSUMPTION OPTIMIZATION] [SMCAS PERSPECTIVE]: When a drone is 
flying, it is exchanging information with the ground station – the drone is sending sensor 
data to the station that is in turn generating instructions. Hence, it is at the ground station 
where the flight is controlled such that it is guaranteed that the drone mission is completed. 
This requires that the power consumption is optimized, such that the drone has enough pow-
er to complete the mission and get back.
[CAM ADJUSTMENTS] [SMCAS PERSPECTIVE]: When a drone is flying, it counts on 
its cameras, such that it is capable of adjusting its flight accordingly. Hence, those cameras 
need to be adjusted when weather conditions change.
[MONITORING ADJUSTMENTS] [UDCAS PERSPECTIVE]: When a drone is flying, it 
is realizing its mission to support border police officers (the “user”) and for this, it should 
adjust its monitoring to mainly cover those areas that are not close to where police officers 
are.
[DATA PROCESSING] [USCAS PERSPECTIVE]: When a drone is flying, raw sensor data 
is processed by the drone itself and/or by the ground station, such that higher-level context 
information is derived and delivered to border police officers.
[FACIAL DISTANCE OBSERVATION] [VSCAS PERSPECTIVE]: When a drone is 
flying, it is to act in a privacy-sensitive way, which means that without explicit instructions, 
the drone should not (video) capture people’s facial information or if this happens, the pho-
to/video material should be blurred accordingly.
[NOISE MINIMIZATION] [VSCAS PERSPECTIVE]: When a drone is flying, it should 
avoid noise-polluting residential environments, which means that if this wouldn’t be mis-
sion-critical, the drone should avoid approaching residential areas.

Acting adequately with regard to all those perspectives is considered important
because it wouldn’t be acceptable neither “sacrificing” the drone, nor compromising the
mission, nor disregarding values. Nevertheless, it is sometimes impossible to satisfy all
this. For example: If from a SMCAS perspective, the drone should immediately turn
back (with indications of insufficient power to go on) but from a UDCAS perspective,
the drone should go on to approach an area of interest, then what is the solution?
Resolving such TENSIONS is considered non-trivial because we argue that “universal
rules” cannot work in cases like this. Thus, it is a matter of sophisticated prioritization
to come to the “right” solution. If, for example, a border control mission is on and a
noise pollution is observed, then if the mission is just a routine surveillance, probably
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the noise-pollution should be avoided but if the mission is targeting trespassers, then
the neighborhood silence may be sacrificed and for sure the residents would understand
and appreciate such actions. For this reason, the AORTA drone mission modeling is to
be complemented by a “prioritization scheme” which is not shown in the current
section, for the sake of brevity.

What we are demonstrating is the OVERALL model (simplified to what Fig. 7
suggests) where all three perspectives are “super-imposed” (such that tensions could be
straightforwardly identified) – this is presented in Table 1.

5 Related Work

AORTA is based upon the OperA meta-model for agent organizations. MOISE+ [26] is
another meta-model for agent organizations that is well known in AI (Artificial
Intelligence)-communities, and which is implemented in the agent-programming
platform JaCaMo [2]. With regard to agent-based AI systems: “Pepper” is a robot
working together with humans in a socially acceptable way. Pepper perceives its
environment through visual sensors and can also receive input through a touch screen.
Pepper is able to make simple gestures, speak, and move around on wheels. Pepper’s
behavior is programmed using the agent-based language GOAL [9] in which an agent is
specified in terms of a mental state with personal info. In contrast, we propose using
AORTA in which an agent maintains personal information and organizational infor-
mation separately. This relates to user-driven context-aware systems where for
example Body-Area Networks are implemented to capture vital signs from the body of
a patient from distance, such that this information is processed and communicated in an
intelligent way [1] while self-managing systems were widely used in home appliances
that adjust their operation with regard to some goal that concerns a unit, such as
neighborhood [24]. This all concerns values that are abstract and non-functional and
that is how they are considered to date [7], not aligning them adequately with the
processes that concern the design of software. We believe that the current work is a step
forward in approaching methodologically context-aware systems, in general and par-
ticularly – the three categories of context-aware systems addressed in this paper.

Table 1. Exemplifying the overall behavior, by applying AORTA.

role(drone, {reportTrespassing(Trespasser, Location, Time), optimizeVision(Camera),
optimizePower})
role(officer,{apprehend(Trespasser)})
obj(reportTrespassing(Trespasser, Location, Time), {patrol(Location,Time), record
(Trespasser, Location, Time)})
dep(drone, officer, reportToOfficer)})
dep(drone, camera, optimizeVision)})
cond(camera, lightSensing, optimizeVision, clearWeather /\ daytime)
cond(camera, darknessSensing, optimizeVision, cloudyWeather)
cond(drone, keepDistance, record, recordingFace)
cond(drone, reduceNoise, patrol, ¬alarm)
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6 Conclusions

Furthering previous research that touches upon the enterprise-modeling-driven soft-
ware specification, we have particularly addressed context-aware (software) systems in
the current paper. We have identified and studied three categories of context-aware
systems, featuring context-based system behavior adaptations that concern the opti-
mization of system-internal processes, the maximization of the user-perceived effec-
tiveness, and the consideration of relevant public values. Super-imposing those three
system behavior perspectives and in synch with previous work (the SDBC approach),
we have identified concepts and we have enriched them from an agent-technology
perspective (in line with the AORTA framework), reflecting this in a meta-model that is
considered a major contribution of the paper. Inspired by the meta-model, we have
provided a partial refinement of the SDBC design guidelines, taking an agent tech-
nology perspective and focusing on the three above-mentioned system behavior per-
spectives, and we have partially illustrated this by means of a case example featuring
land border security. As future work we plan to CONSOLIDATE our
SDBC-AORTA-driven proposal into one dedicated design approach that is specific to
context-aware systems.
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Abstract. Nowadays, consumer-oriented industries like the Internet of
Things, are highly affected by short product cycles and high pricing
pressure. Agile and process-oriented organizations are known to perform
better in such flexible environments. However, especially industries which
are focused on delivering low cost systems are facing big challenges if the
according Business Processes are not aligned with the capabilities of the
product. Furthermore, non-functional requirements like safety and secu-
rity are often not integrated in the early stages of a project, but later
on added as a kind of extension, leading to a lower product maturity.
With this work, we extend our framework for combined variability man-
agement in order to create an integrated view on the product variability
from an organizational point, as well as from a technical view, including
security requirements from the early development.

1 Introduction

We are living in an ever changing and interconnected world. The dawn of the
Internet of Things (IoT) further increases the trend for organizations to deliver
feature rich systems in high quantities and at low cost. Further, current markets
demand an increasing number of new features with every product release, leading
to very tight development cycles. Due to the pricing pressure and the shortened
development time, methods have to be investigated which allow modular and
highly configurable systems such that the products can be adapted and easily
extended to the current market requirements. Additionally, the question about
privacy and security is crucial, since IoT devices are usually deployed in unsu-
pervised or untrusted environments. Nowadays, it is common practice to start
the certification process of a product in a very late phase of the development,
leading to huge costs in case of a negative attestation [30].
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Business Process (BP) oriented organizations are known to perform bet-
ter regarding highly flexible demands of the market and fast production cycles
[1–4]. These goals are achieved through the introduction of a management pro-
cess in which business processes are modeled, analyzed and optimized in itera-
tive improvement processes. During recent years, business process management
is further coupled with a workflow management in order to monitor the cor-
rect execution of the process and to integrate responsibilities to the process
models. Additionally, context aware business process modeling techniques were
introduced in order to cope with fast changing requirements [5]. Such context
aware systems rely on gaining flexibility by analyzing the context states of the
environment and by mapping the according processes to their related software
systems. One of the problems of this approach is that such software systems are
often developed independently from each other, although they share a similar
software architecture.

Software Product Lines (SPL) have proven to be essential for the development
of flexible product architectures which can be adapted to the current require-
ments [6]. Thus, Software Product Line Engineering promises to create diverse,
high-quality software products of a product family in short time and at low price.
This is achieved through the use of a common architecture and reusable product
features. The most critical phase during the design and the implementation of
a product line is the identification of the variable parts and the common parts
of the product family [6]. Consequently, a lot of effort is invested to identify
the domain requirements of the final product portfolio. Equally important is the
selection of the according features during the application engineering: It has to
be guaranteed, that the customer requirements are fully met; and all unneces-
sary features need to be excluded in order to ensure low production costs of
the final product. Since the identification of the domain requirements is usually
carried out from developers, an integrated view on the organizational goals is
often missing or incomplete. This means that a stable feature architecture is
only achieved after a few iterations. Consequently, the efficiency of the product
line is reduced since additional effort needs to be invested in order to create a
product line adhering to the current requirements.

This work focuses on the development of a framework which aims to enforce
a link between the variability of the business processes and the variability of
the product platform. As such, we propose a combined variability modeling in
which the requirements for the organization as well as for the development of
the product platform are identified together in an integrated fashion. Conse-
quently, developers and business process experts are getting insight into the
different domain, leading to a more mature development process. Furthermore,
a traceable link is established between the development artifacts and the secu-
rity requirement in order to increase the visibility of these requirements within
the whole organization. Additionally, this is a first step to agile security product
certification schemes.
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This work is based on our previous works in which we already defined sys-
tems for modeling variability of business process models (see [7]) as well as a
framework for generating software configurations based on order processes (see
[8–10]).

This work is structure in the following way: We present related work in
Sect. 2. Section 3 summarizes basic concepts about business process modeling as
well as software product line engineering, and the concept of Common Criteria
security certifications that is used later in this paper. Section 4 summarizes our
approach to link variable order process models to variable software architectures
in an automated way. In Sect. 5 we describe how the proposed framework can
be used to support an agile security certification according to Common Criteria.
We will present an exemplary case study in Sect. 6 which describes how to apply
the described concepts. And finally, we conclude this work in Sect. 7.

2 Related Work

Traditionally, business process modeling languages do not explicitly support the
representation of families of process variants [11]. As a consequence, a lot of work
can be found which tries to extend traditional process modeling languages with
notations to build adaptable process models. As such, adaptable process models
can be customized according to domain requirements by adding or removing
fragments to the model and by explicitly transforming this model to dedicated
process variants which can be executed in the field. This promises to increase the
flexibility of business process oriented organizations with respect to highly flexi-
ble requirements of the market. Having such a variability modeling for business
process models builds the foundation of this work. Thus, related work which is
utilizing similar modeling concepts is presented in the following:

Derguech [12] presents a framework for the systematic reuse of process mod-
els. In contrast to this work, it captures the variability of the process model at
the business goal level and describes how to integrate new goals/sub-goals into
the existing data structure. The variability of the process is not addressed in his
work.

Gimenes et al. [13] presents a feature based approach to support e-contract
negotiation based on web-services (WS). A meta-model for WS-contract repre-
sentation is given and a way is shown how to integrate the variability of these
contracts into the business processes to enable process automation. It does not
address the variability of the process itself but enables the ability to reuse busi-
ness processes for different e-contract negotiations.

While our used framework to model process variability reduces the overall
process complexity by splitting up the process into layers with increasing details,
the PROVOP project [14–16] focuses on the concept, that variants are derived
from a basic process definition through well-defined change operations (rang-
ing from the deletion, addition, moving of model elements or the adaptation
of an element attribute). In fact, the basic process expresses all possible vari-
ants at once, leading to a big process model. Their approach could be beneficial
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considering that cross functional requirements can be located in a single pro-
cess description, but having one huge process is also contra productive (e.g. the
exchange of parts of the process is difficult).

The work of Gottschalk et al. [17] presents an approach for the automated
configuration of workflow models within a workflow modelling language. The
term workflow model is used for the specification of a business process which
enables the execution in an enterprise and workflow management system. The
approach focuses on the activation or deactivation of actions and thus is com-
parable to the PROVOP project for the workflow model domain.

La Rosa et al. [18] extends the configurable process modelling notation devel-
oped from [17] with notions of roles and objects providing a way to address not
only the variability of the control-flow of a workflow model but also of the related
resources and responsibilities.

The Common Variability Language (CVL [19]) is a language for specifying
and resolving variability independent from the domain of the application. It
facilitates the specification and resolution of variability over any instance of
any language defined using a MOF-based meta-model. A CVL based variability
modeling and a BPM model with an appropriate model transformation could
lead to similar results as presented in this paper.

The work of Zhao and Zou [20] shows a framework for the generation of
software modules based on business processes. They use clustering algorithms
to analyze dependencies among data and tasks, captured in business processes.
Further, they group the strongly dependent tasks and data into a software com-
ponent.

3 Background

This section summarizes the basic concepts about Software Product Line Engi-
neering, and Business Process Modeling that build the foundation of the intro-
duced concepts. Additionally, the concept of incremental Common Criteria cer-
tification schemes is summarized which is used in this paper.

3.1 Software Product Line Engineering

Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE) applies the concept of product lines
to software products. As a consequence, SPLE promises to create diverse, high-
quality software products of a product family in short time and at low cost
[6]. Instead of writing software for every individual system, a Software Product
Line (SPL) is used to automatically generate software products by combining
the required domain artifacts. The principal concept can be split into two main
phases: the Domain Engineering and the Application Engineering [6,21].

During the Domain Engineering, the domain artifacts, the variabilities and
the commonalities of the according domain are identified and implemented. In
the Application Engineering phase, the final products are created by combining
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the domain artifacts which were implemented in the previous phase. In con-
trast to the domain engineering, the application engineering is mainly focused
on reusing domain artifacts. Based on the current requirements of the product,
specific domain artifacts are chosen and assembled to the final product. Ideally,
the application engineering makes use of software generators to automatically
derive product variants without the need of implementing any new logic. This
enables a rapid creation of high-quality products within a defined product fam-
ily. The amount of reused domain artifacts greatly depends on the application
requirements. Hence, a major concern of a SPL is the detection of deltas between
the application requirements and the available capabilities.

3.2 Business Process Modeling

Business Processes (BP) are a specific sequence of activities or (sub-) processes
which are executed in a dedicated sequence to produce output with value to the
customer [2,9]. In this work, we use the concept defined by [22] to model BPs:
BPs are modeled in different layers, where the top level (macroscopic level) is
a highly abstract description of the overall process and the lower-levels (micro-
scopic level) are more detailed descriptions of the sub-processes. A reasonable
level of detail is reached, if the process description on the lowest levels can
be used as work-instructions for the responsible employees. This leads to the
fact that the higher levels of the process description are usually independent of
the production facility and the supply chains; while the lower levels are highly
dependent on the production facility and its capabilities. As a consequence, the
macroscopic level is more stable with respect to changes and can be reused in
different contexts and production environments. The microscopic levels need to
be updated in order to reuse them in different contexts.

Variability of such process structures can be modeled through a variable
process structure (i.e. by adding/removing activities in a process) or by replacing
sub-process refinements with different sub-processes.

Domain specific modeling languages are usually used to model all the activi-
ties, resources and responsibilities within a Business Process. In the scope of this
work, the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN, [23]) is used to model
processes, but the general concept of this work is not limited to this notation.
The key concepts which are used in this work, are [9,23,24]: Events that occur
during the execution of a process and affect the flow of a process; Activities which
are a specific amount of work that has to be performed by an organization, that
can either be atomic or non-atomic (i.e. a sub-process); Gateways that are used
to control how the process flows through difference sequences of activities; Data
objects that represent the information flow through the process; And Pool and
Lanes to highlight responsibilities for activities.

Key Concept Traceability. Traceability are key notions of all process assess-
ment and improvement models [25]: Foundation of every improvement process
is the collection of data with respect to the product quality, customer satisfac-
tion, and process maturity. Based on the collected data – and a high degree of
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traceability – it is possible to identify the weak points of a system and to sys-
tematically tackle them in improvement projects. Furthermore, functional safety
standards like the ISO/IEC 15504 require a (bidirectional) traceability to show
how safety requirements are defined, implemented and tested during the devel-
opment of a product. Due to this strong link, the impact of changes on the overall
system can be distinguished. Additionally, Security certifications usually require
evidence that shows how confidential (customer) data is processed and handled
during the production process. As stated by Raschke et al. [26], traceability
of security requirements is a key concept for incremental security evaluations,
allowing the identification of the impact of change to the security target.

3.3 Common Criteria Certification

In the domain of information security, the Common Criteria1 is widely used to
evaluate the security measures of a product. The CC defines a common set of
requirements that need to be implemented by the security functionality of the
product [27]. Consequently, the evaluation process creates a level of confidence to
the security functionality which is implemented in hardware, software, or both.
For higher security levels, the CC evaluation also considers the maturity of the
development processes, the production processes, as well as the used tools and
toolchains. Consequently, the CC evaluates not only the implemented security
features, but also the overall maturity of the whole organization. In the context
of this publication, it is of specific interest, that the CC allows modular and
incremental evaluation processes which enable beneficial development strategies
which we will highlight later in this paper. In order to understand the concepts,
we will briefly summarize the Delta Evaluation in the following:

The delta evaluation [28] is a CC evaluation process used to maximize the
reuse of previously compiled evidences. To do so, the according product and
supporting documentation needs to be shared with the evaluation facility as
well as a descirption of the applied evaluation methodology and a delta report
highlighting the impact of changes to the Security Target. Thus, traceability of
requirements is essential to use this evaluation process. Providing the required
data means that only those parts of a system need to be re-evaluated, that are
affected by a change. One drawback of this approach is that technical descriptions
of the evaluation methodology are usually proprietary to an evaluation facility.
This means that using a different evaluation facility for a re-evaluation is in
practice often difficult.

4 Combining Process Variability and Software Variability

It is common practice for organizations to maintain multiple variants of business
processes which are based on a common template [11]. New process variants are
created based on a copy and clone strategy of such templates. Consequently,

1 https://www.commoncriteriaportal.org.

https://www.commoncriteriaportal.org
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maintaining these variants can be very time consuming since every single variant
has to be manually updated by process designers. Furthermore, copy and clone
strategies often lead to a fragmented and outdated documentation. To solve these
issues, we proposed to use a framework which allows to create process variants
based on a process model and a defined set of transformation actions [7–9] in
order to derive variability models of Software Product Lines.

The general framework for creating business process models can be split
into four phases: A process modeling phase during which process designers are
responsible to design process templates, including also additional meta infor-
mation like documentation artifacts or responsibilities; In the second phase, a
domain expert imports these process templates into a Software Product Line
tool and translates it into a feature model; the definition of the feature model
is done with the help of the according process designer in order to identify the
variable and static parts of a process; Variability of the process is modeled by
either adding or removing specific tasks in a process sequence, or by exchang-
ing sub-processes with different variants; In the third phase, process variants
are automatically derived from the feature model based on the current require-
ments of the organization; As such, a process variant is automatically derived
from a core process model without any manual step, meaning that changes to
core parts of the model can be automatically propagated to all derived process
variants; And the last phase deals with the maintenance and evolution of the
process model based on the data that was collected during the production of the
product. The last phase usually results in process improvement processes during
which the process model, or the rule-set of the feature model are adapted and
optimized.

Having a framework to model the variability of business processes is a first
step towards combined variability management. In order to reach the goal of
a combined variability modeling, an integrated view is necessary in which the
variability of the business process model is reflected in the feature model of the
product. More specific, the configuration possibilities of the order processes need
to be reflected by the capabilities of the customization product line. In order to
automate this process, we proposed to apply mapping rules to translate the
variability of the order process model to a feature model of the final product
(see [9,10]) and vice versa. As a brief summary, process data is converted into
required configuration settings of specific features, and features are derived based
on the process structure: Atomic activities are converted to features; Gateways
are used to model mandatory/optional features, and conditions between them;
And Pool and lanes are used to identify the origin of the necessary configuration
data. Non-atomic features are processed recursively until the microscopic level
is reached, leading to a hierarchical representation of the features.

After identifying the requirements of the product line, web-based order-entry
forms can be automatically generated based on the order-process model and some
defined translation rules (see [9]). As such, the type of input data needs to be
annotated by the process designers to the according process model. The order-
entry forms need to be completed by internal and external customers during the
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placement of an order. After the order forms are completed and submitted, the
provided data is collected and used to automatically configure the customization
product line of the final product. As such, the overall production costs can
be significantly reduced. Additionally, through the use of automated flows, it
is possible to create a traceable link from the order placement to the actual
configuration data and production steps. The overall concept of combining the
variability modeling is highlighted in Fig. 1.

Order Entry
(e.g. Web-Interface)

Process 
Variability 

Framework

Customer

Domain Experts

Process Variant

Process 
Model

Internal Customer

generated

configures

configures

Maintenance
Evolve
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verifyOrder Data

Fig. 1. Overall framework for combining the process variability with the product vari-
ability [10]

Our today’s business environment is focused on creating sustainable value
by increasing the revenue of business drivers. The identification of such business
drivers – or the identification of the drivers which are able to destroy value –
is an essential step for an organization [29]. Otherwise, staying competitive or
even survive on a flexible market is not possible. The combination of business
variability and software variability is a promising way to improve the identi-
fication of such drivers: Linking domain artifacts and their according imple-
mentation/maintenance efforts to the respective business processes can reveal
improvement opportunities that need to be tackled in process improvement pro-
cesses. Further, having a combined view of the requirements helps to increase
the overall efficiency of the product line since the visibility of requirements are
increased throughout the whole organization: Managers and process designer get
a better understanding of the impact to development teams; and development
teams are getting a better understanding of the overall business goals.

5 Supporting an Incremental Common Criteria
Security Certification

Nowadays, agile product development techniques are used to provide a rapid
and steady progression of incremental improvements [30]. Consequently, the
final product architecture promises to be modular and easy to extend, which
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Security Target

Security Problem Definition

SPD-1 SPD-2 SPD-3

Security Objectives

SO-1 SO-2 SO-3

Security Functional
Requirements

SFR-1 SFR-2 SFR-3

Design Documentation

DD-1 DD-2 DD-3

Components

CP-1 CP-2 CP-3

Tests

T-1 T-2 T-3

Fig. 2. An explanatory Security Model to highlight the relationships between the secu-
rity requirements and their related components and tests. Dependencies between the
different security requirements are not highlighted.

will lead to a faster time to market and lower development costs. However, a
problem arises with this approach in case a security certification is required.
Traditionally, the certification process of a product is issued in a very late phase
of the development, leading to high costs in case the certification body gives a
negative attestation. Another problem is the long period of time an evaluation
process can take, even if the certification body gives a positive attestation. This
can lead to a delayed release if a certificate is a condition for the sale of a prod-
uct, or a big gap between the date of the release and the date a certificate is
issued. Either way, both situations can potentially result in a loss of customers
if a competitor is already selling a certified product [30].

In case of Common Criteria (CC) certifications, this effort can be reduced if
an incremental product certification is used [26]. As already stated in Sect. 3.3 it
is necessary to have a high degree of traceability of the security requirements, to
the actual software/hardware components, and their according tests in order to
be able to perform incremental product certification processes. It is important
to understand, that modules can interact with each other and hence, not only
the directly changed modules need to be reconsidered, but also all dependent
modules need to be addressed during an iteration. Identifying the impact set can
be achieved by applying the change impact analysis proposed by Raschke et al.
[26], which also supports an automatic generation of the Impact Analysis Report
which is required for the CC certification. The change detection analysis is based
on the Security Model, which describes the relationship of the evidences, based
on the CC security target.
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An example is highlighted in Fig. 2. As highlighted in the figure, components
CP-1 and CP-2 are directly affected by changes to the first Security Problem
Definition. Usually more interestingly is the other way around: Changes to com-
ponents CP-1 or CP-2 will directly affect a security goal. Further, there could
be additional dependencies between the different security requirements which
would need to be considered as well in case of changes.

Besides considering the security requirements and their according implemen-
tations, CC security certifications usually also require evidence that confidential
(customer) specific data is processed correctly during the production of the prod-
uct. This means, that the data is not leaked during the production process, nor
confused with any other data. Using the framework proposed in Sect. 4 helps
in order to generate evidence on how data was processed and handled starting
from the product order until shipment to the customer.

6 Case Study

In this Section, we will take a look at an exemplary case study to highlight
the concepts that were described within this work: A company is selling multi-
application Smart Cards which can be ordered in different variants. All variants
are certified according to Common Criteria. For simplicity of this example, we
can assume that the following variants are offered by the company:

– Variant A: Is a classical Smart Card used for payment (e.g. an ATM card,
or a credit card, or a combination of both), following the EMV standard,
supporting different credit card institutions. Customers (e.g. Banks, or credit
card companies) are buying these variants with different payment Applica-
tions installed. Before such a card is sent out to the end-customer, all unnec-
essary payment applications are disabled.

– Variant B: Is a combination of Variant A, with the possibility to use it
also for public transport. That means that an end-customer can for example
enable the card to be used as transport ticket in Sweden, which means that
the price of the ticket is automatically paid by presenting the card to a reader,
without the need of buying a ticket at a ticket machine.

6.1 Exemplary Security Model

In order to get an idea how the security model is structured, an exemplary
and simplified version is given. Security Problem Definition (SPD): Smart
Cards which are certified according to Common Criteria are usually compliant
to a CC Protection Profile2 which defines basic requirements that need to be met
by the Hardware and Software of the product. The core assets for such products
are the protection of the confidentiality and integrity of the user data, as well
as the requirement for sufficient authentication for the activation/execution of
specific functionality of the device (e.g. providing a PIN before being able to get
2 https://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/pps/.

https://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/pps/
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money from an ATM). The main threats to these assets are the manipulation of
user data including also parts of the operating system (e.g. introduction of mali-
cious functions) and the disclosure of user data. Table 1 highlights the Security
Objectives (SO) that can be derived based on the SPD. In a real scenario,
also hardware related Security Objectives would need to be considered.

Table 1. Security Objectives of the exemplary case study, derived from the Security
Problem Definition.

Security objective Description

SO.1 The Smart Card must protect the confidentiality of user
data and credentials

SO.2 The Smart Card must protect the integrity of user data
and credentials

SO.3 The Smart Card must provide means to limit the access to
specific functionality of the card to authorized users only

SO.4 The card must provide secure communication interfaces
which provide confidentiality and integrity protection of
the sent data

SO.5 The protection of core assets during the production of the
product has to be ensured, to ensure a secure configuration
of initial user data

The way how to securely store the initial user data in a secure manner is an
own research topic and is out of scope for this publication. For simplicity, we can
assume that a script based approach is used for the configuration of the initial
user data (SO-5), which relies on a standard API of the card. Confidential data
within the scripts is encrypted such that the data is not leaked to an operator.

The SOs are further refined in the exemplary Security Functional
Requirements (SFRs) which are highlighted in Table 2. Note that the algo-
rithms described in this section are only examples and may be different depend-
ing on the domain of the product and the actual security requirements.

During the development of the product, all these Security Requirements
are linked to the according component(s) of the implementation (like crypto-
graphic co-processors, or functions of the operating system), their documenta-
tion – including threats, attack vectors and according countermeasures – and
the according component and integration tests. In order to be able to do an
incremental and agile security certification, the maturity degree of the above
requirements need to be continuously tracked by highlighting the completed
implementation artifacts and passed test cases. New requirements can be incor-
porated by analyzing the impact of change and by providing the related report
to the certification facility. As such, the security certification can already start
in parallel to the actual implementation of the system, leading to a faster time
to market of the product.
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Table 2. Security Functional Requirements of the exemplary case study, derived from
the Security Objectives.

SFR Parent SO Description

SFR.1 SO.1 SO.4 SO.5 The card shall perform encryption and decryption in
accordance with the specified cryptographic
algorithm Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
using key sizes of 128, 192, and 256 Bit

SFR.2 SO.2 SO.5 The card shall perform the calculation of secure
hashes with a specified hash algorithm in accordance
to the following selection: [SHA-256, SHA-512]

SFR.3 SO.3 The card shall perform the calculation of digital
signatures in accordance with a specified digital
signature algorithm supporting the following public
key cryptography algorithms: [RSA, ECC]

SFR.4 SO.4 The card shall support the computation of Message
Authentication Codes (MAC) in accordance with the
specified cryptographic algorithm defined in SFR.1

The presented SO are basic objectives that need to be addressed during the
whole lifecycle of the product. On top of that, additional requirements need to be
derived in order to provide a secure way how customers can share the confidential
user data that needs to be available during the production of the card. In order
to understand these requirements in more detail, we will take a look at the order
processes and the necessary variability of the production process in order to cope
with different context specific requirements.

6.2 Variability of the Configuration Process

For illustration purposes, Fig. 3 shows a simplified configuration process, show-
ing the customization of the described product variants. Each payment or public
transport application that shall be part of the final product can be selected by
the customer and will be installed to the card and pre-configured with initial cus-
tomer related data. This initial data contains cryptographic keys via which e.g.
a secure communication channel can be established to securely process trans-
actions in the field. In a real scenario, each selected application may require
different data that needs to be configured. For simplicity of the example, it can
be assumed that only one file is shared, which contains a single cryptographic key.

Anyways, the customization processes need to be modeled in accordance to
SO.4 and SO.5, meaning that the secure channel implementation is based on the
security requirements SFR.1, SFR.2, and SFR.4 to ensure confidentiality and
integrity of the user data. This direct dependency between the configuration
process and the security model of the product can be modeled in our proposed
framework in order to increase the visibility of the security requirements in
the organization. Further, the impact of change can be analyzed by using this
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Configure Payment Application(s) / Public Transport Application(s)

Configure Payment 
Application(s)

Configure Public 
Transport 

Application(s)

No public Transport Application

Configuration 
Data

Configuration 
Data

Install Application Personalize initial 
User Data

Binary Initial User 
Data

Fig. 3. Exemplary configuration process, showing the customization of the described
two product variants (Variant A, Variant B).

traceable link: For example, if a customer requests the use of a specific secure
channel protocol, SFR.1 may need to be adapted in order to include also other
encryption algorithms. Changing the supported encryption algorithm has an
impact to the Security Objectives and thus, it needs to be investigated if the
Security Problem Definition still holds. In case an internal security audit has
shown that the change is acceptable, a CC delta evaluation can be issued in
order to use the most efficient evaluation process.

Besides the consideration of how to store and send the initial user data on the
card during the production, it is equally important to consider how customers
are able to transfer this data to the company. In principal, there are many ways
on how to share or generate the initial cryptographic keys. For illustration, a
few possibilities are given below:

– Option A: Assuming that all cards are sharing the same key configuration,
a customer may share this key in a secure manner (e.g. pgp encrypted) with
the vendor of the card.

– Option B: In practice, option A is usually not meaningful since breaking
the keys of a single card would break the security of all ordered cards. Due
to this, a customer may request to use dedicated key hierarchies, in which
each card gets an own key. These key hierarchies are derived from Master
Keys using specified key derivation functions. This has the advantage that, a
customer still only needs to share one Master Key in a secure manner with
the vendor, but each card has a unique key.
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– Option C: The Smart Card vendor is generating the Master Key on behalf
of the customer in order to derive the card specific keys. As such, only the
Master Key needs to be exchanged in a secure manner with the customer.

Technically, all three options can be supported by the vendor of the card
and may be modeled by business process designers. However, depending on the
security requirements defined in the security model, Option A may violate the
Security Problem Definition of the product as defined in Sect. 6.1. As such, either
the assurance of the final product is lower, or this method is limited for first
demonstration cards which may only be used for test purposes (e.g. for testing
the reader infrastructure).

The link to the security requirements is an important information that needs
to be explicitly highlighted in the according business process model such that it
is clear that a security certification may not be available for certain variants of a
product. Based on the process model, a web-based order form can be generated
by applying the mapping rules proposed in our framework (cf. [10]) in an auto-
mated fashion. The resulting order form will have the following features: Since
the configuration of Payment Applications is mandatory, a file upload button
is generated via which the according binary can be uploaded, as well as a file
upload button for the initial user data. Additionally, the same is generated for
the configuration of Public Transport Applications, but hidden or visible based
on a check box that needs to be selected by the customer.

In this case, the default behavior of our framework would result in an order
form which may be usable, but does not fully fit to the requirements of the
domain. As such, the model needs to be manually annotated such that the map-
ping rules generate a more meaningful order form. Thus, the binary of the Pay-
ment Application needs to be changed to a selection based on a list of supported
applications. Additionally, the key exchange processes (Option A-C) need to be
linked to the initial User Data, which means that the customer can decide on
how to exchange the initial User Data. Figure 4 shows an exemplary web-form:
The Master Key is provided by the customer pgp encrypted in order to configure
the selected ‘Example Application 1’.

As described earlier, the process for loading the initial data is based on a
script approach, where a script is executed in order to configure a single card with
the initial data. By applying our proposed framework from [10], the according
feature model of the product line can be automatically generated based on the
annotated process model, leading to two implementation artifacts: A generic
script that is able to install an application on the card based on e.g. ISO 7816-4
commands; and a generic script via which specific data can be securely sent to the
card using e.g. a secure channel as defined by the Global Platform specification.

After pressing the submit button in the web-form, the provided configuration
data is packed together into a zip folder, containing an XML describing the
actual order and additionally the resources that were uploaded by the customer,
or were implicitly selected via the according selection dialog. This data can be
directly mapped to the feature model of the configuration process in order to
automatically derive the script that needs to be executed during the production
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Fig. 4. Exemplary web-based order form that is generated based on the annotated
order process model.

process. This process is in principal fully automated, but due to the reason that
such products may contain highly complex configurations, it is reasonable to
include a manual verification step via which possible miss-configurations can be
identified and clarified with the customer.

Since configuration safety is an important topic for security certifications, the
provided or generated key data can be tagged with a product identifier which
is checked during the configuration process. This means that only user data can
be loaded to the device, which was actually intended for this product and was
not confused with any other data. This check can be done automatically which
means that human mistakes in the production can be minimized.

To summarize the shown example: Using a combined variability manage-
ment of business process models and software product line engineering, enables
an automatic customization of the product line based on the data that was pro-
vided by internal or external customers via an order-entry form. This order-entry
form can be generated from the process model by applying certain mapping rules
which can be tailored for the specific use case by adding additional information
to the process model. Due to the automatic generation of the order form and
the actual execution of the customization process, it is possible to generate a
report which describes how data was provided and processed during the man-
ufacturing process. Additionally, this traceable link allows highlighting which
features of a product are ordered by customers and how much revenue is gener-
ated per feature. As such, the business drivers – or equally important the drivers
that destroy revenue – can be identified and optimized in regular improvement
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processes. Further, it was shown how security requirements are linked to the
variability models in order to increase the general awareness of these require-
ments in the whole organization which is also a key concept for modular and
incremental security certifications.

7 Conclusion

Today’s industry is defined by fast changing requirements regarding functional
requirements. But also non-functional requirements like safety and security are
gaining more momentum in the recent years. One of the biggest challenges orga-
nizations are currently facing is how to integrate such non-functional require-
ments in an integrated product development process. With this work, we pro-
posed to use combined variability management in order to create an integrated
view of the organizational goals from a technical perspective, as well as from
a business view. Further, traceable links are establish via which the impact of
changes can be investigated leading to a better understanding on what parts of
a system are affected by changes prior of costly investigations of multiple dif-
ferent development teams. Additionally, we highlighted how to integrate secu-
rity requirements from the early product development in order to support agile
and incremental security certifications according to Common Criteria. The main
benefit of having an agile certification process is that the security related require-
ments are integrated from the beginning, leading to a better communication and
awareness of these requirements in the whole development team. Through the
use of traceability concepts, it is possible to automatically generate delta reports
in order to efficiently address re-certifications.

In a future work, we will investigate how to integrate other non-functional
requirements – like functional safety – into this framework in order to allow a
more mature product development. Further, we want to extend the framework to
not only consider the variability of order processes, but also from other processes
in order to improve the process awareness of development teams. Additionally, we
think that development teams can improve their way of working significantly if
the corresponding business goal is well understood and linked to the development
activities. And on the other hand, managers can get a better understanding of
the impact of changes and the overall progress by monitoring the completeness
of development artifacts.
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Abstract. Developing Internet of Things (IoT) systems is not trivial and needs
to be performed systematically to derive an IoT system that meets the required
functional and non-functional concerns. Since IoT is applied to different
heterogeneous domains usually a one-size-fits-all method is less feasible. For
some cases a lightweight method with a few method artefacts are sufficient while
in other cases a detailed set of method artefacts over the whole lifecycle might
be required. So far, a few IoT system development methods (SDM) have been
provided that include the steps necessary for guiding the development of IoT
systems but these do not explicitly consider the situational needs for the required
IoT method. In this paper we propose a situational method engineering
(SME) approach for developing a method base that includes a broad set of
method fragments which can be reused to develop customized methods. We
illustrate the development of the method base using the existing IoT methods
that have been proposed in the literature so far. Further we show how the
method base can be used to develop methods for two different cases.

Keywords: Internet of Things � IoT system development method
Situational method engineering

1 Introduction

The internet of things (IoT) is now being applied in more and more domains including
smart home/city, healthcare, transportation, retail, agriculture, etc. [53]. Such different
domains call for IoT systems fulfilling different functional and non-functional
requirements. In addition, IoT systems may involve development, manufacturing,
acquisition, and/or integration of various software, hardware, and communication
components, which need to be explicitly considered during a project possibly by
different stakeholders. To develop a system, it is important to apply a systematic
development method (SDM) that includes the steps for guiding the development of the
system in order to achieve the targeted functional and non-functional concerns of the
various stakeholders. For developing IoT systems a few IoT SDMs have been indeed
developed with various degrees of detail and focus. In general it seems that it is tacitly
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assumed that these methods are suitable in all circumstances. Yet different application
domains and different context usually have different needs and requirements for an
IoT SDM and as such a one-size-fits-all approach would not be feasible [1, 54, 55].
Situational factors define the context in which a project will operate and these factors
should be considered when constructing a method. Hence, rather than using an existing
general IoT SDM, an alternative would be to allow the development of an IoT SDM
that directly considers the situational factors and the context of the project at hand.
Figure 1 illustrates a high-level view of such an approach in which a method is con-
structed based on situational factors. Hereby, a method is constructed based on situ-
ational factors and project requirements. The constructed method is then applied in a
specific project and the feedback are used for revising the method.

Elaborating on the current practical needs of many IoT projects we propose a
situational method engineering (SME) approach [2] for developing a method base that
includes method fragments for developing IoT systems. The approach that we propose
consists of two key activities. First of all, we define the process for developing the
method base including reusable method fragments. For developing the method base we
have used the identified IoT SDMs in the literature. Second, we describe the process for
reusing the method fragments from the method base to develop a method. We illustrate
our approach for the development of two situationally different IoT cases.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the
situational method engineering for IoT. After a short background it presents the process
for developing a method base using the IoT SDMs in the literature, and the process for
reusing the method fragments of the method base to develop an IoT SDM. In Sect. 3,
we describe the application of the processes as defined in Sect. 2, that is, method base
construction, and the process for the development of a method using the method base.
We present a case study, in which we construct a method base for the IoT domain using
the existing IoT SDMs. Afterwards, in Sect. 4, we construct two sample IoT SDMs for
precision farming using the method base we have formed. In Sect. 5, we discuss the
practical implications of the approach both from an industrial and academic perspec-
tive. Section 6 includes the related work and finally Sect. 7 concludes the paper.

2 Situational Method Engineering

Method engineering (ME) is the engineering discipline to design, construct, and adapt
methods, techniques, and tools for systems development [3]. Situational method engi-
neering (SME) is a subtype ofME and encompasses all aspects of creating a development

construct a 
method

apply the 
method in a 

project

Situational factors

revise the 
method

FeedbackMethod

Fig. 1. Conceptual model for situational method engineering
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method for a specific situation [4]. SME aims to propose a solution to the problem of the
selection of a proper development method for an organization and/or its projects [2].
Engineering a method in SME usually encompasses selecting method parts from a
method base and constructing a specific method for a specific organization and/or project
by taking into account some situational factors [2]. Based on the literature on ME we
present our approach for developing an IoT SDMbased on situational factors. For this we
first present the process for developing a method base. Then we present the process for
developing a method using the method fragments in the method base.

2.1 Method Base Construction

In essence, methods can be constructed either from scratch based on experience, or
composed based on modular method parts that reside in a method base [5]. In our case
we focus on the development of a method base to support the customized method
development. Figure 2 illustrates the process that we propose based on existing liter-
ature on ME. The process starts with two parallel steps, identification of the existing
methods and construction of a list of situational factors. The identification of existing
methods encompasses searching relevant knowledge sources and finding out method
specifications. A method specification explains a method in a structured, semi-
structured or unstructured way. Meanwhile, a list of situational factors can be con-
structed, possibly in the form of a taxonomy. The situational factors can be associated
with the method parts and hence guide a method engineer in selecting proper method
parts for a specific situation.

The subsequent step involves the identification of method parts based on a meta-
model. The metamodel defines the types of concepts and relationships to be extracted

identify a 
method part

define the 
method part

Method spec Metamodel

end of spec?

yes

identified?

identify 
existing 

methods

Method 
Base

add to
method base?

yes

construct a list 
of situational 

factors
Situational factor lis t

yes

no

no no

Fig. 2. Process for constructing a method base
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from existing method specifications. For instance, such a metamodel can propose to
extract tasks to be executed along with the roles contributing to the execution of these
tasks. Examples of such a metamodel include ISO/IEC 24744 standard [6], SPEM [7],
Open Process Framework [8] and Essence Framework [9]. It is evaluated whether the
identified method part can be added to the method base. A method part can be omitted
since it does not possess sufficient information to be defined or it has already been
added before.

The last step encompasses the definition and addition of a method part to the
method base, if it is decided to do so at the previous decision point. The content and
structure of the method part should conform to the underpinning metamodel to ensure
modularity. For instance, each method part should have a specified number of named
attributes, if ISO/IEC 24744 is used as a metamodel. Moreover, a method part can be
associated with the situational factors, which can recommend or hinder the use of that
method part. The end product of this process is a method base including modular
method parts to be reused for method construction.

2.2 Method Construction Using a Method Base

There are some approaches in the literature for method construction [4]. These include
assembly-based [10], paradigm-based [11, 12], and extension-based [13] approaches.
In this study, we selected the assembly-based approach since it follows the reuse
strategy and there are existing IoT SDMs both originated from the industry and aca-
demia to be considered for reuse. Figure 3 illustrates a process for method construction
based on the assembly-based approach.

Before constructing a method, it is necessary to specify the requirements of the
intended method [14] (as shown in the first step of our process). These requirements are
generally based on organizational and project-specific characteristics, namely situa-
tional factors, which typically does not change extremely during a project.

Selecting a method part encompasses querying a method base to retrieve a set of
method parts conforming to the situational factors at hand. Some query languages have
been reported in the literature [15, 16]. When there are proper method parts retrieved
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from a method base, these parts are assembled in a coherent manner. If the method base
does not contain a part that is needed, a new one can be created. This part is assembled
to the previous parts. If this new part has a reuse potential, it can be defined according
to the metamodel chosen and added to the method base.

The validation step is about conducting some checks to determine whether the
constructed method is ready to use. There is some research on method quality
(Sect. 8.4 of [4]), which can help a method engineer for validating a method.

The process illustrated in Fig. 3 is executed manually by a method engineer. She/he
uses a method base as a library containing many components along with their reuse
context (defined by situational factors).

3 Applying SME for the IoT: Constructing a Method Base
Using Existing IoT SDMs

We followed the process illustrated in Fig. 2 to construct a method base for the IoT
domain. We formed a sample list of situational factors by exploring the related dis-
ciplines, namely software engineering [17, 18], SME [8, 19, 20], project management
[21], and IoT [22]. As illustrated in Table 1, we can unify a list of situational factors
from various related disciplines to be associated with the method parts.

We also identified six IoT SDMs in the literature [23] that we will use as a basis for
the development of the method base. Table 2 lists the names of these six SDMs, the
abbreviation used in this paper, and the references documenting these SDMs. These
references refer to the method specifications that are used as the sources for identifying
and defining method parts. Method parts can be at various level of granularity, namely
fragment, chunk, and component [4]. Method fragments refer to a single concept in the
metamodel and may have a process, a product or a producer focus [4]. We preferred to
use method fragments as the building blocks of our method base since fragments offer
more flexibility and reusability at the slight expense of an additional effort for method
construction [4] (for a comparison of fragments, chunks, and components refer to the
Sect. 2.4 of [4]). Another reason is that the existing IoT SDMs are non-modular and
their specifications do not include the sufficient information to form higher level reu-
sable method parts (method chunks and components). Last but not least, [36, 37] report
that method bases, which are made up of fragments, have been successfully used in
some industry projects.

We adopted ISO/IEC 24744 standard [6] as the metamodel for identifying and
defining method fragments. As illustrated in Fig. 4, we used the three major concepts
(along with their related concepts) of ISO/IEC 24744 standard. These concepts are
work units, work products, and producers, which also form the basis of some other
standards, such as SPEM [7] and OPF [8]. A work unit is a task to be performed,
process to be executed or technique to be applied within a project. A work product is an
intermediate or resulting output produced during a project and can be a document,
model, etc. A producer is responsible for executing work units and can be represented
as a role (a set of responsibilities a producer can own), a tool (an enabler for producers
to fulfill their responsibilities), and a team (an organized group of producers sharing a
common objective).
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We use a plain format (a simplified version of the one used in [40]) for representing
the method fragments. This representation conforms to ISO/IEC 24744 standard.
Tables 3 and 4 illustrate the detailed representations of two method fragments. These
details provide guidance to method engineers for new method construction using the
method base.

A method engineer should be able to search a method base in order to have access
to the candidate method fragments to be used for new method construction.

Table 1. A sample list of situational factors

Category Situational factor Value References

Business context &
requirements

Regulations None, low, medium, high [17, 22]
Standards None, low, medium, high [21, 22]
Requirements
stability

Volatile, stable [8, 17, 19]

Organization Size Small, medium, large [18–20]
Maturity Low, medium, high [8, 18, 21]
Management
commitment

Low, medium, high [17–20]

Structure Functional, divisional and
matrix

[8, 18, 19]

Team Size Small, medium, large [17, 18]
Geographic
distribution

One location, distributed [17, 18]

Domain
experience

None, low, medium, high [17, 18, 20,
21]

Technical
experience

None, low, medium, high [17, 18, 20,
21]

Customer Availability On-site, frequently, as per
plan, rare

[17, 20]

Domain
experience

None, low, medium, high [17, 18]

Resistance None, low, medium, high [18, 20]
System Size Small, medium, large [8, 18, 21]

Complexity Low, medium, high [8, 17, 18,
20–22]

Reuse None, component,
application, product line

[18, 20]

Technology
maturity

None, emergent, example
uses exist, mature

[18, 19]

Existing IoT
devices

No, yes adapted
from [18]

Existing backend
services

No, yes adapted
from [18]

Degree of
innovation

Low, medium, high [17]
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A descriptor is associated to each method fragment to state the context in which it can
be reused. As illustrated in Fig. 5, a method fragment is identified through a name, a
type (work unit, work product, producer), and a discipline. Disciplines for method

Table 2. IoT SDMs in the literature

Method Abbr. References

The ignite | IoT methodology Ignite [22]
The IoT methodology IoT-Meth [24]
IoT application development IoT-AD [25, 26]
Event-driven lightweight distilled state charts-based agents
methodology

ELDAMeth [27–29]

A software product line process to develop agents for the IoT SPLP-IoT [30–33]
A general software engineering (SE) methodology for IoT GSEM-IoT [34, 35]

Technique

Task

Process

Role ToolTeamPerson

Model

Document

Software Item

Hardware 
Item

Producer

Work Unit Work Product

creates
reads

modifies
deletes

performs produces

Method 
Fragment

Fig. 4. A partial conceptual model of ISO/IEC 24744 standard used in this work (adapted from
[38, 39])

Table 3. An example of a work product

Name Quantity structure

Description It specifies the planned change (increase, decrease) in the number of key
entities, such as users, messages, IoT devices, etc.

Specification Consider including a table showing the estimated numbers per period
(quarterly, yearly, etc.)

Relationships None
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fragments can be defined at a level of granularity that is required. A sample taxonomy
can be borrowed from Rational Unified Process [41]: Business Modeling, Require-
ments, Analysis and Design, Implementation, Test, Deployment, Configuration and
Change Management, Project Management, and Environment. A set of situational
factors, each defined by a name and value pair, represents a project specific context in
which that method fragment is recommended to be reused. Each situational factor can
have a corresponding predefined list of values.

Using the descriptor in Fig. 5, a sample search query to be executed on a method
base can be as follows: SELECT method fragment WHERE Type = … AND

Discipline = … AND FOR EACH Situational Factor = …
It aims to select all the method fragments that conform to the context defined by the

situational factors. After selecting these reusable fragments, a method engineer has a set
of candidate fragments to be used during a project specific method.

4 Applying SME for the IoT: Constructing an IoT SDM

To illustrate the construction of an IoT SDM from the constructed method base, we will
use two cases for precision farming in which IoT is used in farm management infor-
mation systems. Hereby IoT is used to increase the amount of production and economic

Table 4. An example of a work unit

Name Design a system architecture

Purpose Come up with an architecture fulfilling requirements
Description A high level design of the system to be developed is critical for guiding the

implementers while implementing the system. IoT Reference Architecture
and IoT DB, which contains previous designs, can be used while designing
an architecture. IoT Canvas provides some of the high level requirements

Relationships Causes (action)
Creates architectural design
Reads IoT Canvas
Reads IoT Reference Architecture
Reads IoT DB
Results (outcomes)
Architecture has been designed

Method 
Fragment

ID
Name
Type
Discipline

Situational 
Factor

Name
Value (enum)0.* 0.*

Fig. 5. Method fragment descriptor
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returns, often also with the goal to reduce the impact on the environment. Several
important benefits of precision farming have been provided in the literature including
optimizing production efficiency, optimizing quality of the crop, minimizing envi-
ronmental impact, minimizing risk, conservation of resources, reducing cost, increasing
profit, and better management decisions [42]. Obviously precision farming is a specific
domain that requires the consideration of proper steps to develop the system that meets
the stakeholder requirements. Various different contexts might require various different
IoT SDMs. In some cases, it would be sufficient to select a light IoT SDM while other
cases might be more stringent and require detailed method steps. Whatever the situation
will be, in essence we could use the method base that was developed so far. For the first
case, we assume that an IoT SDM is needed for a small-scale farm information system.
For the second case, we construct a method for a large-scale integrated farm man-
agement system.

4.1 Case 1: An IoT SDM for Small-Scale Farm Management System

A small-scale farm needs an information system to support its agricultural decision
making process. A small team with a high domain knowledge in precision farming will
develop the system. The farmers are the foremost customers and two of them are
chosen as full-time customer representatives to be involved in this project. The degree
of innovation is medium, hence some explorative approach is needed to mitigate
project risks. Existing IoT devices and backend services will be used in the project.

Following the process illustrated in Fig. 3, we first identified a set of situational
factors (listed in Table 5) based on our scenario.

Table 6 shows the method fragments that have been selected for this case. Based on
the retrieved method fragments, the derived process flow is obtained as illustrated in
Fig. 6. We can represent the business perspective using a lightweight format, which is
IoT Canvas in this case, since the team has high domain experience. A lightweight
format (user story in this case) can be used to specify requirements and these
requirements can be detailed orally with the two customer representatives, who will be
on-site. Since the system will use existing IoT devices and an existing IoT platform, it
might be beneficial to assess the characteristics of these IoT devices and IoT platform.
The system architecture can be designed based on the requirements as well as the IoT

Table 5. A set of example situational factors defining a project-specific context for case 1

# Situational factor Value

SF1 [Team].[Size] Small
SF2 [Team].[Domain experience] High
SF3 [Customer].[Availability] On-site
SF4 [System].[Degree of innovation] Low
SF5 [System]. [Existing IoT devices] Yes
SF6 [System]. [Existing backend services] Yes
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reference architectures available. These reference architectures guide the designers in
applying best solutions to common problems in the IoT domain. For each iteration, the
user stories to be developed can be selected and an incremental IoT system can be
presented to the customer to receive feedback and revise the system accordingly. As
can be seen in the figure, a method engineer can create new method parts and add them
to the method, such as “develop”, “review”, “revise and enhance” in this case.

4.2 Case 2: An IoT SDM for Large-Scale Integrated Farm
Management System

An IT company aims to develop and market an integrated farm management system.
The system is targeted to individual farmers who want to manage their farm by

Table 6. A set of example method fragments selected for case 1

ID Name Type Discipline Recommendation on situational
context

MF001 Produce an
IoT Canvas

Work
unit

Business
modeling

MF002 IoT Canvas Work
product

Business
modeling

MF003 Business
process spec.

Work
product

Business
modeling

Especially recommended when
[Team].[Domain
experience] = none, low [17]

MF004 Business
glossary

Work
product

Business
modeling

Especially recommended when
[Team].[Domain
experience] = none, low [17]

MF005 Specify
system
requirements

Work
unit

Requirements

MF006 User story Work
product

Requirements Recommended when [Team].
[Size] = small; [Customer].
[Availability] = on-site [17]

MF007 Use case
(short form)

Work
product

Requirements Recommended when [Team].
[Size] = small; [Customer].
[Availability] = on-site [17]

MF008 Use case
(long form)

Work
product

Requirements Especially recommended when
[Team].[Size] = small; [Customer].
[Availability] = as per plan, rare
[17]

MF009 System
requirements
specification

Work
product

Requirements Especially recommended when
[Team].[Size] = small; [Customer].
[Availability] = as per plan, rare
[17]

MF010 Design a
system
architecture

Work
unit

Analysis and
design
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planning, monitoring, recording, tracking, and analyzing all farming activities. The
company allocated a medium-sized team with low domain experience for this project.
The requirements will be elicited with some customers from some representative farms.
The company will be able to get limited collaboration with these customers. There is no
hardware and infrastructure present to be used in the project. The situational context for
this case is illustrated in Table 7.

Based on the situational factors of the second case, we have selected the method
fragments listed in Table 8 from the method base.

Based on these situational factors we constructed another method. Some of the
steps of this method are illustrated in Fig. 7. Since the team has low domain experi-
ence, it might be beneficial to document business requirements along with business
processes to create a certain level of business understanding. Moreover, these docu-
ments can be used for supporting the communication in a medium-sized team. Use
cases can be used for representing requirements. A long format can be preferred since
the customers are only available as per plan. Therefore, the customers cannot be always
accessible for detailing requirements while developing the system. A system archi-
tecture can be designed using IoT reference architectures. Since neither IoT devices nor
an IoT platform exists, an assessment and selection should be done for both. Moreover,
a site survey can be done to explore the physical environment in which IoT devices will
reside. Afterwards, a prototype can be developed and reviewed with the customers.

4.3 Case 1 vs. Case 2

As shown in these two cases, it is possible to select different method fragments for
different situations and integrate them to construct a project-specific method. A method
base containing reusable method fragments is an enabler for such a method construction.

In case 2, the project team needs to increase its knowledge of the business process.
Some work products, such as business process specification, can be used to help the
project team in understanding the business context in which IoT system will operate.
Other options for such a purpose are business vision, business use case, business use
case model, and business glossary from RUP.

Since the company in case 2 plans to develop a system to be used by many farmers,
it is required to project the growth in key areas, such as number of assets, users, events,
etc. Quantity structure work product as proposed by the Ignite method could be, for
example, used for this purpose.

Table 7. A set of example situational factors defining a project-specific context for case 2

# Name Value

SF1 [Team].[Size] Medium
SF2 [Team].[Domain experience] Low
SF3 [Customer].[Availability] As per plan
SF4 [System].[Degree of innovation] Medium
SF5 [System]. [Existing IoT devices] No
SF6 [System]. [Existing backend services] No
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In case 2, user stories are replaced with use cases for requirements specification.
The rationale for replacing this method fragment is that user stories are not detailed and
need further elaboration with the customers, which is not feasible since the customers
are not easily accessible in case 2.

Since the first case has some IoT devices and an IoT platform to be reused, it is
required to analyze the capabilities of this infrastructure. For the second case, an

Table 8. A set of example method fragments selected for case 2

ID Name Type Discipline Recommendation on situational
context

MF001 Produce an
IoT Canvas

Work
unit

Business
modeling

MF002 IoT Canvas Work
product

Business
modeling

MF003 Business
process spec.

Work
product

Business
modeling

Especially recommended when
[Team].[Domain
experience] = none, low [17]

MF004 Business
glossary

Work
product

Business
modeling

Especially recommended when
[Team].[Domain
experience] = none, low [17]

MF005 Specify
system
requirements

Work
unit

Requirements

MF008 Use case
(long form)

Work
product

Requirements Especially recommended when
[Team].[Size] = small;
[Customer].[Availability] = as
per plan, rare [17]

MF009 System
requirements
specification

Work
product

Requirements Especially recommended when
[Team].[Size] = small;
[Customer].[Availability] = as
per plan, rare [17]

MF010 Design a
system
architecture

Work
unit

Analysis and
design

MF011 Carry out a
site survey

Work
unit

Analysis and
design

Especially recommended when
[System]. [Existing IoT
devices] = no

MF012 Site survey
document

Work
product

Analysis and
design

Especially recommended when
[System]. [Existing IoT
devices] = no

MF013 Assess and
choose an
IoT platform

Work
unit

Analysis and
design

MF014 Develop a
prototype

Work
unit

Implementation Recommended when [System].
[Degree of
innovation] = medium, high [17]
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assessment and selection process should be executed to form a proper infrastructure
that can fit the system architecture designed and fulfill the business requirements. While
selecting the IoT devices, a site survey can be conducted to provide an understanding
of the environment in which IoT devices will operate.

In both cases, an incremental development cycle has been selected to receive
feedbacks from the customers and revise the system accordingly. The periods of the
feedback cycles can be different in both project, possible shorter in the first case since
there are on-site customers.

5 Discussion

5.1 Why not Selecting an Existing IoT SDM?

It is generally accepted that every project is unique and requires a unique method
fulfilling its special requirements. The existing methods accept this fact and may
present a guideline for tailoring the method for a specific project. On the other hand,
there are many types of projects having different situational contexts. It is practically
impossible for a method to include all of the possible work units and products.
Therefore, a method base can be used to enhance an existing method and obtain a new
method.

5.2 Why a Method Base Instead of a Complete Method?

Many disciplines, such as system engineering, software engineering, project manage-
ment agree that each project has its own dynamics and asks for a tailored method. On
the other hand, there are some approaches to be reused under certain situations. These
are generally named as “best practices” in the industry. We propose to share these
approaches and best practices in the form of method parts to be reused. A complete
method for a specific project can be constructed using these method parts, whereas a
complete method meeting all project requirements under every condition is not
realistic.

5.3 What Are the Lessons Learned from Method Base Construction?

Ignite is documented using a book which contains many details and examples. Even if
the book has been structured around sections, we had many difficulties in separating the
descriptions of the method parts from project specific details. Moreover, some of the
method parts are not documented well and this makes them difficult to understand and
reuse. For instance, Ignite mentions two roles, business analyst and solution architect,
but does not clearly define their responsibilities, the work units they take part in and the
work products they work with. IoT-Meth is described only by a short presentation,
which is unstructured and far from guiding a project team. Moreover, the method parts
defined in IoT-Meth are not described sufficiently. We think that standards like
ISO/IEC 24744 can guide for constructing such methods in providing understandable
and reusable method parts.
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5.4 Does This Work Make Any Preference on Plan-Driven and Agile
Paradigms?

No! Both plan-driven and agile paradigms include a systematic approach hence a
method. Plan-driven paradigm prefers to follow a more detailed plan/process/method
compared to agile paradigm. Agile paradigm is in favor of distributing the responsi-
bility to individuals and a more autonomous project team [43]. On the other hand, this
does not mean that agile paradigm overlooks the importance of methods. The Scrum
Guide [44] mainly defines roles, work products, and work units, which are actually
reusable method parts. Moreover, Scrum itself is a lightweight framework and should
be complemented with other method parts such as user story, use case. As a summary,
both plan-driven and agile paradigms can use a method base to construct a proper
method at varying level of details.

5.5 What Is the Implication of this Work for Industrial Use?

Some industrial attempts for constructing IoT SDMs are present [22, 24]. These SDMs
are mainly based on the existing method knowledge of system and software engi-
neering. For instance, Ignite includes many work products (use cases, UI mockups,
domain model) that are well-known even before IoT exists. Ignite enriches its content
with some new work products (such as quantity structure) specific to the IoT domain.
As a result, the creators of Ignite are already applying SME approach implicitly. This
implicit application of SME ends up with non-modular an IoT SDM that hinders
reusability.

Another attempt in IoT industry to support reusability is the concept of “reference
architecture”. There are many IoT reference architectures designed so far [45]. These
work products can also be catalogued in a method base and served for reuse. Con-
sidering these observations, we think that having a method base can provide significant
value to IoT industry by preventing many project teams from “reinventing the wheel”.

6 Related Work

Software reuse has been an important goal in many industrial practices to increase
productivity and quality of the software artifacts. Several reuse approaches have been
provided such as abstract data types, module-based programming, component-based
software development, reusable libraries and design patterns. Unlike these earlier
software reuse approaches, software product line engineering (SPLE) aims to provide
pro-active, pre-planned reuse at a large granularity to develop applications from a core
asset base [46]. A product line is defined as a set of software-intensive systems sharing
a common, managed set of features that satisfy the specific needs of a particular market
segment or mission and that are developed from a common set of core assets in a
prescribed way. An important activity in the product line engineering process is
development of the core asset base which aims to store the reusable software assets that
can be reused for developing individual products. Our approach adopts a similar
approach in which we focus on the development of a method base. The method base
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however does not include software assets for developing software systems, but method
assets for developing a method with which we can further build IoT systems.

In [1] the authors propose to construct a practice library (a similar concept to
method base) for the IoT domain. They present a proof of concept using some method
parts of Ignite. Essence Language is used in [1] as a metamodel. [47] uses the same
idea of having a practice library based on Essence Framework and proposes an initial
library after partially analyzing two IoT SDMs. Unlike [1, 47], In this work, we
extracted method parts from the six IoT SDMs based on ISO/IEC 24744 standard and
associated these with situational factors.

The Essence Framework specification provides some examples of method parts
extracted from existing methods (Scrum, Unified Process) and represented in Essence
Language [9]. Park provided the representation of the method parts of Scrum using
Essence Language [48]. Moreover, Park provided a hypothetical case for constructing a
method using some method parts from Scrum, XP, and DevOps. In our earlier work,
we provided an approach for extracting method parts from existing methods and
representing them using Essence Language [49]. This work also includes a partial
representation of the method parts of Nexus [50] in Essence Language. [51] extracted
and represented the method parts of Synthesis-based Software Architecture Design
Approach [52] in Essence Language. [40] uses the Australian Standard methodology
metamodel of AS 4651 to represent the method parts extracted from XP, Scrum and
Crystal. As distinct from these studies, we focus on IoT SDMs within the scope of this
work.

In our earlier work [54, 55] we have focused on variability in current IoT systems.
Thereby we have discussed the need for different component models for IoT systems
and the existence of different IoT protocols that are required for different situational
factors. The focus of this study that targets the development of IoT methods as such is
complementary to our earlier studies.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

Developing IoT systems is not trivial and requires the consideration of multiple dif-
ferent stakeholder concerns. Hence adopting a systematic method in which the steps as
well as the targeted artifacts are clearly defined is important. However, IoT systems can
range from a simple system consisting of a few components to a large scale system that
integrates multiple different systems. Obviously for different situations different
methods will be required. To address this issue, we have provided a situational method
engineering approach for developing IoT SDMs. We have distinguished two different
processes including the construction of the method base, and the application of the
method base to construct an IoT SDM. We have adopted six different IoT SDMs in the
development of the method base. The development of the method base itself provides
important insights in the IoT SDMs and paves the way for further discussion and
research. From the practical perspective we could state that once the method base was
ready we could easily construct methods for the situation at hand. We have illustrated
the development of two distinct IoT SDMs with different situational requirements. We
believe that the method base can be applied to a broader set of IoT application domains.
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In our future work we will enhance the method base with input from other IoT SDMs
and develop the corresponding toolset for this. Further we will use our method base to
develop other IoT SDMs.
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Abstract. Blockchain technology bears the potential to support the
execution of inter-organizational business processes in an efficient way.
Furthermore, it addresses various notorious problems of collaboratively
designing choreographies and overcoming lack of trust. In this paper,
we discuss this potential in more detail and highlight several research
challenges that future research has to address towards generic blockchain
support for inter-organizational business processes in various application
scenarios.
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1 Introduction

Business processes are collections of inter-related events, activities, and decision
that collectively create value for a customer [1]. Many business processes involve
several parties, which makes it difficult to manage them from the holistic per-
spective of an overarching choreography [5]. Classical approaches to business
process management (BPM) are mainly concerned with the discovery, analysis,
implementation and monitoring of intra-organizational processes. Yet, for inter -
organizational processes, challenges of collaborative design and a lack of trust
have limited the uptake of BPM techniques.

Emerging blockchain technology has the potential to provide substantial
improvements for inter-organizational business processes. Originally, blockchains
belong to a specific category of distributed database technology that builds on
tamper-proof lists of timestamped transaction records. They are best known for
being used for cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin [8]. Blockchains offer a way to
execute processes in a trustworthy manner even if partners do not have mutual
trust in each other. Thanks to their capabilities, blockchains have the potential
to enable inter-organizational process support in completely new ways.

This paper describes opportunities and challenges of blockchains for BPM.
Section 2 discusses the specific benefits that blockchain technology provides for
process execution. Section 3 discusses challenges of executing processes on the
blockchain along the different phases of the BPM lifecycle phases [1]. Finally,
Sect. 4 summarizes the discussion and highlights directions for future research.
c© Springer International Publishing AG, part of Springer Nature 2018
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2 Potential of Blockchains for Executing Processes

A key idea of business process management is that new information technol-
ogy can be used to make the execution of business processes more efficient and
effective. The utilization of new information technology can have three types
of impact on a given business process: automational, informational or transfor-
mational [7]. Automational effects emerge when a new technology is used to
automate tasks that have been previously done manually or with partial sys-
tem support. Informational effects materialize from better tracking, monitor-
ing, and analytical insights. Transformational effects relate to the changes in
the mechanisms of coordination, including disintermediation, outsourcing or off-
shoring. For blockchain technology, transformational effects are most relevant,
because blockchains provide a fundamentally different way of coordination for
business processes [4], which could lead to fully new ways of organizing inter-
organizational business processes.

Blockchain is a distributed ledger technology that maintains a tamper-proof
list of timestamped transaction records. It is used, for instance, for cryptocur-
rencies like Bitcoin [8]. Since it is tamper-proof, it allows parties to transact
with others they do not trust on a network in which nobody is trusted. To pro-
vide this feature, blockchains build on peer-to-peer networks, consensus-making,
cryptography, and market mechanisms as underlying technologies.

The potential of blockchains to transform inter-organizational processes
builds on the concept of smart contracts [10]. Consider the example of a buyer
ordering 200 items from the vendor. A failure of the vendor to deliver on time
might entitle the buyer to receive a compensation. Such conditional logic can
be expressed using smart contracts, which only use information that is stored
on the blockchain. When a smart contract is deployed to the blockchain, it is
immutable.

The support for smart contracts can also be used to implement more com-
plex logic as required for executing business processes. Model-driven approaches
that take a BPMN specification as an input and automatically generate the
corresponding blockchain artifacts as an output are described in [2,11]. Also a
business process management system called caterpillar has been developed that
fully runs on the blockchain [3].

To illustrate this aspects, consider the BPMN process model from Fig. 1. It
shows a simplified supply chain scenario, where a bulk buyer orders goods from
a manufacturer. The manufacturer, in turn, orders supplies through a middle-
man, which are sent from the supplier to the manufacturer via a special carrier.
The different modeling elements that are used for the specification of this inter-
organizational business process can be translated into Solidity smart contract
code as defined in [11]. The central idea is to store relevant status information
on the blockchain and to represent all information exchange as transactions on
the blockchain. Resulting from this idea is a pattern-based transformation of dif-
ferent BPMN primitives such as gateways, control sequence, and different types
of tasks to smart contract code.
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Fig. 1. Supply chain scenario from [11]

This manufacturing scenario underlines the potential of blockchains to have
a transformational effect on the way inter-organizational business processes are
implemented and executed [4]. Up until now, the implementation of such inter-
organizational processes required the collaborative design of choreographies [5].
The scenario shown in Fig. 1 is simple, but involves already five participants [11].
The complications of a collaborative design explain why choreographies have seen
hardly a broader uptake in practice. Regarding execution, the situation is even
more complicated. Inter-organizational processes can become subject to conflicts.
For instance, the manufacturer might receive the materials three days later than
agreed. In such a case, the manufacturer will likely trust more what is stored in
his own information systems and less what the supplier or the middleman might
have recorded. Having the transactional data in the blockchain is a reliable way
to store process-related data and provide a single point of truth over that no
single party has exclusive control.

This example illustrates that business processes provide a useful anchor for
discussing the potential benefits of blockchain technology. In this context, several
phases of the BPM lifecycle are of specific importance [1]:

– In the redesign phase, blockchains provide the potential to design to-be pro-
cess models of inter-organizational processes in such a way as if they were
usual intra-organizational processes using the standard BPMN notation.

– In the implementation phase, transformation techniques like [11] and systems
like caterpillar [3] offer an efficient implementation of blockchain-supported
business processes in a model-driven way.
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– During monitoring, blockchains provide a single point of truth for tracing the
progress of a process instance. There is no need for message exchange and
there are no messages that can be lost or corrupted.

Some of these potential benefits have been demonstrated by prototypical imple-
mentations. Still, there are several challenges along the way towards making
blockchain-based execution of business processes an everyday approach in cor-
porate information technology.

3 Challenges for Blockchain-Based Process Support

Though there is great potential of blockchain technology for executing busi-
ness processes, there are also challenges. First, there are generic challenges of
blockchain technologies. These include problems of throughput, latency, band-
width, security, usability, wasted resources and handling of hard forks [9]. Many
of these challenges are subject of current research.

Second, there are more specific challenges regarding the way how business
processes can be supported with blockchains. A recent research commentary
identifies seven challenges for blockchain-based execution of business processes
[6]. These include the following:

1. Execution and monitoring systems: Currently, there is limited support avail-
able in terms of execution and monitoring systems for blockchains. A specific
challenge will be fragmentation and encryption of execution data. For effec-
tive monitoring, data on the blockchain likely has to be integrated with local
off-chain data. Design science and algorithm engineering are required here in
order to provide novel insights and better tooling.

2. Methods for analysis and engineering: Up until now, there are only few meth-
ods for analysis and engineering for the specification of business processes on
blockchain technology. Transaction data on the blockchain contain potentially
valuable data for process analysis. However, how easily the data can be trans-
lated into a format that permits process analysis? Design science and soft-
ware engineering is required towards providing easier deployment and formal
analysis.

3. Redesigning processes: While there are first insights how business processes
can run on the blockchain, it is hardly understood how business processes
can be best innovated using the potentials of blockchains. Research on pro-
cess improvement has identified various process redesign heuristics, and likely
there are specific heuristics for adopting blockchains for specific types of pro-
cesses. Both design science and management science provide to foundations
to arrive at substantial insights in this context.

4. Evolution and adaptation: The definition of appropriate methods for evolution
and adaptation is an important challenge. For instance, it might be a desirable
scenario to adapt blockchain processes in a predefined way. Formal concepts
are needed in order to provide important guarantees, building on insights
from theoretical computer science and verification.
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5. Adoption: Up until now, it is not clear in which circumstances business pro-
cesses shall be best put on the blockchain and to which extent this will prove
valuable. Different process stakeholders might be risk-averse and less willing
to use a novel technology that potentially reduces their control of specific
processes. Empirical research is needed to investigate which characteristics of
blockchain as a technology best meet requirements of specific processes.

6. Strategy and governance: Blockchains will likely enable new governance mod-
els with an overall impact on business strategy. It is an open question if
blockchain-related activities should best be allocated to a separate business
unit and how promising prototypes can be handed over into production.
Empirical research is required to investigate this topic building on insights
from organizational science.

7. Corporate culture: Blockchain technology will likely bring a culture shift
towards openness in the management and execution of business processes.
Blockchains will likely promote an organizational culture that emphasizes
flexibility and is outward-looking. Research in this area will have to inves-
tigate how corporate culture changes with the introduction of blockchains,
building on empirical research methods.

The spectrum of these challenges is broad. While many of them relate to
design and engineering questions, it is clear that blockchains also have to be
understood as part of larger socio-technical systems that are open and worldwide.
This fact poses various challenges that require an empirical research agenda that
integrates perspectives of the social sciences.

4 Conclusions

This paper has briefly summarized important potentials of blockchain technol-
ogy to support the execution of business processes. Potential benefits are effi-
cient design of inter-organizational business processes in a model-driven way, in
which the blockchain is a single point of truth for tracing the process execu-
tion. Furthermore, we presented a digest of seven challenges including execution
and monitoring systems, analysis and engineering techniques, redesign meth-
ods, evoluation and adaptation concepts, adoption in practice, and corporate
culture. Interdisciplinary research is required building on formal, empirical and
engineering methods in order to address these challenges.
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Abstract. Context: Decisions taken by medical practitioners may be
based on explicit and implicit rules. By uncovering these rules, a medical
practitioner may have the possibility to explain its decisions in a better
way, both to itself and to the person which the decision is affecting.
Objective: We investigate if it is possible for a machine learning pipe-
line to uncover rules used by medical practitioners, when they decide if
a patient could be operated or not. The uncovered rules should have a
linguistic meaning.
Method: We are evaluating two different algorithms, one of them is devel-
oped by us and named “The membership detection algorithm”. The eval-
uation is done with the help of real-world data provided by a hospital.
Results: The membership detection algorithm has significantly better
relevance measure, compared to the second algorithm.
Conclusion: A machine learning pipe-line, based on our algorithm, makes
it possibility to give the medical practitioners an understanding, or to
question, how decisions have been taken. With the help of the uncovered
fuzzy decision algorithm it is possible to test suggested changes to the
feature limits.

Keywords: Agglomerative merging · Assess rules adherence
Fuzzy decision making · Shannon entropy · Uncovering rules

1 Introduction

In the area of medicine, laws require medical practitioners to be able to explain
their decisions when a patient has complaints. Another vital aspect is the pos-
sibility to give the medical practitioners an understanding, or to question, how
decisions have been taken. Automated help to uncover how implicit and explicit
rules are used by medical practitioners would facilitate the documentation of
this decision rationale.

We would like to uncover rules used by a medical practitioner, to enlighten
medical practitioners about how the decisions were taken. The algorithms we use
should give an explanation to the decision in a human understandable format.
Our ideas of finding rules defined in a human understandable format are rooted
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in the area of fuzzy sets [16]. The rule values of the features used in a rule
logic are expressed in a linguistic way which makes it practical for humans to
reason about a feature, for example a value range of the feature “the age of
a person” can be defined as “very old”. How well a certain value belongs to a
linguistic description of a feature, is defined by mathematical definition, called
a membership function.

Normally, the linguistic classifications of a feature are stated by medical
practitioners, and the membership functions can be calculated based on this
knowledge. In the area of medicine, this approach has been used in several studies
(See for example [9]). Instead of defining a rule logic, and its rule values, which
shall be used by medical practitioners, we would like to evaluate how a stated
rule is used. How well a medical practitioner is following a stated rule can bee
seen as a form of trust. How to measure trust is elaborated in several studies, e.g.
by Ritu and Jain [10]. These studies explain how to find degrees of trust, but are
not aiming to achieve a “strict understanding” according to Pask’s conversation
theory [8].

In order to achieve a “strict understanding” we develop a possibility to give
the medical practitioners an understanding, or to question, how decisions have
been taken, together with a possibility to test suggested changes to the feature
limits with the help of the fuzzy decision algorithm. In order to find member
functions of the fuzzy decision algorithm, which describe how the stated rules are
used, we are evaluating two different algorithms. We use an algorithm commonly
used in the area of fuzzy classification, and an algorithm we have named the
membership detection algorithm. The membership detection algorithm is based
on a machine learning algorithm used for feature transformation, in combination
with the use of Shannon entropy [13].

The evaluation is done with the help of a real world data set, and a rule
logic used by the medical practitioners. The data set contains patient features,
and decisions about if an operation should be performed or not. The evaluation
showed the membership detection algorithm to be the best choice in order to
uncovering rules, and assess rule adherence, based on data in a data set.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. The methodology is pre-
sented in Sect. 2 and the execution results and an analysis thereof are presented
in Sects. 3 and 4. The results are further discussed in Sect. 5 and conclusions and
future work are presented in Sect. 6.

2 Methodology

We conduct an analysis of a data set containing information about patients, and
the decision if an operation should be performed or not. We try to evaluate if
it is possible to uncover rules, used by a medical practitioner when deciding if
a patient can have an operation or not. This is a binary classification problem
but the rules of the classification must be understandable by humans, and it
should be possible to make changes to these rules, in the form of changing the
rule values. The uncovered rules is constrained by a given rule logic. The given
rule logic makes it possible to assess rule adherence based on the decisions.
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We were provided with a csv-file consisting of real-world data from a hospital,
together with the rule logic used for judgement. The data consists of a class
variable and four features; CRP-value1, age, sex, and weight. The class variable
is a binary variable with the decision if an operation should be performed or not.
The rule logic is the statement, “If a patient has very high CRP or is very old
or has underweight or has overweight then no operation will be performed.”.

During our analysis of the data set, the following information were obtained.
Table 1 shows two features with missing data, and less than 30% of the class vari-
able values are indicating a positive result from the rule logic, i.e. No operation
should be performed.

Table 1. Statistics for the data set.

CRP Age Sex Weight No Op

Count 50 55 55 43 55

Mean 28.88 71.22 0.44 68.25 0.29

Min 4.0 29.0 0 42.2 0

Max 137.0 94.0 1 96.0 1

In Table 2 we can see that the correlation between the features and the class
variable are not strong. The strongest correlation between a feature and the
class variable is 0.46 (the CRP feature). The strongest correlation between the
features are between the weight and the sex (−0.40).

Table 2. Correlations for the data set.

CRP Age Sex Weight No Op

CRP 1.00 −0.02 0.20 −0.13 0.46

Age −0.02 1.00 −0.04 −0.15 0.32

Sex 0.20 −0.04 1.00 −0.40 0.16

Weight −0.13 −0.15 −0.40 1.00 −0.18

No Op 0.46 0.32 0.16 −0.18 1.00

The Shapiro-Wilk test on the CRP feature and the Age feature indicates
that a non-parametric correlation test is needed (Table 3). We use Kendall’s tau
since it is robust for small data sets. The Kendall’s tau test show no evidence
of correlation between the investigated features and the class variable. There is
no evidence of strong correlation between the Weight and the Sex features when
we perform a Kendall’s tau test. The correlation between the other features are
not strong.
1 C-reactive protein (CRP) is an annular (ring-shaped), pentameric protein found in

blood plasma, whose levels rise in response to inflammation [15].
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Table 3. Shapiro-Wilk and Kendall measures.

Shapiro Kendall’s tau

CRP 0.76, 1.30e−07 0.36, 0.0002

Age 0.92, 0.001 0.29, 0.001

Since the data is skewed towards a representation of a negative classification,
we decide to duplicate the rows which contains a positive classification. The
duplication of the rows gives a data set which contains 45% of positive classi-
fications. The weak correlation between the features, and between the features
and the class variable, indicates that we will not introduce any correlation errors
when we duplicate the rows with a positive class variable value [2].

Ross [11] describes different algorithms, commonly used in the area of fuzzy
sets in order to find membership functions. We decide to use the inductive rea-
soning algorithm, since it generates membership functions based solely on the
data provided [11]. Improvements for this algorithm when handling missing data
are suggested in several studies, e.g. Jurado et al. [4]. Since there is a weak corre-
lation between the features, we add a sentinel value for missing data [2], instead
of changing the algorithm describe by Ross [11]. With the help of the sentinel
value, the remaining information in each sample can be used for creating the
membership functions. When the fuzzy decision making rule encounter a sen-
tinel value of a feature, it will assign the feature sample a membership degree of
0.45 to “No operation”.

Since finding the feature value limits for the rule logic can be seen as a
discretisation problem, we are investigating if a feature transformation algorithm
named agglomerative merging [3] can be used to find membership functions. An
optimization of the agglomerative merging algorithm have been developed by Li
et al. [5]. However, we use the implementation described by Flach [3] since our
main concern is to find membership functions which describe rules in a human
understandable form.

We have developed an algorithm named the membership detection algorithm.
This algorithm is based on the agglomerative merging algorithm described by
Flach [3], and combined with the use of Shannon entropy [13]. We have aug-
mented the agglomerative algorithm with information about the ranges of a bin,
and the rank of the classes in a bin (Pseudocode 1.1). As a post-processing step,
we merge a bin at the time, as long as the merged bins is below a merge-entropy
limit (Pseudocode 1.2). The bin which caused the entropy to raise above the
merge-entropy limit, is examined based on its own entropy. This entropy decides
which feature value to be used by the membership function variables. If the
entropy is above a value named “value selection entropy” the mean value of the
bins feature values is used, otherwise the feature value, adjacent to the merge
bin, is used. In order to select the first bin to be merged, we use the knowledge of
the rule logic. By using the knowledge of the rule logic, the membership detec-
tion algorithm is able to find evidence in the data, which supports the stated
rule logic.
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Agglomerative merging(featureValueList, scoringFunction, stoppingCriterion)

// featureValueList : A list of feature values, and their associated result value, sorted by the

feature value.

// scoringFunction: A function used to evaluate the merging of objectBins (we use chi square

values).

// stoppingCriterion: A value used to stop the merging (we use a chi square value).

// binObject: A bin containing a lower feature value, an upper feature value, #positive results,

and #negative results.

1. initialise bins to feature values with the same value

2. merge consecutive pure objectBins

3. repeat

4. evaluate the scoringFunction values on consecutive binObject pairs

5. merge the objectBin pairs with best scoringFunction value unless stoppingCriterion is

invoked

6. until no further merges are possible

7. return a list of binObjects

Pseudocode 1.1. The agglomerative merging algorithm

Post processing(binObjectList, mergeEntropyLimit, valueSelectionEntropy, mergeDirection)

// binObjectList : A list of binObjects

// mergeEntropyLimit: If the Shannon entropy is above this limit, no merging shall be per-

formed.

// valueSelectionEntropy: Determine how the feature value of the mergeBin shall be calculated.

// mergeBin: A bin containing a lower feature value, an upper feature value, #positive results,

and #negative results.

1. initialise the mergeBin with the starting binObject in the binObjectList.

2. repeat

3. use the next binObject in the binObjectList, as the nextBinObject

4. calculate the Shannon entropy when combining the mergeBin with the nextBinObject

5. update the mergeBin based on the nextBinObject information unless mergeEntropyLimit

is reached

6. until the mergeEntropyLimit has been reached

7. calculate the Shannon entropy of the nextBinObject

8. update the mergeBin based on the valueSelectionEntropy of the nextBinObject

9. return mergeBin

Pseudocode 1.2. The post-processing algorithm

Feature selection algorithms were considered as well but they do not seem
to be useful for the data set, and the problem, at hand. All of the features are
part of the rule logic, and the correlation shows no strong indication of a specific
feature which dominates the classification.
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There are no real-time requirements when uncovering the rules. We have
decided to use Python since it have many machine learning contributions, for
example Scikit [12]. The implementation is done with the help of Jupyter note-
book, from the Anaconda distribution for Mac (x86 64-bits), which supports
Python 3.5.2.

3 Results

We have implemented a machine learning pipe-line which makes it possible to
uncovering rules, based on decisions made by medical practitioners when decid-
ing if a patient can have an operation or not.

The first part of the pipe-line is used to find the values of the variables, used
in the membership functions which indicate “no operation” shall be performed.
We use two different approaches. First we use the membership detection algo-
rithm, secondly we use the inductive reasoning algorithm [11]. The values of the
variables are shown in Table 4 (column a, b, c, and d).

Table 4 shows how membership functions can be constructed for the combi-
nation of an algorithm and a feature. The last three columns tell which of the
Eqs. 1–3 is intended to be used. The columns a, b, c, and d, are the variables
used in the equations.

Table 4. Information used to create membership functions.

Algorithm Feature a b c d µleft µmid µright

Membership detection CRP - - 8.0 86.0 - - no operation

Age - - 74.0 89.0 - - no operation

Weight 47.0 52.8 85.0 85.7 no operation - no operation

Inductive reasoning CRP - - 34.0 79.0 - - no operation

Age - - 50.5 77.5 - - no operation

Weight 48.0 54.0 71.8 85.3 no operation - no operation

In the second part of the pipe-line we construct the membership functions.
In order to construct the membership functions, we apply Eqs. 1, 2, and 3 [6],
according to the information in Table 4. We use these membership functions to
perform fuzzy decision making on the data set.

µleft(x) =
{

1 if x < a
b−x
b−a if a ≤ x ≤ b

0 if x > b
(1)

µmid(x) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0 if x < a
x−a
b−a if a ≤ x < b

1 if b ≤ x < c and b �= c
d−x
d−c if c ≤ x ≤ d

0 if x > d

(2)
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µright(x) =
{

0 if x < c
x−c
d−c if c ≤ x ≤ d

1 if x > d
(3)

In the third part of the pipe-line, we use fuzzy logic to evaluate if a patient
should have an operation or not. If a patient should have an operation or not,
is based on the following rule logic: “If a patient has very high CRP or is very
old or has underweight or has overweight then no operation will be performed”.
We evaluate the logic by using a fuzzy logic “OR”, according to Eq. 4, with the
criterion “no operation should be performed” if µno op(x) > 0.5.

µno op(x) = max(µcrp no operation, µage no operation, µweight no operation) (4)

In the last part of the pipe-line we use a confusion matrix to evaluate the mea-
sures of the fuzzy decision making, when the different algorithms have been used
to find the membership functions. The results are shown in Table 5. In Table 5
the recall shows the proportion of patients which were not given an operation
when their health did not allow an operation, and the specificity shows the pro-
portion of the patients which were given an operation when their health did
allow an operation. The harmonic mean of precision and recall is given by the
F1-measure. In Table 5 we can see that the F1-measure is better for the member-
ship detection algorithm, despite the fact that the inductive reasoning algorithm
has a recall of 1. The accuracy is better for the membership detection algorithm,
as well. This indicates that the membership detection algorithm uncover rules
which have better adherence to the decisions.

Table 5. Measures when using the different algorithms.

Algorithm Accuracy Precision Recall F1 Specificity

Membership detection 0.7606 0.7027 0.8125 0.7536 0.7179

Inductive reasoning 0.5211 0.4848 1 0.6531 0.1282

4 Analysis

In order to understand the poor measures for the inductive reasoning algorithm
(Table 5) we translate the membership functions to crisp thresholds, and calcu-
late the proportions of all samples classified as “no operation”. Table 6 con-
tains the crisp rule values of the features when we use Eq. 4 with the rule
“If µno op(x) > 0.5 then no operation should be performed”. The columns in
Table 6 have the following meanings. If a feature value is ≤ low threshold or ≥
high threshold, no operation should be performed.

In Table 5, the no operation column shows the proportion of all samples
which were classified as “no operation”. The inductive reasoning algorithm has
a proportion of 0.8 of “no operation” for the age feature, but the true proportion
of “no operation” is 0.45. This shows how the inductive reasoning algorithm
creates false positives in almost half of the samples. This explains the poor
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numbers for the inductive reasoning algorithm in Table 5. At the same time, it
gives an indication of why no false negatives were found, and therefor the good
recall rate of the inductive reasoning algorithm in Table 5.

Table 6. Crips thresholds and classification proportions.

Algorithm Feature low threshold high threshold no operation

Membership detection CRP 0 47.0 0.24

Age 0 81.5 0.23

Weight 49.7 85.35 0.20

Inductive reasoning CRP 0 56.5 0.20

Age 0 64.0 0.80

Weight 51.0 78.55 0.37

An agglomerative merging algorithm calculates the minimum number of bins
(value ranges) a feature has in the data set, based on a chi square value. Since an
agglomerative merging algorithm is part of the membership detection algorithm,
the number of bins for each feature can be given as an intermediate result of the
membership detection algorithm.

The intermediate result of the membership detection algorithm shows that
CRP has three bins, Age has seven bins, and Weight has seven bins. When there
exists more than three bins for a feature, a class variable is described by more
than one value range, and these value ranges are not next to each other. Since
in the rule logic, the weight feature has an upper and a lower bound, it can
be possible to find two membership functions which correctly describe the rules
used for the weight feature. For the age feature it is not possible to find one
membership function which correctly describe the rule used for the age feature.

The inductive reasoning algorithm can be seen as a classification algorithm.
It expects to find an optimal split of the data based on the classifications, and
it expects the starting point of the optimality search to be an average measure
of the data. These criteria create a risk for the inductive reasoning algorithm
to find local optimum. In the case of the age feature, the inductive reasoning
algorithm has forced itself to find a pattern which does not exist in the data set.

The membership detection algorithm is not a classification algorithm. Instead
the algorithm tries to find an optimal split in a region of the data set which is
appointed by the rule logic. The membership detection algorithm is used to find
evidence in the data which supports the stated rule logic. In order to achieve
this, the membership detection algorithm uncovers the rule values of the given
rule logic and assess the given rule logic’s adherence to the decision data.

The numbers in Tables 5 and 6, indicates the use of the membership detection
algorithm to be a superior choice when the data set does not contain a distinct
classification of the data.
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5 Discussion

When decision values of the membership functions (Table 6) are used in the
rule logic: “If a patient has a CRP value ≥ high threshold or has an age ≥
high threshold or has a weight ≤ low threshold or has a weight ≥ high threshold
then no operation will be performed”, it is easy for the medical practitioners to
understand the uncovered rules of the feature values. It is possible to test sug-
gested changes to the feature limits with the help of the fuzzy decision algorithm.
However, the main outcome is the possibility to give the medical practitioners
an understanding, or to question, how decisions have been taken.

When we make use of the correlation between sex and weight, the model cre-
ated by the pipe-line using the membership detection algorithm has a accuracy
of 0.77, a precision of 0.76, a recall of 0.8, and a F1-measure of 0.78. Even if the
numbers improved compared to those in Table 5, the numbers indicate that the
model cannot be used as the complete description of when a patient should have
an operation or not.

We compare these results with the results from an algorithm which is not
limited by the stated rule logic. We use a tree algorithm named CART [1]. The
CART algorithm is chosen since it can handle continuous data and a tree is easy
for humans to interpret. The result from a stratified 10-fold cross validation with
the CART algorithm shows a worst-case below 0.6, and an average just above
0.8, for the different measures. This indicates a lack of features in the provided
data set. These features are needed to create rules which completely describe the
decisions. Since decisions sometimes are related to beliefs and personal values of
the medical practitioners [7], we cannot expect all features, used for the decisions,
to be included in the data set. When we consider the limitations imposed by the
stated rule logic, the membership detection algorithm performs at the same
level as the CART algorithm. We conclude the performance of the membership
detection algorithm as very good2, when uncovering rules. Based on these results
we conclude the membership detection algorithm to be a good choice to assess
rule adherence base on decisions.

We have used statistical tools and procedures (Sect. 2), to ensure the data
set itself, do not impose threats to the validity of this study.

According to Pask’s conversation theory [8], one way an actor can create
knowledge is to explaining its understanding, based on instructions, and infor-
mation, given by another actor. The results show that the membership detection
algorithm can be used for this purpose. Since Pask’s conversation theory is a
corner stone in the realization of Intent-Driven Systems [14], the membership
detection algorithm can be a vital component in the realization of Intent-Driven
Systems.

2 The membership detection algorithm showed better measures than using the rule
values stated by a medical practitioner.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

The analysis shows that the membership detection algorithm has significantly
better relevance measure, compared to the inductive reasoning algorithm. The
membership detection algorithm extends the possibility to reason about how a
deviation from the stated rules will affect the trust of a medical practitioner by
making it possibility to give the medical practitioners an understanding, or to
question, how decisions have been taken. Another vital extension is the possible
to test suggested changes to the feature limits with the help of the uncovered
fuzzy decision algorithm.

We believe our developed algorithm is a valuable contribution for uncovering
rules, and assess rule adherence, based on data in a data set. In our future work
we will continue to investigate how to create knowledge, and understanding, in
information-poor environments.
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Abstract. Various authors have defined an extensive set of measures regarding
the complexity of process design, which can be objectively measured by using
structural complexity metrics. Nevertheless, the research in this area indicates
that the percentage of empirically and theoretically validated metrics is relatively
small. This suggests that there are still no real examples of the metrics usage
within organizations. Despite that we could just validate existing proposals, we
feel that a new and enhanced approach to evaluate process diagram complexity
is feasible and needed. Thus, in the present paper, we will discuss a possibility
of developing a new component-based approach for evaluating process diagram
complexity, for which we anticipate that it would be more precise than existing
ones, since it will also assess such constituent parts of process diagrams which
not only contribute to higher complexity (e.g. complex routing behavior), but
also to lower complexity (e.g. decomposition). Moreover, we plan to thoroughly
validate our approach both in theory and practice.

Keywords: BPMN � Complexity � Metrics � Decomposition
Workflow patterns

1 Introduction

Business process diagrams (hereinafter referred to as BPDs) are used to make the
communication between stakeholders easier, however, in practice, they are commonly
complex. Therefore, it is essential to address the measurement and management of their
complexity. This is especially true, since complexity affects the time and effort for
efficient understanding and maintenance of a BPD. Moreover, business process ana-
lysts can model different BPDs for the same problem domain, so the usage of less
complex BPDs will cause less error when modeling or reading such diagrams.

Recent research has assessed process diagram comprehension by measuring dif-
ferent aspects of such diagrams. Factors with impact on comprehension include dia-
gram characteristics (among them structural complexity, which is focus or this paper),
modeling language characteristics and personal characteristics of a diagram reader [1].

BPDs can be modeled in several notations. The most widely used notation is
Business process model and notation (BPMN), which has been identified as the
de-facto standard in the BPM domain [2].
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Moody [3] introduced the physics of notation theory, which consists of nine design
aspects of modeling languages in order to prevent unnecessary extraneous cognitive
load on the user of a BPD: semiotic clarity, graphic economy, perceptual discrim-
inability, visual expressiveness, dual coding, semantic transparency, cognitive fit,
cognitive integration and complexity management. The latter deals with ensuring that
there is the possibility for decomposition and hierarchical structuring in case of the
complex diagrams.

Cognitive research of the business process model comprehension has identified the
phenomenon when two formal structures of one process model are the same, but there
is a notable difference in the visual presentation. In this light, the modeling notation as a
formal set of symbols is defined as the primary notation [4]. On the other hand, various
visual cues (e.g. color), which are not part of a notation, are defined as the secondary
notation. The results of a study performed by Petrusel et al. [5] show a clear positive
impact of these visual cueing techniques on the ability of the study’s participants to
provide correct answers in a timely manner, as well as on the mental effort required to
read the process models.

Regarding the process modeling language syntax, the concrete syntax deals only
with representational aspects such as symbols, colors and position of the different types
of nodes in a BPD (e.g., tasks, routing symbols, roles) [6]. In cognitive sciences, this
corresponds to the cognitive dimension of secondary notation. On the other hand, the
abstract syntax of a process model is describing the formal structure of BPD elements
and their mutual relationships [6]. As such, it corresponds to the deep structure of a
sentence, an underlying syntactic structure, as opposed to the concrete syntax, which
corresponds to the surface form of a sentence, which is its visual presentation.

There are many complexity-coping mechanisms for making BPDs easier to
understand, e.g., (1) good and bad practices for modeling [7], (2) patterns for reducing
abstract complexity of diagram, related to inner structure and flow logic [6] and
(3) patterns for reducing concrete complexity of diagrams, related to visual elements –
secondary notation [8].

Decomposition, also known as modularization or fragmentation, is another
important complexity-coping mechanism, which falls into the category of secondary
notation. Authors in [9] report that “a decomposed process is more intuitive and easier
to understand as each decomposition step incrementally focuses on a smaller number of
overlapping concerns”. This allows higher BPD reuse and increases the ability for
successful BPD communication and analysis. Modelers must ensure that each
decomposition step provides a consistent level of details, so that the resulting set of
basic activities which comprise the bottom level of decomposition is the same.

In light of decomposing BPDs, authors [10] proposed a set of 20 workflow
control-flow patterns, which provide a common ground for describing a various
notation independent workflow routing implementations. This was reasonable since the
distinctive features of different business process notations result in fundamentally
different semantics.

Within systematic literature review (SLR), Figl [11] proposed the following
influence factors for BPD comprehension: presentation medium (computer versus
paper), notation (chosen modeling language, physics of notation, representational
paradigm), secondary notation features (decomposition, highlighting, layout), labeling
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(naming conventions, label design), model characteristics (structural size measures,
syntax rules, refactoring, etc.), task characteristics (type of the task, which user of a
BPD must to solve) and user characteristics (modeling knowledge, education, domain
knowledge).

Similarly, Dikici et al. [12] performed a SLR in which they identified factors which
significantly influence the BPD comprehensibility, among them notation, structural
complexity, modeling expertise, modularity, process perspective representation, mod-
eling approach, visual layout, element labeling, use of modeling guidelines, cognitive
abilities, learning motive, style, use of coloring and model element design.

Most of existing structural complexity metrics only consider up to two constructs
(e.g. activities or control flows) for evaluation of the complexity of a BPD [13]. Best
solution for measuring the overall complexity of BPDs seems to be the usage of a set of
metrics, where each of the metrics addresses one of the constructs [13, 14]. Addi-
tionally, only approximately 3% of the metrics were validated in theory and practice
and approximately 56% have been validated only empirically [13]. These results were
also independently confirmed by Marin [15].

In this paper, we will focus on the structural complexity, which is one of the
important influential factors of the BPD comprehensibility. Additionally, in the fore-
seen approach, we will limit our research proposal to the above-mentioned BPMN
notation, since it includes the decomposition mechanisms. Moreover, we found no
metrics which would consider the aspect of concrete syntax, i.e., the secondary notation
of process modeling languages, such as the use of colors. In addition, metrics within
the current known set, which could be applied to BPMN, do not consider the concept of
decomposition, i.e., the usage of pools, lanes and message flows in their calculations.

The remaining part of the article is structured as follows: in the related work
section, we will outline the state of the art in the field of structural complexity metrics
area and the approaches on how to define new metric. In the third section, we will
present the proposed solution – the component-based approach for measuring the
structural complexity of BPDs. Within the discussion section, we will expose some
discussion points for the possible directions of our research. In the last section, we will
provide the contribution statement of the paper.

2 Related Work

In the literature, we can find many proposals for measuring the BPD complexity. They
measure different aspects of complexity, e.g., complexity of control flow or structure,
modular and cognitive complexity.

In the recent SLR [13], authors overviewed 66 metrics, out of which 53% metric
were related to business process management domain and 23% to the software engi-
neering, while others remained unclassified. These findings were confirmed by another
SLR, performed in 2017 within a doctoral thesis by Marin [15].

Since complexity metrics provide a numerical value, which is not useful by itself,
they should at least allow a comparison with other values or be classified into specific
metric intervals, separated by thresholds. There are different techniques for such
threshold identification, e.g., ROC curves and Bender method [16].
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In regard to the assessment of the overall quality of BPDs, authors [17] identified a
homogeneous set of understandability guidelines and a tool to check their validation.
To this end, they conducted an extensive review of existing guidelines and assessed the
suitable metrics and numeric thresholds, that allow the adherence to proposed
guidelines.

Our proposal is similar to the idea of cognitive complexity measure, which was
proposed by Gruhn and Laue [14]. Their proposal was never validated neither
empirically nor in practice and it has many limitations, for example fixed weights for
each BPD control structure (see Fig. 1).

We feel that extending their underlying idea with our component-based approach
will evaluate the complexity of BPDs in a more detailed and holistic manner. There-
fore, we wish to obtain a broader insight into the BPD structure and evaluate it with
empirically and theoretically validated values, which come with thresholds for each
constituent part of the BPD. The more detailed information is presented in the third
chapter.

Regarding the process of defining new metric, we found a consensus among
authors [18–20], who defined steps, which are required to properly validate a new
proposed metrics, namely: (1) metric definition, (2) theoretical validation and (3) em-
pirical validation. Moreover, researchers in [20] proposed the following three
sequential steps: (1) measurement entity identification (e.g. BPD), (2) entity attribute
identification (e.g. number of nodes within the BPD) and (3) identification of a new
metric, which allows the measurement of all the proposed attributes. There have been
many methods proposed for theoretical validation (e.g. Weyuker properties [21],
Briand’s framework [22]). Similarly, for the empirical validation, there are also many
methods available [18], e.g. survey, experiment, case study.

In [23], authors proposed the properties, which all properly defined metrics should
encompass, i.e., validity, reliability, computability, ease of implementation, intuitive-
ness, and independence of other related measures. Considering the graph theory, it is
possible to extend the proposed set of properties with ability to measure the complexity
of iterative processes, modularity, additivity and independence of the level of detail in
modeling.

BPD control structure Weight
sequence of activities 1
XOR-split 2
XOR-split with more than 3 branches 3
AND-split and AND-join 4
OR-split 7
Composite task (subtask) 2
Multiple instances 6
Cancel activity 1
Cancel case 2 or 3

Fig. 1. Cognitive weights for BPD elements.
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3 Proposed Solution

The final long-term objective of our proposed approach is the development of a pro-
totype tool, which would allow to import a BPD and calculate the corresponding
component-based cognitive complexity with better precision compared to existing
metrics.

The underlying idea towards implementing our approach (as seen from the Fig. 2)
consists from the following steps: (1) we will evaluate the structural complexity of a
chosen BPD with the use of existing metrics, (2) we will identify the components
(hereinafter referred to as constituent parts) within a BPD, (3) we will assign our
empirical data regarding cognitive complexity of constituent parts, (4) we will combine
the values of structural complexity and refine the overall structural complexity with our
data.

Aforementioned constituent parts (see Fig. 3) of a BPD can be either workflow
patterns, such as sequence, explicit termination, splitting (e.g. parallel split) and
looping (arbitrary cycles) mechanisms, decomposition related elements (e.g. the usage
of grouping elements, subprocesses, lanes, etc.) and other elements of a BPD, which
affect the complexity, either negatively or positively.

Fig. 2. Steps of the proposed approach
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A proposed component-based complexity measure could be defined with the fol-
lowing equation (where variable n presents a total number of constituent parts and f(x)
presents the complexity of each constituent part of a BPD):

Ccb ¼
Xn

i¼0
f xð Þ ð1Þ

Each constituent part of a BPD will have to be defined more specifically. As an
example, we could define an equation for describing the complexity of a sequence
workflow pattern as follows (where variable x presents number of elements within a
single constituent part, whereas 15 and 30 are examples of threshold values, which can
distinguish different levels of BPD complexity):

f xð Þ ¼
1 x\15
5 30[ x[ 15
5þ x

xþ 1 x� 30

8
<

: ð2Þ

For each constituent part, such equations will have to be obtained empirically
during the process of defining a new metric. In this sense, a structured questionnaire
with specific understandability tasks within different categories will be defined (e.g.,
concurrency, exclusiveness, order and repetition). For example, finding one activity
within a sequence of any size is trivial task. On the other hand, answering the question
regarding which specific activity is performed first among a set of randomly chosen
activities in a sequence (i.e. finding out if activity “concentrate” from the random set of
activities is performed after activities “invent”, “trace” and “detect”), can have bigger
cognitive impact to the reader of a BPD, if a sequence of activities is larger, especially
if the activities within the sequence are not unique.

Among constituent parts, we will also include those, which are improving cognitive
complexity (e.g. the usage of lanes or other component-based elements). In this light, it
is worth mentioning again that the existing metrics found in the literature, which could

Fig. 3. Class diagram of the proposed approach
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be applied to BPMN, do not consider pools, lanes and message flows in their calcu-
lations, so we will have to prepare the basis for calculating this aspect of the BPDs.

From the BPD in Fig. 4, we can extract a set of constituent parts, which are colored
gray and numbered as follows: (1) event-based gateway sequence, (2) delay, (3) loop,
(4) sending messages between independent actors and (5) decomposition. Each of the
pattern possesses its own complexity. For example, displaying two lanes within the
pool “Pizza vendor” contributes in lowering the overall complexity of the diagram,
while event-based gateway mechanism in combination with a loop in “Pizza customer”
pool contributes to higher overall complexity.

Therefore, we will perform experiments for obtaining the empirical data, which will
allow us to assess the complexity of each constituent part of a BPD.

According to the proposed approach, we developed two presumptions:

• we presume that by considering the empirically gained cognitive complexity of
constituent parts (and their complexity change thresholds as well) of a BPD, the
proposed metric will be more precise as compared to the existing ones,

• we presume that by considering the constituent parts, which are lowering cognitive
complexity, the proposed metric will be more precise as compared to the existing
ones.

We will limit our research for identifying the predefined set of constituent parts to
the BPMN modeling language.

Fig. 4. Example BPMN diagram, taken from [24].
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4 Discussion

While this paper is merely just an outline, a roadmap and a discussion of a feasibility of
a new approach on how to measure complexity of business process diagrams, we
identified few discussion points.

• The identification of the elementary constituent parts. We propose workflow pat-
terns as the most appropriate elementary constituent part. Nevertheless, we should
not limit our choice just to these patterns and should include various concepts such
as delays, event-based gateway, pools, lanes, regions, sub-processes, etc., which are
not considered by the current metrics.

• The measurement of the elementary constituent part complexity. We propose to
obtain the complexity values of each constituent part with the conduction of series
of experiments with users solving various, but systematically assigned, under-
standability tasks within different categories.

• The management of elementary constituent part variability. Because each con-
stituent part could possess variability regarding the complexity (e.g., sequence or
parallel execution and synchronization can be done over a different number of
activities), we will have to address this issue by obtaining the empirical data for
different thresholds of complexity for each constituent part.

• The inter-connectedness between constituent parts. In the case, where the usage of
two constituent parts is interwoven (the usage of event-based gateway and a loop),
we must also address the composite complexity of such cases.

• The calculation of the overall BPD complexity. The overall BPD complexity will be
calculated as a sum of complexity of each constituent part of a BPD. It should be
noted that some constituent parts could negatively impact the overall BPD com-
plexity (e.g. modularization and sub-processes).

5 Conclusion

The idea of measuring the complexity of BPD is not new. Researchers have proposed
an extensive set of metrics and existing literature reviews suggest that those metrics are
for the most part not validated neither empirically nor theoretically. As such, they do
not appear to be used in practice as much as would be sensible. Since our
component-based approach for assessing the BPD complexity will include such
components of process diagrams, which also contribute to lowering the complexity
(e.g. decomposition), we feel that it has the long-term potential to positively contribute
to a much-needed wider adoption of the complexity metrics within the BPM com-
munity. In addition, the current metrics, which could be applied to BPMN, do not
consider pools, lanes and message flows in their calculations – our approach will also
address these components.

The main contribution of the paper is an outline of a brand-new approach on how to
measure the structural complexity of the BPDs. However, we will like to stress that this
is the work in progress and merely the first step towards establishing our proposed
approach, thus we still must address various issues, such as the identification of the
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most appropriate constituent parts for measuring complexity, evaluation of their vari-
ability thresholds of complexity and the measurement of such variability.
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for Process Execution
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Abstract. As the demand for the modeling of knowledge intensive processes
grows, so does the necessity to support this task by appropriate models.
Adaptive Case Management (ACM) was proposed as appropriate, whereas still
confined mostly to theoretical work. This paper compares the execution of BPM
process models to ACM models by applying agent based simulations to different
processes based on support case handling. The simulation tools applied to the
ACM process models were developed in the course of this work. The greater
flexibility of ACM models is found to be more effective in processing execu-
tions with competent knowledge workers. Another key observation is the pos-
sible improvement of average case duration due to parallelization effects.

Keywords: Business process simulation � Business process management
Adaptive case management � Modeling

1 Introduction

Business Process Management is a common topic of constant relevance for any
organization. Key capabilities of any organization are performed and maintained as
processes. A process represents a set of tasks and activities to be performed to reach a
goal. In order to increase the maturity of processes an organization has to understand
them, be able to create process models and maintain these models.

Several approaches and frameworks were developed to support organizations and
the responsible individuals. The most popular approach is the Business Process Model
and Notation (BPMN) [1]. BPMN is a graphical notation that supports the definition of
process workflows for process modeling, testing and optimization.

BPMN takes an imperative approach to process modeling. The workflow itself is
directly represented in the model. It indicates all possible states that a process instance
(case, case folder) can assume.

As process models increase in size due to the increase of the scope of the modelled
process itself, it becomes increasingly hard to maintain them. This happens in particular
for knowledge intensive processes when multiple possible states are considered [2]. In
practice the need for further refinement leads either to huge process models that
become unmaintainable or to simple models not covering the actual process in suffi-
cient detail. This furthermore leads to a lack of flexibility. The process itself can be
considered a complex system that is non-trivial to understand and maintain. [3–5] have
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identified similar challenges for process modeling using BPMN or similar imperative
modeling notations.

Swenson proposed Adaptive Case Management (ACM) as an alternative approach
to react to mentioned issues [6]. ACM is based on observation that a knowledge worker
executing a process often knows best what to do in a given situation without explicitly
being told by the process. As the importance of knowledge work is increasing, the
importance of flexible process models is increasing [7]. This represents an increase in
flexibility at the loss of control of the process execution.

In ACM the perspective of the process is on the case and its outcome. Instead of
explicitly modeling the workflow imperatively, conditions and goals are defined for
activities’ execution. The conditions ensure that cases always remain compliant. Goals
ensure that process execution leads to the desired outcome. Based on these definitions
the workflow emerges depending on the constraints imposed by the case and the
knowledge worker executing it. This allows for ad-hoc activities and tasks while
executing a certain process instance (a case). The process definitions are based on
templates of activities and tasks [8].

ACM is still not widely used. Various research questions remain unanswered [9]
and so far there is no standard for modeling ACM.

While BPM strictly speaking covers both imperative and declarative approaches
due to dominance of BPMN typically imperative models are associated with Business
Process Management. Mentioning of BPM within this text refers to imperative models
in contrast to declarative models which are represented by ACM.

2 Research Goal and Methodology

The aim of this work is to gain deeper insight into the usage of ACM for knowledge
intensive processes. This work focuses on the determination of differences that process
models show while executing various processes. There is few prior work on this topic
except a small number of case studies [10]. The following research question is
proposed:

What is the effect of using ACM to model and run processes in comparison to
BPM on the efficiency for knowledge intensive processes?

This question will be answered by simulating three different processes. The pro-
cesses are modelled both in an imperative and declarative manner and results are
compared. The analyzed scenarios contain different aspects prevalent in knowledge
intensive processes. The simulation experiments for the BPMN models are executed
using ARIS Simulation, part of ARIS Toolset [11]. The ACM models are simulated by
an extension of the ACM process model supplied by dcrgraphs.net created for this
work.

The following measurements are used to compare simulation results as they show
expressive power regarding the effectiveness of the process:

• Open Cases: Number of open cases after simulation period. This indicates a lack of
resources causing build-up of cases.

• Closed Cases: Number of cases closed within simulation period.
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• Utilization of worker pool: Percentage that indicates the average load on each
worker pool.

• Average case processing time: Average time for a case from initial triggering until
completion. Note that with task parallelization the processing time can even be
smaller than total time spent on working on case.

• Time to customer feedback: Time between the initial submit of a request and the
answer the customer gets, which can vary from case duration.

In section Literature Review we point to prior work on BPM and ACM modeling.
In section Empirical Study we will apply the simulation to the selected process models.
We discuss results of the simulations and suggest future research in the final section
Conclusion and Future Research.

3 Literature Review

In the current organizational environment business processes are modelled as work-
flows using BPMN or a similar notation. The way of modeling a business process in
declarative manner represents a paradigmatic shift.

Imperative modeling focuses on how a process is executed. The process designer
creates the workflow diagram and has the sequence of process states in mind when
creating the model. In contrast to this declarative modeling focuses on the aim of the
process. The process designer defines goals and the individual activities with their
contributions to that goal in mind.

It is shown that imperative models are easier to use when processing sequential
information and declarative models are superior when processing circumstantial
information [12]. However, there is currently a strong bias towards imperative models.
These models are already well known and understood by the people working in this
area. In contrast, declarative models still are a novelty and have not yet reached
mainstream publicity.

Imperative models have tendency to be over-designed in order to cover all possible
situations. This causes frequent changes which can be avoided by using a declarative
approach to process modeling [3].

One approach to model ACM processes was developed by the University of
Copenhagen is called Decision Condition Response Graphs (DCR Graphs) [13, 14].
DCR Graphs define a declarative workflow modeling notation. The process models
consist of events that represent goals, the completion of activities or external events. No
sequential workflow is defined. Instead, a set of conditions on the events ensure the
correctness of the execution order. The basis for DCR is Linear Temporal Logic, which
supplies the foundation for formulating event based graphs. This approach was initially
suggested by Pesic and van der Aalst [3]. Each event is assigned to one or more roles to
link the model to the organizational structure. Hildebrand shows that DCR Graphs can
be used to model ACM processes [15].
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4 Empirical Study

Simulation of business processes is done by agent based discrete event simulation [11].
During a defined simulation time range, instances of the process are created and
worked on by the simulation agents. These Agents represent the case workers in the
context of the process. One of the main aspects of ACM is the transfer of workflow
decisions to the case worker. The behavior shown by these workers is represented by
different agent implementations: Default Agent that picks the oldest available task;
Random Agent that picks a random task of all available tasks; Competent Agent that
picks the ideal task with a certain percentage of correctness; and a Preference Agent
with preferred tasks that are always executed over other types of tasks.

4.1 Support Process

The initial scenario that is simulated represents a typical support process acting as a
baseline for the simulation environments.

The process covers three worker pools: Support Level 1 (SL 1), Support Level 2
(SL 2) and Development. A support request by the customer initiates the process. Three
sequential tasks are executed by Support Level 1: “Ticket Creation”, “Case Catego-
rization” and “Knowledgebase Check”. Based on the result of this check either the
“Customer Feedback” is performed directly (70% probability in simulation) or the case
is further handled by the other worker pools performing “Reproduction” (SL 2),
“Update of the Knowledge Database” (SL 2) and “Detailed Problem Analysis”
(Development). In some cases “Additional Information” task has to be carried out by
Support Level 1 (40% probability in simulation).

The corresponding DCR Graphs model consists of the same tasks, but it leaves
flexibility for the order of task execution. For example the “Additional Information”
task can be done at any point before the actual analysis is done by development.

For the simulations SL 1 has 6 workers, SL 2 has 2 workers and 1 worker forms the
development.

Table 1. Simulation results for support process models

Parameters

#Cases 6/day 12/day 14/day 16/day
Results BPM ACM BPM ACM BPM ACM BPM ACM

Open cases 6 2 11 6 28 33 80 105
Closed cases 594 598 1189 1194 1372 1367 1520 1495
Util. SL 1 36.1% 36.2% 72.9% 73.2% 84.8% 85.1% 96.4% 96.9%
Util. SL 2 28.7% 28.9% 59.7% 60.1% 68.2% 68.3% 75.1% 75.7%
Util. dev 43.0% 43.3% 88.8% 88.5% 98.1% 97.5% 98.9% 99.2%
Avg. case duration 13.7 h 10.9 h 16.1 h 14.9 h 30.8 h 30.9 h 62.5 h 67.0 h
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The results in Table 1 show similar utilization levels and amounts of closed cases
indicating the same amount of work to be done in both cases. The average case
durations are lower for the ACM cases as long as the amount of cases is within the
capacity of the worker pool. This is due to parallelization effects that are directly caused
by higher flexibility of the declarative model.

Note that beyond 14 cases/day a high increase of case durations is observed. This is
caused by exceeding the capacity of the worker pools leading to a build-up of cases
waiting for execution. In general random effects average out during the simulation as
enough capacity is available to deal with extra work for short periods. When the
capacity is exceeded, however, this does not hold true anymore. Small build-ups of
work can have big impact on the end result. Thus the results beyond this level are
relevant mainly in the order of magnitude.

4.2 Ad-Hoc Decision

The second scenario focuses on the impact ad-hoc decisions can have on case exe-
cution, as this is a core concept of ACM processes. Let us assume a situation where the
knowledge worker can take such an ad-hoc decision between two paths of action
without an explicit rule defined by the process. The correctness of the decision is only
known after the task is performed. In case of an incorrect choice the alternative path has
to be taken as well. An example of such a scenario would be two variants of a single
activity where one takes significantly less time to complete, but is only valid under
certain circumstances which are not known in advance. Encoded in typical BPMN
processes is the execution of the longer task that is always sufficient. This misses
potential improvement of the process. The optimum can be reached by applying this to
an ACM process under the assumption that knowledge workers can choose the correct
path intuitively.

The reference BPM model represents a very simple process consisting of three
sequential tasks: “Analysis”, “Research in Knowledge DB” and “Response to Cus-
tomer”. All three tasks are performed within the same pool of resources.

The ACM model is based on the same linear workflow as the reference model.
However, for each of these tasks a simplified alternative exists that can be chosen. Only
after completion of the task it is known whether the chosen path was indeed correct.
Since the simulation does not support information-based criteria, a slightly more
complex variation of this process is used for simulation. This exposes the criteria for
each of the three tasks to the simulation. It is modelled as an external event for which
the simulation can decide upon case creation whether the simplified version of that task
is possible. The probability for each of the tasks is part of the parameterization of the
simulation runs.

Another important factor of the models is the difference of average duration
between the simplified and the full task (cost structure) described in Table 2.

Agents with different competence levels are used to represent differently skilled
knowledge workers. The levels of competence determines the probability of a correct
decision between two versions of a task within the simulation. The simulation
experiments are done with 2 cases per day and a single worker so that the resulting
effects are clearly separated from parallelization effects.
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Figure 1 shows that the break-even points where the average case duration is
improved compared to the reference BPMN model depends both on the competence of
the case workers as well as the number of cases where the simplified tasks are bene-
ficial. The relation between the competence of the case worker and the case duration is
linear. The slope of the curves is correlated to the cost structure. This leads to a
reinforcement effect: In the low cost case the penalty of a wrong decision is smaller as
well as the gain in case of a good decision is higher. That means that the break-even
happens at a lower competence of the case workers as well as for cases where the
simplified version is only occasionally available.

Table 2. Average times of tasks

Task Avg.
time

Simplified
task

Simplified low
cost

Simplified high
cost

Analysis 4 h 2 h 1 h 3 h
Research knowledge
DB

3 h 2 h 1 h 2 h

Respond to customer 2 h 1 h 1 h 1 h
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Fig. 1. Simulation results for ad-hoc decision
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4.3 Sub-processes

Sub-processes are another difference between imperative and declarative processes
which can have an impact on process execution. Rather than a strict workflow within a
closed unit a sub-process represents additional goals and tasks.

The starting event is again an incoming request analyzed initially by Support Level
1 (SL 1). Depending on the nature of the request, one to three issues resulting from the
single request may have to be handled. Each separate topic is handled in the same
manner by Support Level 2 (SL 2) using the same sub-process consisting of: “Problem
Analysis”, “Problems Resolution”, “Documentation” and “Documentation Review”.
Once all required sub-processes are resolved the final feedback to the customer can be
sent.

The DCR Graphs model features the same tasks, but differs in the structure of the
sub-process. Not all of these tasks are relevant for the customer feedback, but for
internal purposes, i.e. “Documentation” and “Documentation Review”. The model
allows to send customer feedback before all sub-processes are completely finished by
requiring only the relevant tasks of the sub-process for the goal. In total the same
amount of work has to be performed, but the order is less strict.

For this setup an additional indicator is used from the simulation results: The
average time until the customer gets feedback from the moment that his request was
placed. This is a key performance indicator for customer satisfaction.

The simulations are run with 8 cases per day, 2 workers for SL 1 and 6 for SL 2.
The runs are done with one sub-process execution always being present a second with a
40% probability. The workload is increased over the runs by raising the probability for
a third execution of the sub-process from 10% to 25%. The ACM runs are executed
with Preference Agents that represent workers preferring to close cases or prefer
handling customer feedback. Whenever such an agent gets to choose among different
tasks the decision is based on the type of task. The Agent preferring the customer
feedback will ignore documentation tasks as long as other tasks are required, the case
closing agent behaves the opposite way.

The results in Fig. 2 on the left side show the same effect as seen previously that
that the average case duration can be improved slightly by applying the declarative
models. This is again attributed to the higher degree of parallelization of tasks.
However, the knowledge worker behavior has an effect as it can be seen that preferring
customer feedback leads to worse case closing times compared to the other behaviors
as well as the BPM reference run. On the right side the BPM reference is identical to
the average case duration as the case is closed with this task. All ACM variants
improve on this base line because of task parallelization. In addition to this the effect
that task selection has on the average time to customer feedback is significantly bigger
than the difference in case closing times as the ability to reorder tasks according to the
current needs has a bigger impact than parallelization effects.

For the runs with higher load the utilization level reaches *100% at 21% of 3rd

execution probability. This is identical for all different agents as the total amount of
work is independent of the agent behavior. The results show that the impact of the
agent behavior increases as the workload increases. It can also be observed that cus-
tomer feedback can be maintained at a reasonable level even beyond the 100% load for
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the Agent preferring customer feedback. This comes at the cost of not closing cases
completely anymore, because the worker time for customer feedback is shifted from the
remaining tasks that would be required for case closing.

5 Conclusion and Future Research

5.1 Simulation Results

The first scenario shows a small improvement of the average processing time of the
ACM process model. This means that, while the overall behavior of both models is
similar in terms of resource utilization, the more flexible model leads to shorter average
case durations. This holds true for the underlying assumption that the cost of infor-
mation transfer within a case is negligible and thus complete parallelization is possible.

Another important aspect of ACM are ad-hoc decisions, which were studied in the
second example. It was shown that their usage can have a significant positive impact on
the average process durations if workers reach a sufficient level of competence. The
process cannot consider all different circumstances that might apply in this specific
situation. Imperative modeling is not flexible enough to model this in a maintainable
way.

The third effect shown is that declarative process modeling can allow sub-processes
to become more flexible, while still being modelled and maintained as sub-processes.
When a small negative effect on the average process duration is accepted, additional
freedom within the process allows preferred events (e.g.: customer feedback) to be
reached significantly faster. Also for work-loads close to 100% of the capacity and
even slightly above, the flexible process model can maintain reasonable times to
achieve certain goals. These effects and their magnitude are highly dependent of the
structure of the actual process.

The results of all the simulation runs have to be seen in perspective of the limi-
tations of the simulation model. The focus of the models is the workflow, while the
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Fig. 2. Simulation results for sub-process scenario
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information and data aspects are ignored. Also human interactions that affect process
execution are not modelled, which affects the ability to parallelize tasks.

It is possible to create functionally identical BPM models to the ACM models in
some cases, but these have much higher complexity to create and are much harder to
maintain. The reason for this is that imperative models are not designed for this degree
of flexibility as the states rather than the circumstances are focused.

5.2 Answer of Research Question

It was found that there are scenarios where the ACM process can be more effective than
the imperatively modelled processes. They can reduce the average case duration or
even the total load on a worker pool. This potential was observed in all three scenarios.
Under the assumption that information transfer between workers within a case is low,
higher parallelization is reached. This was shown to lead to faster case execution times
even if the overall work stays the same.

Faster process times can be reached due to the potential of higher parallelization in
declarative models. The remaining observed effects are situational and depend highly
on the worker behavior. The reduction of total load on a worker pool can occur if the
knowledge worker reach a sufficient amount of competence. Reaching sub-goals faster
also depends on the behavior of the knowledge worker.

5.3 Further Research

It is expected that ACM usage in the industry will increase in the near future. This will
lead to the need of further understanding of the differences between ACM and BPM so
that decision makers have the information available to base their decisions on. To
obtain more detailed and precise results, the comparison of ACM and BPM models has
to be investigated in further detail. Good metrics have to be found that represent the
complexity and effort involved in creation and maintenance of the process models.

Additional aspects that set ACM apart have to be taken into consideration, which
requires much further refined simulation tools as well as case studies. In particular,
consideration of case content based simulation or more complex Agent behavior.

Also the impact on further result dimensions is relevant for evaluating the benefit of
using ACM based processes. In this work, the process flows were evaluated mainly by
efficiency and in one case customer satisfaction. Many other aspects are highly
important as well e.g.: worker motivation, customer satisfaction, transparency and
accountability.
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Abstract. An incredible amount of data has constantly been generated. There is
a gap between the abundance of data and the needs of users. At the same time a
particular user needs not only a relevant part of the available data but (s)he needs
higher-level (inferred) data in order to use this data in support of decision-
making. Analytics comes to bridge that gap, by means of tools. Those tools link
what the user needs to what is available as data; generate higher-level
(inferred) data based on the raw data; provide visualization that is useful
especially to users that have limited knowledge in mathematics and data science.
The abundance of definitions that concern analytics as well as the numerous
terms and concepts confuse users. Often different concepts are inconsistent with
regard to each other. Inspired by this problem, the current paper: provides a
systematic analysis featuring analytics in general and business analytics, in
particular, developing this also from the perspective of visualization-related
needs. We propose a layered business analytics architecture named General
Architectural Framework for Business Visual Analytics. The framework
presents the main interrelationships between the elements for designing and
modeling Business Visual Analytics. We propose a conceptual definition that
combines the semantics of the multiple recurring and overlapping definitions of
analytics, named Business Visual Analytics (BVA). This is a new conceptual
viewpoint mainly focused on the innovative data visualization techniques,
business analytics capabilities and achieving business goals and performance.
The paper is reporting research in progress and for this reason, further archi-
tectural developments and related validations are planned for further research.

Keywords: Analytics � Business analytics � Visual analytics

1 Introduction

In the Digital age of emerging technologies, rapidly changing markets and consumer
requirements, there are many business challenges for users and stakeholders that need
to be resolved quickly, efficiently and in real time. Current business challenges relate to
processing of data and extracting valuable information and knowledge from it. Every
day, an incredible amount of data is constantly generating. The data can be from
different data sources (internal, external, operational and others) or can be from any
type of data (structured, semi-structured or unstructured data). There is a gap between
the abundance of data and the needs of users (there is too much data about anything:
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accounting/finance enterprise data, sensor data, surveillance data, and so on. At the
same time a particular user needs not only a relevant part of the available data but (s)he
needs higher-level (inferred) data in order to use this data in support of
decision-making. The human brain would hardly cope with understanding the raw,
unprocessed data and extracting knowledge from it.

Analytics comes to bridge that gap, by means of tools. Those tools:

• Link (similarly to brokerage systems) what the user needs to what is available as
data;

• Generate higher-level (inferred) data based on the raw (sensor) data;
• Provide visualization that is useful especially to users that have limited knowledge

in mathematics and data science.

Highly qualified teams of professionals create a variety of analytics. They develop,
and support the application of analytics in different areas. According to their main role,
the analytics are descriptive, predictive and prescriptive. Nevertheless, the abundance
of definitions that concern analytics as well as the numerous terms and concepts
confuse users. Often different concepts are inconsistent with regard to each other.
Inspired by this problem, the current paper:

• Provides a systematic analysis featuring analytics in general and business analytics,
in particular, developing this also from the perspective of visualization-related
needs;

• Proposes a layered business analytics architecture.

The paper is reporting research in progress and for this reason, further architectural
developments and related validations are planned for further research.

The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 considers the analytics. Section 3 pre-
sents business analytics. Section 4 analyses the visual analytics and visualization
aspects. Section 5 proposes a General Architectural Framework for Business Visual
Analytics. The section provides briefly analysis of the framework. The paper finishes
with related works and a conclusion.

2 Analytics

The analytics represents tools with a defined purpose. Multiple definitions of Analytics
are developing and extending thanks to the scientific researchers and practitioners. The
definition by Davenport and Haris [1] represents analytics as “the extensive use of data,
statistical and quantitative analysis, explanatory and predictive models, and fact-based
management to drive decisions and actions”. Another appropriate definition of ana-
lytics is the following: “Analytics is the process of developing actionable insights
through problem definition and the application of statistical models and analysis against
existing and/or simulated future data” [2]. The analytics may involve human decisions
or can operate automated decision processes [3]. Shortly, the analytics “refers to a set
of techniques and applications to explore, analyze, and visualize data from both internal
and external sources” [4]. The analytics uses the unprocessed raw data from different
data sources. Then the analytics processes the data to derive valuable insights from that.
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After that, the analytics visualizes the information to the users via some kind of data
visualization technique. The users use the new insights to help the decision-making
processes [5].

The researchers and scientific community are developing new and innovative types
of analytics regarding their role to help the business and facilitate the work of the users.
The most common classification of analytics divides it into three main groups [4–6]:
descriptive, predictive and prescriptive. There are existing variations of taxonomies for
analytics adding two or more categories such as Diagnostic Analytics [7] and Cognitive
Analytics [8]. The names of these three main groups show their main role and purpose.
Briefly [9]:

• Descriptive analytics analyses the available data to provide insights for the past and
tries to answer the question - What has happened?

• Predictive analytics presents models of the analyzed data of the past in order to
predict the future and provide some explanation of an occurrence of an event. The
goal is to answer the question - What could happen?

• Prescriptive analytics are useful tools in defining what is the best solution or
decision. It uses optimization and simulation algorithms to advice on possible
outcomes - What should happen?

The analytics tools are applied in different areas such as – enterprise ecosystems,
business, engineering, education [10], healthcare [11], e-commerce, governments [12],
telecommunication, transportation [7], surveillance [13] and cybersecurity [14, 15] and
so on.

Many analytic tools combine different types of analytics in their structure. One tool
of analytics can consist several types of analytics with the task for describing, ana-
lyzing, processing data for solving a specific problem. The analytics can represent a
real-time monitoring tool that operates over a desired database or big data and monitors
for real-time occurring issues. Everything operates under constraints such as metrics,
measurements, and business strategies and so on. The users can monitor and regulate
these constraints, add some new ones or delete some of them. This allows the users to
adjust the tool with endless possibilities in terms of strategic needs and the desired
tasks. The combination of different types of analytics in one fully customizable and
working tool is very convenient and powerful for the users and stakeholders. The
integration of such tools in the daily enterprise work could increase the overall per-
formance of users and enterprises. Analytics provides innovative analytics capabilities
that contribute to the decision-making processes and taking actions based on knowl-
edge gained from processed data.

3 Business Analytics

After having introduced the “analytics” notion, we are going to focus particularly on
the enterprises-relevant analytics that is called “business analytics”. Unlike healthcare
analytics (that concerns capturing vital signs, such as blood pressure, pulse, and so on),
traffic analytics (that concerns sensor data featuring vehicles and/or traveling people),
and so on, BUSINESS ANALYTICS (BA) is about enterprise data that is often
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generated by the accounting department of an enterprise, and is about profits, turnovers,
money flows, and so on. This data has particular analytical day-to-day importance
when reflected in the accounting system of an enterprise, where each transaction is
accounted based on a primary accounting document, such as receipt, bank statement,
and so on. Nevertheless, at this level, accounting data is of limited use to managers who
need inferred higher-level business data, such as “monthly turnover”, for example, to
help them in decision-making. Therefore, business analytics would often be about
inferring higher-level accounting data based on the low-level (raw) data that corre-
sponds to the accounted transactions.

The main difference between business analytics and analytics is that business
analytics requires [16, 17]:

• A direct relation to business;
• A resulting insight implemented into the business in the future;
• Performance and measurement values based on metrics that will lead to a suc-

cessful business result.

Nevertheless, based on our scientific research, we have perceived that there is not
an established academic definition of Business Analytics [18]. Many enterprises inte-
grate the tools of BA into their business structures and industrial ecosystems, mainly
because BA offers many capabilities contributing to improve overall business perfor-
mance and reactivity in real time. The application of multiple data analysis methods
[19], methodologies and technologies [20] for gaining important insights over data,
helps the management to “integrate disparate data sources, predict trends, improve
performance, see key performance indicators, identify business opportunities, and
make better and informed decisions” [21].

The enterprises are striving to achieve certain business goals with the help of BA.
For that reason the (business) analytics are constantly developing. Usually, analytics
processes data from database or data warehouse [22] and possesses some kind of visual
communication between the machine and the user – this is the interface. The interface
commonly refers to some kind of communication that enables the user to connect,
interact with a computer, machine, tool and so on, and facilitates the work of the user.
For that reason, a successful tool of analytics possesses an easy to understand interface
- graphical or other type that could increase the effectiveness, performance, and reuse of
that tool.

4 Visualization Aspects

Even though an intelligent and well educated manager would be expected to under-
stand data that is presented in reports and/or sheets, it is often even more helpful
(especially to managers of no special attitude towards mathematics, data science, and
so on) to provide nice visualizations that help the manager understand what inferred
data is to show. For this reason, it is not surprising that visualization-related issues
concerning (business) analytics are currently receiving increasing attention.
Even (discrete-event) simulation is currently also focusing also on visualizations
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(next to other things). Hence, we argue and the business analytics of the future is to
definitely include adequate visualization features.

Establishing a permanent definition regarding analytics and Visualizations is one of
the challenges to researchers and practitioners. The problem is complex mainly because
users and enterprises use different understandings of analytics, types of visualizations,
visualization techniques and metaphors in their business. The visualization of data can
be presented as a communication between the user and the analytics through the use of
interactive interfaces with three major goals including Presentation, Confirmatory
analysis and Exploratory data analysis [23].

The Visual Analytics (VA) is a rapidly growing field of scientific research and
development. It is not very easy to perceive a permanent definition of VA, because it
comprises several sciences and have a wide multidisciplinary area of application [24].
We perceive the definition of VA proposed by Thomas and Cook [25]. They define that
the VA represents “the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual
interfaces” [25, 26]. VA represents “an integral approach to decision-making processes
combining visualization, human factors, and data analysis.” [23]. The VA uses the
scientific contributions from studies in sciences as Human-Computer Interaction,
Cognitive Psychology, and Perception.

The “Visual analytics combines automated analysis techniques with interactive
visualizations for an effective understanding, reasoning and decision making on the
basis of very large and complex datasets” [24]. These techniques can be “graphics,
visualization, interaction, data analysis, and data mining to support reasoning and sense
making for complex problem solving” [27]. Combining the analytical and interactive
visual techniques contributes to the possibility for knowledge and pattern discoveries,
gaining more insights and deeply understanding the processed data and mechanisms.
[27, 28].

VA enables people to “synthesize information and derive insight from massive,
dynamic, ambiguous, and often conflicting data” [24]. Collaboration may occur at the
level of data management, visualization, or analysis” [29]. VA utilizes new and
innovative visualization techniques for interactive relationship between VA and user.
They facilitate the visual processing of data and encourage decision-making processes
in business [30]. VA is based on the interrelationship between (data-information-
knowledge) and contributes to a management that will undertake timely strategic
actions, and minimize business risk and failure. VA is mainly focused on the utilization
of innovative data visualizations that helps the user to see, understand and analyze data
visually and take informed decisions.

5 Proposed Architecture

Inspired by the analyses carried out in Sects. 2, 3 and 4, we propose in the current
section holistic architectural views (and a corresponding definition) that are essentially
focused on business analytics.

We propose a layered business analytics architecture named General Architec-
tural Framework for Business Visual Analytics as shown in Fig. 1. The framework
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presents the main interrelationships between the elements for designing and modeling
Business Visual Analytics (BVA).

As we have presented in previous sections, the multiple recurring and overlapping
definitions of analytics, BA and VA often confuse the users. For that reason, we
propose a conceptual definition named Business Visual Analytics that combines the
semantics of those definitions. The BVA is a new conceptual viewpoint mainly focused
on the innovative data visualization techniques, BA capabilities and achieving business
goals and performance. This paper proposes the definition of BVA as follows:

BVA represents a tool that combines different types of analytics in business, taking
advantage of the business analytics capabilities and innovative data visualizations
techniques, to gain higher-level inferred data to make timely informed, strategic,
business decisions and take actions on solving complex business problems.

The first layer of the framework represents the different sources of data. The
sources of data could be internal data, external data, operational databases or other
types of data sources and data generated from sensors, machines and so on. All data
enters the second layer of the framework as Raw Data and it is stored in data ware-
house. The Data Warehouse (layer two) comprises all the data for processing and
analyzing. The layer includes Raw Data, Meta Data and Inferred Data. The third layer
of the framework represents different types of analytics – Business Analytics and
Visual Analytics (or BVA).

A user has to solve a concrete business problem and needs a higher-level (inferred)
data for better understanding the issues and make decisions. For that reason, (s)he uses
tools of BA. Firstly, BA use the raw data from the Data Warehouse. BA processes the

Fig. 1. General Architectural Framework for Business Visual Analytics
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raw data and applies the defined business logic and metrics on data for achieving a
concrete business objective. Then, BA generates an output/result as inferred data that is
stored again in Data Warehouse. VA use the inferred data to visualize it to the user. VA
applies innovative data visualization techniques and allows the user to see, understand
and analyze visually the inferred data. This enables the user to make informed, strategic
and timely decisions. Based on concrete business problems BA and VA creates an
interactive connection between the business logic and the best appropriate visualiza-
tions. The BVA could encapsulate the recurring and overlapping definitions of ana-
lytics and provide an easy to understand tool that is useful for all users, especially to
users that have limited knowledge in mathematics and data science.

6 Related Work

The scientific community does research and develops the field of analytics. In this
paper, we have just mentioned some of the publications that we consider as a foun-
dation for our work. We analyse the definitions of analytics and different types of
analytics from [1–9]. As a foundation definition of VA we perceive the one from [25].
As addition to the definitions for VA from [23, 24, 27–29]. We adopt the meaning for
BA from [16–22]. The analytics tools are applied in different areas such as – enterprise
ecosystems, business, engineering, education [10], healthcare [11], e-commerce, gov-
ernments [12], telecommunication, transportation [7], surveillance [13] and cyberse-
curity [14, 15] and so on.

The area of application of analytics is constantly growing. In previous paper, we
have proposed a classification framework of integration of analytics in business named
CSPD Integration of Analytics (Conceptual, Specialized, Platform, and Data Integra-
tion of Analytics) [9]. Both papers are related to each other and are planned for further
research. The current paper is reporting research in progress and for this reason, further
architectural developments and related validations are planned for further research.

7 Conclusion

Acknowledging the increasing importance of (business) analytics for bridging the gap
between the abundance of data and the user’s needs of data, we have identified many
(often mutually contradicting) relevant definitions/concepts. We argue that this is
confusing for users and hence, we have carried out a systematic analysis featuring
analytics in general and business analytics, in particular (also touching upon visual-
ization issues). Inspired by those analyses, we have proposed holistic general archi-
tectural guidelines that concern business analytics. We plan for further research to
develop the proposed architectural framework and to validate it by means of case
studies.
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Abstract. Open government data initiatives result in the expectation of having
open data available. Nevertheless, some potential risks like sensitivity, privacy,
ownership, misinterpretation, and misuse of the data result in the reluctance of
governments to open their data. At this moment, there is no comprehensive
overview nor a model to understand the mechanisms resulting in risk when
opening data. This study is aimed at developing a Bayesian-belief Networks
(BbN) model to analyse the causal mechanism resulting in risks when opening
data. An explanatory approach based on the four main steps is followed to
develop a BbN. The model presents a better understanding of the causal rela-
tionship between data and risks and can help governments and other stake-
holders in their decision to open data. We use the literature review base to
quantify the probability of risk variables to give an illustration in the interro-
gating process. For the further study, we recommend using expert’s judgment
for quantifying the probability of the risk variables in opening data.

Keywords: Bayesian-belief Networks � Causality � Open data
Relationship � Explanatory model � Risks � Sensitivity � Privacy
Ownership � Misinterpretation � Misuse

1 Introduction

The expectations to gain access to public data have increased extensively over the last few
years [1]. The creation of transparency, accountability, citizen engagement, and to enable
business innovation are the main drivers for governments to open more their data [2–4].
The public expects governments to release their dataset for reaping the many benefits of
opening data. For example, parents can explore open datasets from the government’s
portal to find the quality of educational institutes for their children. Foreigners can access
open tourism datasets to decide some alternative destinations for their vacations.

Although initiatives to open data can create many benefits, they might also create
disadvantages [1, 5]. Risks refer to the chance that these disadvantages come true and
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its impact. Potential risks include inaccuracy, sensitivity, privacy, inconsistency, and
misuse of data. These risks result in the reluctance of governments to open their data
[1]. In addition, two other reasons why governments and data providers are tend not to
open their data: (1) opening public and/or private data are a comprehensive insight that
may also able to meet risks like inappropriate interpretation of the data [4], and (2) a
mistake in translating data or misuse of the data can endanger the reputation of data
providers [6]. Governments sometimes also need a huge effort to investigate and
analyze the cause and effect in terms of the opening data. Cause refers to an event or
action of the risk in opening data that induces something else to occur. Effect means an
event or action in releasing a dataset that occurred as a consequence of another event or
action. For example, because of the inappropriate visualization of a dataset in gov-
ernment’s portal information (as a cause), then the public will tend to misinterpretation
of the dataset released (as an effect). Unfortunately, at this moment, the investigation of
the risk in opening data and to what disadvantages the opening of data might result is
not well-understood yet.

Bayesian-belief Network (BbN) is a method presented in this study because it
allows constructing a causality relationship model between risk and effect variables
[1, 7]. The use of a BbN in the risks analysis can provide explanations how the
disadvantages of the opening of data are created. The BbN is able to capture the
strength of causal links to define the cause under uncertainty variables [8, 9], and to
visualize the possible consequences of the risks [10]. The consequences of the risks are
the disadvantages and the impact of our situation. In this study, we develop an
explanatory model as an approach to understand the relationship and influence factors
of the risks in opening data. The explanatory processes follow four main steps [11]. To
begin with, we require defining the risk variables and its relationships. Next, a network
structure of the risks is developed showing how the variables interrelated. In the third
step, we interrogate the model to obtain the understand the sensitivity of variables, and
finally, the relationship diagrams are developed to enable to communicate the outcomes
to stakeholders. The model is illustrated using health patient records dataset to analyze
and to understand the relationship of causality factors of the risks in opening data.

The objective of the research presented in this paper is to develop a Bayesian-belief
Network model for understanding the causal mechanisms of the risks in opening data.
The purpose of the explanatory model is to enhance the understanding of governments
and data providers of the potential risks in opening data and why these risks occur. This
paper is systematically composed of five sections. In Sect. 1, the research drivers were
described, Sect. 2 contains related works for BbN in risk assessment. In Sect. 3 the
research approach taken in this study is explained. In Sect. 4, the development of a
BbN is step-by-step presented, and finally, conclusions are drawn in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

The BbN model was introduced for the first time in the field of risk management for
terrorism threats [12]. In the second area, a BbN theory was implemented in a research
related to the determination and fire mitigating actions [13]. Literature was reviewed to
investigate the use of BbN for risk assessment. Table 1 shows seven related domains in
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which BbN was used to analyze the potential risks. Only one paper is related to the
opening data (see paper number 4). They proposed a model to weigh the potential risks
and benefits of opening data. However, this paper did not focus on how to construct a
BbN causality model to analyze the risks of opening data. The scientific contribution of
this paper originates from developing a conceptual model of causality between risk
variables in opening data.

3 Research Approach

In this study, we will develop an explanatory BbN for the opening data. We adopted
four main steps to develop a causality and relationship of the risk variables [11], as
visualized in Fig. 1.

• Step 1. Define the risk variables. First of all, we conducted the literature review to
identify the possible types of risk related to the opening data. Then, we classified the
risk into several categories to make a singular variable of the risk for classifying the
cause and effect elements. To make clear understanding and to avoid misinterpre-
tation of the risk definition, we described the risks elements.

Table 1. Related works in risks analysis using Bayesian-belief Networks

Domain of
the study

Description Source

1 Bank A case study to develop valid statistical models to measure,
and predict such operational risks using Bayesian networks
in the basel banking

[14]

2 Health A presentation of health risks in the area of non-carcinogenic
substances for non-critical organs and the additive
assumption for multiple hazardous substances affecting the
same organ

[15]

3 Smartphones A discussed related to the information security and risk
assessment of smartphone use in Finland

[10]

4 Open data An iterative process of decision support model to weigh the
potential risks and benefits of opening data

[1]

Fig. 1. Step-by-step of the Bayesian-belief Network development model
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• Step 2. Develop a network structure. In this stage, a BbN structure is developed to
present a set of risks elements that influence the potential disadvantages of releasing
a dataset and provide its relationships. The parent node is a single element of the
risk variable that influenced by a single or some causes variable. There are three
sub-steps were followed to identify sub-nodes and their relationship. Sub-nodes and
its relationships are possible to be repeated several times during the constructing a
BbN.
– Sub-step 2.a: identify the key elements. The key elements will become parent

nodes of the top level node. The objective of this sub-step is to construct further
sub-elements of the risk variables influencing them.

– Sub-step 2.b: identify the remaining elements. This sub-step is to describe the
causality of the various risk elements until the lowest of levels is generated. For
example, Data Misuse (Z) is a parent node that influenced by two sub-nodes
namely Data Sensitivity (X) and Data Ownership (Y).

– Sub-step 2.c: identify the relationship. The objective of this sub-step is to
identify the various nodes includes key elements, remaining elements based on
their influences on each other. The relationship knowledge, in this work, will be
identified from the literature based.

• Step 3. Interrogate the model. This step is aimed to interrogate the sensitivity and
influence of variables on the risks. Sensitivity means that the responsiveness of each
node or variable in the network structure is analyzed using a systematic approach to
express the trigger variables [10, 11]. While the influence tends to analyze the
frequency of impacts of the parent nodes on their respective child nodes by iden-
tifying their influential elements. The expected result of this step is to provide a
better understanding of the most significant elements of the risks in opening data.

• Step 4. Communicate the model. The final process of the BbN development in this
study is how to communicate the resulting network model. In this paper, we utilize
the relationships diagram to describe the results visually.

4 An Illustration: Development of a Bayesian-belief Networks

In this section, we give an illustration to show the relationships of influence risks
variable in opening data. The four steps explained in the research approach are fol-
lowed. We illustrated using a Health Patient Record dataset to analyze the possibility of
risks. The dataset, for instance, consists of some attributes like name_of_patient,
date_of_birth, address, and phone_number. The scenario is government want to ana-
lyze the potential risk of the attributes before it released. By constructing a BbN, the
government is able to understand the causality and its relationships of the risk element.

4.1 Define the Risk Variables

Open data have been shown to contribute to society through several programs of the
governments of many countries in recent years [16]. Nevertheless, along with the benefits
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of implementing the disclosure of data, potential risks of opening data are emphasized
[17–19]. The risks are classified into five categories, as presented in Table 2.

4.2 Develop a Network Structure

In this step, we begin to develop a BbN structure to identify the causes and relation-
ships between risk elements. In step 1, define the risk variables, we have identified five
main categories of the risk in opening data. Based on the cause-and-effect for each
category, a BbN structure is created. To do so, there are three sub-steps to make a detail
action of this process, as follows: (1) Identify the key elements. From the identified of
the risk elements, we need to classify which are the parent nodes in particular,

Table 2. Type of risks in opening data

Category Description Source

1 Data inaccuracy Data inaccuracy can occur when the data providers
release their data. Some of the causes of data
inaccuracy include: (a) data entry mistake by the
users or data operators, (b) flawed data entry process,
(c) the null problem with the value of the data, and
(d) deliberate error when the users enter a wrong
value of the data. This category can affect the quality
of the data

[18, 20,
21]

2 Data misuse Data disclosure can make personal or individual data
identifiable by combining several datasets. Some
cause misuses of the data are: (a) discredit personal
profile, (b) access as unauthorized users, and
(c) diminish the government’s or company’s
reputation. This situation influencing the data privacy

[18, 22–
24]

3 Data sensitivity Releasing data can include sensitive attributes.
Personal identity elements like full name, date of
birth, address, and phone number are possible to be
analyzed by the users. This category, influencing the
data privacy and data violation

[18, 25]

4 Data
incompleteness

Opening incomplete data, create misunderstanding
about the meaning of the data. The caused elements
of this category are (a) the anonymity of the data
source, (b) inappropriate aliases formula, and
(c) mismatch of the attribute relationships. This
situation is also possible influencing the data quality
and data misinterpretation

[18, 22,
23, 25,
26]

5 Data
misinterpretation

Publishing data by governments or companies are
possible to drive a misinterpretation of the data. The
causes factors of this category are: (a) insufficient
domain expertise, (b) important variables are omitted,
(c) inappropriate data visualization, and (d) error of
attribute correlation. The effect of this risk category is
influencing the data quality and data incompleteness

[17–19,
23, 27]
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(2) Identify the remaining elements. After the parent and the child nodes have iden-
tified, we then make a connection between the parent and child as the one to one or one
to many connectivity, and (3) Identify the relationships. The main objective of this
process is to make a relationship between parent nodes to other parent nodes become a
network a relationship. This step can be processed in several iterations until the lowest
sub-node is identified and correlated.

• Sub-step 2.a. Identify the key elements. We identified parent nodes of the top level
nodes for each of the five categories.
– Data inaccuracy parent node. Factors like a data entry mistake, flawed data entry

process, the null problem, and deliberate error as the influencing factors are
sub-elements.

– Data misuse parent node. The cause elements of this category are discredited
personal profile, unauthorized user, and diminish reputation.

– Data sensitivity parent node having personally identifiable, as a single
sub-element.

– Data incompleteness parent node. The anonymity of data source, inappropriate
aliases formula, and the mismatch of attribute relationship are the influencing
factors.

– Data misinterpretation parent node. The insufficient of domain expertise, omitted
important variables, inappropriate data visualization, and error of attribute cor-
relation are all sub-elements of data misinterpretation.

• Sub-step 2.b. Identify the remaining elements. From the parent node and
sub-elements constructed in Sub-step 2a, we made the connection between the
variables. The correlation of each node and sub-elements show the relationship of
the risks elements until the lowest of levels.

Fig. 2. Causality model of the risks in opening data
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• Sub-step 2.c. Identify the relationships. In this step, the effect elements of the
parent nodes are constructed. There are three attributes influenced by the parent
nodes. First, data quality is affected by the data inaccuracy, data misinterpretation,
and data incompleteness. Second, data privacy is influenced by the data misuse, and
data sensitivity. Finally, single data violation is affected by the data sensitivity. The
causal network structure and its relationship is visualized in Fig. 2.

4.3 Interrogate the Model

After the BbN structure is developed, we interrogated the resulting model by dis-
tributing the probabilities for each node and sub-elements. The objective of this step is
to interrogate the sensitivity level the risk elements and to present the highest and the
lowest probabilities of the risks. We designed using the literature review base to
quantify the value of each risk element. We divided the value of the probabilities into
three options: Yes, Neutral, and No.

Figure 3 presents the causality and relationships between risk variables in opening
data. Based on the literature review, we quantified both cause and effect nodes. To
illustrate, we gave values for Data Misuse parent node (Yes = 0.63; Neutral = 0.26,
No = 0.11). For cause variables, we identified that the value of sub-nodes as follows:
(1) Discredited personal profile (Yes = 0.66; Neutral = 0.22, No = 0.12), (2) Unau-
thorized user (Yes = 0.49; Neutral = 0.32, No = 0.19), and (3) Diminish reputation
(Yes = 0.65; Neutral = 0.11; No = 0.24). Next, we require quantifying the Data Pri-
vacy variable as the parent node of Data Misuse with (Yes = 0.65; Neutral = 0.20;
No = 0.15). In this case, we can assume that some attributes of health patient records as
a given dataset in this illustration has 0.65 or 65% the potential risks when it decided to
publish.

Fig. 3. Causality of the risk elements relationships in opening data
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4.4 Communicate the Model

The final step of the BbN model is to create a model that can be communicated to
stakeholders like decision-makers, policy-makers, and data providers. In further research,
wewill develop a comprehensive explanation of themodel’s development in line with the
various types of analysis formats [10, 11]. There are some approaches to disseminate the
data to the public. For example, data visualization platforms like graphs, charts, his-
togram, or scatter plot are able to help the stakeholders to use the models in practice [11].

5 Conclusion

The public expects governments and data providers to open their data for reaping the
benefits. However, behind the merits of releasing the data, the governments are often
reluctant to open their data due to possible disadvantages. Disadvantages like low data
quality, individual identification, and opening inaccurate data are the main drivers of
government for not opening their data. The risk elements are used for determining the
exposure to these disadvantages. At the same time, the causality and relationships
between the potential of the risk elements are not investigated yet. In this paper, we
derive a Bayesian-belief Network (BbN) to construct a causal model of the risk in
opening data. The explanatory model consists of four main steps. First, define the risk
variables and its relationship. Second, a network structure of the risk is constructed. In
the third step, we interrogate the model to obtain the current sensitive analysis, and
finally, we require to communicate the model using relationship diagram to provide the
new knowledge to the stakeholders in terms of the risks analysis in opening data. The
main purpose of the model is to present the better understanding of the governments
and other stakeholders in decision analysis. For example, from the illustration pre-
sented in this paper, we noticed that governments need to consider the data privacy
issues including its causes and relationships. The limitation of this study is using the
literature review base to quantify the risk variables to give an illustration in the
interrogating step. For the further research, we recommend using expert’s judgment for
quantifying the probability of the risks variables in opening data.
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Abstract. Business applications often use such data structures as
Presence Patterns for presentation of numbers of customers in service-
oriented businesses including education, retailing and media. Presence
Patterns contain open data derived from internal data of organizations.
In this paper, we investigate different ways of defining Presence Patterns
and possible privacy consequences dependent on the chosen definition.
The first contribution of the paper is a definition of a family of Presence
Patterns. The second contribution is a method for privacy analysis of
Presence Patterns.

Keywords: Presence Patterns · Privacy requirements
Method for privacy analysis of presence patterns

1 Introduction

Businesses nowadays provide valuable Internet services to their customers or
employees which require registration of customers or employees. The registration
data contain information about login and logout that can correspond to the
‘presence’ of registered users. In this paper, we assume that ‘presence’ online
means actual or physical ‘presence’1. This information about ‘presence’ can be
used for different business analytics purposes. Business applications often use
such data structures as Presence Patterns to analyse participation of customers
in service-oriented businesses, including education, retailing and media.

However, businesses are not allowed to use personal data without limitations.
The use of personal data is regulated by laws and, in particular, by the General

1 The login and logout do not always correspond to the physical presence of the logged
persons. Nevertheless, the degree of correspondence can be always established by
manual control of presence during a chosen time period by sampling. Usually, this
degree of correspondence is high, as many people use their mobile phones or PC
to connect to the organizational network because this connection provides useful
information.
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Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)2. The major privacy rule, coming from the
GDPR, allows businesses to use only the minimum data needed for the given task
and does not allow them to relate business indicators to personal data of clients.
The way to meet this privacy requirement is to pay attention to new business
concepts used by business analytics, carefully design the data structures for all
new business concepts and avoid relations with personal data in their definitions.

Because of the GDPR, companies (and organisations in general) have to
comply with the privacy-by-design principles [2,7]. Businesses have a hard time
to figure out how to do this. They also experience pressure from the technology
side. Ever more possibilities and new opportunities emerge every day. However,
these new technologies are often coupled with extensive data usage making hard
to assess how privacy invasive their deployment can be.

In this paper, we investigate different ways of defining so-called Presence Pat-
terns and possible privacy violations caused by their coupling with the organ-
isation’s files and also with, possibly relevant, publicly-available information.
Section 2 presents the work related to protection of privacy. Section 3 defines a
family of Presence Patterns. Section 4 defines a method for privacy analysis of
Presence Patterns. Section 5 illustrates the use of the method with a case study.
Section 6 presents conclusions and future work.

2 Related Work

2.1 Privacy, Anonymity and k-anonymity

Privacy studies conclude that there are quite a few wrong beliefs about privacy
protection. Sweeney [14] reports that it is believed that removing explicit iden-
tifiers, such as name, address, telephone number makes data anonymous and
protects privacy. However, the studies show that combinations of a few publicly
available characteristics “uniquely or nearly uniquely identify some individuals”.

The Internet contains many independent data sources. They may contain
the same personal information with different extensions and, as a result, may
partially release this personal information. In this sense, the Internet is similar
to a multi-level database. It is formally proven by Su and Ozsoyoglu [13], that
in general, it is impossible to guarantee privacy in a multi-level database due to
functional dependencies and multi-level dependencies of data.

The public data can come from registers (phonebook-like databases), social
networks (LinkedIn, Facebook, etc.), public ratings like on IMDb, Amazon or
other websites and webshops. Moreover, we increasingly rely on infrastructures
that collect, store and (possibly) publish data. For example, “smart” driver
assisting services are aware of the current vehicle position and can potentially
emit lots of data about your vehicle to the outside world. These data items may
not be identifying in themselves, but when being aggregated, they can cause
almost unforeseeable privacy violations.

2 General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)(EU) 2016/679 GDPR official: http://
eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex%3A32016R0679.

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex%3A32016R0679
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex%3A32016R0679
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Sweeney [14] proposed a model “for understanding, evaluating and construct-
ing computational systems that control inferences” about private information.
The model is based on the definition of a quasi-identifier.
“Given a population of entities (a universe) U, an entity-specific table
T(A1, . . . ,An), fc : U → T and fg : T→ U’, where U ⊆ U’. A quasi-identifier
of T, written QT , is a subset of attributes {Ai, . . . ,Aj} ⊆ {A1, . . . ,An} where:
∃pi ∈ U such that fg(fc(pi)[QT]) = pi”.

In other words, a quasi-identifier QT of a table T is a subset of table’s columns
named by attributes (A1, . . .Aj). A tuple of values of the attributes of the quasi-
identifier, that appears in a row of table T, is a value or an occupance of the
quasi-identifier. This value of the quasi-identifier is used for re-identification of
an entity from the universe U .

Sweeney gives an example, of a voter-specific table (universe U) and a
health patient-specific table (universe U’). In the voter-specific table, there
are fields {Name, Address, ZIP, Birth date, Sex}. The medical data con-
tain {Visit date, Diagnosis, ZIP, Birth date, Sex}. The quasi-identifier
{ZIP, Birth date, Sex} can be used to re-identify the medical information
of the voters. He concludes that “the attributes that appear in the private data
and also appear in the public data are the candidates for linking: therefore, these
attributes constitute the quasi-identifier and the disclosure of these attributes
must be controlled”. For such a control, he proposes an additional requirement of
k-anonymity for any released table (publicly available table) T with an associated
quasi-identifier.

The k -anonymity of any table T means that each tuple of attribute-values of
the table’s quasi-identifier Q T appears at least in k -rows of this table T[Q T ].

Let it be two tables, a private table PT and a public (released or open) table
T. It is proven that, “if the released data T satisfies k-anonymity with respect
to the quasi-identifier QPT of a private table PT, then the combination of the
released data T and the external sources on which QPT was based, cannot link
on QPT or a subset of its attributes to match fewer than k individuals” [14].

2.2 Inference Attacks and Open Data

The k-anonymity of open (and released) data cannot protect from specific data
mining techniques, called inference attacks, which use data queries, aggregation
of data, sorting, etc. However, the attacks demand resources. The open data
should not make the life of an attacker easier.

The most representative sources of open data are the social networks. The
attacks on social networks are described in [12]. This work states that only a
lack of resources can stop attackers from massive crawling via API or “screen-
scraping” [10]. Gross and Acquisti [6] demonstrate that the attributes of the
nodes (rows in a entity-specific data table), such as social security numbers and
other profile attributes [3], can be predicted with higher accuracy than random
guessing.
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Besides the nodes (rows in a data table), the social network expose edges,
being relations between nodes. Edges provide additional information about nodes
(persons) and their behaviour patterns [9].

Social networks provide some protection from attackers. Attackers need to
create many dummy nodes helping to re-identify social network members. The
online social networks “check the uniqueness of e-mail addresses, and deploy
other methods for verifying accuracy of supplied information making creating of
dummy nodes relatively difficult” [12].

Nevertheless, on small scale, for defined targets found in the released (open)
data, the attacks can be feasible. So, the awareness about quasi-identifiers in any
released data should be raised. In this paper, we talk about the released data in
form of Presence Patterns.

3 Presence Pattern

In this section we define a family of Presence Patterns: a Simple Presence Pattern
and several extensions of it for real-world applications. In the next section we
use these definitions to propose a method for privacy analysis of such patterns.

3.1 Simple Presence Pattern

Presence of someone or something is the state of existing of someone or something
in a given place in a given time interval. The given place can be described as
a class room, a shop, but may also be seen as the state “online” in a media.
Presence Patterns are often released for public. For example, a polyclinic may
release a presence pattern as patients may choose a less visited day and time
interval for their visit.

A Simple Presence Pattern in business usually concerns with numbers of
present customers. As businesses are interested in performance and revenues,
they are interested in the number of customers who are in the state “In” during
a given time interval. They can estimate how many human and other resources
are needed for service of customers. We define a Simple Presence Pattern as a
mapping of numbers of present customers onto natural time intervals defined
during a week.

Simple Presence Pattern = (Days, Hours, NumberOfPresent,
function-times, function-presence)

– Days={Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday,
Sunday}.

– Hours={1,2,3,....24}.
– NumberOfPresent is a finite natural number (positive integer number or zero).
– function-times: Hours → Days divides days of the week into time intervals.
– function-presence:NumberOfPresent→ (Hours → Days) assigns the

numbers of customers to the time intervals for each day of the week.
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3.2 Presence Pattern Extended with a Schedule

Any real Presence Pattern used for a given business purpose is usually an exten-
sion of the Simple Presence Pattern. The most widely used sources of extension
are schedules.

Schedule = (Days, Times, OpeningStatus, function-times,
function-opening)

– Times= (Morning work hours 9:00-12:00,
Evening work hours 13:00-16:00,
Closing times 16:00-9:00);

– OpeningStatus ={Open,Closed}.
– function-times: Times → Days;
– function-opening = OpeningStatus → (Times → Days).

A schedule is easily included into the Presence Pattern.

Presence Pattern = (Days, Times, NumberOfPresent, OpeningStatus,
function-times, function-opening, function-presence).

3.3 Presence Pattern and Schedule with Business Information

In practice, schedules contain also sets and relations [1] with business related
information. For instance, in an educational institution, an address with the
room number (say, “R206”), and a course name (for example, “Physics”) and a
teacher name usually correspond to some time interval.

Presence Pattern Education =(Days, Times, NumberOfPresent,
Locations, Courses, Teachers, function-times, function-location,

function-course, function-teacher, function-presence).

– function-location = Address → (Times → Days)
– function-course = Courses → (Times → Days)
– function-teacher = Teachers→ (Times → Days)

This Presence Pattern Education contains private information about the
service provider: addresses of an educational institute and the names of teachers.

3.4 Presence Pattern, Event Log and User Profile

Another data structure that is closely related to Presence Patterns is an event
log. Industrial event logs are emitted by operating systems and applications to
record, among other information, online events. The record of any occurrence
of a login or logout of a network device always contain a time stamp and may
contain private information like the user IP address or the MAC address of
a mobile device or a PC, activity (associated or disassociated) with the time
stamp. An event record often contains additional information such as the profile
(or the access right) of the user (guest, employee, etc), protocol and so on.

A time stamp, an activity (state) and a User Identifier are often considered
as the main fields of any industrial log.
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Event log = (Time stamp, Activity, User, function-activity-time,
function-user-time)

– Time stamp is a set of time stamps, for example, 12.07.2017.10:25.
– Activity = {In, Out}. For example, In means login or check-in; Out means

Logout or check-out.
– User is a set of user unique IDs such as names or addresses of personal devices.

Event logs do not belong to any Presence Pattern, but they are used to derive
the calculated information for Presence Patterns. For this, the event logs can be
automatically processed in order to produce the NumberOfPresent. NumberOf-
Present has a one-to-many relation with the users in the log. For every time
interval in the schedule, the automated query derives the users logged in within
this time interval and logged out within or after this time interval. If for a user
there is a time stamp In before or within the given Time Interval i and there is
a stamp Out within or after it, then this user is present in the given time interval
and the counter NumberOfPresent is increased by 1. By counting, the private
information is transformed into the statistical information, i.e. the numbers of
customers per a time interval of the schedule.

The internal user (customer, employee) profiles of companies can be used
to extend Presence Patterns for particular business purposes. For example, if a
user profile contains fields User, Gender, Address, Date of birth, then the
event log and the customer profile can be used to derive the NumberOfPresent
people of a given gender, or of a given age or registered in a given city. In
the extended form, a Privacy Pattern contains information about a subset of
entities from a private universe (women, students following a given education,
cars, citizens of a chosen city), that are present at a given time at a given place.

For example, the Presence Pattern Gender may be used to indicate the
presence of women:

Presence Pattern Gender = (Days, Times, NumberOfPresent, Gender,
Locations, Courses, Teachers, function-times, function-location,

function-course, function-teacher, function-presence).

– Gender = {Male, Female};
– NumberOfPresentGender is a finite natural number (positive integer number

or zero).
– function-presence: NumberOfPresentGender → (Times → Days) assigns

the numbers of present woman to the time intervals for each day of the week.

Another example, Presence Pattern City (Fig. 1) shows a Presence Pat-
tern extended with the information about present entities for a chosen home-city.

Presence Pattern City = (Days, Times, City,
NumberOfPresentFromCity, function-times,

function-presence-from-city)

– City = {Eindhoven, Uden}.
– NumberOfPresentFromCity is a finite natural number (positive integer

number or zero).
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– function-presence-from-city: NumberOfPresentFromCity → (Times →
Days) assigns the numbers of customers to the time intervals for each day of
the week.

4 Method for Privacy Analysis of Presence Patterns

We propose a method for privacy analysis of Presence Patterns. It is based on

1. our definition of a family of Presence Patterns given in Sect. 3 and
2. the fact, discussed in Sect. 2, that k-anonymity of a quasi-identifier in released

data can be validated on internal data. The combination of the released data
and the external data cannot link on this quasi-identifier to match fewer than
k entities.

The value of k for k-anonymity is defined in advance, depending on the
importance of privacy. A general ‘rule of thumb’ should be that an individual
person could be determined from this k-subset with the effort more significant
to the perpetrator compared to the privacy violation benefit.

Our method uses the following assumptions about public data:

(1) The Internal data universe contains more than k entities.
(2) Publicly available data structures may contain data fields with private infor-

mation with the same data types as the company Internal data used for
design of extended Presence Patterns;

(3) Publicly available data structures do not contain event logs of any other
company-related activities of any entity.

Simple Presence Pattern does not have any Privacy Issues. A sim-
ple Presence Pattern (SPP) consists of the time schedule fields and the field,
NumberOfPresent. The values of NumberOfPresent are derived from the event
log that is not public. This field, NumberOfPresent is always related to more
than k entities of the Internal data.

Privacy Analysis of Extended Presence Patterns. Let an Analysed
Presence Pattern (APP) consist of the same fields as the SPP and a set E of
some other fields.

1. Initially, the set of fields for privacy analysis is empty, SF = ∅. The set of
fileds causing privacy violation is empty, SV = ∅.

2. Add a set E of fields in APP to SF, SF = SF∪E.
– for each value sf of SF,

• find in the Internal data the maximal value of NumberOfPresent and
• find out if the maximal NumberOfPresent for a given value sf iden-

tifies less than k entities.
• If YES, then add the quasi-identifier E to SV: SV = SV∪E.

3. If SV�= ∅, then the release of this Presence Pattern can cost privacy violation,
otherwise the Presence Pattern respects privacy and can be released.

This procedure gives a systematic way for privacy analysis of Presence
Patterns using their specific structure.
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Fig. 1. Quasi-identifier in a presence pattern

5 A Case Study: Usage of Parking Space

Let us consider a case study. A company would like to monitor the use of the
parking space in its premises. The entrance to the parking places has an auto-
matic licence plate recognition system. The following internal (not public) data
is available:

– an internal log of all cars that arrive to and leave from the parking. The log
records include a time stamp and a licence plate number.

– an internal database of cars of employees. Any record in this database presents
an employee’s name and his (her) car licence plate number.

– the database of all employee’s profiles. Among other fields, it contains the
address of each employee (Fig. 1).

Further public information may be relevant to this use case:

– the LinkedIn (or other professional social network) profiles of employees of
the company;

– The telephone guide, each record of which includes a person name, his (her)
phone number (where the city can be identified);

– The public registry of cars containing the licence plate numbers with the
corresponding brand and the model of the car, engine type, etc.3

In the investigation of the use of the parking space, the company creates new
public data in the form of a series of Presence Patterns. The k for k-anonymity
is set to 5 based on expert recommendations.

3 This kind of data is publicly available in many countries (for example the RDW
registry in the Netherlands).
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1. First, the company derives and makes public the Simple Presence Pat-
tern with the Number Of Present Cars at the Parking Space during the
working hours and outside working hours. This pattern does not have any
privacy issues as the Number Of Present Cars at the Parking Space is
related to all employees of the company possessing a car (say to 500
employees).

2. Next, the company desires to analyze how many electric cars are parked
daily in order to arrange the necessary amount of charging sockets. The
internal database of coming cars has to be extended with the information
about the type of the engine in order to be able to identify cars with electric
engines. The presence pattern is extended with the indicator (or data type)
ElectricOrNot. This information can be derived from the public car registry
using the license plate number. The Number Of Present Electric Cars at
the Parking Space during and outside the working hours is presented by the
new presence pattern.
The analysis reveals, that this presence pattern cannot identify less persons
than the number of employees having electric cars (say, 120).

3. The employees who live nearby the company premises, unlike the ones who
live far away, may be convinced to avoid using cars. To be able to monitor its
anti-pollution effort, the company needs to know how many distantly leaving
employees are present during and outside the working hours.
The pattern of presence is extended accordingly with the City taken from
the addresses employees. So, the new pattern of presence shows the Number
Of Present Electric Cars at the Parking Space from each City.
The analysis shows that for at least one city (say, for Uden) the maximal
Number Of Present=2. It is less than k=5. This pattern has a possible privacy
violation if just one or a small number of employees (less than a predefined
k) lives in a particular city.
The quasi-identifier is (Company, City) (Fig. 1). From this pattern, one can
derive new information, namely, a pattern of presence of persons working in
the given company and living in the given city. This can be done using the
combination of the public LinkedIn-like profiles of employees of the company
and the public telephone guide.

This case study illustrates how the method identifies possible privacy violations
caused by the released Presence Patterns.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Privacy-by-design is a common goal in the field of information technologies. It
is defined in [2] as seven fundamental principles: privacy as proactive, privacy
by default, privacy embedded into design, full functionality (respecting other
aspects of the system), end-to-end life cycle protection, respect for user privacy.
These principles should be refined to methods of privacy analysis during design.

Following the principles ‘privacy as proactive’ and ‘privacy embedded into
design’ we have proposed a proactive method for analysis of Presence Patterns
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released by data analytics. Our method is built on our inductive definition of
a family of Presence Patterns and the refinement of privacy requirement by
k-anonymity for the specific structure of Presence Patterns.

Presence Patterns are widely used by education institutions [4,11], by the
television and radio companies, team sports [5], trends in tourism [8] and
voting sites. Observing all these domains, we plan to investigate and evalu-
ate the application of our method for pattern definition and privacy analysis on
publicly available Presence Patterns and other released data structures derived
from internal data of different organizations.
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Abstract. As a megatrend, the so-called Digital Transformation describes the
entire potential of new technologies in economy. Thereby new approaches are
needed to reveal this potential for companies. Looking at the literature a
structured guideline is missing to reveal this potential by developing new digital
business models (DBM) from the scratch. Therefore, this paper develops a
structured framework to create ideas for DBMs. It contributes to business
research by improving the initiation of digital reengineering. The resulting
framework is called the Digitization Driven Design model (=D3 model). The
application of this approach is described with a consulting-company use case.
Initial evaluations show the first promising expert feedbacks and possibilities for
future research.

Keywords: Digitization Driven Design � D3-model
Digital business model engineering � DBM design � DBM creation

1 Introduction

Today’s world is largely changed by the digital transformation. The digital transfor-
mation brings fundamental changes in businesses and is primarily driven by new ICT
technologies. This concerns changes in single but important value generating processes
as well as strategic alignments of whole businesses. Companies are trying to keep up
with the speed of digital transformation. More than 70% of organizations believe
themselves to lack digital maturity and don’t know where to start [1]. Therefore, they
are all looking for methods to keep up to date with new ICT and at best be the first to
disruptively renew their business. Hereby, the companies are facing a large problem:
They are looking for an approach to identify their best way to start with the trans-
formation of their own business and business model, but no tools exist with which they
could start. The existing guidelines for “digital transformation of business models” [2–
8] and also reviews about business model transformation strategies [9] address the steps
beyond the ideation. They all address the value creation and the implementation by new
or existing tools (for example with the business model canvas).

Therefore, this paper addresses the problem, how to get to a digital business idea
and how to structure the ideation.

The research contribution of the paper consists of the scientific derivation of an
extendable framework for ideation. It provides a guideline to decision makers and
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officials facing the urging question of how to start DBM engineering and how to
develop ideas for digital business models. We aim at developing larger idea sets in
advance, evaluating them and select the best-performing idea out of several alternatives
[10]. Afterwards the ideas should be developed with traditional business model tools.

To realize this, we follow an action research approach. First, we define our
understanding of traditional and digital business models. We then use literature to
identify drivers of digitization. These drivers are paradigms applicable to every domain
and summarize newest approaches to create business models by state of the art tech-
nologies and their proper application. These serve as a basis to the Digitization Driven
Design model (=D3 model), a structured approach to create ideas for digital business
models (DBM). The D3 model is embedded into an easy-to-follow guideline for the
design of digital business models. To illustrate the usefulness of our approach, we
apply our guideline to a specific, challenging use case, namely digitization of con-
sulting industry. Additionally, we evaluate our approach with a panel of innovation
managers in a workshop session, discuss our results and give an outlook to future
research.

2 Background

2.1 Business Models

The first question to address when talking about business model transformation is to
define, what we mean with the term “business model”, since several definitions and
understandings exist [11, 12]. In this work, we restrict ourselves to the definition that a
business model (=BM) “describes mainly textual on a highly aggregated level—the
business logic of an underlying company by a combination of interdependent offering,
market, internal as well as economical business model components in a static and
dynamic way beyond the company’s borders”. Furthermore, “it is not limited to a
certain type of business or industry and is thus generally applicable and intended for
internal as well as external addressees” [13]. The advantage of this definition is that it
explicitly incorporates the generality of business model concepts as well as the
transferability.

2.2 Digital Business Models

Accordingly, we then define our understanding of a digital business model (DBM) as
a continuously evolving business model, where all essential value-generating and
business-operating factors are enhanced or automated using digital technologies and
which is steadily adjusted to changes in the economic and technical environment by
concerning concepts to gain competitive advantages by deploying those technologies.

Generally, definitions of DBM vary largely in literature, and even reviews of IS
literature draw different conclusions of what makes out a DBM [14–16]. By our
definition we focus on the core aspect of digital transformation: the idea of disrupting
processes by using new technology. The most common example mentioned here,
which represents this, is Rolls Royce. The enterprise revolutionized the jet engine
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business by offering industrial products as services. By using digital technologies, they
disrupted the business. Live maintenance and predictive inspection cycles as well as
newest tracking systems allow to sell shear force instead of engines. The most
important fact thereby was a change in business perspective concerning digital tech-
nologies – a DBM.

3 Drivers of Digitization

Drivers of digitization are paradigms applicable to every domain and summarize
newest approaches to create business models by state of the art technologies and their
proper application. They are concepts to gain competitive advantages by deploying
novel information technology [3]. These concepts are applicable to multiple domains
and are therefore best fitting for a digital transformation framework. The problem is,
that these drivers are not collected and structured so far. Furthermore, they must be
derived often from DBMs. This could be done, if similar approaches occur multiple
times. Therefore, we had to analyze the existing literature and to reveal drivers of
digitization, see Table 1. We divide into categories following the mediation strategies
of [3]. Drivers of digitization either are to be positioned between a company and its
customers, focus on company-internal processes or are assignable to business partners
respectively. The separation between the three areas of concern is not perfectly sharp
but helps to distinguish central aspects of how drivers of digitization can affect an
individual business model. Furthermore, the separation helps to take a structured view
on the drivers by a single perspective. In each perspective multiple drivers have a main
area of impact.

Table 1. Summary of drivers

Reference Drivers

Customers’ area of impact
[4, 5, 17, 18] Product to Service: Offering customer centered IT-based services instead of

products. Example: Rolls Royce offers airlines to buy usage time of turbines
[19, 20] Digitize Services: Transfer to scalable partly or fully automatized 24/7

services. Example: Treatwell (digital service process for hairdressers)
[3, 21–23] Engage and Excite: Digitally engage and excite customers by new

bidirectional communication channels. Examples: campaigns of baby article
resellers (Essentialbaby.com) with free digital contents for parents on
Facebook

Internal area of impact
[9, 24, 25] IT to the core: Transfer value-adding processes to digital knowledge or

algorithms. Example: Shazam (music recognition with an algorithm)
[5, 26, 27] Value adding data: Analyze the potential of collectable and storable data and

use it. Example: IBM sales optimization by data mining
[28, 29] Omni-Channel: Use digital communication to connect customers and

employees on their favorite channel. Example: Backbase – omni-channel
banking

(continued)
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4 The D3 Model

So far, we identified the drivers and established their necessity in a digitization
framework. However, we did not discuss yet how to actually implement them into a
usable framework for ideation. To this extent, we introduce the Digitization Driven
Design visualization (=D3 model), see Fig. 1. Each driver identified in Table 1 is
inserted into one of the three areas of impact of individual drivers. Additionally, the
drivers are accompanied with important aspects that need to be addressed when the
influence of single drivers on individual companies is evaluated.

Fig. 1. D3 model

Table 1. (continued)

Reference Drivers

Partners’ area of impact
[30–32] Externalize Capabilities: Realizing scalability with external resources.

Examples: Crowd Sourcing Innovation Platform Innocentive
[3, 33–35] B2B Networks: Use digital capabilities to strengthen network. Examples:

Twail, the digital gastronomy labour agency
[2, 3, 21, 36] Platforms: Building an eco-system of vendors and customers (paying both).

Example: Apple Store – developers pay as well as customers
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4.1 Applying the D3 Model

For the usage of the D3 model, it is required to embed the model in DBM creation
process. Transformation guidelines in the environment of creative processes as idea
generation [37] or IS artefact Design [38] are considered as a basis for this guideline.
The resulting “D3-guideline” consists of four steps presented below, see Fig. 2.

Idea Generation: In order to use the D3 model, the moderator guides through the idea
generation. Starting by inspiring the participants when introducing single fields of the
D3 model – first by mentioning typical examples as we present them in our background
analysis and second by asking one question for each principal driver by category s/he
guides through the three parts of the model. Thereby, the order takes a tangential role.
We suggest starting by the customers’ area of impact, followed by the partners’ area
and at last the internal one. During the creativity process, it is the task of the moderator
to motivate and empower the participants to create ideas for each topic and to map
those ideas to a printed, drawn or projected image of the D3 model. If the idea gen-
eration concerning one driver slows down, the driver should be changed.

Prioritization: A finalized D3 model consists of a large idea pool. Therefore, the ideas
need to get ordered by relevance. It is recommended to have the ideas ranked by the
team that developed the ideas and by a group of a comparable number of uninvolved
colleagues. Existing sets of idea evaluation methods as the NAF technique or sticking
dots could be extracted from idea management literature [39].

DBM Conceptualization: In the next step, the selected ideas are elaborated in business
model templates, as for example in the proven business model canvas [8] or the
business model framework by [4]. These templates enable more specific drafts of the
initial ideas while at the same time considering the key parameters of business models
as revenue streams: key partners and activities, communicative channels, used
resources etc. A specific idea typically affects several if not all aspects of a business
model. Since business model design is a time-consuming process, we recommend
transferring only the most promising ideas into business models, based on the idea
evaluation method applied to the D3 model. For this purpose, one may either choose a

Fig. 2. Usage of the D3 model in a DBM creation process
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threshold of a minimum score that an idea has to reach for being implemented as a
business model, or a specific number of ideas is selected before the workshop, based on
the resources available for business model design.

DBM Evaluation: Every single developed DBM has then to be evaluated. Current
tools for evaluating business models are for example optimized for the business
components reflected by service blueprints or the business model canvas [40]. As IS
artefacts are frequently used, an iterative design and evaluation process is
recommended.

5 Use Case – Digitization of IT Consulting

In order to validate our model and illustrate its usage, we applied our guideline to the
business model of IT-consultancies. This effort has been done in collaboration with
IT-consultants, domain experts and executives. As already discussed in detail by earlier
publications [41], consulting is an economic branch that fostered the digitization of all
industrial and economical areas, except that the consultants themselves merely use
digital technologies. The digital transformation of consulting industry is still at pre-
liminary stage, with the usage of ICT to just support the work of consultants, rather
than assist or substitute parts of the consulting process. Figure 3 presents the results of
discussions within a workshop with experts (six experts of the company: CTO, CDO,
two unit leads and two innovation managers) in the areas of IT consulting and digi-
tization. The aim was to find new ideas for digitization in the own field. Each idea was

Fig. 3. D3 model for a consultancy
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evaluated by the experts and us regarding its novelty (N), attractiveness (A) and fea-
sibility (F), respectively and the results were tested by uninvolved colleagues (six
senior consultants). The results were averaged, and the ideas ordered according to the
results, see Table 2. A fact to remark is that a low ranked idea is not generally a bad
idea. The prioritization should primarily order the treatment. From the pool of ideas, the
suggestion to offer modular consulting services has the largest average score. The
novelty has a low grade compared to the other aspects, since consultancies typically
already have in-house service catalogues that at least provide guidelines to the sales
department during the setup of offerings. The attractiveness to both customers and
consultancies is large, since modularization simplifies the preparation of offerings and
the process of ordering a consulting service. And feasibility is large as well, since
platform solutions to offer particular services already exist and it is not necessary to
innovate a completely new platform concept.

The idea of offering modular services was developed to a business model and
evaluated already in a previous publication [42]. Additionally, we developed a concept
for Self-Service Consulting as a DBM [43].

6 Initial Evaluation and First Feedbacks from Industry

After several internal iterative improvements, we started using the model in practice, to
obtain first evaluated results. First, we used it for DBM ideation in the case of a
German IT Consultancy as described in chapter 5. Our application to the use-case
revealed both advantages and disadvantages of our guideline. In contrast to existing

Table 2. Prioritization of generated digital business ideas

n° Idea NAF_internal NAF_uninvolved NAF
øN A F ø N A F ø

1 Modular services via
platform

9 9 8 8.7 8 9 6 7.7 8.2

2 Consulting calls via
platform

8 8 9 8.3 8 7 8 7.7 8.0

3 Omni-connected
communication

5 8 10 7.7 6 9 10 8.3 8.0

4 Self-service
consulting

7 8 8 7.7 7 9 8 8.0 7.8

5 Extensive project
data collection

6 8 8 7.3 8 8 7 7.7 7.5

… … … … … … … … … … …

22 Analyze calls of
consultants and
customers

3 5 3 3.7 2 6 4 3.7 3.7

23 Augmented reality
sales letter

7 1 4 3.7 2 2 4 2.7 3.2
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business model design frameworks and guidelines, we intentionally restrict ourselves to
digitized business models and emphasize the initial step of driver identification. Here,
the suggested framework simplifies the implementation of and transformation to digital
business models by focusing explicitly on the early identification of triggers and their
proper transformation into a business model.

Afterwards we used it to develop ideas for DBM in the domain of an energy trading
company, a beauty products manufacturer and a print services enterprise. All cases
resulted in internal innovation projects. With the aim of evaluating our model in more
detail, we applied the D3 model in a session of a “Digitization Masterclass” in Moscow.
The Digitization Masterclass is an event for innovation managers to inspire and to learn
about new innovation concepts. In this session six innovation managers of different
companies took part in our workshop. They evaluated the model in a follow-up online
questionnaire one week after the event as stated in Table 3. After further inquiries, the
limited degree of freedom was stated as the main disadvantage of the model. The
participants saw a large potential for domain transfer but doubted in parts that dis-
ruptive ideas could be structurally developed.

7 Conclusion

We applied the D3 model in different industries and evaluated the usage of the model in
a larger workshop with multiple innovation managers. The evaluation shows, that new
ideas of the digital era can be easily identified in structured manner. Business model
design and evaluation in our guideline is moved to separate design cycles, which is
seen as a main advantage.

We understand the D3 model as a generic toolset that can be easily extended by
adding new drivers. This shows at the same time the main challenge and probably
disadvantage: It is crucial to update the model regularly and to extend it by actual
drivers. A solution could be to establish a technology scouting and to use a knowledge

Table 3. Evaluation of the D3 model in a “Digitization Masterclass Moscow”

Question Yes Partially No N/A

Do you think that the presented D3-model is easy to
understand?

6 - - -

You were presented examples illustrating the principles of
the D3-model. Were they helpful for you?

5 1 - -

Do you think that the D3-model is applicable to your
industry/business domain?

1 4 - 1

Were you able to generate new ideas by the model? 5 1 - -
In your opinion, do the generated ideas follow innovative
approaches?

3 2 - 1

Are you planning to realize the generated ideas? 2 4 - -
Would you recommend the D3-model to
others/colleagues?

4 2 - -

Total 26 14 0 2
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bases for drivers. But this raises further questions. Would it be just as easy to understand
if we were to expand the number and scope of drivers? How could this be ensured?

This opens further and new research opportunities. First, the drivers could be
extended to a maximum by integrating practice reports, web analysis and further lit-
erature. Furthermore, it would be necessary to apply the D3 based digital transforma-
tion guideline to further use-cases. Application to new examples will reveal further
advantages as well as flaws and drawbacks of our guideline besides those identified so
far and can thus enhance the guideline iteratively. As a long-term goal, the success of
the D3 model could be evaluated by the success of generated DBM.
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Abstract. Original Equipment Manufacturers are increasingly focusing on
cooperation with a small number of risk-sharing partners who co-design and
deliver key subsystems of the finished product. This trend increases collabora-
tion activities throughout the supply chains involving suppliers of all sizes,
including innovative small to medium-sized enterprises. The movement to
Industry 4.0 concept such as “lot size of one” and demand-responsive produc-
tion means these collaborations would be formed “on the fly” to respond to fast
changing market needs and ever shorter product lifecycles.
Research has created models and approaches claiming to provide effective

software support for such collaborations on demand (also known as instant
virtual enterprises); however, these have yet to be implemented and widely
applied by suppliers and manufacturers. Research literature, whilst still praising
the theoretical advantages and transformative nature of dynamic value chains, is
starting to note (as yet undisclosed) economic, managerial and technological
concerns that impede uptake of these ideas.
In this paper we analyze exploratory interviews with a number of suppliers in

the aerospace industry, and reveal key barriers such as lack of trust, switching
costs, information asymmetry and path dependencies that prevent the uptake of
short-term collaborations and present them in the sequence they appear forming
supplier collaborations on demand.

Keywords: Aerospace supply chains � Collaboration networks � Industry 4.0

1 Introduction

Traditionally Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) maintain links with hundreds
and even thousands of suppliers along their value chains that result in multiple direct
connections to procure the requested semi-parts [11, 13]. From the early 2000s OEMs
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turn their attention to design-and-build strategies [3, 14] and invite suppliers to
co-design components or even subsystems, coordinating clusters of multiple-tier small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) [16]. This shifts coordination and financial costs
from the OEM onto networks that are expected to reduce lead-times [2, 10, 12], enable
scale economies [13]; facilitate “on-demand” collaborations and make more business
opportunities for SMEs available [4, 9]. To bring this vision into reality there are certain
collaboration challenges that are considered in this paper in the aerospace industry,
characterised by strong and dynamic collaborations spanning complex supply chains.

In this context the leading Multinational Aerospace Corporation (MAC) has initi-
ated streamlining stages of their supply chain avoiding the need to directly link with
over 6,000 suppliers, instead collaborating with around 200 trusted tier 1 suppliers that
handle transactions with multiple SMEs clusters. One of those clusters, an Association
of Aerospace SMEs (AAS), represents a wide spectrum of SMEs mainly supplying
MAC. The Association plans to expand its portfolio and to collaborate with new
partners for complex products and services in an easy way. Both parties must identify
barriers that hamper collaboration and then develop mechanisms to erode them.

Section 2 defines the problem statement for AAS, Sect. 3 explains the methodol-
ogy of our research, Sect. 4 delivers the main barriers to collaboration on-demand in
the supply chains of MAC and the Sect. 5 opens discussion for a number of managerial
implications of our findings and reflect on to how the perceived barriers can be
addressed by combining technology and managerial solutions.

2 Problem Statement

Literature review suggests that SME participation in modern supply chains is currently
facing several challenges, including perceived costs, risks, loss of flexibility and
weakening of strategic independence [13], however, neither precisely systemises cur-
rent barriers to collaboration nor proposes structures to classify them.

We argue that there is a significant gap between theory and practice and a need to
assess key requirements from suppliers to facilitate the MAC vision. Although SMEs
are already responsible for approximately 25% of patents (and therefore very important
for MAC), direct collaboration with them is very costly and must be facilitated to
enable further innovations into their aircrafts. Moreover, management of delivery
ramp-up in time and establishment of new aircraft programmes require additional
efforts for enabling short-term collaborations “on-demand” with supplier clusters, often
realised in form of virtual enterprises [9].

In contrast to Glock et al. [5] and Zimmer et al. [15] that review approaches to
collaborative supplier relationship management from the buyer’s perspective, we
address collaborations taking place between suppliers themselves to explain which
obstacles exist from the suppliers’ perspective, as perceived by SMEs in the aerospace
industry, with a special focus on collaborations “on demand” requested by Industry 4.0
[2, 10, 12]. In the context of our work, comprehensive studies that analyse collabo-
rations on demand for aerospace industry supplier networks have not yet been studied
in depth. This raises the importance of identifying barriers to collaboration for aero-
space SMEs and developing approaches towards addressing perceived barriers.
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3 Methodology

The process model of mixed methods methodology comprising literature review,
exploratory interviews, thematic analysis [1], information mapping is depicted in Fig. 1
and is explained in Subsects. 3.1–3.3. After we identify collaboration obstacles per-
ceived by aerospace SMEs we map them to the stages of instant virtual enterprise
formation [6] to identify at which point barriers to demand-driven collaboration occur
and open discussion how to address them (further explored in the Subsect. 3.3). Since
the dataset underpinning this study consists of input from 17 suppliers in the cluster it
was possible to identify certain factors that affect each stage of collaboration on
demand.

3.1 Survey

In order to explore the barriers that impede collaboration initiatives between manu-
facturing suppliers and OEMs we carry out exploratory interviews in an Association of
Aerospace SMEs (AAS) introduced earlier in the Sect. 1. In order to construct a
representative sample, we have requested AAS to provide access to their suppliers
(SMEs) to investigate the main causes that explain why the potential collaborations
between them fail. We received a positive response from 17 companies, all head-
quartered in Germany, which represents approximately 18% of AAS member-
ship. These companies supply various products (e.g. composite aircraft parts) and
services (e.g. product testing and environmental simulation, cabin engineering) to
MAC.

Mapping of these 
themes to the stages of 
Instant Virtual Enterpris-

es formation [9]: 

Recognizing opportunity: 

Maintaining community: 

Composing Team: 

Integrating processes: 

Linking infrastructures:

Activate Collaboration: 

Identification of barriers
that impede demand-driven 
collaboration initiatives for 

every stage: 

A: Search costs 
B: Collaboration initiation costs 

C: Information asymmetry

D: Opportunism 
E: Certification costs
F: Path dependency  

G: Information / knowledge sharing 

H: Real-time data sharing

I: Coordination deliverables costs

Survey Design 
on collaboration 

between OEM and 
Multi-tier Suppli-

ers

Execution of 
survey 

17 Suppliers of 
Association of 

Aerospace SMEs

Literature 
review on 

Obstacles of
supplier’s collabo-

ration

Investigation of 
common themes why 

collaboration fails via 
thematic analysis [1]

Survey answers:
SME collaboration 

experience 

Fig. 1. The process model of research methodology
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The survey was held in German language with supplier top-level managers
(companies’ CEOs) during the time span from October 2016 to February 2017 and later
translated into English. Responses were collected by an AAS executive via different
channels: e-mail, fax, and phone. The semi-structured questionnaire comprised 20
questions, about company information (sector, size, volume, tier number); priorities
and activities in searching for supply chain partners; barriers to vertical supply chain
integration; their perceived impacts on business; barriers to horizontal collaborations
and IT-related barriers to vertical and horizontal networking. Questions were
open-ended in the sense that the respondents were able to indicate any number of items
asked for in the respective question; furthermore, the respondents were invited to
indicate the strength of the respective item on the Likert scale from 1 to 5, with 1 being
least important. Some of the questions were pre-populated with a number of sample
items based on initial information obtained from the respondent companies. These were
included in the questionnaire to ensure a consistent perception of questions by the
respondents and their responses. Examples of questions included in the questionnaire
are indicated below:

– What are the main problems for integration of your company in supply chains of
your customers (e.g. OEM, 1st tier suppliers)? What are the main impacts of those
problems on your business?

– What are the main problems does your company have with collaboration of
SME/organisations in networks?

– Which information deficits regarding Supply Chain Management (SCM) does your
company have?

After data collection was finished the answers were translated to English for further
analysis.

3.2 Thematic Analysis and Identification of Barriers

Amongst approaches to analyse survey data, thematic analysis (as a “method for
identifying, analysing and reporting patterns (themes)” [1]) appears to be most suitable
for exploring the meaning of unstructured data blocks such as the received survey
results. King and Horrocks [8] define the word “theme” as follows: “Themes are
recurrent and distinctive features of participants’ accounts, characterising particular
perceptions and/or experiences, which the researcher sees as relevant to the research
question” (p. 150). To formalise barriers to collaboration we have followed the process
from Braun and Clarke [1]: (1) Transcribe data, noting down initial ideas; (2) Code
interesting features of the data in a systematic fashion across the entire data set, col-
lating data relevant to each code; (3) Collate codes into potential themes (barriers),
gathering all data relevant to each potential theme (barrier); (4) Check if the themes
(barriers) work in relation to the coded extracts (Level 1) and the entire data set (Level
2), generating a thematic ‘map’ of the analysis; (5) Ongoing analysis to refine the
specifics of each theme (barrier), and the overall story the analysis tells, generating
clear definitions and names for each theme (barrier); (6) Selection of vivid, compelling
extract examples, final analysis of selected extracts, relating back of the analysis to the
research question and literature, producing a scholarly report of the analysis.
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3.3 Classification of Barriers

To classify the identified themes/barriers we collate them into stages of collaboration
on demand that are represented in the model of instant virtual enterprise formation [6,
9]. This model explains the behaviour of SMEs when they react to a new business
opportunity (call for tender) from manufacturers and cannot fulfil this opportunity alone
—in this case suppliers create a virtual entity to collaborate on demand. Once the new
entity puts their bid and wins a tender, collaborative SMEs link their processes,
infrastructures and further activate an instant virtual enterprise to respond to this
business opportunity (Fig. 2).

This representation is very similar to the relationships between MAC and AAS. To
open discussion on the erosion of the identified themes/barriers, once they were
formed, they were grouped into higher-level factors and mapped to the formation
stages from Fig. 2. The results of the mapping are presented in Table 1.

4 The Identified Barriers to Collaboration Between Suppliers
and Aerospace Manufacturer

The survey has identified that one of the main intentions of SMEs is to integrate into
the value chains of large-scale manufactures. It is caused by the intention to expand
business portfolio and to get constant amount of orders, since many of them experience
drawbacks due to timely missing, timely under-utilized capacities and constant over-
head costs. Additionally, many SMEs are considered unfit for OEMs business
opportunities due to company size, scaling capacity towards order volumes, scheduling
capabilities, finance requirements and they request collaboration with the similar
suppliers to cover gaps in capacities, capabilities and expertise to fulfil the purchase
conditions of OEM.

However, in the reality such plans to collaborate often fails due to the issues
depicted in Table 1.

Fig. 2. Formation of instant virtual enterprise and its stages [9]
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Table 1. The identified barriers to collaboration

Formation steps Main barriers and its manifestations

Identification of a business opportunity
(derived from Call for Tenders)

A: Costs of suppliers for searching, processing
and storing information
1. Lack of Call for Tenders visibility to SME
suppliers
2. Information gaps due to vague CfT
specifications
3. Long time to find applicable regulations
4. Information loss during communication
(“Chinese whispers” effects)
B: Costs of suppliers for initiating collaboration
1. Offline networking takes time to find new
projects
2. SMEs’ inability to exert marketing effort for
attracting OEMs
3. Differences in legal, tax and patent systems

F0: Maintain community of members C: Information asymmetry
1. Lack of knowledge regarding network
collaboration
2. Lack of knowledge regarding to Industry 4.0

F1: Compose a team D: Opportunism of suppliers
1. Extract benefits from collaboration, give
nothing in exchange
2. Lack of trust, espionage for innovations
3. Unreliable partnerships (disruptions in
deliveries)
E: Certification costs
1. SMEs’ inability to certify its market
reputation
2. Expensive certifications: NADCAP, GRAMS,
environment (ISO 9100, 16949)
3. Too complex accreditation processes and
qualification checks
4. Overprotection of property rights: direct
contracts
F: Path dependency of manufacturers
1. OEMs do not intend to change their existing
suppliers
2. OEMs disseminate CfTs to tier-1 suppliers
only
3. OEMs dismiss the interests of domestic
suppliers
4. OEM’s inability to share risks with network
partners

(continued)
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5 Discussion and Future Work

Our research shows limited collaboration along manufacturer value chains due to the
list of factors depicted in Table 1. One of the main reasons (identified as the issue of
distrust and competitive pressures) impedes major collaboration initiatives between
SMEs operating across and within value chain tiers. To transform and improve com-
petitiveness, companies need to adopt more cooperative interaction patterns that
include collaborative governance rules, goal-based team composition and
inter-organisational process coordination to lower transaction costs on short-term
(demand-driven) collaboration.

Information asymmetry is another obstacle that restricts an access to the context
information that is retained by an intermediary instead of propagating it to other players
in the chain (e.g. order situation of the customer). Suppliers should be empowered with
a digital platform that ensures the integrity of collaboration rules, transparent decom-
position of large-scale tender descriptions into well-specified business process tasks
and semi-automated supplier matchmaking to business process tasks via semantic
technology and recommender systems.

Switching costs and path dependencies represent another area of problems that have
to be solved in order to enforce collaborations along value chains. In particular in the
area of data sharing, concerns are raised relating to the level of suppliers’ access to shop
floor data given the potential risk of cyber espionage and access to key corporate

Table 1. (continued)

Formation steps Main barriers and its manifestations

F2: Integrate processes G: Challenges with Information and knowledge
sharing
1. Different data protection policies, information
privacy
2. Delays in information sharing about demand
changes
3. Lack of infrastructure knowledge:
time-consuming calibration

F3: Link infrastructures H: Challenges with real-time data sharing
1. Poorly structured data exchange policies
2. Use of proprietary IT without standardised
data transfer
3. Variety of IT systems in use

F4: Activate Instant Virtual Enterprise I: Costs of leading supplier for coordination
deliverables
1. Missing standards and interfaces in
communication
2. Problems signalled by the customer too late,
quick fixes
3. OEM requests testing too late, deadline
pressure
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secrets. This in turn raises the prospect of a data sharing paradox [7] in Industry 4.0
where stewardship of the data is in the hands of companies that may have no interest in
sharing information with collaborating partners. This paradox opposes the intention to
develop mechanisms for customer order monitoring through highly visible production
chains. Notwithstanding, effective data sharing is a precondition to generate “big data”
scale datasets supporting efficient production and supply chain management. We are
not aware of comprehensive studies that solve this data sharing paradox in Industry 4.0
and we aim to investigate how information privacy concerns between collaborating
suppliers and OEMs is correlated with successful business opportunity delivery among
other factors in our future works. Additionally, we aim to explain the rationale
underpinning the identified collaboration barriers and predict potential supplier beha-
viour under different set of potential interventions in the value chain from the per-
spective of the Transaction Costs Theory.
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Abstract. The Industrial Internet of Things and Industry 4.0 both promote
Smart Factory as the manufacturing of the future. The complexity of production
environments consisting of smart entities is far more complex than traditional
production scenarios. In particular SMEs have problems with the transition
towards Smart Factory. Modelling could support this process. Available mod-
elling frameworks are either too abstract for SMEs and their production net-
works or far too detailed to be suitable for discussing Smart Factory approaches
within the companies and their production networks. A suitable modelling
framework has been developed in a German research project on modelling the
textile factory of the future, funded by the German Federal Ministry of Edu-
cation and Research. The smart entity is the core element of the framework,
which is detailed by five sub-models. This entity now can be used to describe
machines, services as well as complete production networks with the same
building blocks. Textile SMEs can engineer their structures towards Smart
Factory with a modelling attuned to their needs. The capabilities of the mod-
elling framework are demonstrated by their application to a carbon fibre non-
woven fabric production process.

Keywords: Modelling � Smart Factory � Smart entities

1 Introduction

The Smart Factory as manufacturing structure of the future consists of active, auton-
omous and self-controlling production units, which we refer to as smart entities. In the
future, production in a Smart Factory will be realised with ad-hoc networks of smart
entities. This approach requires significant changes to the production structures but also
to the way of communication between smart entities. The necessary business process
redesign is a challenge especially for SME of the textile industry.

Modelling is an appropriate instrument to support business process redesign for
Smart Factory. Various modelling frameworks have been developed to support the
design and implementation phase. However, the pre-design phase, which is not sup-
ported by any framework, is essential for strategic decisions of textile SME. With
limited resources available, an early overview about structural changes, future
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interaction between internal smart entities and network partners (supplier, service
provider but also customer) is necessary.

The German research project “Modellierung Textilfabrik der Zukunft” (modelling
the textile factory of the future), funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education
and Research, is addressing this demand of a modelling framework for the pre-design
phase of business process reengineering. In this project a domain-specific modelling
framework and modelling language have been developed that assist the textile industry
to change their structures towards the principles of the Smart Factory. The resulting
framework has been tested with state-of-the-art textile production processes.

The paper is providing a short overview of the basic concepts for a textile Smart
Factory (Sect. 2) followed by a state-of-the-art analysis of modelling frameworks
developed within the context of Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and “Industrie 4.0”
(Sect. 3). The resulting demands for a modelling framework and the requirements are
presented in Sect. 4. Section 5 describes the developed modelling framework for the
pre-design phase of business process reengineering in the textile industry. The practical
application of the framework in a textile production process is described in Sect. 6.
Section 7 provides a summary of the results and identifies future work.

2 Flexibility and Smart Factory

The capability to react fast and flexibly on customer requests is a core requisition for
enterprises in the next years. In a survey about future production 98.6% of the par-
ticipating companies labelled this aspect as important or very important [1]. The
demand for organizational flexibility has been around for a long time. The design fields
and principles for flexible organization identified by Brehm [2] are still relevant today.
The principles of organizational slack, modularisation, loose coupling,
self-organisation and learning organisations have become even more relevant. The IIoT
and “Industrie 4.0” promote these principles and connect them with new technical
developments like cyber-physical systems [3, 4].

The German high-tech vision “Industrie 4.0” describes a paradigm shift from rigid
production with hierarchical-rigid control structures to flexible structures consisting of
active, autonomous and self-controlling production units [5]. These production units
form the Smart Factory by autonomously interacting with other production units and
the resources required for manufacturing smart products. Core concepts to realise the
Smart Factory are [4, 6, 7]:

• horizontal integration through value networks,
• vertical integration and networked manufacturing systems, and
• end-to-end digital integration of engineering across the entire value chain.

These concepts are flanked by further developments of cyber-physical systems and
research of new social infrastructures in the workplace. The technical backbone for
“Industrie 4.0” is formed by the IIoT. It consists of a complex system of cyber-physical
systems. A major challenge is to provide an extensible architecture that simultaneously
sup-ports a variety of hardware like sensors, actuators and software systems and retains
manageable complexity [8]. One approach is to dissolve the classical automation
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pyramid and provide a network of services, which is similar to the network of pro-
duction units and can be described in a similar way.

The transition towards a Smart Factory is a difficult task especially for SMEs of the
textile industry. These companies are characterized by flat hierarchies, complex and
highly optimized production structures as well as cross-domain knowledge demand.
Qualified personnel and financial resources for change processes are very limited.
Therefore it is important that supporting methods must be easy to learn and provide a
significant complexity reduction. The necessary changes for a transition process
involve all areas of the company as well as relations with network partners. Both
technical and organisational aspects must be addressed. Therefore, suitable business
process reengineering methods such as modelling are required to support the SMEs of
the textile industry to evaluate new structures and the necessary transformation process.

3 Modelling Architectures

A variety of modelling frameworks has been developed to support Smart Factories.
Weyrich [9] provides a short overview of frameworks that have been developed in
close collaboration between research and industry.

The “Referenzarchitekturmodell Industrie 4.0” (RAMI 4.0), promoted by the
“Plattform Industrie 4.0”, is the best-known among these modelling frameworks. It
describes the landscape of smart factories in three dimensions [10]. The first dimension
explains the hierarchy of the factory from the product and field device level up to its
ecosystem. This approach is contradictory to the future nature of factories with flexible
elements linked across all hierarchy levels and communication between all participants.
The second dimension visualises the architecture ranging from the real world asset up
to functional and business aspects in the virtual world of this asset. The last dimension
describes the product life cycle from development to the use phase.

Another approach was developed by the Industrial Internet Consortium. The
“Industrial Internet Reference Architecture” (IIRA) comprises the following concepts
[11]:

• Business-value-driven and concern-resolution-oriented
• Four viewpoints: business, usage, functional and implementation
• Identification and classification of common architectural concerns into the

viewpoints
• Systematic analysis of concerns
• Identification of solutions for concerns

Therefore it shares some aspects with RAMI 4.0 like the product life cycle, assets,
function and business viewpoint.

A third reference architecture was developed within the European Research Project
“Internet-of-Things Architecture”. It consists of a series of sub-models describing the
domain, information, functions and communication as well as trust, security and pri-
vacy. The architecture now provides views (functional, information, deployment &
operation) and perspectives (evolution & interoperability, performance & scalability,
trust, security & privacy, availability & resilience) on these sub-models [12].
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The fourth approach is derived from the model-driven systems engineering. On the
one hand it can alleviate the challenges arising from the number of domains, stake-
holders and modelling techniques required. On the other hand it “… introduces the
challenge of managing the multitude of different artifacts, such as configuration,
models, templates, transformations, and their relations …” [13]. The complexity of the
systems engineering process is reduced by using artefacts from the various domains
involved describing certain aspects of the Smart Factory. These artefacts can then be
connected depending on their nature and the context they are used in. To manage the
variety of artefacts Butting [13] proposes to provide an artefact model that precisely
specifies the kinds of artefacts, tools, languages and relations present in a model-driven
systems engineering project.

In addition to these approaches there are a number of further modelling approaches
mainly dedicated to specific aspects of smart factories like the communication between
cyber-physical systems or the linking of real world objects with virtual representations.

4 Modelling Demand and Requirements

All reference architectures and modelling approaches support the design and imple-
mentation phase of the business process reengineering required for the transition
towards a Smart Factory. However, there is a lack of assistance for the preparation
phase. Topics [14] like

• the assessment of the potential for reengineering,
• definition of boundaries and the scope of the appropriate process and
• obtaining and maintaining management commitment

are not covered or only rudimentarily supported. Additionally the complexity of the
modelling reference architectures is still high for many SMEs, especially for companies
of the textile industry with a majority of companies with less than 100 employees. For
example RAMI 4.0 forms a of cube 7 hierarchies, 6 layers and 4 life cycle steps
resulting in a total of 168 possible sub-models. The other reference architectures share
the same issue. The lack of corresponding modelling languages is another important
consideration. Many SMEs have modelling capabilities, which are generally restricted
to common modelling languages like BPMN, SysML or EEPC.

Therefore, a modelling framework and a corresponding modelling language are
required to support SMEs in the first phase of the business process reengineering
towards a Smart Factory. The framework should be able to support the modularisation
of the factory with an abstraction level suitable for evaluation of reengineering
potential, supporting the definition of boundaries and scope of the modularised pro-
cesses as well as communicating the reengineering vision towards the management.

The German research project “Modellierung Textilfabrik der Zukunft” (modelling
the textile factory of the future), funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education
and Research, is addressing this methodological gap in business process reengineering.
In this project a domain-specific modelling framework and modelling language have
been developed that assist the textile industry to change their structures following the
principles of Smart Factories. Core element is the smart entity as virtual representation
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of an intelligent production unit. It encapsulates all tangible and intangible resources,
rules, adaptation capabilities and activities necessary to provide a certain service or
product in a dynamic environment. A smart entity can be used in various approaches
like agent-based, rule-based or object-oriented systems [15] to provide the necessary
information required for autonomous production in a smart factory.

The design and development of the modelling framework as well as the corre-
sponding language have to consider a number of requirements. The requirements can
be grouped in formal aspects (which are essential for analysis and transformation of
models), user-specific aspects (representing the demand of the stakeholders) and,
finally, the domain-specific aspects (describing requirements derived from the domain)
[16].

The following user-specific and domain-specific requirements had to be considered
in the design.

User-Specific Requirements:

• Stakeholder:Main stakeholders are the management of the company. Also involved
are domain experts from various departments. In addition to this internal perspective
on the company, the surround ecosystem also has to be involved in the redesign.
Therefore, value chain partners as well as service providers must be incorporated in
the first phase of the business process reengineering.

• Level of abstraction: The details have to be in line with the topics covered and the
stakeholders addressed by the framework. The components available for modelling
represent types and not ready to implement structures. For example an information
object will be addressed as type order, but no detailed information about the data
structure will be provided.

• Complexity: Both, the modelling framework and the modelling language must be
simple. Thus the numbers of sub-models to describe a smart entity and also the
number of modelling blocks have to be limited to reduce the learning curve for
stakeholders.

Domain-Specific Requirements:

• Topics covered: The first question covered by the modelling framework is the
design of organisational and network structures consisting of smart entities. It
should be suitable for first discussions about the future structures. Technical details
are not important. The second question considers a more detailed view on
modules/smart entities. A smart entity comprises structure information about its
internal activities, its assets and information pool as well as the rules applied in its
activities. Management activities also must be integrated to become smart. A smart
entity is not a standalone module, as it must interact with many other entities.
Therefore, describing the basic structure of interfacing is essential.

• System boundary: The modelling framework concentrates on organisational and
network structures. Flexibility measures like work time models, learning and
qualification are not in its scope. Also, its focus is on the pre-design phase.
Therefore aspects like IT-System design or implementation are not covered.
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For the implementation of the modelling framework and modelling language a
number of design decisions have been made. The first decision was inspired by the
modelling of cyber-physical systems with artefacts [13]. Smart entities are described
with an artefact model. This leads to the second decision that the description of smart
entities is independent from its instance type. Namely, a smart entity representing a
production machine is modelled with the same framework and modelling language as a
smart entity representing a value chain. The last one concerns the type of representation
of models. In a first step only a graphical representation is realised. In the evaluation of
the models only human beings are involved and no automatic model processing is
required.

5 Modelling Framework

Based on the identified requirements and the selected design principles, a
domain-specific modelling framework for the textile industry has been elaborated. The
core element is the smart entity. It describes a closed functional unit with dedicated
interfaces and the ability to operate in a smart manner. It contains all tangible and
intangible resources required to fulfil its functional purpose that are not provided
externally. An instance of a smart entity can be a cyber-physical system, a service or
even a network of smart entities.
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Fig. 1. MTFZ modelling framework for Smart entity
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To describe a smart entity three functional aspects must be modelled (see Fig. 1).

One functional aspect represents the internal structure of a smart entity. Three
sub-models, grouped with a dotted line, represent the available resources (“resource
model”), the activities (“activity model”) carried out and the rules (“rule model”)
applied.
The “resource model” provides elements to describe all required tangible and
intangible (e.g. machines, information or raw material) resources including per-
sonnel. These resources are the starting point for the value creation activities of the
Smart Entity.
The “activity model” now characterises the value creation. Core element is the
transformation, which describes the transition from various tangible and intangible
inputs to an output good using the resources of the smart entity. For example the
transition from fibre batt and semi-finished textile to a nonwoven product but also
the transition of information to provide services. The business logic of the value
creation used in the “activity model” is specified by rules.
The “rule model” supplies all applicable rules for the value creation process but
also for interfacing and smart entity management. There it provides various ele-
ments to describe business rules. Conditions, conclusion and events structure the
actual flow of activities. Other types of rules like guidelines or calculations support
individual activities. A special type of rule is authorisation limiting access to certain
activities and resources.
Another functional aspect addresses the smart entity’s communication with its
environment. The sub-model “smart interface model” describes the exchange
activities with other smart entities. It consists of elements to address various types of
tangible and intangible resources (see also “resource model”) exchanged and ele-
ments to describe the essential activities (negotiation of exchange rules and the
exchange processes) for interfacing. It enables the smart entity to interact with its
environment.
The last functional aspect is responsible for providing the smartness of the entity.
Management activities changing the internal structure and the interface to the
environment are described in the “management model”. Core elements are the
analysis and the design activity. The analysis activity can evaluate single and group
of components of a smart entity and based on the analysis results can trigger a
design activity, which is able to restructure the smart entity to cope with changing
environmental and business requirements. This capability distinguishes the smart
entity from normal modularized production.

All modelling language element can be grouped to provide reusable sets for easy
communication and modelling. Each sub-model has been attuned to the complexity of
SMEs, to the involved stakeholders and the domain requirements of the textile
industry. The sub-models are all interlinked (e.g. via the resource and rule elements)
and enable the visualisation of all essential elements for the first phase of business
process reengineering. Figure 2 provides an excerpt of the modelling language concept
for the “smart interface model”.
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6 Application Example

The elaborated modelling framework and the associated modelling language have been
used to describe complex textile production lines that are already fit for future
requirements. One of the application cases was a nonwoven production using carbon
fibre waste. For this application, a production line with state of the art cyber-physical
and communication systems at STFI’s Center for Textile Lightweight Engineering was
used as starting point.

Starting with the fibre opening unit and a fibre mixing plant, the production line
offers multiple options to produce nonwovens. One variant is based on a random laid
web made by the Airlay unit. Another variant relies on a classical carding machine
followed by a cross lapper. Finally, pre-needled nonwovens are produced by means of
a needle-punching machine. The production line consists of further steps of that were
not considered in the following. The resulting nonwovens are basic materials for the
production of test specimens and components in the form of thermoplastic or ther-
mosetting composites based on a wide variety of technologies. The composite for-
mation will be performed in a second step. An integrated testing laboratory, which is
designed for the special needs of lightweight textile structures, completes the Center for
Textile Lightweight Engineering.

To transform this nonwoven production line to a smart factory the various pro-
duction steps have to transition to smart entities. That means each production step has
to form an autonomous intelligent unit. A concept for the new structure has been
elaborated using the modelling framework and modelling languages developed.
Activities, rules and resources as well as their dependencies have been identified and
documented. Figure 3 shows a section of the resulting “activity model” for the smart

Fig. 2. Excerpt of modelling language concept for “smart interface model”
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factory “nonwoven production”. The capabilities provided by the framework and
modelling languages proved to be sufficient for the first phase of the business process
reengineering.

For testing and validation the Guidelines of Modelling from Becker [17] have been
used. In the testing scenarios the fulfilment of the user-specific and domain-specific
requirements was considered.

The testing and validation activities have verified that the proposed modelling
approach is suitable for describing future textile production structures. The first phase
of the business process reengineering can be supported sufficiently by the modelling
framework and its modelling language. Discussions of the principle design are sup-
ported. Also the requirements of the textile domain have been met. All structures
occurring in the textile industry can be visualised. The complexity of the framework is
appropriate for the targeted stakeholders.

7 Summary and Conclusion

The demand of a modelling framework for the pre-design phase of business process
reengineering has been addressed successfully by the German research project on
modelling the textile factory of the future. The domain-specific modelling framework
and modelling language developed within the projects assist the textile industry to
change their structures towards the principles of the Smart Factory. The resulting
framework has been tested successfully with state-of-the-art textile production
processes.

In the next step the results of the pre-design phase must be transformed for use in
the design and implementation phases of the business process reengineering. A support
of various modelling frameworks is possible. Also a transition of the modelling
framework to other industrial domains, especially for industries using textile products,
is targeted.

Fig. 3. A section of nonwoven production network consisting of smart entities, choices and the
product exchanged
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Abstract. Supply chains consist of a network of people, activities, resources
and organizational systems that coordinate to move a product or services from
one point to another. A typical supply chain network contains multiple different
actors that have different needs and operate under different business conditions.
The complex and lengthy structure of agri-food supply chains for instance
makes it difficult for analysts to identify and model the appropriate business
processes. Several process reference models have been provided for describing
process models, but these tend to omit explicit guidance for configuring supply
chain business processes particularly in the agri-food supply chains. Hence, this
paper applies and adapt the SCOR model levels to demonstrate an approach for
supporting configuration of supply chain business processes dedicated for
supply chains. We illustrate the approach for an industrial case of a cocoa supply
chain. The approach was also applied to define and model the level 4 processes
which is out of scope of the SCOR model and scarce in literature for many
sectors including our illustrated case.

Keywords: Supply chain network � Agri-food supply chains
Cocoa supply chain

1 Introduction

The concept of supply chains was born when organizations realized in order to con-
centrate on their core competencies, they need to source goods and services from
companies other than those they own [1]. This led to the development of
cross-organizational business processes. This, in turn, has brought about a close rela-
tionship between supply chain management and process management [2].

A typical supply chain network of today contains multiple actors who have dif-
ferent needs and operate under different business conditions. However, supply chains
are interrelated and interdependent and can be viewed as a network of people, activ-
ities, resources and organizational systems that coordinate to move a product or ser-
vices from one point to another [3]. From the system perspectives, [4] identify three
categories of conceptualizations with which supply chains can be defined, namely:

(1) network of cooperating actors, (2) cross-organizational business processes
performed by the actors, supply chain business processes and (3) the management of
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the business processes performed by actors. To manage supply chain and enhance its
practices in the concepts mentioned above, a number of different reference supply chain
frameworks have been developed.

The Supply Chain Council (SCC) developed a standard model called the Supply
Chain Operations Reference (SCOR) model that can be used to manage, benchmark
and advance supply chain business processes and practices. The SCOR model aggre-
gated supply chain management and practices into four levels: top/process level (level
1), configuration/process categories (level 2), process element level/decomposes pro-
cesses (level 3) and implementation/decompose process element (level 4) [5].
The SCOR model as it stands now is the most established and widely accepted
framework used by consultants and industry practitioners in supply chain [6]. However,
level 4 is out of scope from the SCOR model since each individual sector will have a
different procedure for defining and implementing their business processes [2, 7].

The SCOR model has been applied to the production [8] and construction [9]
industries extensively. Despite its relevance in improving and benchmarking supply
chain business processes, the application of the SCOR model in the agri-food supply
chains is scarce in literature. There is insufficient guidelines from the SCOR model for
deriving and modelling agri-food supply chain business processes.

To close and address this gap, this present paper applies and adapt the levels in the
SCOR model to propose an approach for configuring supply chain business processes.
We illustrate the approach for an industrial case of a cocoa supply chain.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 highlights on the
background information of the study. Sect. 3 presents the case and the problem
statement. In Sect. 4, we present the proposed approach. The approach was evaluated
and applied to an industrial case in Sect. 5. Sects. 6 and 7 focusses on related work and
conclusion of the paper respectively.

2 Background

2.1 Supply Chain

Supply chains consists of a network of entities such as raw-material suppliers,
manufacturers/producers, distributors and retailers that are interconnected by material,
information and financial flows [10]. [1] defined supply chain as the flow of materials,
information, money and services from the supplier through a series of a network to the
final consumer. Material flow represent the physical products, raw materials, and
supplies that flow through a supply chain network. Information flows on the other hand
consist of data associated with the various business activities in the chain whilst
financial flows involve the monetary transactions such as payments, money transfer or
exchange, credit card information and electronic payments.

In order to manage the business processes and performance of these flows, the
Supply Chain Council (SCC) developed a standard model called the Supply Chain
Operations Reference (SCOR) model. The model further aggregated the supply chain
management processes into four levels. The first level defines supply chain manage-
ment scope and content. This level contains five main management process
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perspectives: plan (planning), source (procurement), make (production), deliver (de-
livery), and return (post-delivery support).

The second level defined the process categories of the main process highlighted in
level one. This level contains 26 supply chain processes. The choice of this level
depends on the production strategy: Make-to-stock (MTS), Make-to-Order (MTO),
Engineer-to-order (ETO). The MTS involves the production strategy linked to sales
forecasts. The MTO on the other hand concern the production strategy associated with
customers’ orders. ETO processes is where a particular product is designed specifically
to meet customer demand [11, 12].

The third level detailed the activities per process category. It contains 185 steps that
are performed to execute the level 2 processes. According to the SCC, level four is out
of scope because it concerns the unique focus and characteristics of each sector.

2.2 Business Process Modelling (BPM)

BPM is an accepted method used in many business organizations for structuring
business sectors. It is used to provide support to organization processes with the help of
different techniques, methods and software tools to control and analyze organizational
process as well as activities [13]. [14] defined BPM as an activity of representing
elements to produce a model that are used to deliver product or service to a customer or
another organization. It has also been seen as the first step in business process mod-
elling and business process management [15]. According to [16], an enterprise can
correctly be analyzed and integrated only when the business processes of that enterprise
is correctly identified and modelled. They further elaborated that information systems
implementation can only be successful only when the business processes of the
organization are well understood. This implies that proper identification and modelling
of the business processes serve as a key factor in integrating business enterprise.

There are many modelling languages or techniques for business process modelling.
The most frequent modelling techniques used include flow chart, data flow diagrams,
Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN), Event- driven Process Chain
(EPC) and activity diagram which formed part of Unified Modelling Language (UML).
The researchers used the Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN version 2.0) to
present the supply chain business processes presented in this study. The BPMN is the
most widely used and prominent visual modelling method to model business processes
[17, 18]. BPMN provides notations that is comprehensible by all stakeholders
including business owners, process analysts and IT engineers. This helps to bridge the
communication gap between these stakeholders.

3 Case Study and Problem Statement

In this section we present the industrial case study that will be used to describe the
problem statement and illustrate the proposed approach.
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3.1 Case: Cocoa Supply Chain

Ghana forms part of the West African countries bordered by neighboring African
countries; to the north is Burkina Faso, the east is Togo, and the west is Cote d’ Ivoire.
Agriculture and forestry contribute to the bulk of the nation’s economy [19].

Cocoa which is the main crop grown in the country accounts for 30% of the total
export earnings in the country [20]. In addition, the Ghana cocoa supply chain provides
income for six million people, representing 30% of the population in Ghana [21].
Currently, the Ghana cocoa sector is the second largest producer and exporter of cocoa
beans in the world and accounts for 20% of the global cocoa production [20].

The cocoa supply chain of Ghana is very complex with a lot of actors with
diversified interests, cultural and educational backgrounds [22]. The actors in the
supply chain execute the day-to-day activities in the sector. The supply chain has a
partially liberalized marketing structure with some privatization elements and strong
government presence [23]. For instance, the price of cocoa is regulated under the
producer price review committee established by the government of Ghana.

3.2 Problem Statement

In the previous section, the supply chain of the case was described. The description
indicates that the cocoa supply chain contains network of entities that oversee the
general business processes in the supply chain. These multitude of entities make the
structure complex and lengthy and as a result makes it difficult for the actors in the
chain to collaborate and coordinate their business activities. It also does not make the
supply chain responsive and makes it difficult for the players in the supply chain to plan
strategically and share information among themselves. Deriving an accepted business
process models and workflows for such a complex supply chain structure tends to be
difficult.

Though the SCOR-model provides general guidelines for supply chain manage-
ment and practices, there is insufficient guidelines for deriving and modelling specific
business processes for supply chains such as our running case. It is thus trivial to
identify and model the unique processes of the actors in our cocoa supply chain case.
We need a systematic approach and guidelines to identify and model business pro-
cesses for such cases. In the light of this, this paper adapts the levels in the SCOR
model to demonstrate an approach for configuring supply chain business processes for
the case of cocoa supply chain.

4 Approach

In the following we will present the steps of our approach for deriving business process
models dedicated for supply chains. For this we will apply and adapt the SCOR model
levels. The overall approach we followed consists of five sequential steps (see Fig. 1).
The steps:
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1. Define the goal:
In this step, the goal for deriving the supply chain business processes must be
defined. From the supply chain perspective, the goal can stem from supply chain
business process redesign, product quality, supply chain business process
improvement/automation and monitoring.

2. Identify the stakeholders:
This step involves identifying and mapping the stages in the supply chain. A variety
of stages such as supplier, manufacturer/producer, distributor, retailer, customer etc.
could be identified and mapped at this step. A stakeholder analysis could be used to
identify and map the entities at the different stages in the supply chain. In case of
unfamiliar supply chain organizations, first-hand information could also be derived
from secondary sources.

3. Identify the supply chain business processes:
This step constitutes the main body of the supply chain business process identifi-
cation phase. It identifies the information, products, and financial business processes
perform at each stage of the supply chain. Stakeholder analysis using surveys can be
used to identify supply chain business processes at this stage.

4. Map the business processes to SCOR level 1 to level 3:
This step involves mapping the supply chain business processes identified in step 3
to the SCOR model levels (level 1–3).

5. Define the business processes for SCOR level 4:
In contrast to SCOR model, this level is out of scope because the business processes
at this stage need to be an industry specific. For the case of this approach, this step
involves defining the industry specific business activities for preforming the level 3
processes. The activities detailed in this stage serve as the fundamental building
blocks for the business process implementation.

5 Applying the Approach: Business Processes for the Cocoa
Supply Chain

Now that we have adapted and applied the SCOR model to propose a framework for
configuring supply chain business processes, it is thus important to evaluate the
framework with an industrial case. In this section we illustrated the framework with an
industrial case of a cocoa supply chain.

We performed a data collection in the Ghana cocoa supply chain. The data were
collected using semi-structured surveys which include face-to-face interviews, office
and field visits. Purposive sampling technique was used to select 28 stakeholders in the
cocoa supply chain. The stakeholders selected for the study oversee the daily opera-
tions in the cocoa supply chain. The field data were digitized onto Microsoft Office

Fig. 1. Approach for deriving supply chain business processes
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Excel 2016. Secondary sources of data such as industrial reports and published articles
were also used to support the research. Both the primary sources of data (field data) and
the secondary data were used to identify the stakeholders in the Ghana cocoa supply
chain and their business processes.

In this section, the results for applying the proposed approach to the case is pre-
sented. The results are presented systematically in accordance with the proposed
approach.

5.1 Define the Goal

The current Ghana cocoa supply chain is primarily implicitly defined. This seriously
impedes the understanding of the overall process. Likewise, it is harder to control and
manage the overall supply chain. In particular, this is necessary for realizing fair and
inclusiveness business for all the stakeholders in the supply chain. To this end, the goal
of this business process modelling effort is to make the implicit process explicit and
understandable in order to pave the way for improvement. In the SCOR model, level 1
describes the high-level configuration; level 2 is used to differentiate the strategies;
level 3 describes the steps for executing level 2 processes. As stated before SCOR does
not include level 4 which is focused on industry specific aspects. We focus in particular
on applying the proposed approach to define and map the cocoa supply chain processes
and elaborate on level 4 to describe the specific aspects of the Ghana cocoa supply
chain.

5.2 Identify the Stakeholders

The output from the semi-structured surveys reveals three major stakeholders in the
Ghana cocoa supply chain: (1) cocoa farmers, (2) cocoa buying companies formerly
known as Licensed Buying Companies (LBCs) and (3) COCOBOD. The results
confirms with a study conducted by [24].

5.3 Identify the Supply Chain Business Processes

The supply chain business processes performed by the identified stakeholders in the
cocoa supply chain have been elaborated in the table below.

Table 1. Supply chain business processes of stakeholders in Ghana cocoa supply chain

Stakeholders Supply chain business processes ID

Farmer • Schedule cocoa production activities FP1
• Source inputs (land, cocoa seedlings, fertilizer, insecticides,
etc.) for the cocoa production

FP2

• Grow the cocoa seedlings FP3
• Farm maintenance (weeding, pruning, pest and disease control,
mulching etc.)

FP4

(continued)
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5.4 Map the Business Processes to SCOR

In this section, the identified business processes of the stakeholders in the cocoa supply
chain are mapped to the SCOR model levels (1–3) as highlighted in the proposed
approach. The mapping of the different business processes according to the SCOR
model levels are described below using the ID codes in Table 1.

Table 1. (continued)

Stakeholders Supply chain business processes ID

• Harvest cocoa pods FP5

• Post-harvest activities (pod breaking, fermentation, drying etc.) FP6
• Bag the dried cocoa beans FP7
• Load mini transport vehicles FP8
• Transport the dried cocoa beans to buying company FP9
• Receive defective cocoa beans where necessary FP10
• Receive cash payment FP11

Licensed Buying
Company (LBC)

• Establish cocoa sourcing plans BCP1
• Receive dried cocoa beans from farmer BCP2
• Check cocoa beans quality BCP3
• Weigh cocoa beans if quality is okay or cocoa is well dried.
Reject for reconditioning if cocoa beans fail the quality checks

BCP4

• Transfer cocoa beans to warehouse BCP5
• Pay the cocoa farmer BCP6
• Plan delivery of bagged cocoa beans to COCOBOD ports BCP7
• Load trucks and generate transporting certificates and
supporting documents

BCP8

• Transport bagged cocoa beans to COCOBOD ports BCP9
• Receive payment from COCOBOD accounts BCP10

COCOBOD • Establish cocoa sourcing plans CP1
• Receive cocoa beans from buying company CP2
• Check cocoa beans quality CP3
• Weigh cocoa beans if quality is okay or cocoa is well dried.
Reject for reconditioning if cocoa beans fail the quality checks

CP4

• Transfer cocoa beans to warehouse CP5
• Pay the buying companies CP6
• Establish plans (select carrier, call Ghana Customs and Bank of
Ghana for advice) for delivery of cocoa beans to local and
international customers

CP7

• Load trucks and container containing cocoa beans CP8
• Generate shipping documents CP9
• Ship bagged cocoa beans to customers CP10

Note: The abbreviations ID denote business process identification, FP represents farmer business,
BCP signify Licensed Buying Company business process whilst CP denote COCOBOD business
process.
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SCOR Level 1 Business Processes of Ghana Cocoa Supply Chain
As indicated in this study, the SCOR model level 1 is aggregated into five management
processes (plan, source, make, deliver and return) used to describe supply chains at
high level. In this section, these management processes have been defined explicitly for
the Ghana cocoa supply chain. The results indicate that the business processes per-
formed by the stakeholders in the cocoa supply chain conform to all the five level 1
processes in the SCOR model.

SCOR Level 2 Business Processes of Ghana Cocoa Supply Chain
From the SCOR model, the level 2 has three important production strategies which
include the Make-to-stock (MTS), Make-to-Order (MTO), Engineer-to-order (ETO).
The results from the survey study indicates that the actors in the cocoa supply chain
operate under the MTS strategy. This implies that the supply chain business processes
of the actors are performed based on forecasting measures. Out of the 26 level 2
business processes, 15 are applicable to the cocoa farmers processes outlined in
Table 1. The cocoa buying company and COCOBOD uses 14 level 2 processes (see
Table 2). For instance, the level 2 processes of the cocoa farmer initiates with plan
supply chain and ends with enable return. The plan supply chain process considers the
overall planning of the supply chain activities performed by the cocoa farmer and this is
also applicable to licensed buying company and COCOBOD. The level 2 business
processes not applicable to the cocoa stakeholders supply chain business processes
outlined in Table 1 are denoted with N/A.

Table 2. Level 2 processes of Ghana cocoa supply chain

Cocoa supply chain stakeholder

Processes SCOR process (level 2) Cocoa
farmer

Buying
company

COCOBOD

1 sPl: Plan Supply Chain FP1 BCP1 CPI
2 sP2: Plan Source FP2 BCP1 CPI
3 sP3: Plan Make FP3 BCP9 CP10
4 sP4: Plan Deliver FP9 BCP7 CP7
5 sP5: Plan Return FP10 BCP4 CP4
6 sSl: Source Stocked Product FP9 BCP2 CP2
7 sS2: Source Market-to-Order

Product
N/A N/A N/A

8 sS3: Source Engineer-to-Order
Product

N/A N/A N/A

9 sMl: Make-to-Stock FP3 N/A N/A
10 sM2: Make-to-Order N/A N/A N/A

(continued)
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SCOR Level 3 Business Processes of Ghana Cocoa Supply Chain
According to the SCC, the level 3 processes describe the sub-processes performed to
execute the level 2 processes. As indicated in the previous section, the level 2 processes
centered around the MTS production strategy. This means the level 3 process should
contain all the sub-processes or steps for executing the level 2 processes (MTS) de-
scribed in the previous section. For our running case, some of the sub-processes or
steps are applicable and others too are not. The cocoa farmer uses six executing
processes in the level 3; cocoa buying company and COCOBOD made use of eight
sub-steps of the executing sub-processes in level 3 (see Table 3). N/A in Table 3 was
used to represent SCOR level 3 processes not applicable to the supply chain business
processes of stakeholders in the Ghana cocoa supply chain.

Table 2. (continued)

Cocoa supply chain stakeholder

11 sM3: Engineer-to-Order N/A N/A N/A
12 sDl: Deliver Stocked Product FP9 BCP9 CP10
13 sD2: Deliver Make-to-Order

Product
N/A N/A N/A

14 sD3: Deliver Engineer-to-Order
Product

N/A N/A N/A

15 sD4: Deliver Retail Product N/A N/A N/A
16 sSRl: Source Return Defective

Product
FP10 BCP2 CP2

17 sSR2: Source Return MRO
Product

N/A N/A N/A

18 sSR3: Source Return Excess
Product

N/A N/A N/A

19 sDRl: Deliver Return Defective
Product

FP9 BCP5 CP5

20 sDR2: Deliver Return MRO
Product

N/A N/A N/A

21 sDR3: Deliver Return Excess
Product

N/A N/A N/A

22 sEP: Enable Plan FP1 BCP1 CPI
23 sES: Enable Source FP2 BCP1 CPI
24 sEM: Enable Make FP3 BCP9 CP10
25 sED: Enable Deliver FP9 BCP7 CP7
26 sER: Enable Return FP10 BCP4 CP4
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5.5 SCOR Level 4 Business Processes of Ghana Cocoa Supply Chain

This section presents the translation of the level 3 processes into an industry specific
business processes. In the case of this study, the level 3 processes derived from the
SCOR model are translated to align with the cocoa supply chain business processes.
The business processes are presented visually using the BPMN. The supply chain
business processes of stakeholders in the cocoa sector is divided into three lanes (cocoa
farmer, licensed buying company and COCOBOD).

From the business process diagram, the activities in the cocoa supply chain are
initiated by the cocoa farmer. The cocoa farmer activities start with establish cocoa
production plans. The business process of the cocoa farmer comes to an end when the
bagged cocoa beans are transported to the licensed buying company (see Fig. 2). The
licensed buying company process is initiated with establish sourcing plans. The
licensed buying company after receiving the cocoa beans from the farmer also per-
formed a number of activities such as verify product, transfer product etc. before
transporting the cocoa beans to COCOBOD (see Fig. 2). The domestic business pro-
cesses of the cocoa supply chain ends when COCOBOD ship the bagged cocoa beans
to local and international customers (see Fig. 2).

Table 3. Level 3 processes of Ghana cocoa supply chain

Cocoa supply chain stakeholders

SCOR process (level 3) Cocoa
farmer

Buying
company

COCOBOD

sP2.4: Establish sourcing plans N/A BCPl CPI
sP3.4: Establish production plans FP2 N/A N/A
sP4.4: Establish delivery plans N/A BCP7 N/A
sS1.2: Receive product N/A BCP2 CP2
sS1.3: Verify product N/A BCP3 CP3
sS1.4: Transfer product N/A BCP5 N/A
sS1.5: Authorize supplier payment N/A BCP6 CP6
sMl.l: Schedule production activities FP1 N/A N/A
sM1.3: Produce and test FP3 N/A N/A
sM1.4: Package FP7 N/A N/A
sD1.5: Build loads FP8 N/A CPS
sD1.7: Select carriers and rate shipments N/A N/A CP7
sDl.11: Load vehicle and generate shipping
document

N/A BCP8 CP9

sD1.12: Ship products FP9 BCP9 CP10
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6 Related Work

Numerous studies have been conducted in the application of the SCOR model and also
proposing frameworks for business processes. However, to the best of our knowledge,
none of these studies have dealt into details in proposing systematic guidelines for
deriving supply chain business processes.

[15] proposed a framework for business process management. This framework is
widely used in the field of business process management for identifying and estab-
lishing criteria for prioritizing business processes in an organization. The framework
uses two phases to identify business processes: designation and evaluation phase.
However, the framework is generic and does not support deriving supply chain busi-
ness processes. [25] also used process mining concepts for business process discovery
and management. The approach uses log files with Process Identification Number
(PID) from enterprise systems to create and redesign business processes. This pro-
cessing mining approach which is widely known in the business process discovery
discipline also fails to explicitly provide sufficient guidelines for supporting supply
chain business process configuration.

Fig. 2. Business process model of cocoa supply chain stakeholders
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[26] adapted the SCOR model to propose a framework for modelling demand
driven supply chains. The proposed framework was applied to the European fruit
industry. The SCOR model has also been applied in the construction industry by [27,
28] to model supply chain participants and their business processes.

These related works have some limitations; firstly, they do not focus on providing a
step by step guidelines on how to configure the supply chain business processes. Again,
these related works and SCOR model literature fails to provide approach for config-
uring the level 4 industry specific processes.

In the case of the Ghana cocoa supply chain, [24] employed supply chain per-
spectives to identify the challenges in the cocoa supply chain. The output of the
research fails to explicitly indicate the detail supply chain business processes of the
stakeholders in the cocoa supply chain.

This paper has addressed these concerns by applying and adapting the well-known
SCOR model to propose an approach to configure supply chain business processes.

7 Conclusion

This study has applied and adapted the SCOR model to illustrate an approach that
guides deriving supply chain business processes. Our approach consists of the fol-
lowing steps: (1) identify the goal; (2) identify the stakeholders; (3) identify the supply
chain business processes; (4) map the business processes to SCOR level 1-3; and
(5) defined the business processes for SCOR level 4. The research applied and tested
the approach in a descriptive industrial case study. The results from the presented case
identify the key actors from the Ghana cocoa supply, their business processes and
interactions. The research also elaborated on the business processes on the SCOR
model that are applicable to the Ghana cocoa supply chain.

This research which is the first of its kind to use the SCOR model to identify the
processes in the cocoa supply chain contributes to a better understanding of the actors
in the sector and their interactions. From a practical point of view, the research
approach demonstrated in this study could be useful in deriving the supply chains
processes in the agri-food sector particularly cash crop supply chains. This is because
the research has broken boundary to identify the level 4 processes which is out of scope
in the SCOR model for an agri-food supply chain specifically cocoa supply chain.

The output of this present paper has an added value to literature because the
research adapts and apply an accepted supply chain reference model to propose an
approach to configure supply chain business processes. It builds on existing reference
model to illustrate new approach for supply chains business process configuration.

However, more research could be carried out to extend the findings of this study
and validate the proposed approach. New research could also be carried out by using
the SCOR model to identify the metrics and practices associated with the Ghana cocoa
supply chain business processes.
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Abstract. The main purpose of this paper is to develop a model that assures the
alignment between business and IT (BITA) for IT projects, based on the
Ampersand method. BITA is essential in gaining value from IT investments to
improve technical and human performance, to produce enhanced organizational
strategies that yield competitive advantage and to perform better than businesses
that do not align their business strategies with their IT strategies. The literature
research proposes that Ampersand together with the Business Motivation Model
(BMM) can assure BITA in two ways. First, it assures strategic fit between
business strategy and business infrastructure and processes. Secondly, it assures
functional integration between business infrastructure and processes, and IS
infrastructure and processes. The BMM identifies ends (vision, goals, and
objectives) and means to achieve the ends (missions, strategies, tactics, and
business rules) of an organization. These concepts are relevant to an IT project,
especially during the requirements engineering (RE) phase. For an organization
to be effective and efficient, the ends and means have to be related to each other
in some way. The proposed model records the relations between the ends and
means and additionally checks the integrity of these relations using multiplicity
constraints and business rules by using the Ampersand method.

Keywords: Business/IT-alignment (BITA)
Strategic Alignment Model (SAM) � Business Motivation Model (BMM)
Ampersand

1 Introduction

Business/IT-alignment (BITA) was first documented in the late 1970’s and has been a
top IT-management issue ever since [1]. This insight comes as no surprise as BITA
realizes value from IT investments, ties the business and IT plan and drives competitive
performance [2, 3]. Moreover, Lee and Kim [4] argue that BITA—resulting from
specific socio-technical arrangements in organizations’ infrastructure—is positively
associated with business performance.

According to Luftman [5], BITA refers to applying information technology (IT) in
an appropriate and timely way, in harmony with business strategies, goals, and needs.
He states that BITA focuses on the activities that management performs to achieve
cohesive goals across the IT and other functional organizations (e.g., finance, marketing,
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human resources, manufacturing). Additionally, Luftman and Kempaiah [1] state that
“alignment must focus on how IT and the business are aligned with each other; IT can
both enable and drive business change.”

Henderson and Venkatraman [3] argue that alignment is the degree of fit (alternative
labels for alignment) and integration among the domains of the business strategy, IT
strategy, business infrastructure and IT infrastructure. The first two domains focus on the
external environment, whereas the last two focus on the internal organization.

Recent studies argue that BITA is optimal when harmony and balance (or equi-
librium) exist between organizational and system goals and dimensions [6, 7].

Within the current scope, we use the definition for BITA from Ullah and Lai [8]:
BITA is the degree of fit between business and IT activities such as business strategy,
business infrastructure, IT strategy and IT infrastructure, etc. This definition is con-
sistent with the Strategic Alignment Model (SAM) [3], which is a widely recognized
model for describing different perspectives of alignment. However, current alignment
conceptualizations and models are abstract, hard to operationalize and therefore chal-
lenging to apply in practice. Another alignment problem is the complexity of organi-
zations [9], which impacts decisions on IS development and alignment.

Given the above, this paper proposes the use of the Ampersand method [10]—a
method that applies relation algebra as a requirements language to functional specifi-
cations—as a means to achieve and assure BITA. The Ampersand approach makes
requirements within the requirements engineering phase of the software development
process explicit and supports stakeholders to agree upon these requirements. Conse-
quently, Ampersand employs business rules to formulate a solid foundation for infor-
mation systems (IS) design and, ultimately, the design that meets business expectations.

Hence, we define the following research questions that drive this current paper:

1. How can the Ampersand method support the assurance of consistent and complete
alignment of business and IT? And

2. Can we derive a model for BITA assurance based on the Ampersand method?

This paper is structured as follow. Section Two introduced the theoretical back-
ground on the Ampersand method, the Business Motivation Model, and the Strategic
Alignment Model. The evaluation and demonstration of our artifact follow these sec-
tions. We end this paper with a discussion of the results, conclusions and some limi-
tations of our current work.

2 Theoretical Background

2.1 Ampersand: A Relation Algebra Method

Ampersand is a simple requirements specification language with relational semantics
[10]. It is a relatively simple version of relation algebra. Scholars developed Amper-
sand for students and practitioners with a minimal mathematical background, who use
it for designing business processes. The Ampersand approach employs business rules
to formulate a sound basis for subsequent IS design and to define the business pro-
cesses. Within this purely declarative syntax, actions are not specified but derived.
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Ampersand features rules, relations, and concepts [10]. In essence, a specification
in Ampersand is a set of rules and a set of relation symbol declarations with a
concept-based type. Each rule is an expression (a relation term) in relation algebra that
must be kept ‘true’ throughout time. Thus, each relation that is a rule represents an
invariant requirement of the business. Ampersand populates the concepts in the busi-
ness rules with atoms. An atom refers to an individual object in the real world. Another
important aspect of the Ampersand method is the need for a language that is shared by
all stakeholders [11]. Part of this method is to create a shared understanding of par-
ticular sentences that are input for the Ampersand application.

2.2 Business Motivation Model (BMM)

The SAM offers strategies for achieving BITA. The SAM implies that organizations
need to develop and align the business and IT strategy, as well as the organizational
infrastructure, business processes, and the IS infrastructure. However, organizations
strive to achieve a particular vision. This vision can be decomposed into clear and
specific goals, creating a cohesive framework of interrelated goals [12]. Refined goals
support organizations to harmonize its mission(s) and vision across the different levels
of the organization. Organizations typically have a business and IT strategy (and plan)
to achieve these goals.

Within this particular context, we use the Business Motivation Model (BMM); a
joint effort of the Object Management Group and the Business Rules Group, shows in
Fig. 1. The BMM is as a scheme or structure for developing, communicating, and
managing business plans in an organized manner. This model supports the process of
breaking down the business vision and mission into less abstract objects and eventually
connecting the vision and mission to business rules and processes [13].

We argue that this particular model can be used together with Ampersand to assure
BITA in practice. Hence, (i) the BMM contains the concepts and relations for the

Fig. 1. BMM adapted from OMG [18]
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strategic fit of the business, and (ii) the Ampersand method helps formulate and check
BITA using the business rules that are part of the BMM. Moreover, Ampersand can
verify the business rules for consistency (not containing any logical contradictions) and
completeness (having all necessary or appropriate elements).

The BMM consists of ‘ends’ and ‘means’, among the ends, are things the enterprise
wishes to achieve (e.g., goals, and objectives). Among the means are things the
enterprise employs to achieve those ends (e.g., strategies, tactics, business policies, and
business rules).

SAM consists of four components, or quadrants. The business quadrants of the
SAM are (1) business strategy and (2) the organizational infrastructure and processes.
BITA aims to align the business quadrants of the SAM with its IT quadrants, i.e., (3) IT
strategy and (4) IT infrastructure and processes. By keeping ownership of the
requirements responsibility of the business and linking these requirements explicitly to
business goals, we can assure the link with the business strategy. Organizations can
synchronize the organizational infrastructure with the business strategy by deriving the
process entirely from the requirements. Hence, alignment between information systems
and the business can now is achieved through the generation of software straight from
the requirements. IT representatives are always one of the stakeholders within the
requirements engineering process.

The process of assessing BITA works as follows. A stakeholder within an orga-
nization has a ‘purpose.’ That purpose can be an executive-level business purpose, e.g.,
achieving a vision; it could also be a formal business rule from a project or anything in
between. A purpose is motivated. Hence, its meaning is obtained by relating it to other
atoms from different concepts within the same conceptual model.

2.3 Overall Method and Research Design

Research rigor is the driving goal for method selection [14]. The method helps in
producing and presenting high-quality research. The goal of the research is to itera-
tively design a model that can assure the alignment between business and IT. Hence,
we develop and evaluate an artifact that solves the identified organizational problem of
misalignment between business and IT. In doing so, we follow the Design Science
Research Methodology (DSRM) model by Peffers, Tuunanen [15]. Through the DSRM
process iterations (from problem motivation to design and knowledge dissemination) a
robust technology-based solution is obtained.

To ensure the quality and validity our artifact, we followed foundational guidelines
for useful design science in information systems research [16]. These include, e.g.,
(1) the production of a viable artifact in the form of a model, (2) use of technology-based
solutions for a business problem, (3) design evaluation and (4) research rigor.

3 Artifact Description

We created an artifact to demonstrate the feasibility of the designed product. The ‘vision’
concept of the BMM is part of the business strategy quadrant of the SAM. To achieve the
declaration of objectives and collective goals, an organization (both public and private)
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employs core business activities and processes. These particular aspects are part of the
organizational infrastructure and processes quadrant of the SAM. Business rules control
the processes. Ampersand generates the design based on business rules, through which
software can be generated [17]. The business rules are the basis for IS processes and
infrastructure and also a quadrant of Henderson and Venkatraman’s SAM. Following the
BMM, and its relationships we now instantiate this, as Fig. 2 shows.

Following the formal Ampersand requirements, this instance still needs the
invariant business rules to work. Hence, we formulate six fine-grained (invariant)
business rules—based on cycles, or ‘closed loop,’ that check whether we have all the
relevant rules—that relate the eight concepts and their relations from the assurance. The
six rules collectively determine each business rule atom contribute to the vision atom.

We defined the following invariant business rules:

i. For each strategy that is a means to plan a mission that operationalizes the vision,
that strategy must channel efforts towards goals that amplify the vision. The
formal notation in relation algebra is: isPlannedByMeansOf*; operationalizes ⊢
channelsEffortsTowards1; amplifies.

ii. Each tactic that implements a strategy that channels efforts toward a goal, must
channel efforts toward objectives that quantify that goal. The formal notation in
relation algebra is: implements; channelsEffortsTowards1 ⊢ chan-
nelsEffortsTowards2; quantifies.

iii. For each business process that realizes a strategy, there is a business rule—that is
the source for that strategy—that controls that business process. The formal
notation in relation algebra is: controls; realizes1 ⊢ isSourceOf1.

Fig. 2. Instantiated BITA alignment assurance model
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iv. For each business process that realizes a tactic, which implements a strategy, that
business process also realizes that strategy. The formal notation is: realizes2;
implements ⊢ realizes1.

v. For each business process that realizes a tactic, that business process is controlled
by a business rule that is the source for that tactic. Its formal notation is: controls;
realizes2 ⊢ isSourceOf2.

vi. For each business rule that is the source of a tactic that implements a strategy, that
business rule is also the source of that strategy. Hence, the formal notation in
relation algebra is: isSourceOf2; implements ⊢ isSourceOf1.

4 Evaluation of the Artifact

4.1 Project Criteria

We demonstrate and evaluate the model at the Dutch Tax and Customs Administration
(DT&CA). The purpose of the demonstration is to unfold how an IT project that
develops a new process and accompanying IS fits within the vision of the DT&CA. In
doing so, we identified and selected projects that are managed and governed by the
business unit Central Administrative Processes (CAP). To achieve our primary aim, we
choose this single business unit, so that the independent project concepts are kept
stable. Hence, we now can assess the contribution of projects along the lines of the
project business rules, via business unit goals, toward the vision of the organization.
We did seek for maximum variation by selecting projects with differentiation based on:

1. The delegated business owner: the responsible delegated business owner differs per
project.

2. IT components: the projects make use of IT systems that are entirely separately
managed and developed from each other.

3. Department: the projects are for three different departments.
4. Functionality: each project realizes a different kind of functionality.

4.2 Atom Formulation and Model Population

To populate our model, we need to derive atoms for vision, mission, strategy, goal,
tactic, and objective from available documentation. Based on relevant project and
policy documents within DT&CA and the definitions of the concepts in the model, we
generate the required population for these concepts.

An essential part of the Ampersand method is the fact that business processes are
designed based on requirements. We assume that each requirement translates to one
business rule, as suggested by Joosten [17]. Also, we assume that user stories mention
business rule atoms. Hence, atoms were deduced from these user stories thereby using
RuleSpeak®1 as a way of formulating the business rule atoms.

1 RuleSpeak® is a set of guidelines for expressing business rules in concise, business-friendly fashion
as much as possible.
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4.3 Stage-Based Model Validation

We collected project data through the following steps. In the first step, we collected all
available user stories from three projects, i.e., (1) Collecting on declarations (COD),
(2) Payment Factory (PFA), and (3) Mini-One-Stop-Shop-Member State of Identifi-
cation (MOSS-MSID). COD realize a process and IS that supports the collection of
motor vehicle taxes. PFA assures that 99.11% of all payment processes are automated.
MOSS-MSID develop the process and ICT for the Dutch Tax and Customs Admin-
istration to be able to comply with the European laws and regulations concerning the
MOSS with the Dutch Tax and Customs Administration in the role of MSID.

Scaled Agile Inc. [18] argues that ‘user stories’ are short descriptions of a small
piece of desired functionality, written in the user’s language. User stories are therefore
the primary artifact used to define system behavior. Hence, these stories provide just
enough information for our research. In the second step, the user stories were used to
extract business rules and business processes. Next, we validated these outcomes with
the involved business architects and business analysts. We interviewed three
subject-matter experts with in-depth knowledge of the IT projects from DT&CA. We
interviewed these subject-matter experts independently using a semi-structured inter-
view guide. The first expert is a senior business consultant with broad and extensive
experience in enterprise-wide IT implementations. Also, this expert has much valuable
knowledge on the particular challenges associated with IT project within DT&CA. The
second expert is a business and change consultant. We selected this consultant based on
his experience in shaping and managing organizational change. The third expert, a
mid-level manager, was selected to determine the understandability of the model for the
(senior) management. We then incrementally processed the review comments from
these validation sessions into the business rules and business processes.

5 Model Demonstration

For each project, we loaded an Ampersand script (using a.txt file) into the Repository
for Ampersand Projects (RAP) to complete the script. RAP is a cloud-based solution
that stores Ampersand-scripts that users can specify, analyze and ultimately use to build
information systems2. Once all functional requirements in RAP are free of errors, the
consistency of these requirements is a mathematically guaranteed property. A script
within the RAP environment that passes these (consistency) tests on syntax and typing
is called ‘accepted.’ Full details concerning Ampersand and RAP are somewhat too
technical, and beyond the scope of the current paper.

An Ampersand script contains all atoms of all concepts from the model for a
project. The repository checks for consistency between atoms in the defined relations
and specified business rules. After loading the script, RAP checks for rule violations,
with dedicated functionality to report these violations. Table 1 presents the RAP out-
comes per project. Table 2 shows the number of violations per business rule for each
project.

2 https://github.com/AmpersandTarski/RAP.
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In summary, Table 2 shows a total of 375 inconsistencies based on the assessment
in RAP. While we see minor errors and inconsistencies, in Business Rules 1 and 2, we
see many inconsistencies in Business Rule 5 for each project, specifically for PFA.
Rule 5 specifies that for each business process that realizes a tactic (i.e., a course of
action that is a device or that it is expedient to employ as part of a strategy.), that a
business process is controlled by a business rule that is the source for that tactic. It
seems that assuring this rule in practice is an unprecedented challenge. Controlling the
consistency that is checked by this rule for example, is not a known process for the
DT&CA. These violations should be used by consultants and analysts in practice to
trigger actions. This principle follows Shewhart’s Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle [19].
Analysis of the inconsistency should point out if the process actually does realize the
tactic and if the business rule really is not the source of that tactic. The business rule to
business process relationship is less likely to be incorrect. A stakeholder meeting can
help to clear up this inconsistency. These results demonstrate how to maintain and
assure alignment.

6 Discussion, Conclusions, and Limitations

Motivated by what in theory and practice appears to be a complicated process, this
research developed a model to assess the alignment between business and IT following
the Ampersand method. Using the SAM as described in [3] as a reference for mea-
suring BITA, the model assures alignment between three of four quadrants of the SAM.
The method checks alignment between business strategy and business organizational
infrastructure and processes, alignment between business organizational infrastructure
and processes and IS infrastructure and processes. Alignment with the IT strategy
quadrant is currently not in scope within the proposed alignment method.

Table 1. Overview per project

PFA COD MOSS-MSID Total

Number of user stories 33 63 129 225
Number of business rules 23 36 24 83
Number of processes 7 39 28 74
Number of rule violations 181 107 87 375

Table 2. Number of violations per business rule per project

PFA COD MOSS-MSID Total

Business Rule 1 0 0 0 0
Business Rule 2 4 0 0 12
Business Rule 3 16 23 12 51
Business Rule 4 8 20 30 58
Business Rule 5 134 41 27 202
Business Rule 6 19 23 18 60
Total number of violations 181 107 87 375
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Our evaluation and demonstration show that BITA can be assessed and assured
based on signaled violations requiring action. Violations of business rules and multi-
plicities of relations from the conceptual model form signals for an architect or analyst
that the project design is inconsistent or incomplete. Based on these ‘triggers’ identified
inconsistencies can be investigated and, if needed, restored to assure alignment.

From a managerial point of view, we apply the Ampersand method in assuring
BITA within the organization. It is imperative—from both a theoretical and practical
perspective—that business requirement should contribute to the firm’s vision. Our
proposed artifact explicitly uncovers often overlooked relationships by capturing
requirements through business rule atoms and relating the business rule atoms to the
vision atoms. The complimentary, holistic view of the incorporated BMM and the
(in)consistency checks made by the RAP assure consistency in the use of requirements.

The current study uses only three validation cases. This amount of cases might
inhibit the generalizability of our results. However, our restricting the scope enabled us
to get an in-depth view of these projects and their contribution toward alignment.
Second, many organizations do not deploy and implement projects following the BMM
vision. BMM provides a generalized scheme or structure for the development, the
process of communicating and managing business plans systematically. We, therefore,
have the conviction that our artifact can be used situationally as a useful artifact and
checklist to identify the alignment improvement areas systematically.

Acknowledgements. This work is based on the Master’s Thesis of the first author, Grave [20].
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Abstract. In this paper, an expert system developed with an ontology-based
approach to detect Service Level Agreement (SLA) violations is presented. The
widespread use of SLAs in various areas complicates SLA management and in
particular the detection of violations. Although it is necessary to automatically
detect SLA violations, developing a different solution for each domain is quite
costly. Several domains were investigated, and many common concepts have
been identified in terms of SLAs. Nevertheless, it has been determined that each
domain has its own distinct metrics and criteria. By combining familiar and
changeable concepts, we have acquired the idea of creating a generic SLA
ontology for different SLA domains. After generic SLA ontology was created,
an expert system called SLAVIDES was developed using this ontology. The
developed expert system is designed to detect SLA violations, check constraints,
and make inferences. The developed system has been tested on the SLA data of
the telecommunication domain. The results show that the proposed system can
correctly detect SLA violations.

Keywords: Ontology-based system � Service Level Agreement
Quality of service

1 Introduction

A Service Level Agreement (SLA) can be defined as an agreement between two or
more parties, one of which is a customer and the others are service providers. SLAs are
contracts that involve separate organizations or different teams within an organization.
Nowadays, SLAs have become frequently used agreements to increase accountability
and quality as business volume increases in sectors where outsourcing is widespread.
These agreements are most often employed in telecommunications, information tech-
nology, and healthcare sectors.

Ontologies are constructs that are used to gather information about specific fields of
knowledge [1]. Concepts of knowledge domains, and the relations between these
concepts can be defined using ontology. They provide analysis and reuse of domain
knowledge. Therefore, it is possible to develop specialized systems in specific areas.
Expert Systems are the type of specialized software systems that aim to solve the
problems that human experts are creating better solutions. Ontologies and expert
systems are often used together [2, 3].
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The ability to manage SLAs as they become widespread in various sectors has
become a major challenge. SLA violations should be detected shortly after the
occurrence and the necessary sanctions should be applied quickly. Manual detection of
the violation involves many problems. Some of these problems are the high error rate,
the excess of reaction time, and loss of work power. Although manual detection has
many challenges, automatic detection has its own difficulties. Because SLAs are used
in many different domains, it is costly to develop separate software for each domain.
For this reason, it is expected to develop a software that can be applied to various
domains as much as possible. Database systems are not specific to the domain, so they
will not meet this need.

In this study, an expert system called SLAVIDES is developed to detect violations
of SLAs in various areas. The expert system has been established with an
ontology-based approach. A generic SLA ontology is designed to provide a framework
for creating SLAs. While creating this framework, concepts defined in SLA field and
their relations are taken into consideration. Since the ontology is designed as generic, it
is intended to be used in many different knowledge domains. To achieve this, we have
defined separate classes for metrics and criteria. The main reason for doing this is that
there are different metrics and criteria in each SLA domain. Thus, the system can adapt
the metrics and criteria of the relevant domain.

SLA data is recorded as RDF triples so that semantic operations can be performed
on it. In addition to SLA data, Shapes Constraint Language rules and constraints are
also recorded in RDF format. These data, together with SLA ontology, are all recorded
in Jena TDB [4]. Thus, constraint checking and rule inference can be performed. With
the expert system developed by using the proposed ontology, it is desired to determine
whether the violation of the SLA occurs. Two different SPARQL queries have been
created to monitor and infer SLA violations. The violation monitoring result is sent
back as a service message, and the violation inference result is stored in TDB. The
developed expert system has been tested on telecommunication data.

1.1 Contributions

A generic SLA ontology is proposed, which can be used directly in many areas and
expanded in some specialized areas. Thus, it is intended to increase reusability and
flexibility. Storage of SLA data is provided in triple stores. In this way, many semantic
operations can be performed on this data. An expert system has been developed to
detect SLA violations using the proposed ontology. The system provides important
contributions to identify violations accurately. Constraint checking and inferencing on
SLA data is performed using new technologies. So, it is possible to comply with
specified constraints and to infer hidden information. Generally, no actual SLA data
was used in past studies. We have used real data as well as synthetic data.
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2 Background

The definition of Service Level Agreement (SLA) is given as “the official commitment
between a client and a service provider” [5]. Initially, SLAs were started to be used by
the fixed line telecom operators in the late 1980s. In today’s world, the usage of SLAs
is so common that a company can have more than one SLA in itself, as the company is
the service provider and the customers are as clients. In this way, SLAs can be very
useful for a company to be able to offer the same quality of service among the different
units. SLAs are also useful to assess the difference in a service that is provided by itself
and a service gathered by an outside source [6]. The main focus of an SLA is the
outputs received by customers based on the provided services.

One of the main purposes of using SLAs by enterprises is to offer a better Quality
of Experience (QoE) to the clients domestically and externally [7]. QoE is a term that
was defined to introduce some sort of measurement for the quality of a service or a
product with respect to their performance, customer satisfaction, overall sales and
delivery of these products or services. Thus, QoE allows an enterprise to balance the
quality level of various products according to their costs and the expectations of the
customers. Because of that, it is crucial to offer the necessary distinctions among the
various products or services.

Since the quality of a product or service is standardized with QoE and the defi-
nition, measured objectives of a product or service are determined via SLA, it can be
said that the QoE and the SLA are related. SLA should meet the quality measures
determined by QoE. Mapping is required to match the measurements from the QoE to
the objective measurements of the SLA. In order to achieve the expected quality level
by the QoE, the Key Quality Indicators (KQI) must be included in the SLA. The KQI is
achieved through defining, measuring and agreeing on some Key Performance Indi-
cators (KPI). The metrics can be defined as KQI, which is a meaningful to the cus-
tomer, or KPI, which is meaningful low-level metric type for the service provider [8].

The metrics used to measure and manage the performance characteristics of the
service objects are important factors that make the agreement successful. These metrics,
called SLA metrics, provide the ability to manage and measure performance compli-
ance to SLA commitments. SLA metrics provide business continuity because of its
contribution to customer satisfaction and confidence.

3 Related Work

The idea of creating generic ontologies has been addressed in several studies [9, 10].
While these ontologies can provide appropriate solutions for many areas, they can not
adequately address specific areas such as SLAs. Apart from that, there are many studies
do not propose a general solution enough or focuses on specific areas. Xie et al. have
proposed an expert system [11] to detect SLA violations in virtual machines. This
expert system has been developed ontology-based but it is not intended to find a
suitable solution for all domains. The SLA ontology described by Di Modica et al. [12]
is aimed to support service discovery in future cloud markets. Dobson et al. have
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proposed an ontology for Quality of Service called QoSOn [13] which is particularly
focused on the field of service-centric systems.

In the study conducted by Green [14], ontology-based SLA formalization is
defined. Charging, time unit, temporal, currency, network metrics, violation, entity, and
SLS are defined as separate ontologies under the SLA ontology.

In [15], the ontology-based SLA Management (OSLAM) proposed by Seo et al.
aimed to manage and guarantee SLAs for IPTV services using SWRLs together with
ontologies. The authors analyzed many IPTV PIs from a variety of standard organi-
zations. As a result of this analysis, they extended the DEN-ng model to suggest an
IPTV PI hierarchy. The SWRL rules are used to detect SLA violations, to infer hidden
relationships between an SLA and a PI, and to find PI value from other PIs.

Hamadache and Rizou offered an SLA ontology [16] covering the entire service
lifecycle based on a QoS ontology representing the QoS model to ensure and improve
the evaluation of the services. In the proposed ontology, SLA is the central concept and
is directly linked to QoS requirements, Actor, Role, Service, and Feedback. With the
ontology-based SLA management approach proposed in [17], it was intended to
improve the SLA by taking into account the semantic meaning of SLA concepts and
contextual information from the consumers of cloud services.

4 Generic SLA Ontology

While the previous studies in SLA field are investigated, it is seen that in almost every
study the fundamental concepts are SLA, Service Level Specification (SLS), and
Service Level Objective (SLO). SLS is a frame definition that contains all of the
metrics, thresholds, and calculation formulas required for SLA metrics. SLO is a
definition that contains metrics and their threshold values. It is revealed that there are
other common concepts related to SLA, SLS, and SLO. Most of these concepts are not
included in the constructed ontology. The reason for this is that most of these concepts
are specific to the field. According to the definition of SLA, there must be a product and
parties to the agreement. For this reason, “Product” and “Party” classes are added to the
ontology. In addition to those, we have added Criteria and Metric classes to ensure the
genericity of our ontology. We have identified that there are different metrics and
criteria for each domain, so we are convinced that we need to create these classes. For
example, although there are metrics such as “Order Completion Time KQI”, “Fault
Completion Time KQI”, and “Service Availability” in the network area, these metrics
do not have to be in every domain. In addition, concepts such as “region”, “job type”,
and “type of access” that need to be defined in the network domain may not have to be
in other areas.

Depending on the defined metric and criteria, there can be different threshold
values. “Threshold” is defined as a separate class and this class determines the expected
target value for metric measurements to reach. When determining this, it is critical to
define whether the violation occurs below or above or equal to the threshold value. We
achieve this with the help of the “Comparator” class we have defined. “MetricMeasure”
is the class for which the measurement value is calculated based on the metric type. The
calculated value is compared with the threshold value based on the comparator and it is
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determined whether there is a violation. Parties and SLSs have types and these types
may sometimes be the same. Apart from that, criteria and metrics have also types. In
case of an SLA violation, a penalty may be required [18]. Penalty class is created for a
penalty to be determined in case of violation.

SLA ontology is created using Protégé tool [19] according to the classes, object
properties, and data properties we have defined. The data properties shown here are just
examples and may vary from field to field. SLA ontology was exported in OWL
format. In Fig. 1, the constructed ontology is visualized with OntoGraf, a component of
Protégé. Since there are no is-a relationships among the concepts, all the classes defined
in the ontology are at the same level in the class hierarchy.

5 SLA Violation Detection System

5.1 Storing SLA Values in Triple Stores

SLA values should be stored in triple stores as RDF triples so that semantic querying,
inferencing or constraint checking can be performed. Most of the triple stores can
usually be queried with SPARQL. With graph databases, data can be recorded as
linked, but these databases do not have a standard query language. Thus, RDF triple
store is preferred when recording data. TDB is a component of Apache Jena and is used
for RDF storage and querying. It supports all of the Jena APIs. TDB can be used as a

Fig. 1. The constructed SLA ontology.
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high-performance RDF storage in a single machine. The triple data employed in this
study are stored in TDB. We recorded SLA values in TDB in three phases. The first
phase is to record the metric-related data. Then SLS-related data is recorded. Finally,
SLA-related data is included in TDB. Metric class has not related to the classes other
than MetricType. For this reason adding, updating or removing metrics will not cause
major problems. The most challenging task when recording SLA value is to store SLS–
related data. All classes except Metric, SLA, Product and Party are considered as
SLS-linked. The reason for this is that the SLS has all the specifications of the service
part of SLA. Deleting or updating SLS-related data may cause several problems. For
this reason, these operations should be carried out considering the classes to which they
are connected. When adding SLA-related data, data related to Product and Party are
added as well as SLA.

5.2 Architecture of the Developed Expert System

SLAVIDES processes the incoming service message and generates SPARQL queries
for this message to monitor and infer the SLA violation. A new class named “Brea-
ched” has been added, which is not defined in the constructed ontology, to semantically
store information related to the violation. One of the queries generated by SLAVIDES
is to create a new relationship between SLA and Breached classes. The other is to
monitor the SLA violation in the desired format. The generated queries are executed on
SLA data which is stored as triples in Jena TDB. The violation monitoring query
response is returned as a JSON message, and the violation inference query result is
recorded in TDB. Besides, constraint checking and inferencing are performed
according to SHACL [20] rules and constraints. These rules and constraints are also
recorded in TDB. The data to be inferred is sent to the inference engine, and the result
is also stored in TDB in RDF format. The system has components that perform the
specified tasks. The system architecture in which these components are included is
shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The architecture of the developed expert system.
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5.3 SLA Violation Monitoring

The information describing the product to be detected whether SLA violation has
occurred is sent to SLAVIDES as service messages. In the content of these messages
sent to the system, the incoming message ID, the product ID, the measurement values
of the metrics and the information of the criteria are included. SLAVIDES obtains this
information and ensures that a SPARQL query is generated to detect the violation. The
system executes the generated query on the triple data which is stored in TDB. The
query result in the form of JSON that occurs after executing this query is shown in
Fig. 3. The query result is returned as a service message along with SLA violation and
other required information. “+” value of the “Breached” class means that a violation
has occurred. “Comparator” value “LE” means that the metric measurement value is
compared with the “low and equal” comparator.

Each service message may contain multiple metric measurements. Therefore, it is
possible that more than one violation may occur for each message. SLAVIDES can
process a single message as well as have the ability to process multiple messages.
Initially, incoming service message parsed and the list of messages is identified. The
results are then combined by performing separate queries for each message. In addition,
many criteria can be defined within each message. The violation is detected by the
query generated by considering these criteria and metrics. The measured values and
threshold values are compared according to the comparator and it is determined
whether or not the violation occurs.

Fig. 3. Returned SLA violation message.
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The SPARQL query that monitors the SLA Violation is produced as follows:

• The prefixes to be used in the query are determined. Many of the classes defined in
the SLA ontology are used when constructing queries. So, each of these classes
must be defined as a prefix when starting to construct the query. Thus, it is possible
to use abbreviated forms of URIs.

• “SELECT” command defined in SPARQL is used to monitor whether an SLA
violation has occurred. Parameters to be sent back as service messages should be
defined here.

• Multiple metrics are included in the query using the “VALUES” command. The
number of metrics is not specific and can be any value.

• Criteria are produced dynamically according to the incoming message. The number
or order of the criteria in the message may be different.

• By using the “OPTIONAL”/“FILTER” commands, it is possible to compare
measured values by considering the comparison type.

5.4 Experiments of SLA Violation Detection System

The SLA Violation Detection System, developed using the proposed ontology, has
been tested on 1036 actual triple data from SLAs in the field of telecommunication.
Accordingly, the success of the system was measured by considering 75 different
scenarios with different inputs. A group of three people determined that 62 of these
scenarios did not constitute violations and 13 of them had one or more violations. It is
stated that there is more than one violation in 3 of the violation cases. The developed
system achieves the same results as the results of the group in all of the mentioned
scenarios.

Other than that, we also wanted to measure the success of the system in a larger
dataset, so we produced synthetic data. Synthetic data set consisting of 10000 triple
data we produced was recorded in TDB. Again, 75 different service messages have
been created. While creating these messages, we did not have the goal of keeping the
percentage of actual violations occurring. The same group of people investigated
whether these messages constituted violations. Nearly half of the messages have been
constituted violations. More than one violation occurred in about half of the messages
that have been constituted violations. Thereafter, the violation detection queries were
executed on the synthetic data set. It has been determined that much of the violations
found by the group of people and the violations that the system identifies are the same.
Differences were again reviewed. It has been seen that the system correctly detected the
violations, and the differences were caused by human error.

5.5 Constraint Checking and Rule Inference

Constraint checking and rule inference are frequently used features of ontology-based
systems. We noticed that there are no common constraints and inference rules in all
areas where SLAs are used. Every area has its own set of rules and constraints.
Therefore, we have shown how sample constraints and inference rules can be defined.
To achieve this, SHACL, a new technology approved by the W3C, is used. We
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employed SHACL’s open-source and Jena-based implementation, TopBraid SHACL
API, to perform constraint checking and rule inference. TopBraid SHACL API has
been developed fully in accordance with SHACL specifications. Constraints and rules
can be easily defined in TopBraid Composer. We then convert it to SHACL format via
TopBraid SHACL API. Therefore, they can be stored as RDF triples in TDB. There are
many different constraints and rules in different SLA areas. Frequent violations of
SLAs in the same product may be due to incorrectly defined KQI values. For this
reason, it is very important that these rules and constraints are correctly identified. Such
examples may vary for each area and even for each company in the same area.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this study, an expert system developed to detect the violations of Service Level
Agreement is introduced. This system, called SLAVIDES, has been developed
ontology-based and therefore has the advantages of using ontologies. The most
important of these benefits is to enable reuse of domain knowledge. SLAVIDES has
also ability to perform semantic queries, infer new information from existing infor-
mation, and check constraints. The developed expert system provides significant
contributions in accurately detecting SLA violations. Furthermore, the flexibility of the
proposed ontology leads to the possibility of direct use in many areas. In some areas,
new ontologies can be created by extending SLA ontology when necessary.

Since the proposed ontology is generically designed, it can be used satisfactorily in
many different areas, but there may be different needs and expectations in Service
Level Agreements in some domains. Therefore, it will be useful to test the validity of
the ontology and the developed SLA violation detection system by applying it to areas
outside the telecommunications sector. Apart from these, another system is planned to
be developed using machine learning techniques in the future to automatically predict
SLA violations. The system to be developed will contribute to the prevention of SLA
violations and improve the service quality. The system is planned to be developed as
Java-based to facilitate integration into SLAVIDES.
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Abstract. This paper combines the concept of multi-sided platforms and the
emerging market of the Internet of Things (IoT). At present, the IoT market is in
an early stage, with an abundance of fragmented solutions targeting specific
domains and/or specific types of applications. In this paper, we defend our
position that software back-end IoT platforms offer considerable potential to
become leading multi-sided platforms as the core of the complex IoT ecosystem
and hence, a race for domination of the IoT platform market will appoint these
platform leaders. Furthermore, some important trade-offs are discussed for
platform providing companies that aspire to become leading multi-sided plat-
forms in the Internet of Things industry.

Keywords: Multi-sided platforms � IoT � Business models

1 Introduction

At the end of the previous century, companies that had taken leadership positions in
their industries had become champions in either operational excellence, customer
intimacy, or product leadership [1]. Since then, an extension of those three value
disciplines has become imminent, since this categorization would not be able to fit in
some of the most influential, largest and fast-growing companies of the past decade; the
so-called ‘platform leaders’ [2]. Multi-sided platforms are “technologies, products or
services that create value primarily by enabling direct interactions between two or more
customer or participant groups” [3, p. 1]. The multi-sided platform (MSP) model has
been gaining considerable attention, largely driven by the success of eBay and its Asian
counterparts. Other prominent household name examples include Airbnb; enabling the
lease or rent of short-term lodging of dwelling and Uber; enabling the interaction
between drivers and passengers.

This positioning paper aims to initiate the research question if the multi-sided
business model will also dominate an emerging and developing market like the IoT
market. Could the biggest IoT company turn out to be a multi-sided platform, enabling
the interaction between two or more distinct groups?

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents a literature
review on multi-sided platforms, followed by a brief overview of the IoT building
blocks. In Sect. 3, multi-sided platform opportunities in the IoT value chain are dis-
cussed. Section 4 concludes.
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2 Previous Literature

2.1 Multi-sided Platforms

The definition from [3] implies that a MSP is a physical or virtual place that enables
participants to interact. Indeed, physical MSPs have been around for centuries. One can
see that city square markets and shopping malls are early physical versions of
two-sided markets, enabling the sale between individual vendors and customers and
monetizing through ‘booth fees’. Recently, marketplace-firms have successfully
leveraged the rise of the information technologies to become increasingly important
agents in the digital economy [4].

Two key features make multi-sided platforms different from other forms of inter-
mediary or regular firms, being: (1) affiliation of each side with the platform and
(2) enabling direct interactions between two or more distinct sides [5]. By ‘affiliation’,
the authors mean that both sides have to make some kind of platform-specific
investments (e.g. access fee, resource, opportunity cost) in order to be able to interact
directly with the other side. By ‘direct interaction’, the authors mean that the different
sides retains control over the key terms of the interaction. Pure two-sided platforms
simply provide the common marketplace, thereby determining buyer and seller affili-
ation. The control rights over non-contractible decisions (e.g. advertising, customer
service) rest with the independent suppliers [6]. This is opposed to an intermediary,
who takes over full control from the seller over the sale and the strategic variables,
economic risk and ‘ownership’ of buyers [4]. This distinction between merchant and a
two-sided platform is depicted in Fig. 1.

Earlier academic work suggested definitions that rely on the pricing structure
chosen by the intermediary [7], or emphasized the presence of indirect network effects
between the two sides participating on the platform (among others, [8]), rather than on
the division of control [5]. Network effects can either be same-side or cross-side, and
positive or negative. According to that literature, MSPs are characterized by positive
cross-side externalities, meaning that an increase in buyers on the platform makes the
platform more valuable for the sellers, leading to a greater number of higher quality
offered services/products, which consequently incentivizes more buyers to use the
platform. This positive feedback loop leads to a self-growing user network, intrinsically

Fig. 1. MSPs vs reseller business model, based on [5]
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making the platform more and more valuable. However, those earlier definitions
struggled to distinguish multisided platforms from resellers [6].

Additionally, [6] provide a further extension to the earlier academic work by
considering moving towards a marketplace mode as a strategic choice, rather than as a
given characteristic of a firm. Previous work from the authors, being [4, 5, 9] had
already stressed the importance of the strategic choice between the marketplace and
reseller model. The choice is not a binary one, however. Amazon, for instance, has
successfully adopted a hybrid mode, offering products under each of the two different
modes [6]. Evaluating whether a company-of any kind- should pursue the MSP or
reseller model, or where to position them on the continuum in between them, involves
consideration of four fundamental trade-offs, as discussed in [4, 6, 9].

First, a multi-side platform model is preferable for products for which suppliers
have a significant information advantage, relative to the intermediary. Amazon, for
example, only sells a small portion of its electronic products as a reseller, since
products in that category change constantly, leading to an information disadvantage for
Amazon. Secondly, only if products have limited price- and marketing spillovers on
other products, a marketplace business model is suitable. Resellers can exploit com-
plementary relationships between products for their marketing and pricing strategies,
which independent, uncoordinated suppliers on a platform cannot do. The third kind of
products for which the multi-sided platform model is best suited are the long-tail
products. The marginal cost advantage of a reseller having economies of scale, does not
apply for low-demand products. Amazon, having a hybrid model, offers its
high-demand products as a reseller, while acting as a marketplace for low-demand
products. Finally, products from late-stage companies are best suited for the MSP
model. The chicken-egg or catch-22 problem, as discussed in [9, 10], is known as the
phenomenon that buyers will not join a firm’s marketplace if it does not provide
enough sellers, neither will sellers if it does not provide enough buyers. This makes that
the early-stage marketplace faces unfavourable expectations. Besides considering the
trade-offs between a MSP or reseller, [5] discusses the economic trade-offs between a
MSP and other alternative business models, being vertically integrated firms and input
suppliers.

As stated, an important feature of MSPs is the presence of cross-side or indirect
network effects. Those network effects create high barriers to entry for aspiring plat-
form providers. The biggest challenge is the aforementioned chicken-egg or catch-22
problem. The minimum set of participants, necessary for the platform to have
self-sustaining growth, is called the ‘critical mass’. Several strategies to secure critical
mass are discussed in [11]. Ways to deal with the catch-22 problem include subsidizing
a certain user group, by allowing temporary discounts for early adopters [10]. Chal-
lenges here are to determine which side to subsidize and for how long [12]. Further-
more, a familiar strategy could be to bribe ‘must have’ transactions partners to affiliate
exclusively with your platform [10].

However, both of these network mobilization strategies require high investments
and thus imply great risks. Therefore, [10] discusses alternative strategies to side-step
the challenges that come with the network effect, by resorting to a different business
model for an interim period. When applying the ‘vendor to two-sided platform’
strategy, the potential MSP starts selling products or services to customers on one side
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of the network. Once the critical mass on the first side is secured, the firm can launch
mediation services between both sides of the network. Google used this strategy for its
search engine, as it only incorporated paid-listing advertisements after attracting a huge
end-user base. Secondly, the ‘merchant to two-sided platform’ strategies suggests that
after building infrastructure and relationships, the merchant firm gives its suppliers
more responsibility for managing inventory, pricing, and merchandising, hence shifting
back the risks. Amazon successfully transformed into a two-sided platform following
this strategy. Different flavours of the strategies, the pitfalls and guidelines on the
transition are discussed thoroughly in [10].

Other typical risks and strategic challenges that come with the development of a
MSP are discussed in [3, 10, 12], among others. They include challenges inherent in
launching an MSP business, like how many sides to bring on board, the pricing
structures, which functionalities and features to provide in its design, which governance
rules to impose in order to protect itself against potential sources of market failure, how
to satisfy conflicting interests, the treat of envelopment by an adjacent platform pro-
vider and winner-take-all dynamics. Furthermore, [13] provides meaningful insights in
design and governance of platforms. Important to note is that, as the previous section
described, the difficulties of an MSP business does not imply that building a solid
non-MSP business is not possible [3].

2.2 Internet of Things

The Internet of Things (henceforth: IoT) is a paradigm that represent the intercon-
nection of physical objects or ‘Things’, enabling the objects to connect and exchange
data for various purposes. The preceding definition is not the generally accepted def-
inition, as there is no common convention on what the IoT actually encompasses. The
definition of IoT keeps expanding and has been extended far beyond the scope of the
original focus of machine-to-machine communication without human intervention.
A discussion on the multitude of alternative definition is given by [14].

IoT has enjoyed a tremendous amount of interest, fed by forecasts of leading
advisory firms, such as Gartner, on the enormous potential of the industry, and
prominent IoT-related takeovers like Nest by Google for $3.2 billion. The high IoT
expectations are said to have created a hype, as it becomes clear that IoT implemen-
tations represent the challenging task of creating highly complex systems and coor-
dinating technology, investment and talent across both space and time [15]. However,
the Internet of Things does vastly expand the reach of information technology, offering
enormous opportunities across a wide range of domains.

From a technological point of view, connected products require a new technology
infrastructure [16]. The IoT technology stack is composed of multiple layers, usually
presented by a four-layered model, as shown in Fig. 2. The first layer of the model
includes the information generation by hardware, consisting of the ‘Thing’, equipped
with IoT components such as sensors, actuators, processors and communication
modules. Secondly, the communication or connectivity layer represents the plethora of
communication standards and technologies to choose from when connecting ‘things’ to
the cloud to transport information. Examples include link layer protocols (e.g. ZigBee,
BLE), transport layer protocols (e.g. 6LoWPAN) and application layer protocols (e.g.
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CoAP, MQTT). Thirdly, the software back-end layer consists of the software running
on the manufacturer’s or third party servers that processes and manages the device data,
allowing service provision by IoT applications, i.e. the fourth layer. Finally, cutting
across all layers, security must be vertically integrated in all layers, therefore being the
fifth layer of the model [17].

Most of the first IoT offerings to come to market, mostly one specific application
for one kind of thing or device, consisted of all building blocks provided and controlled
by one single company. There was yet little existing infrastructure in place to support
such offerings and in addition, it has the advantages for the end-users that (1) there are
no compatibility issues, and (2) it provides a single point of contact [18]. However, a
number of issues arise when following this vertical model. The latter advantage,
indeed, also implies the risk of vendor-lock in, i.e. that the end-user is entirely
dependent on the vendor for improvements, enhancements, or upgrades of its mostly
proprietary technology. This leads to a low pace of innovation due to long time to
market and slow cost declines [19]. Moreover, when a user intends to achieve a
spectrum of tasks, several different systems are needed in parallel. Furthermore, those
traditional vertical models often imply isolated data silos, preventing cross-vertical use
of the data. Vertically oriented and mostly closed systems in a highly fragmented
fashion hamper the growth of the IoT industry. Missing interoperability is considered
to be one of the biggest threat to the valorisation of the potential benefits of IoT [20].

Development of horizontal IoT platforms has allowed that vertical value chains are
evolving towards a value network comprising multiple stakeholders in an ecosystem
[20]. Horizontal platforms can be defined as “cloud-based and on premise software
packages and related services that enable and support sophisticated IoT services” [19,
p. 13]. Indeed, IoT applications share a substantial part of their core functionalities.
Incorporating those functionalities in a horizontal IoT platform therefore enables IoT
application developers to concentrate on the aspects that differentiates their application
and prevent unnecessary redundancy and duplication of transformation processing
[21]. More importantly, horizontal IoT platforms (henceforth: IoT platform) reduce the
complexity in developing, deploying, and managing IoT applications over the appli-
cation lifecycle by providing a comprehensive set of application-independent func-
tionalities. However, there is no standard configuration for an IoT platform, as it might
consist of a variety of important building blocks like connectivity & normalization,
device management, database, processing and action management, analytics, visual-
ization, external interfaces and additional tools [17]. Hence, a vast amount of IoT

Fig. 2. IoT building blocks, based on [17]
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platforms have been established, each addressing specific needs and areas of applica-
tion [22]. [23] provides a list of 450 IoT platform companies across various geogra-
phies and industries.

2.3 Problem Statement

Current vertical IoT solutions are simple for users to acquire and apply. However, as
users have become aware of the drawbacks of this ‘one-stop shop’ vertical approach
when they seek to update or enhance their systems, there is has been a need for a
horizontal approach. This approach allows rapid proliferation of new applications and
businesses, but it needs to gain considerable traction in order to reach its promising
potential. A prerequisite for adaption is a substantial number of open gateways to be in
place before third-party developers can count on having an adequate market to serve.
This reminds us of the catch-22 problem in multi-sided markets. Therefore, this paper
attempts to investigate if the characteristics of a multi-sided platform model are
applicable for horizontal IoT platforms. More specifically, in analogy with other
industries, will the winner-takes-all dynamics set up the race for domination of the IoT
market?

3 MSP Opportunities in the IoT Ecosystem

3.1 IoT Ecosystems

The famous and successful household brands in the introduction provided different
authors with textbook examples for the theory of multi-sided markets. However,
heterogeneous, multi-layered IoT markets exhibit a far more complex structure than
B2C markets [24]. Hence, the trade-offs discussed in Sect. 2 do not necessarily apply
for IoT market actors, especially since these reside in complex ecosystems.

IoT ecosystems can include various types of firms, including the telecom operators,
application and service providers, as well as the platform providers and integrators.
According to [25], business ecosystems are formed around a specific core, i.e. repre-
senting some assets commonly used by the ecosystem members, allowing positive
network effects. Hence, the technology stack in Fig. 2 offers three potential assets
around which an IoT ecosystem might be build, being (1) hardware platforms based on
specific hardware, (2) connectivity standards based in the communication layer and
(3) services provided on IoT software platforms. The Xbox gaming marketplace is
created with the hardware gaming console. Apple with its superior hardware experience
created massive multi-sided platforms based on hardware devices as iPod (iTunes) and
iPhone (App Store). In the IoT market, firms like Geotab [26] have successfully
adopted that strategy to create an ecosystem around its hardware device, with an app
marketplace where data from the device is available for Geotab or any third party to
develop new applications for that data. Ecosystems can also grow around the con-
nectivity standards provided by alliances such as the IPSO Alliance and ZigBee
Alliance. For instance, Proximus EnCo is building a marketplace around its LoRa
standard with APIs from both Proximus and third party API providers. However, in
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what follows, the main focus will lay on the third category, IoT software back-end
platforms, as indicated in Fig. 2 by the bold frame and text.

3.2 Advanced IoT Platforms

As stated in Sect. 2.2, there exist a vast array of IoT platforms, providing solutions for
specific types of applications of specific vertical domains. Therefore, in making the
analogy with a MSP model, it is important that by ‘IoT platform’, an ‘Advanced’ or
mature (horizontal) IoT platform is intended, as depicted in Fig. 3. As advanced IoT
platforms contain all of the important building blocks discussed in Sect. 2.2, they allow
complementary third parties to interact with users by offering additional services, and
therefore can be considered multi-sided. This definition of an IoT platform is in line
with the definition of multi-sided platforms discussed in Sect. 2 and with the definition
of an external (industry) platform as “products, services, or technologies developed by
one or more firms, and which serve as foundations upon which a larger number of firms
can build further complementary innovations and potentially generate network effects”
[27, p. 4]. Therefore, they are also referred to as IoT Application Enablement Platforms
(AEPs). Among IoT platforms, platforms like e.g. ThingWorx have dedicated appli-
cation stores. Others allow the applications to be publicly shared (e.g. IFTTT), or will
be enabling the charging of the end users of these applications [28]. Indeed, standard
IoT platforms does not comprise such marketplace [24].

3.3 Discussion

Besides compliance with the MSP definition and the presence of network effects in IoT
ecosystems, analogous with the cross-side positive network effects, some other IoT
market findings are in line with in the literature on multi-sided platforms. First, in
accordance with [3], who state that high switching costs are necessary to keep all sides
to the MSP, the network effects created by a technical standard in the IoT market,
would make using multiple platforms (‘multihoming’) or switching from one platform
to another difficult or costly [27]. An analogy is also found with [10] on staging MSPs,
as vertical, ‘standard’ IoT platforms are currently being used as an interim model and
leveraged to kickstart activity on a horizontal, ‘advanced’ offering (Fig. 3), analogous
to the ‘vendor to two-sided’ platform strategy. Because of these elements, it is plausible
to think that one or two leading multi-sided platforms are expected to become the core

Fig. 3. Mature IoT platforms as multi-sided platforms [24]
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of the IoT ecosystem, corresponding to the winner-take-all dynamics, as discussed in
[12]. Also, because of the highly fragmentated and complex nature of the IoT industry,
multiple leading platforms are likely to coexists. Although large companies like
Google, Amazon, IBM, Microsoft and SAP attempt, through their offerings, to become
the IoT standard platform, such complex ecosystems are currently in the formation
stage, and no single IoT platform has been identified to play the role of the core of the
ecosystem. This is mainly, in line with the theory of [4, 6] on early-stage ventures,
because IoT platforms are still in the phase of foster an user base, before opening their
platforms to third-party supply side by means of a marketplace [24], as shown in
Fig. 3. Another reason is that no single dominating set of standard protocols and
interfaces has emerged yet [25]. The lack of such a generally accepted dominant design
eventually prevent wider adoption of the IoT technologies, since the growth of the IoT
market depends on the emergence of IoT ecosystem around common/dominant stan-
dards, platforms, and interfaces [25].

In what follows, four closely related trade-offs and challenges are discussed for IoT
platforms aspiring to become a future leading multi-sided IoT platform, based on [24];
(1) platform orientation, (2) platform openness, (3) platform compatibility and
(4) platform ecosystem. The first trade-off IoT platforms have to make is whether they
focus on vertical, industry-specific use cases with highly specialized functionality,
creating several unconnected and heterogenic Intranets of Things [21], or on use cases
across different industries, hence providing more generic functionality. The latter offers
the ultimate prize for leading platforms as it allows a software platform across all
vertical application domains in the Internet of Things. Secondly, an IoT platform
provider must position itself in the degree of openness of the platform to third-party
contributions. Since the present market is vertically oriented with a high degree of
fragmentation, one question is how vertical platforms will translate one to another. [24]
suggest that due to the fragmentation, the positive network effects are not as strong.
Therefore, some companies keep their application programming interfaces (APIs)
private, hoping to lock-in customers into a proprietary technology and make money on
license fees and a monopoly-like position in a later stage [17]. However, open plat-
forms are considered more promising compared with the proprietary alternatives, since
it enables faster integration of new IoT solutions across the application domains and
speeds up the adoption of the software platform [28]. Due to APIs, the massive amount
of data can be put to use in the most advantageous ways. In the example of Nest from
the introduction of Sect. 2.2, it has built applications that can communicate with its
proprietary products, like the smart thermostat, but also offers an API that third-party
applications can use to communicate with the Nest devices. Thirdly, an IoT platform
provider should make a choice on the technology. As a result of its ongoing fast
evolution, the IoT technology architecture contains a multitude of connection protocols
and low-level software languages and is currently far from being standardized [17].
Interoperability consists on three levels; (1) services and semantics, (2) networking and
(3) communication. Common, interoperable standards are needed as a basis for IoT
platforms to act as an AEP, breaking out of the vertical silos [24]. Without interop-
erability standards, such horizontal platforms would have to guarantee interoperability
by trying to integrate all technologies through interfaces and the support of all possible
communication protocols, an impossible task [24]. Therefore, companies are bundling
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their forces in consortia such as the AllSeen Alliance or the Industrial Inter-net Con-
sortium in order to develop interoperable standards [17]. An important initiative is the
BIG IoT [20, 29], a cross-domain ecosystem on top of IoT platforms, unlocking the
potential of cross-platform and even cross-domain application developments and
marketplaces to share and monetize IoT resources. Interoperability has been identified
as one of the main challenges in the IoT industry, and in cloud applications in general
[30]. As a result, enabling interoperability by integrating different standards is one of
the most important functionalities of the IoT platform, allowing the IoT platform at the
core of the IoT ecosystem [17]. Finally, IoT platforms need to realize the current IoT
play is an ecosystem play in which they form the core and hence needs to deal with
various stakeholders in it.

4 Conclusion and Outlook

Due to the promising potential of IoT, a large number of IoT solution in different
application domains developed by start-ups, SMEs, large corporations and research
institutions make their way into the market. A first important challenge for those
companies lies in the choice of the IoT platform: at present, the market is in an early
stage, with an abundance of fragmented solutions targeting specific vertical domains
and/or specific types of applications. As discussed in this paper, whether or not IoT
platforms will become a leading IoT platform will largely depend on the extent to
which the IoT platforms are horizontally oriented, have a sufficient degree of openness,
support compatibility and have managed to build an IoT ecosystem around them.
However, currently the IoT market is not mature enough, and will only over time
decide who the winners are in the IoT platform derby.

There are many promising directions in which this type of analysis can be extended.
An update on the body of literature on MSPs might include the alternative roles,
challenges and trade-offs for a company that aspires to become a leading MSP in
complex (IoT) ecosystems. Furthermore, this paper solely focused on software
back-end IoT platforms. Interesting extensions would include a discussion on hardware
IoT platforms and platforms based upon connectivity standards. Finally, as the IoT
market matures, a reflection on the market dynamics that will establish the winning
platforms would provide meaningful insights.
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Abstract. Currently, urban vehicle navigation is considered important because
smoothness of traffic is needed for the sake of safety and cleanliness of air; in
this regard, people essentially count on GPS navigation. Nevertheless, due to
signal building shadows, GPS signal disturbances may occur in an urban
environment; then alternative navigation options should be considered. It is
therefore a matter of context-awareness to establish whether or not GPS navi-
gation is available and adjust the delivered navigation services accordingly. In
this paper we propose a top-down approach for modeling context-aware vehicle
navigation systems; firstly, a high-level technology-independent conceptual
model is derived (featuring context-awareness in general) and then this model is
mapped towards corresponding lower-level technical solutions. Even though
research materials, touching upon context-awareness or vehicle navigation, can
be found in literature, we miss holistic approaches that align high-level (con-
ceptual) goals with navigation-specific (technical) solutions; hence, our proposal
is considered a step forward in this regard. We also propose an innovation
concerning the technical aspects of navigation. Our proposed approach is par-
tially validated by means of experiments.

Keywords: IT service � GPS navigation � Context-awareness

1 Introduction

The real-time acquisition of relevant data is important with regard to
the current Internet-of-Things (IoT) developments that concern some IT
(Information Technology) services (“services”, for short) [7]. Such data acquisition is
facilitated by GPS (Global Positioning System) technologies [8] and sensor
technologies [10]. This inspires IoT-connected car solutions that
enhance driving experiences [1]. Those developments are currently receiving much
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attention not only among drivers but also within some leading (software) development
companies who are challenged by the goal of delivering advanced vehicle navigation
platforms, for example: the Microsoft Connected Vehicle Platform [3]. Such efforts are
justified by the increasing needs for better road traffic management in
its broadest sense, addressing concerns such as travel time, congestion, safety, and
pollution [4].

Urban vehicle navigation is hence considered important because
smoothness of traffic is needed for the sake of safety and cleanliness of air; in this
regard, people essentially count on GPS navigation [2]. Nevertheless, due to
signal building shadows, GPS signal disturbances may occur in an urban
environment; then alternative navigation options should be considered [5]. This would
mean using GPS navigation when it is possible and “switching” to an alternative
service when GPS navigation is unavailable. It is therefore a matter of
context-awareness to establish what is available and adjust the delivered navigation
services accordingly.

We thus argue that context-awareness [11] and service-orientation
[12] are relevant with regard to that challenge because context-aware service solutions
assume the system capability of adapting its service provisioning to the
situation at hand.

As it is seen from the above discussion and cited references, research materials,
touching upon context-awareness or vehicle navigation, can be found in literature.
What in our view is missing nevertheless are holistic approaches that align
high-level (conceptual) goals with navigation-specific (technical) solutions.

We claim that a service-orientation-solution perspective would be adequate in this
regard because services that are composed at high-level have underlying low-level
technical components [14].

In this paper we propose a top-down approach for modeling
context-aware vehicle navigation systems; firstly, a high-level
technology-independent conceptual model is derived (featuring context-awareness in
general) and then this model is mapped towards corresponding lower-level technical
solutions; in this, we narrow the scope to consider in particular the challenge of
resolving GPS signal disturbances in an urban environment and we propose an inno-
vation concerning the technical aspects of navigation.

Hence, the contribution of the current paper is two-fold: (i) A proposed holistic
approach spanning over technology-independent and navigation-specific issues; (ii) A
proposed innovation (related to the approach) that concerns the alternative (non-GPS-
based) navigation.

Our proposed approach is partially validated by means of experiments.
The remaining of the current paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we introduce

context-aware systems and on that basis, we present a technology-independent bi-service
model that we consider relevant to the urban vehicle navigation. Then, staying consistent
with that model, we present our proposed vehicle-navigation-related approach in Sect. 3
(featuring two abstraction levels). In Sect. 4, we partially validate our proposed approach,
considering experimental results. Finally, in Sect. 5, we present the conclusions.
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2 Context-Aware Systems

Traditional (software) systems used to assume a “static” user whose needs are not
changing over time, this in turn meaning that the services delivered to the user are
“fixed”. In contrast, User-Driven Context-Aware Systems (“context-aware
systems”, for short) consider the user in his or her context – this meaning that
the user may be in different situations (for example: “user walking”, “user driving”,
“user sleeping”) that ask for different service variants. As it concerns context-aware
systems, we refer to another paper (particularly its Subsect. 2.2) from the current
proceedings book where they are exhaustively introduced and discussed [9].

With regard to urban vehicle navigation (see Sect. 1), we have exactly two
context states, namely: (a) GPS navigation is available for the user; (b) GPS
navigation is unavailable for the user. Hence, if we “generalize” this, we arrive at a
bi-service context-aware behavior, as illustrated in Fig. 1, using the
notations of UML – Activity Diagram [13].

As suggested by the figure, we assume that at a “start moment”, standard service
delivery is available. We assume as well that the system periodically checks the service
delivery situation. Then, if there are no disturbances, the standard service delivery
would continue. All this concerns the left “swim lane” (background: bricks) from the
two swim lanes that are arranged vertically on the diagram. In case of disturbances
nevertheless (when it would be no longer possible to use the standard service of full
value), alternative service delivery should start – see the right “swim lane” (dotted
background). Then this service delivery would only continue as long as the mentioned
disturbances are present (periodical checks would be continuing). At the moment, the
disturbances are gone, standard service delivery is resumed.

Fig. 1. A technology-independent model of a bi-service context-aware system
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This technology-independent model will be mapped towards lower-level
navigation-specific technical solutions. This will be done in the following section.

3 Vehicle Navigation Approach

We consider the context-aware system model presented in the previous section, a
suitable basis for approaching urban vehicle navigation: the “standard” service would
be the GPS navigation and the “alternative” service would be the so called smart
navigation, as exhibited in Fig. 2. Further:

• We assume that the vehicle under consideration is “currently” moving along streets
/boulevards in an urban environment, being GPS-navigated, and this is seen from
the start sign (black disk) in the figure, pointing to the activity: “GPS navigation”.
Such a navigation is possible if at least 4 satellites (out of the 24 GPS satellites that
are circling the Earth) are “visible” from the GPS receiver installed in the vehicle.
Periodically the signal strength is checked and if at least 4 satellites are “visible”,
the GPS navigation would continue, as suggested by the figure (the left “swim
lane”).

• Nevertheless, caused by (tall) buildings, signal “shadows” may occur that would
substantially lower the signal strength of particular satellites; such a disturbance
may lead to a situation when less than 4 satellites are “visible” and hence, a
full-value GPS navigation would no longer be possible; then, as suggested by the

Fig. 2. Navigation approach represented at a high abstraction level
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figure, the smart navigation service would be triggered (the right “swim lane” in the
diagram):
– In parallel, the vehicle positioning and the positioning of the visible satellites are

established, pointing to the last moment when full-value GPS signal (at least 4
visible satellites) was available (this data is maintained by means of logging);

– Assuming the availability of 3D maps, a relevant 3D map is considered with
establishing the right focus, based on the above-mentioned positioning data;

– Then the signal shadows in the corresponding area are identified (this is possible
because of the availability of the vehicle positioning data, the satellites posi-
tioning data, and an appropriately focused relevant 3D map);

– All this is sufficient for enabling a smart navigation (it will be elaborated further
in this section);

– All this is maintained while full-value GPS signal is unavailable.
• When the vehicle would again have visibility, the GPS navigation service is

resumed.

Further, even though the SMART NAGIVATION activity is modeled as one
activity at the high abstraction level – see Fig. 2, it should be possible to map it towards
lower-level elaborations; this is needed for the sake of presenting the proposed
navigation-specific innovation that is supported by experimental results (see Sect. 4).

We propose establishing the smart navigation as a 2-CHANNEL PROCESS where:

• The shadows identification (see Fig. 2) help in computing the GPS building
shadows while

• Real-time measurements help in their run-time detection and parameters estimation.

This is illustrated in Fig. 3:

Those two inputs are complementary to each other because the computation is
important for grasping the shadows and the corresponding shadow “entrance” point while
the measurements are important for capturing the “current” position of the vehicle.

In the following section, we will partially validate our proposed approach (with a
particular stress on the measurements part), by means of conducted experiments.

Computation of GPS shadows from buildingsDetection and 
parameter 

estimation of 
GPS shadows
from buildings

GPS shadow matching and improvement of GPS coordinates

Fig. 3. Representing the “smart navigation” activity at a lower abstraction level
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4 Experiments

As above mentioned, in the current section, we provide partial experiments-driven
validation of the proposed navigation approach.

4.1 Briefing

We consider a moving car equipped with a GPS receiver and an antenna installed on
top of the car. The car’s average speed is 30 km/h and the car is in an urban envi-
ronment, as it is shown in Fig. 4 (left). The movement trajectory goes in proximity to
two 19 story buildings. The positioning of the satellites during the experiments is
shown in Fig. 4 (right); the satellites’ position with regard to the GPS receiver is shown
in Fig. 4 (right). Those figures show that the signals coming from the 2nd, the 6th, the
12th, and the 24th satellites are highest on the horizon and their signals are to essentially
contribute with regard to the determination of the coordinates of the GPS receiver.
Further, as it is seen in Fig. 4 (left), the first three of the mentioned satellites (2, 6, and
12) get “shadowed” by high buildings while the 24th satellite is “visible” during the
whole experiment.

4.2 Results

The positions of the GPS shadows concerning the 2nd, the 6th, and the 12th satellites are
to look as shown in Fig. 5 (left). The positioning of those shadows should be calculated
using an algorithm related to the 3D model of the buildings in the neighborhood.

The GPS signals received from all four satellites (2, 6, 12, and 24) have been
processed using an algorithm (proposed in [6]) featuring the derivation of parameters’
estimation that concerns the GPS shadows; the results are shown in Fig. 5 (right) –
they have been achieved, by applying an integration procedure assuming integration
time of 200 ms. As it is seen from the figure, the signal strength of the 24th satellite is
more or less constant and is comparatively high throughout the whole experiment –
GPS shadows are not noticed. Further, the signal of the 12th satellite points to a GPS
shadow in the 8 s–10 s. measurement interval while the signal of the 6th satellite – to
two GSP shadows as follows: The first shadow is in the 12 s–17 s. measurement
interval and the second shadow is in the 19 s–22 s. measurement interval. Finally, the

Fig. 4. Car trajectory (left); Satellites position (right)
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signal of the 2nd satellite points to a GPS shadow in the 11 s–30 s. measurement
interval. The GPS shadows of the 2nd and the 6th satellites are overlapping for a period
of time, and this is seen both on Figs. 5 (left) and (right).

Inspired by those experimental results, we claim that the availability of a-priori
information featuring the location of the GPS shadows (reflected in the 3D area model)
would make it possible to know at a time the coordinates of the GPS receiver, with
high degree of precision, if in the course of the vehicle movement, we identify the point
of intersection between a shadow of consideration and a street, and we bring together
computation-driven information and measurements-driven information, for achieving a
reliable smart positioning.

5 Conclusion

In the current paper, we brought together context-aware systems design and navigation
technologies, proposing an innovative design of IoT-driven IT services that concern
road auto-traffic. In particular, we have considered two valid context states alternative
to each other, namely: “GPS navigation is possible” and “GPS navigation is unavail-
able”, proposing accordingly a service adaptation mechanism; when GPS navigation is
unavailable, an alternative smart navigation is considered that is supported by both
a-priori computation and run-time measurements. Further, we have brought forward
our proposed approach top-down – starting from a high-level technology-independent
conceptual model and reflecting it to a lower (navigation-specific) technical level. This
is considered useful because urban vehicle navigation is driven by navigation-specific
technical solutions but its usability concerns high-level real-life business processes.
Finally, we have partially validated our proposed approach by means of conducted
experiments. Still, this is research in progress and we plan to develop further the
proposed approach (aiming at a broader applicability that goes beyond urban vehicle
navigation) in the future, and to also carry out more experiments in order to make the
validation more solid.
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Abstract. Nowadays companies like Apple create ecosystems of third-
party providers and users around their software platforms. Often online
stores like Apple App Store are created to directly market third-party
solutions. We call such ecosystems store-oriented software ecosystems.
While the architecture of these ecosystems is mainly derived from busi-
ness decisions of their owners, ecosystems with greatly different archi-
tectural designs have been created. This diversity makes it challenging
for future ecosystem providers to understand which architectural design
is suitable to fulfill certain business decisions. In turn, opening a plat-
form becomes risky while endangering intellectual property or scarifying
quality of services. In this paper, we identify three main design options
of store-oriented software ecosystems by classifying existing ecosystems
based on similarities in their business decisions. We elaborate on the
design options, discuss their main contributions, and provide exemplary
ecosystems. Our work provides aspiring ecosystem providers with the
reusable knowledge of existing ecosystems and helps them to take more
informed architectural decisions and reduce risks in future.

Keywords: Software ecosystems · Reusable designs · Variabilities

1 Introduction

Software ecosystems have become an emerging architectural approach for many
companies to grow. The term software ecosystem is inspired from ecological
ecosystems that are the result of an interplay between organisms as well as
interactions with a physical environment [1]. Comparably, a software ecosystem
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consists of a software platform, a set of third-party providers in service to a
community of users [2]. For instance, Apple Inc. created an ecosystem of third-
party developers in service to the users of mobile Apps around the iOS and
MacOS platforms. In practice, many of software ecosystems include online stores
such as Apple App Store to make third-party solutions directly available to their
users. We call them store-oriented software ecosystems.

Recently, such ecosystems have widely been created in different application
domains. For instance, while mobile App ecosystems (like Apple and Google)
are among the most popular ones with millions of users, ecosystems are created
around open source platforms (e.g., Eclipse and Mozilla Firefox1) and enter-
prise applications (e.g., Salesforce2 and Cloud Foundry3). Furthermore, existing
ecosystems use different terminologies. For example, third-party providers are
known under different terms such as independent developers, committers, and
partners. Third-party solutions are also called by plug-ins, Apps, add-ons, etc.
In this paper, we refer to third-party providers as extenders and third-party
solutions as extensions. Moreover, in support of different business decisions,
ecosystems with diverse architectural designs have been created whereas dif-
ferent ecosystems include very different software features [3]. For instance, in
commercial ecosystems like Apple and Salesforce, revenue streams are channeled
to the extenders using billing features. However, billing is a negligible feature in
open source software ecosystems like Eclipse and Mozilla Firefox.

This diversity makes it challenging for future ecosystem providers to under-
stand which architectural design is suitable to fulfill certain business decisions. In
turn, opening a platform becomes risky while endangering the intellectual prop-
erty or scarifying quality of products and services [4]. To tackle the diversity,
some works [5–7] study variabilities of business decisions and software features in
software ecosystems. However, the relation between these two is hardly known.
Therefore, it is not clear how to design a store-oriented software ecosystem that
fits to an ecosystem provider’s needs. This hinders systematic development of
customized ecosystems in the future.

In this paper, we investigate 111 existing store-oriented software ecosystems
and classify them based on similarities in their business decisions. To do so,
we use a variability model identified by Jazayeri et al. [6,8] for variable design
decisions of store-oriented software ecosystems. Modeling recurring architectural
decisions for knowledge reuse has been proposed by Zimmermann et al. in [9].
We notice that similar business decisions result in similar software features.
Our work abstracts from this knowledge and suggests an architectural land-
scape for each group of ecosystems. Such an architectural landscape resembles a
macro view to the system and its interaction with an environment [10, p. 254].
The contribution of our work is twofold: (a) Our results show that three design
options of store-oriented software ecosystems are frequently applied in practice,
which we call resale software ecosystem, partner-based software ecosystem, and

1
www.mozilla.org/. Accessed April 2018.

2
www.salesforce.com/. Accessed April 2018.

3
www.cloudfoundry.org/. Accessed April 2018.

http://www.mozilla.org/
http://www.salesforce.com/
http://www.cloudfoundry.org/
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open source software-based ecosystem (shortly OSS-based software ecosystem).
We discuss each design option in detail, elaborate on its main contribution in
terms of a business goal, and provide real-world examples. (b) Our work pro-
vides a practical mean to aspiring ecosystem providers by sharing the knowledge
on the reusable architectural designs to perform more informed decision-making
while creating their own ecosystems. Specifically, each design option contributes
to a main business goal. This knowledge can also be used by existing ecosystem
provider to assess their own architectural designs with respect to the business
goals discussed in this paper. In the following, we investigate and classify the
existing ecosystems in Sect. 2. Section 3 presents the frequently applied design
options whereas Sect. 4 elaborates on the overall contributions of the design
options. The paper is concluded in Sect. 5 and future directions are addressed.

2 Classifying Store-Oriented Software Ecosystems Based
on Variabilities of Business Decisions

We aim at identifying the main design options of store-oriented software ecosys-
tems. We take real-world ecosystems as the basis of our investigation. Initially,
we collect a list of ecosystems by first defining our search terms and then per-
forming web searches. To capture as many ecosystems in as diverse application
domains as possible, we derive the search terms by using a taxonomy for soft-
ware ecosystem introduced by Bosch [1]. The author classifies open software
platforms into three types, i.e., desktop, web, and mobile. Whereas, each type
appears in three dimensions, i.e., operating system, application, and end-user
programming. Examples of our search terms are “top operating systems”, “top
end-user programming software”, and “top cloud computing platforms”.

Afterwards, we inspect the ecosystems with respect to their business decisions
based on a variability model in [6,8]. We use the variability model, because it
provides a concrete set of variabilities that we can use to compare and group the
ecosystems. Decisions on such variabilities derive the main architectural land-
scape of an ecosystem. Table 1 shows the variabilities in form of variation points
and variants. A variation point is the subject of a variability whereas a variant
is the object of the variability, i.e., a concrete business decision. Accordingly,
extender defines who extends a platform’s functionality. Openness specifies
whether a platform is open source. Fee defines the main costs of participating
in an ecosystem. Feedback Loop determines software features that enable a
positive feedback loop between users and extenders. In the context of markets,
this happens when more users use the platform, and thereby, the number of
extenders increases [11]. Finally, Knowledge Sharing defines software features
that enable knowledge-sharing among users or extenders to communicate and
generate common values [12].

We consider whether and how the ecosystems in our list realize every vari-
ation point in Table 1. Zimmermann et al. [9] propose an approach to capture
and model recurring architectural design decisions for the purpose of knowledge
reuse. This allows us to detect three groups of ecosystems that provide similar
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Table 1. Variabilities of business decisions and real-world instances from each group
of ecosystems (“–” means that a variant is not realized in the architecture)

Variation Point Variant Resale Software 
Ecosystems

Partner-Based Software 
Ecosystems

OSS-Based Software 
Ecosystems

Extender
Who extends the 

functionality?

Trusted Partner
Hardware / software 

suppliers, strategic partners, 
system integrator, & resellers

Hardware /software 
suppliers, strategic partners, 
system integrator, & resellers

Independent 
Developer

High number of independent 
developers

High number of independent 
developers

Openness
Is the source code 

open?

Open Fully or partially open source 
libraries

Access to the source code 
and API Reference for 

partners

Source code on a public 
repository, e.g., GitHub or 

SourceForge

Closed Fully or partially closed 
source libraries

No access for independent 
developers

Fee
What are the main 

costs of 
participating in the 

ecosystem?

Entrance Fee
Same payment for everyone /
One time payment / periodic 

payment

Membership in partner 
programs / different 

payments for different 
partners

Platform Fee Usually the same for 
everyone

Different payments for 
different platform editions, 
e.g., standard & enterprise

Feedback 
Loop 

Facilitator
Which software 

features enable a 
positive feedback 
loop between the 

users and 
extenders?

Rating & Reviewing Number of downloads, likes. 
Star system, reviewing

Number of forks / sharing / 
likes (bookmarks, favourites)

Ranking List of featured / popular / 
new extensions

Market Analytics

Statistics on user visits (No. 
of clicks, time spent on a 

webpage). Consulting 
services on market trends. 
Mail server to keep users in 

contact with partners

Version Control 
Management

E.g., SVN, Git, Mercurial, 
Perforce, TortoiseCVS, 

TeamForge, etc.

Ticket and Issue 
Tracking System

Test planing,  bug tracking, 

Jira, Bugzilla, Apache 
Bloodhound, and Roundup

Knowledge 
Sharing

Which software 
features enable 

knowledge sharing 
inside the 

communities of 
users or 

extenders?

Documentation 
Framework Developer manuals, wiki

Partner portal: 
Documentation and 

guidelines on software 
development frameworks 

(requiring authorized access)

Developer manuals, wiki, 
public resources from open 
source software community

Q&A Forums Developer forum, user forum, 
idea forum

Public developer forum, e.g., 
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sets of instances for the variation points. In the next section, we discuss each
group of ecosystems in detail. A complete list of search terms and the list of
ecosystems can be found in our dataset [13].

3 Design Options of Store-Oriented Software Ecosystems

Three major design options of store-oriented software ecosystems emerge from
our investigation in Sect. 2. In the following, we present the design options in
order of their popularity among our list of ecosystems. We describe each design
option by answering two questions: (a) What is the architectural landscape of
the design option? We abstract from the knowledge of variabilities and suggest
an architectural landscape for the design option using the UML notation. As
a part of it, thought bubbles are used to refer to the actors’ business goals of
participating in an ecosystem, e.g., “I want to access a big market of users”. (b)
What are exemplary real-world ecosystems applying the design option? While
naming exemplary ecosystems, we elaborate on one ecosystem in detail.
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3.1 Resale Software Ecosystem

37% of ecosystems in our list provide software products and services to a mass
number of end-users. In addition, a mass number of extenders develops exten-
sions on top of the platforms. After the extensions are developed, they are sold
several times. We call this group of ecosystems resale software ecosystems.

(a) Architectural landscape: Table 1 provides details on how existing ecosystems
realize the variants of the variability model. Figure 1(a) outlines the archi-
tectural landscape of resale software ecosystems. Extender: Both trusted
partners and independent developers extend the platforms and publish their
extensions on the stores, where a mass number of end-users can access
them. Fee: In general, resale software ecosystems can be commercial or
non-commercial. A majority of 82% in our list is commercial, while the users
have to pay for the extensions. There might be an entrance fee and platform
fee, which varies based on an ecosystem provider’s strategies. Feedback
Loop Facilitator: In order to create a positive feedback loop between the
mass number of extenders and end-users, software components like rating
and ranking are employed. Knowledge Sharing: Q&A forums such as
developer and user forums support knowledge sharing and social interaction
between the end-users and developers.

Further Characteristics: A majority of providers of resale software ecosys-
tems, i.e., 84%, offers a family of software products. In support of multiple
platforms, the stores are divided to sub-stores, each for extensions of one plat-
form. Since the developers work highly independent of the ecosystem providers,
another concern is to separate their revenue streams. This is achieved by includ-
ing billing and purchase features on the stores.

(b) Exemplary real-world ecosystems: Apple Inc. is the provider of a resale soft-
ware ecosystem while the iOS and MacOS are the software platforms. There
are App Store and Mac App Store, where third-party software and digital
products are published. Figure 1(b) provides concrete instances of the vari-
ants in the Apple ecosystem. IBM, Salesforce, and Samsung are examples of
Apple’s trusted partners. The source code is mainly closed. Developers pay
an annual entrance fee and entering the ecosystem as a user requires pur-
chasing Apple devices. In addition, a feedback loop is created using a star
system and different ranking categories like featured Apps. Apple Developer
Forum4 and Support Communities5 are examples of Q&A forums. Further
examples of the resale software ecosystems are Adobe, Salesforce, Facebook,
Esri, Informatica, Autodesk, and FreshDesk.

3.2 Partner-Based Software Ecosystem

Another group of ecosystems is the ecosystems of carefully selected partners.
This includes 35% of our list. We call them partner-based software ecosystems.
4

developer.apple.com/devforums/. Accessed April 2018.
5

discussions.apple.com/. Accessed April 2018.

http://developer.apple.com/devforums/
http://discussions.apple.com/
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Feedback Loop Facilitator

StoreA family of Software 
Platforms

Ecosystem 
Provider

open_up

Trusted Partner

extend

End-user
mass number

interact_with

Independent Developer
mass number

publish_on

Extension Discovery
E.g., sorting and search

extend
publish_on use

Rating

Ranking

Platform 1

Platform n

Store 1

Store n Purchase & Billing

Knowledge Sharing

Q&A Forum

Documentation
Framework

Access solutions 
from a large number 
of extenders

  Exploit a big
  market to grow
  my business

Access a wide 
range of solutions

Access a big 
  market of users

(a) Architectural Landscape

Variation Point Variant Apple

Extender

Trusted Partner IBM, salesforce, 
Samsung, etc

Independent 
Developer

Mass number of 
independent 
developers

Openness
Open

Few libraries like 
WebKit

Closed iOS, MacOS

Fee
Entrance Fee Annual payment

Platform Fee
Indirectly through 
purchasing devices

Feedback 
Loop 
Facilitator

Rating & 
Reviewing

Star rating system, 
Reviewing

Ranking
Lists of featured, 
popular, & new Apps

Knowledge 
Sharing

Documentation 
Framework

Apple Developer 
Documentation

Q&A Forums
Apple Developer 
Forum, Apple 
Support Communities

(b) Exemplary Ecosystem

Fig. 1. Resale software ecosystem: an architectural solution to business scalability

Providers of these ecosystems are companies offering complex software solutions
for industrial sectors. Supply chains, warehouse operation, and aerospace are
examples of such industrial sectors. Moreover, users in the partner-based software
ecosystems are also companies that we call domain experts, because they are
companies with high knowledge and expertise in certain domains. These domain
experts offer the solutions to further end-users.

(a) Architectural landscape: Table 1 provides details on how the existing partner-
based software ecosystems realize the variants of the variability model. Fur-
thermore, Fig. 2(a) sketches the architectural landscape of the partner-based
software ecosystems. Extender: Trusted partners are the only extenders in
the ecosystems. The ecosystem providers collaborate with the partners to
develop joint solutions in new industrial sectors or for new application use
cases. The collaborations come in form of software development, road map
sessions, and webinars as well as marketing the joint solutions. To achieve
different intensities of collaborations, the ecosystem providers often offer
different tiers of partnerships like platinum or gold partners. Joint solu-
tions resulting from a closer collaboration are eligible for certain promotions
such as getting listed as featured products on the stores. Openness: Source
code is closed in general. The platform APIs are monetized through an API
management system, which requires authentication and defines a partner’s
access permissions to the code or APIs. Fee: To enter the ecosystems as a
partner, candidates need to fulfill certain requirements, e.g., having certain
annual revenue. Such requirements vary depending on ecosystem’s policies.
Prospective partners usually need to periodically pay to participate in the
ecosystems or to use the platforms.
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Feeback Loop Facilitator: In contrary to resale software ecosystems, rat-
ing features are not widely used in partner-based software ecosystems. But, the
extensions are rather marketed in the ecosystems. Market analytics features
inform the partners about quality of user experience. Examples of the market
analytics are customer relationship management (CRM) features and reposi-
tory mining. Thereby, the partners can stay connected with their customers and
track their market growth. Knowledge Sharing: Documentation frameworks
are provided as a part of partner programs. Partners are given access to partner
portals. Due to protection of intellectual property, such portals are not accessible
to anyone and require access permission. However, Q&A forums are accessible
to the current and prospective users and partners.

Further Characteristics: The extensions on the stores are often labeled as
“tested” or “validated”. The partner-based ecosystems are highly commercial
whereas 96% of the ecosystems in our list are for profit.

extend

Ecosystem 
Provider

User
domain expert

Collaboration
E.g., software development, 
webinars and white papers

publish_on

Trusted Partner

interact
_with

Store
Platform

industrial softwareopen_up

use

Grow my commercial 
platform to a new 
industrial sector

Grow to a new 
industrial sector

requirements

Knowledge Sharing

Documentation 
Framework 

Q&A Forum

Feedback Loop 
Facilitator

Market
Analytics

(a) Architectural Landscape

Variation Point Variant Citrix

Extender Trusted Partner

Citrix strategic partners: 
Microsoft, Cisco, Google, 
etc.
Citrix partner programs: 
Service providers, System 
Integrators, SaaS Referral 
Partner, etc.

Openness
Open

Partially only to the 
partners

Closed
Platforms are generally 
closed

Fee
Entrance Fee

Periodic payment 
depending on partner type

Platform Fee On-demand pay-as-you-go
Feedback 
Loop 
Facilitator

Market 
Analytics Citrix Marketing Concierge

Knowledge 
Sharing

Documentation 
Framework

Citrix Partner Central

Q&A Forums
Citrix Discussions, Citrix 
User Group Community 
(CUGC)

(b) Exemplary Ecosystem

Fig. 2. Partner-based ecosystem: an architectural solution to strategically grow a com-
mercial platform

(b) Exemplary real-world ecosystems: Citrix is a provider of cloud computing
services. Among others, the services include server and desktop virtualiza-
tion and cloud computing. Figure 2(b) provides the variants of the Citrix
ecosystem. Citrix establishes long-term collaborations with strategic part-
ners like Microsoft, Cisco, and Google. The Citrix platforms are closed
source. Platform fee is defined as a pay-as-you-go model that allows the
partners to pay on-demand for the Citrix services. Citrix Ready Market-
place6 is the store, where the partners’ extensions are published. As a part
of market analytics, Citrix mailing servers support communication between
the users and partners. Another example is Citrix Marketing Concierge,

6
citrixready.citrix.com/. Accessed April 2018.

http://citrixready.citrix.com/
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which is to manage email campaigns, webinars, and roadshows. In addition,
knowledge sharing is enabled by Citrix Product Documentation7 and Part-
ner Central8. Using the partner central, the partners access different partner
programs. Furthermore, Citrix Discussions9 and User Group Community10

are the forums respectively used by the partners and users. Further exam-
ples of the partner-based software ecosystems are SAP, VMware Vsphere,
Symantec, IFTTT, ExtendSim, and SolidWork.

3.3 OSS-Based Software Ecosystem

28% of ecosystems in our list have grown around open source software platforms.
We call them open source software-based or shortly OSS-based software ecosys-
tems. Ecosystem providers are in form of foundations or consortia. The members
of such foundations are software companies or individuals, which unify to create
an ecosystem around open source software. Mozilla and Eclipse foundations are
examples of such providers.

Feedback Loop 
Facilitator

Ecosystem 
Provider 

foundation

open_up

Independent 
Developer / User

extend
/ use

Target market 
niche

publish_on  / 
use

StoreCode 
Repository

Platform

publish_on  / 
interact_with

Ticket System

Develop software with low costs 
    and a high degree of freedom

Version Control 
Management

Knowledge Sharing

Documentation 
Framework 

Q&A Forum

(a) Architectural Landscape

Variation Point Variant Apache Cordova

Extender
Trusted Partner Apache Foundation
Independent 
Developer

Committers & 
contributors

Openness Open
Apache Cordova, 
Plug-ins

Fee
Entrance Fee Free of charge
Platform Fee Free of charge

Feedback Loop 
Facilitator

Ticket System Atlassian Jira
Version Control 
Management

Cordova plug-in 
versioning

Knowledge 
Sharing

Documentation 
Framework

Cordova 
Documentation 
Framework

Q&A Forums Public Q&A Forums

(b) Exemplary Ecosystem

Fig. 3. OSS-based ecosystem: an architectural solution to address market niche

(a) Architectural landscape: Table 1 summarizes the way that the OSS-based
ecosystems realize the variants. Figure 3(a) illustrates the architectural land-
scape of OSS-based software ecosystems. Extender: Independent develop-
ers extend the platforms by directly accessing the source code. Such develop-
ers play both roles of extender and user, because the extensions are pieces

7
docs.citrix.com/. Accessed April 2018.

8
www.citrix.com/partnercentral/. Accessed April 2018.

9
discussions.citrix.com/. Accessed April 2018.

10
www.mycugc.org/. Accessed April 2018.

http://docs.citrix.com/
http://www.citrix.com/partnercentral/
http://discussions.citrix.com/
http://www.mycugc.org/
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of code that are collaboratively developed by them. Openness: A direct
access to the source code gives the developers a high degree of freedom.
This mostly releases them from certain business and technical requirements
imposed by the ecosystem providers. Fee: No entrance or platforms fee is
usually demanded. In addition, in 64% of the ecosystems, the extensions
are for free. In this situation, the developers might be non-commercially
motivated and willing to extend an open source platform to fulfill domain-
specific requirements [14]. Still the rest of ecosystems, i.e., 36%, generates
revenue for their developers.

Feedback Loop Facilitator: A positive feedback loop between the developers,
who commit to the code, and the ones, who reuse it, is created using version con-
trol management and ticket system features. A version control management like
Apache Subversion supports forking, branching, and merging the code. Addition-
ally, a ticket system like Jira11 helps to track and communicate issues and bugs.
Knowledge Sharing: Both Q&A forums and documentation frameworks are
heavily used in the OSS-based software ecosystems. An example of Q&A forums
is Stack Overflow12 that facilitates questioning and answering on a wide range
of topics in programming languages. An example for documentation frameworks
is Markdown13, which is a markup language with syntax formatting to create
enhanced documents like wikis.

Further Characteristics: Extensions are published on a public code repository,
which, in 78% of the cases, GitHub.com is used. In addition, some ecosystems
provide online stores. We assume this happens when an ecosystem is mature
and offers commercial and ready-to-use pieces of code. In addition, in OSS-
based software ecosystems, ranks are generated implicitly once the developers
bookmark or fork a project.

(b) Exemplary real-world ecosystems: Fig. 3(b) outlines the variants of the
Apache Cordova ecosystem. Apache Cordova14 is a framework to develop
cross-platform mobile applications. Apache Software Foundation15 is the
ecosystem provider. Adobe, IBM, and Mozilla are the exemplary members.
Developers are called committers and contributors. They develop applica-
tions using CSS3, HTML5, and JavaScript rather than relying on platform-
specific APIs. Using Apache Cordova, the code is wrapped to be run on
different platforms like Android and iOS. While the source code and the
extensions reside on GitHub.com, a list of extensions including their meta-
data like supported platforms is on a store namely Cordova Plug-ins16.
Moreover, a feedback loop between the developers is facilitated by the Cor-
dova plug-in versioning as a part of the framework. Furthermore, a ticket

11
www.atlassian.com/software/jira. Accessed April 2018.

12
stackoverflow.com/. Accessed April 2018.

13
daringfireball.net/projects/markdown/. Accessed April 2018.

14
cordova.apache.org/. Accessed April 2018.

15
www.apache.org/. Accessed April 2018.

16
cordova.apache.org/plugins/. Accessed April 2018.

http://www.atlassian.com/software/jira
http://stackoverflow.com/
http://daringfireball.net/projects/markdown/
http://cordova.apache.org/
http://www.apache.org/
http://cordova.apache.org/plugins/
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system is established by using Jira. As a part of knowledge sharing, a doc-
umentation framework17 provides information on the API reference. The
ecosystem does not own any Q&A forum, but many related threads can be
found in public forums like Microsoft developer network (MSDN) and Stack
Overflow. Further examples of OSS-based software ecosystems are Cloud
Foundry, Ubuntu, Odoo, OpenFOAM, CTAN: Packages, Mozilla, Zotero,
LibreOffice, and Eclipse.

4 Discussion

In this section, we further discuss the design options with respect to their over-
all contribution. The arrangement of the actors and software features contribute
to an outstanding business goal in each architectural landscape. Considering the
high number of extenders, users, and extensions on the stores, the resale software
ecosystem can be seen as an architectural solution to achieve business scalabil-
ity. Rating, ranking, and billing features support to establish a market between
the extenders and users, while making them highly independent of the ecosys-
tem providers. Furthermore, using the partner-based ecosystem design option,
ecosystem providers monetize the platforms and extensions by establishing dif-
ferent degrees of collaborations with trusted partners and including the market
analytics features to promote the joint solutions. This ultimately addresses the
commerciality of an ecosystem. Finally, the OSS-based software ecosystem
design option degrades the protection of intellectual property by opening the
source code to the developers. However, due to the high availability of tools
and resources for free and open-source software (FOSS) community, the cost of
opening a platform decreses [3]. Moreover, as the degree of openness increases,
an ecosystem suceeds to address innovation by providing extensions for mar-
ket niche [15]. Furthermore, from the modeling perspective, we notice that the
openness and fee variation points can not directly be expressed by UML.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Many modern software companies create store-oriented ecosystems of third-party
providers and users on top of their platforms; online stores serve as distribution
channels for third-party developments. This architectural approach has been
applied widely; however, the diversity of the existing ecosystem designs hinders
prospective ecosystem providers to gain a sound overview of the existing designs
and to understand how to design a store-oriented software ecosystem that fulfills
certain business decisions.

In this paper, we provide empirical evidence that three designs options of
these ecosystems are frequently applied in practice: (1) Resale software ecosys-
tem, (2) Partner-based ecosystem, and (3) OSS-based ecosystem. We provide

17
cordova.apache.org/docs. Accessed April 2018.

http://cordova.apache.org/docs
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insight into their business decisions and the overall contribution in terms of busi-
ness goals. This knowledge helps future ecosystem providers to decide on when
to apply any of these design options according to their needs. In the future, prac-
tical effectiveness and possible combinations of the design options can be further
studied by architects on real projects while including new business decisions in
the design options.
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Abstract. A business process is a structure of inter-related activities that are
executed in order to achieve a specific business objective. Organizations often
maintain multiple variants of a given business process because of changing
conditions, different regulations in different countries, or other contextual fac-
tors. We aim at specifying the relationship between a generic business process
and its different variants, taking the perspective of public values, such as pri-
vacy, accountability, and transparency. The business process variants in turn
may be a basis for software specifications – in this, business processes would be
bridging between societal demands (possibly concerning public values) and the
corresponding technical (software) functionalities. Our contribution is featuring
a meta-model that describes business processes on a value-independent level;
they can be extended towards value-specific business process variants that can
be related in turn to software architectures. We reflect this in proposed value
operationalization guidelines, using concepts from business process design as a
basis; those guidelines assume coming firstly through technology-independent
artefacts and secondly – through technology-specific artefacts, to arrive at
software specifications that are adequate with regard to public-values-related
demands.

Keywords: Business process variability � Public values � Software design

1 Introduction

A business process is a structure of inter-related activities that are executed in
order to achieve a specific business objective [29]. Activities of business processes are
increasingly supported by ICT (Information and Communication Tech-
nology), no matter if they are intellectual (e.g. business calculations) or manual (e.g.
warehouse picking), routine (e.g. standard calculations) or non-routine (e.g. brain scan
assessment) [7]. Against this background, there is an increasing awareness of the
importance of public values (“values”, for short), such as privacy, accountability,
and transparency, especially as it concerns business processes [8]. The consideration of
such values in the development of software products is for these reasons an
important concern in recent debates on ethical design [3, 11]. If business process
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design and software specification must take values explicitly into account, it is an open
question how to adequately operationalize values, “translating” them into value-
sensitive software artefacts. A key problem in this regard is that values are abstract,
non-functional, and relevant to social sciences while software specifications are
technical, functional, and relevant to computing paradigms. So far, Requirements
Engineering (RE) has been addressing the domain-imposed and user-defined
requirements with regard to the software system-to-be, touching upon functional and
non-functional concerns. Further, a non-functional requirement on externally observ-
able properties of a system may lead to functional requirements on the internal structure
of the system [1]. Therefore, considering values as non-functional requirements could
seem “tempting” in this regard. Nevertheless, since non-functional requirements are
usually technical (for example: recoverability, response time, and so on) and the
requirements engineering experience is in translating non-functional requirements to
functional requirements, it is still a question how to “translate” values to functional
requirements. Furthermore, Value-Sensitive Design (VSD) is about weaving
values in the design of (technical) systems. For this, the role of values is advocated
among stakeholders, such that there is such an awareness since the very early stage of a
(software) project [8]. Nevertheless, VSD is abstract whereas engineering is concrete
and hence we argue that VSD does not have “solid” bridges to engineering.

In addressing the above problem, we are inspired by the observation that business
processes are de facto “bridging” between societal public demands and the corre-
sponding technical (software) functionalities. That is because business processes are
essentially human-driven and at the same time it is through business processes that
people and enterprises utilize ICT [29]. Thus, it is expected that business processes
could play a crucial role in closing the gap between values and software functional-
ities, as much as they are considered as a means of implementing strategies [26]. Our
contribution is featuring a formal meta-model that describes business
processes on a value-independent level, which can be extended
towards value-specific business process variants. The underlying
idea builds on the observation that organizations often maintain multiple variants of
a given business process because of changing conditions, different regulations in dif-
ferent countries, or other contextual factors [30]. Correspondingly, our meta-model
specifies the relationship between a generic business process (featuring the base
features of the business process) and its different variants, by the help of values;
further, if information systems are to be developed, we consider business
processes as a key foundation with regard to the specification of
software. We provide corresponding guidelines concerning the operational-
ization of values in the context of software specification, using
business process design concepts as a basis.

Further in the paper: In Sect. 2, we consider essential concepts discussed above:
value, requirements, business process variability. Our proposed meta-model and
guidelines are presented in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we relate our work to relevant streams of
research: feature modeling, aspect-oriented design, and configurable process models,
such that we position further our contribution, emphasizing on its useful features. We
conclude the paper in Sect. 5.
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2 Background

Referring to the notions considered in the Introduction, we will firstly elaborate on
values and their relation to requirements (Subsect. 2.1) and secondly – on business
process variability (Subsect. 2.2).

2.1 Values and Requirements

We argue that essentially, values are desires of the general public (or public
institutions/organizations that claim to represent the general public), that are about
properties considered societally valuable, such as respecting the privacy of citizens or
prohibiting polluting activities. Even though values are to be broadly accepted (that is
why they are public), they may concern individuals (for example: considering pri-
vacy) [32]. Hence, put broadly, values concern the societal expectations with regard to
the way services should be delivered. Furthermore, we argue that “values” become
actual “values” only if resources are committed for this (for example, a government
finds privacy so important that time and money are invested to regulate and enforce
privacy); otherwise things only remain at the level of “hollow” abstract desires (such as
for example: “Make the World a better place”) that are stated but are never effectively
realized.

Since most current technical systems are essentially goal-driven [25], it is inter-
esting to analyze values vs. goals conceptually, acknowledging that enterprises can
adopt values as part of their goals. This is often done under public pressure or through
legislation, as values may conflict with enterprise goals, such as profitability or cost-
saving [14]. Values may also differ from the user goals because often values concern
third parties and the user would not care about third parties as long as the user demands
are fulfilled. Hence, values may be reflected in goals even though those would usually
be societal (third-party) goals and not enterprise goals or user goals.

We propose a value categorization (Fig. 1) according to which values are desires
relevant to particular persons (either physical or legal persons) or their societal envi-
ronment. As such, values may either concern a particular individual or society alto-
gether. Hence, we can distinguish between individual values (for example, privacy) and
societal values (for example, sustainability). We also distinguish between basic values
(for example, love), moral values (for example, justice), physical values (for example,
nature), and virtual values (for example, intelligence). This categorization is inspired
by [24, 28, 34].

Further, values may be different with different stakeholders and might differ among
countries and cultures, and eventually change over time. Next to that, agreeing on a
particular value would not necessarily mean agreeing on its operationalization [9].
There may be different operationalizations and implementations of the same value.
Finally, different values might be in conflict between each other (referred to as value
tensions), meaning that fulfilling one value and fulfilling another value would not be
possible at the same time. Nevertheless, resolving value tensions might resort to ideas
for handling goal conflicts [33] and is therefore outside the scope of this paper.
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Since weaving values in software functionalities could only be materialized through
considering the corresponding requirements specification, it is important to discuss the
relation between the value concept and the requirement concept. As seen from the
current discussion (see above, see the Introduction), values are desires or goals, not
requirements. Values are abstract and not directly related to an enterprise or software
system [8], as opposed to requirements [1]. Moreover, values are construct by and for
society and not by and for the enterprise domain in which a specific system will be used.
Those domains may overlap but are not the same. Values that are adopted as goals by an
enterprise would thus impact the requirements on a system that the enterprise wants to
introduce in order to realize its goals. Hence, the impact of values cannot be limited to
non-functional requirements. It is therefore considered important to clearly distinguish
values from requirements and acknowledge the limitations of requirements engineering
with regard to the development of value-sensitive software systems.

At the same time, it is important to align those concepts and position requirements
accordingly. According to [2], RE is partially about achieving a coherent description of
the causal relationships between the phenomena in a particular domain. This concerns
the domain-imposed requirements. They are important because whatever we design,
our designed artefact would be functioning in its environment or domain [29]. For this
reason, the regulations and rules governing that domain should also have an impact on
the designed artefact and its behavior [20]. Next to that, RE is also about what the user
wants the designed artefact to do – this concerns the user-defined requirements [29].
Obviously, it is most important that the user-defined requirements are consistent with
the domain-imposed requirements – otherwise, the designed artefact would be irrele-
vant with regard to its environment. Still, the user-defined requirements go beyond that
and bring to the design the particular user demands. As for values, we argue that they
are relevant in two ways. Firstly, they are relevant to the domain-imposed requirements
because of the consideration of societal issues that concern the domain. Secondly, they
are also relevant to the user-defined requirements because the delivery of a value-
sensitive service to the user would differ from what the service delivery would have
been with no consideration of values.

Fig. 1. Categorizing values
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Therefore, it is not trivial to simply impose values on top of a traditional software
development process that assumes analysis, requirements specification, design,
implementation, and testing [15]. For this reason, we propose a meta-model and cor-
responding design guidelines.

2.2 Business Process Variability

The idea of adjusting the behavior according to pre-configured parameters has been
included in various proposals for configurable business process models [27]. Config-
urable business process models are business process models that make various alter-
native design choices explicit by the help of configurable elements such as activities
and gateways. These alternatives have to be selected at design time in order to arrive at
a configured business process model. This configured business process model is a
specific variant of the generic business process model and it can then be used for
the implementation of software systems.

The general idea of configurable business process models fits well the overall
ambition of value-driven modeling. A specific approach to configurable business
process models is: a questionnaire-driven configuration [19], aggregated business
process models [23] and configurable multi-perspective process models [17]. Those
have in common that the configuration can be tied to specific configuration parame-
ters. In this way, several configurable elements can be configured together. In our view,
this concept is highly suitable to address the idea of value-driven modeling since values
can be used to configure entire parts of the business process model in order to respond
to corresponding demands.

3 Proposal

In this section, we propose a conceptualization and design guidelines of value-driven
modeling.

3.1 Conceptualization

In order to close the gap between abstract values and software specifications in the
context of enterprise systems and business processes, we make several
assumptions:

• When considering an organization and a software system that is supporting it, we
assume that there are values that need to be reflected in the software design
(otherwise there would be no relevance to the topic of the current paper), and:
– It is assumed that those values are known;
– It is assumed that they have to be weaved into the system design and it is outside

the paper’s scope discussing why is it beneficial for society that this happens.
• We assume that all relevant values are identified at design time.
• We assume that for any value, there is a known corresponding business process

variant; then, selecting it is expected to lead to the value fulfillment.
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Based on those assumptions and the above elaborations, we introduce our main
modeling concepts (meta-model) using the notations of UML - Class Diagram [31].
Figure 2 shows that there are five key concepts (society, value, business
process variant, software architecture, and information system)
represented as classes (named boxes), complemented by corresponding associations
(lines).

Values are defined in the society as represented by the association line between
“value” and “society” and a value has its corresponding business process variant as
defined by the association line between “value” and “business process variant” (this is
according to the assumptions). In turn, a business process variant consists of one or
more base parts and one or more variability parts as defined by the composition signs
in the figure. Further, it is the business process variant that essentially concerns the
architecture of the supportive software because the software would have to support
partially or completely the business process variant, which is specified by the associ-
ation line between “business process variant” and “software architecture”. A software
architecture in turn consists of one or more common parts and one or more variable
parts, represented by the composition signs in the figure, and it is the business process
variability parts that guide the design of corresponding software architecture variable
parts (this is indicated by the dotted line in the figure). Finally, this results in an
information system that has both human and technical aspects and is therefore related
not only to its underlying software architecture but also the supported business process
variant. This is indicated by the corresponding association lines. It is therefore the
information system that would eventually deliver services to its customers that are
value-sensitive, thus relevant in terms of values to the society.

In this way, values are reflected in business process variants that
in turn shape the software architecture that is underlying with regard to the
information system that guarantees those values for the society.

Fig. 2. Concepts
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3.2 Guidelines

As suggested already, our proposed design guidelines are about the value-driven
modeling of business process variants and a further mapping towards
software specifications. This is represented in Fig. 3 using the notations of
UML - Activity Diagram [31]. As the figure suggests, we have two parallel processes,
a value-independent one and a value-specific one. The former is about the base part
modeling (reflecting invariant business process behavior) and its mapping towards
corresponding design that is featuring core parts of the software architecture; the latter
is about the project-driven consideration of a particular value that leads to the mod-
eling of corresponding business process variability issues that are in turn mapped
towards corresponding design that is featuring variable parts of the software archi-
tecture. Further, all business-process-modeling-related tasks are technology-
independent (see the brick-backgrounded area in the figure) while all software-de-
sign-related tasks are technology-specific (see the dotted area in the figure). Finally,
the technology-independent activities are to be mutually in synch, just as the
technology-specific activities (this is indicated by the dashed lines in the figure).

That is how we vision the bridging role of business process vari-
ants with regard to values that need to be operationalized and the corresponding
software specifications.

Nevertheless, those guidelines need further (technical) elaboration and a follow up
validation. This is left beyond the scope of the current paper and is planned as future
research. Still, we have identified and studied relevant research streams (see the fol-
lowing section) that essentially ground our proposed guidelines (and the meta-model),
emphasizing on their useful features.

base part modeling 

core software design variable software design 

variant modeling 

value-independent value-specific

technology-independent 

technology-specific 

Fig. 3. Design guidelines
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4 Applicability – Related Work

The work presented in this paper is related to the following streams of research:
feature modeling, aspect-oriented design, configurable process
models.

Feature Modeling (FM) is concerned with the specification of commonalities and
variations of a software product, e.g. to support the development of software product
lines [6]. In FM, variants are designed top-down. Various methods exist for facili-
tating FM with Feature-Oriented Domain Analysis (FODA) being the most prominent
one [12]. Our work not only shares the emphasis on variations with
FM but it also offers a novel perspective, by anchoring the
choice of different variants on the abstract level of the
business model.

Aspect Orientation (AO) approaches variation from the perspective of integrating
additional functionality where needed [13]. This is considered useful for adding
crosscutting concerns to a software system such as to address security requirements,
response time, recoverability issues, and so on. Specific operations can be used to
weave such functionalities into the original software core. AO has been further inte-
grated with process modeling languages like BPMN [4] in order to address crosscutting
business concerns such as compliance, for example. In our work, we envision
the weaving (together) of separate building blocks, which
partially builds on ideas of AO.

In the research area of Configurable Process Models, several languages have been
proposed to support the specification of variability [16], with C-EPCs [22], Pesoa for
BPMN [21], and Provop [10], superimposed variants for UML Activity Diagrams [5]
being among the most prominent ones. Those languages essentially share the idea of
full specification of variation at design time. Our work builds upon the idea
that variants can be specified and selected on an abstract level.
This idea has been instantiated with C-EPC by the help of a questionnaire with closed
questions, such that answer options can be translated to corresponding variants [18].

5 Conclusion

Considering software specifications that are based on business process models, we have
addressed in this paper business processes in their role of bridging between societal
public demands and the corresponding technical (software) functionalities, touching
upon public values (desires of the general public). In particular, we have considered a
value-driven specification of business process variants as a way of closing the gap
between abstract public values and required corresponding value (software) opera-
tionalizations. This assumes not only identifying the business process variants but also
reflecting them in turn in corresponding software specifications – this all prepared at
design time. Hence, when considering a generic (value-independent) business process
and a value-related demand, a business process variant may be specified (it is already
value-specific but technology-independent); in turn, the business process variant could
be reflected in a technology-specific software specification. It is expected that such a
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design approach would increase effectiveness and efficiency when it is about the
development of value-sensitive software systems. We have proposed a meta-model and
design guidelines accordingly, and we have related our work to relevant streams of
research. For this reason, the current paper is considered to have both analytical and
propositional value. Nevertheless, the lack of sufficient elaboration and also the lack of
validation frame our work as research in progress. We plan as future research to
elaborate further on our proposal and validate its applicability by means of case studies.
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like to thank Jeroen van den Hoven for his support and guidance.
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Abstract. Public values are desires of the general public, that are about
properties considered societally valuable, such as respecting the privacy of
citizens or prohibiting polluting activities. “Translating” public values into
functional solutions is thus an actual challenge. Even though Value-Sensitive
Design (VSD) is about weaving public values in the design of (technical) sys-
tems, it stays insufficiently concrete as it concerns the alignment between
abstract public values and technical (software) solutions. Still, VSD indirectly
inspires ideas in that direction as for example the idea to consider business
process variants for achieving such an alignment. Nevertheless, this is all about
“atomic” public values (encapsulating only one particular behavioral goal) while
one would often face public values that are “composite” in the sense that they
reflect a particular human attitude rather than just a desired behavioral goal. In
the current paper, we propose a value decomposition approach that allows for
operationalizing composite public values. We also present experimental results
featuring data analytics using self-administrated surveys.

Keywords: Public values � Software specification � Data analytics

1 Introduction

Public values (“values”, for short) are desires of the general public, that are about
properties considered societally valuable, such as respecting the privacy of citizens or
prohibiting polluting activities [10]. “Translating” values into functional solutions is
thus an actual challenge. Even though Value-Sensitive Design (VSD) is about weaving
values in the design of (technical) systems [3], we argue that it stays insufficiently
concrete as it concerns the alignment between abstract values and technical (software)
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solutions. Still, VSD indirectly inspires ideas in that direction as for example the idea of
Shishkov & Mendling to consider business process variants as a “bridge” in achieving
such an alignment [10].

Nevertheless, this is all about atomic values (encapsulating only one particular
behavioral goal) while one would often face values that are composite in the sense
that they reflect a particular human attitude rather than just a desired behavioral goal.
An example for the former is the desire to realize something in a privacy-sensitive way
[8]; an example for the latter is the desire to achieve egalitarianism [2].

Whereas, atomic values are weave-able in the (software) design, as studied by
Shishkov et al. [8–10], they are claimed to be not very “instrumental” as it concerns
social feedback. In our view that is because most of those values (such as privacy,
transparency, accountability, and so on) are to be considered in a particular context [8,
9, 11]. Then people consider them differently depending on the context. For example:
USUALLY, privacy is desired but when HUNTING TERRORISTS, it might be
acceptable by many people that authorities compromise their privacy. Therefore,
studying in general what somebody’s attitude is towards privacy (for example), could
be of limited use. For this reason, we argue that atomic values could only be adequately
operationalized if this concerns context-aware systems [9].

Composite values, in contrast, are not so easy to weave in the design (because they
are even more abstract than atomic values) but it is easier to capture public opinion
concerning them through surveys (or other analyses), as it is claimed by Veenhoven &
Kalmijn [13] – they argue that many issues that concern composite public values (such
as egalitarianism, utilitarianism, autonomy, embeddedness, and so on) can be mea-
sured using surveys.

Therefore:

• Atomic values can be operationalized but it is not easy justifying this as a public
demand;

• It is not straightforward operationalizing composite values but the need for this can
be “measured”.

We propose a value decomposition approach that allows for opera-
tionalizing composite values. We also present experimental results featuring
data analytics using self-administrated surveys.

Even though the value concept (assuming atomic values) is crucial with regard
to this work, we are not presenting and discussing ATOMIC values in the current paper
because this is done in other papers from the current proceedings – hence, we refer
readers to [9, 10].

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we briefly introduce
and discuss composite values, emphasizing on their societal relevance. In Sect. 3, we
present our value decomposition approach that is supposed to be helpful to designers in
their operationalizing also composite values if necessary. In Sect. 4 we present relevant
experimental results. Finally, in Sect. 5, we conclude the paper.
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2 Composite Values

In considering composite values from a social sciences perspective, we refer to Shalom
Schwartz according to whom every culture can be described by 7 universal value
orientations (categories), namely: embeddedness, intellectual autonomy, affective
autonomy, hierarchy, egalitarianism, harmony, and mastery [6]:

• Embeddedness (“EMB”, for short) focuses on maintaining the status quo and
limiting the actions and inclinations that can disrupt the solidarity of the group or
the imposed traditional order;

• Intellectual autonomy (“AUT”, for short) expresses the aspirations of individuals to
pursue their own ideas and independent intellectual purposes;

• Affective autonomy (AUT) expresses the desire of individuals to acquire affective
positive experience;

• Hierarchy (“HIE”, for short) emphasizes the legitimacy of the unequal distribution
of power, roles, and resources;

• Egalitarianism (“EGA”, for short) reveals the transcendence of individual interests
in favor of voluntary commitment and concern for the welfare of others;

• Harmony (“HAR”, for short) discloses the unity with the environment;
• Mastery (“MAS”, for short) gives priority to active self-assertion and control of the

social and natural environment.

EMB, EGA, and HAR are hence collectively-oriented values while AUT, HIE, and
MAS are individually-oriented ones. Further, “tensions” are possible between two
composite values if they cannot be fulfilled simultaneously, for example:

• EMB vs. AUT (the undifferentiated versus the differentiated from the group
individual);

• HIE vs. EGA (inequality versus equality);
• MAS vs. HAR (control and change versus adaptation to the environment).

3 Concepts and Approach

Referring to the discussion carried out in the previous two sections, and considering
two main concepts, namely “atomic value” and “composite value”, we arrive at a
conceptual view, as illustrated in Fig. 1, using the notations of UML - Class Dia-
gram [12]: those two concepts are represented as two main value types. As the figure
indicates, a composite value is composed of one or more atomic values. Further, the
figure suggests, it is not straightforward decomposing a composite value in terms of
corresponding atomic values (see the question mark in the figure) and a limitation of
the current paper is that we have not explicitly tackled this issue leaving it for further
research.
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Still, it is our assumption that such a decomposition is possible, acknowledging
nevertheless that such complex social categories are not straightforwardly imple-
mentable – how, if we take the example of egalitarianism, an information system
would establish that all people are equal and have equal rights and opportunities? We
argue that an information system could “enforce” a number or relevant atomic values,
such as transparency, justice, and accountability whose implementation in combina-
tion would in turn contribute to achieving egalitarianism. Hence, in this particular
case, one would intuitively decompose egalitarianism into transparency + jus-
tice + accountability but maybe this would be more difficult for other composite
values.

Thus, we assume that this is possible even though we have not yet delivered
exhaustive justification that any composite value can be decomposed in terms of cor-
responding atomic values.

Anyway, the above assumption and the conceptual positioning (see Fig. 1) are
already useful, inspiring the derivation of a general approach envisioning com-
posite values and the way to consider them in support of system design – see Fig. 2; we
have used the notations of the UML - Activity Diagram [12], keeping the approach also
consistent with the SDBC approach [7].

1..* ?

Fig. 1. Atomic values and composite values – conceptual view

Fig. 2. Approach elaboration
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As the figure suggests, it is not only the requirements specification [1]
but also the operationalization of atomic values [9], that are needed as
input for the (software) system design – we refer to the conclusion of Shishkov &
Mendling that it is “important to clearly distinguish values from requirements and
acknowledge the limitations of requirements engineering with regard to the develop-
ment of value-sensitive software systems” [10]. For this reason we do not consider the
operationalization of values as part of the requirements specification, as seen from the
figure. Both domain-imposed requirements and user-defined requirements are func-
tional while values are non-functional in essence - for this reason, they need to be
operationalized and this means “translating” them into functional solutions, and this
goes beyond requirements engineering. It is not even the non-functional requirements
that change this because values cannot be limited to non-functional requirements, as
studied in [10].

Further, it could be that:

• We have already a demand to enforce particular atomic values (for example: the
system should be privacy-sensitive) or;

• We have a public demand to reinforce a particular composite value (for example:
the system should be instrumental with regard to pushing forward egalitarianism in
society); then, it would be necessary to somehow decompose this composite value
(taking the previously discussed example, egalitarianism is decomposed into
transparency + justice + accountability).

Finally, as above-mentioned, the proposed design approach is consistent with
SDBC [7] and all further design/modeling activities could proceed according to SDBC
(and for this reason, we abstract from those activities in the current paper); moreover,
SDBC has been applied in addressing the specification of value-sensitive systems [8,
9]. We hence only emphasize on the importance of decomposing composite values,
such that they are adequately reflected in the corresponding software specifications.

In the following section we present experimental results that justify the claim that it
is easier to capture public opinion concerning composite values (see Sect. 1). We
consider composite values in general and cultural values – in particular, referring to
the categorization of Schwartz (see Sect. 2).

4 Experimental Results

In October – December 2017, an online questionnaire survey via Google
forms, applying Schwartz’s methodology for measuring cultural values [6] among
Bulgarian entrepreneurs was carried out. It contains 44 items (values) such as social
power, success, freedom, etc. By using a 9-point scale (from 0 – not important to 7 –

extremely important and [−1] – contrary to my values) every respondent assesses the
importance of each value as a guiding principle in his/her life. Those values are
grouped into six value categories (orientations) and three bipolar dimensions
(alternatives).
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4.1 Briefing

The number of Bulgarian entrepreneurs studied was 234. All of them fall within the age
range 19-68 y.o. (average age M = 35.35; SD = 10.91): 68 are men (29.1%), 166 –

women (70.9%); education – secondary 97 (41.5%), college 8 (3.4%), and university
129 (55.1%); marital status – single 68 (29.1%), married – 97 (41.5%),
separated/divorced – 20 (8.5%), in cohabitation with partner 47 (20.1%), and
widower/widow 2 (0.9%); residence – Sofia (capital) 167 (71.4%), regional city 48
(20.5%), another town 11 (4.7%), and village 8 (3.4%). All respondents develop pri-
vate business in the field of information technology, commerce, food processing,
education, pharmacy and healthcare, and others. They are owners of small and
medium-sized enterprises.

4.2 Results

The empirical data is processed using IBM SPSS Statistics 19 [5]. To test the
hypotheses of the study a series of Paired-Samples T-Tests is considered. The results
about value alternatives are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.

The mathematical and statistical analysis reveals that embeddedness dominates
autonomy (x = 5.33 vs. x = 5.21 at t = 2.04 and p = 0.043), egalitarianism over
hierarchy (x = 5.49 vs. x = 3.86 at t = −18.74 and p = 0.000), and mastery over
harmony (x = 5.48 vs. x = 5.18 at t = 3.62 and p = 0.000), as mean values of the

Table 1. Paired samples statistics

Mean N Std. deviation Std. error mean

Pair 1 EMB 5.33 234 0.87 0.06
AUT 5.21 234 1.02 0.07

Pair 2 HIE 3.86 234 1.29 0.08
EGA 5.49 234 0.90 0.06

Pair 3 MAS 5.48 234 0.98 0.06
HAR 5.18 234 1.33 0.09

Table 2. Paired samples test

Paired differences t df Sig.(2-tailed)

Mean Std. dev. Std. error mean 95%
Confidence
interval of the
difference
Lower Upper

Pr 1 0.12 0.91 0.06 0.004 0.237 2.04 233 0.043
Pr 2 −1.62 1.33 0.09 −1.796 −1.454 −18.74 233 0.000
Pr 3 0.31 1.30 0.08 0.140 0.474 3.62 233 0.000
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variables are statistically significant at p < 0.05. In other words, in the case of entre-
preneurs, value conflicts are dealt with in favor of values of status quo, equal social
relations and exploitation of environment. The results obtained partly confirm the
hypothesis that individual values have predominance over collective values.

The analysis of the structural and hierarchical organization of values allows for a
profound look into the value priorities of Bulgarian entrepreneurs. For that purpose, the
mean of value categories is sorted in descending order. Rank 1 receives the value with
the highest mean and rank 7 – the lowest one. By Paired-Samples T-Test statistically
(in)significant differences between each pair of variables are tested. The type of values
with statistically significant differences in the mean is classified with a single rank and
those with insignificant difference share the same rank with other values (see Table 3).
The structural-hierarchical model, where collective values are marked with a black
circle and the individual ones – with a white triangle, is shown in Fig. 3.

The visualization of the data in Fig. 3 shows that the value hierarchy of Bulgarian
entrepreneurs consists of 4 structural levels: Level I with a shared rank of 1, 5 places
egalitarianism and mastery, Level II with rank 3 – embeddedness, Level III with rank 4,
5 – autonomy and harmony, and Level IV with rank 6 is hierarchy. Value priorities are
outlined by egalitarianism, mastery, and embeddedness. Hence the empirical facts

Table 3. T-values from the comparison of each pair of value categories (ap < 0.05; bp < 0.01;
cp < 0.001)

EGA MAS EMB AUT HAR HIE M SD R

EGA – 0.07 4.03c 4.37c 4.11c 18.74c 5.49 0.90 1.5
MAS – 2.85b 5.05c 3.62c 23.12c 5.48 0.98 1.5
EMB – 2.04a 2.09a 17.94c 5.33 0.87 3
AUT – 0.40 18.00c 5.21 1.02 4.5
HAR – 12.74c 5.18 1.33 4.5
HIE – 3.86 1.29 6

Fig. 3. Structural-hierarchical model of entrepreneurs surveyed in 2017
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describe the entrepreneurs’ value order as internally contradictory and in a process of
transformation. Evidence of this is the high position of egalitarianism and embed-
dedness, which are defined as values from the old ideological system of socialism [4],
as well as the lower importance of autonomy and hierarchy which are values of modern
society.

On the basis of the presented results, it can be speculated that the entrepreneurial
culture in Bulgaria is still in the process of development and formation. The lack of a
strong business elite and economic leadership, measured through the prism of cultural
values and related behavioral models, is to be noted. The high importance of embed-
dedness in comparison with autonomy (intellectual and affective), for example, is
probably due to the fact that in Bulgaria many businesses are family-run. This largely
reproduces the characteristics of the national culture that occupies the forefront of
embeddedness, conservatism, and collectivism.

5 Conclusion

Public values are an intuitive appealing concept that is not always easy to capture. This
especially holds for atomic public values whose capturing would often assume complex
trade-offs and situation-dependency. At the same time, atomic values can be
methodologically reflected in technical (software) functional solutions (hence – oper-
ationalized). In contrast, composite values are difficult to operationalize but are easier
to capture and measure, possibly through surveys. In this paper we have proposed value
decomposition with regard to composite values, in terms of corresponding atomic
values. Acknowledging the possibility to methodologically operationalize atomic
values, we have justified by means of an experiment the possibility to capture and
analyze composite values. Thus, capturing composite values + decomposing them in
terms of atomic values + operationalizing the atomic values is expected to be an
adequate approach for dealing with (composite) values, especially if they need to be
reflected in specifications of information systems. This is research in progress and both
the propositional and the validation parts of the current paper require further elabo-
ration. We plan this as future research.
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Abstract. Microservice Architecture is an innovative architectural style used
for the design of software applications as independent, loosely coupled and
strongly cohesive deployable services. Architecture Description Languages
(ADLs) are formal languages used in the domain of Software Architecture in
order to describe software intensive systems. In this paper, we introduce
lrADL, a new ADL which is an extension on top of jADL (a formal ADL).
lrADL aims to provide to software architects the means to adequately describe
software systems that adopt this new architectural style. It provides an additional
layer of abstraction omitting or hiding rigorous definitions. The basic concepts
of lrADL are presented through an illustrative example. We propose a
methodology for designing software systems that are built based upon this
architectural style, using lrADL. Through an illustrative example, we present
how from a Business Process Modelling Notation diagram, designers can obtain
a verifiable formal specification of the architecture. Additionally, designers or
programmers that follow this methodology can obtain source code stubs.

Keywords: Microservices � Architecture Description Language
Software architecture � jADL � Business Process Modelling

1 Introduction

Microservice Architecture (Microservices) [2, 3] is a newly adopted architectural style
which emerged in the last decade and becomes more and more popular. A number of
industry leading companies, such as Amazon, Netflix, etc., have migrated to
microservices and initiated the development of a new technology of software devel-
opment with very encouraging and promising results.

Theory and practice of software architecture have been developed in order to
abstract over the structure and architecture of (distributed) applications. Though the
microservices architectural style itself is not yet precisely defined, a broadly accepted
definition is the one given by Lewis and Fowler [1]. They define microservices as “an
approach to developing a single application as a suite of small services, each running
in its own process and communicating with lightweight mechanisms, often an HTTP
resource API. These services are built around business capabilities and independently
deployable by fully automated deployment machinery.”. They have, also, outlined some
of the common characteristics of this style: (i) Componentization via Services,
(ii) Organized around Business Capabilities, (iii) Decentralized Governance,
(iv) Decentralized Data Management and (v) Design for failure [1].
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Architecture Description Languages (ADLs) are formal languages used in the
domain of Software Architecture in order to formally describe software intensive
systems. As [9] point out there is a lack of such a formal language when it comes to
specifically describing microservice architectures and architects tend to use languages
that describe service-based architectures like SoaML, SOMA, etc.

In this paper, we are introducing lrADL, an ADL which is an extension of jADL
[7, 8]. jADL is a formal ADL developed by the authors for describing static/dynamic/
mobile architectures. lrADL aims to provide architects and various stakeholders the
means to adequately describe software systems that adopt this new architectural style
alongside their software qualities. It also provides practical means to architects so that
they can easily describe microservice architectures. It provides an additional layer of
abstraction omitting or hiding unnecessary rigorous definitions (e.g. generic database
connectors below) easing the description of microservices.

We, also, propose a methodology for describing software systems that are built
based upon this architectural style, using lrADL and jADL, consisting of 4 parts.
(i) The extraction of an initial architectural sketch (Fig. 2) from a BPMN representation
where each process (or a number of processes depending on the architect’s choice) can
be modeled as a microservice. At this stage the granularity of each microservice is
defined. (ii) The specification of the architecture using lrADL. The language provides
the necessary constructs to define both each of the microservices and the overall
architecture of the system (i.e. their communication mechanisms, etc.). (iii) The
translation of the lrADL description to jADL description. The compiler built for
jADL (an initial prototype which is continuously updated) can be used for the formal
analysis and validation of the defined architecture. (iv) Using the translator (which we
are still developing - it has been tested for simple architectures so far) we translate the
jADL architectural description into p-ADL [13] in order to use the tool PiADL2GO
[14], so that we can reach to the generation of code. This last part is outside of the
scope of this paper and will be presented in later work after the translator has been more
intensely tested and finalized.

In the next section we discuss related work and in Sect. 3 we briefly present the
basic structure of the microservices defined in the language and their communication
mechanisms. In Sect. 4 we present an illustrative example where we define the
architecture of a system using the microservices architectural style, through a Business
Process Modelling Notation diagram (a standardized method for modelling business
processes). Finally, conclusion and future work is discussed.

2 Related Work

There is a growing number of studies concerning microservice architectures which focus
on monitoring and management [4], or the recovery of a micro-service architecture from
an existing software system [5] etc. Despite that we could not find an approach such as
the one described here for the formal description of a microservice architecture starting
from a BPMN representation and reaching to programming code or secondary stubs.

A similar approach was presented in [6], yet it concerned the description of
service-oriented architectures.
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3 Microservices in lrADL

lrADL as a regular architectural language has two parts: textual representation of an
architectural script, as well as a graphical part – graphical representation of the
architecture. A microservice in lrADL is comprised of ports, a set of required attri-
butes, (optionally) its private database (which can be directly accessed only by itself)
and its behavior. Ports are defined the same way they are defined in jADL (two types –
provides and requires [7, 8]) and they are configured (if necessary) using the config
statement [7, 8]. Each microservice represents a computational and data store element.
Thus, it represents a component when it is translated from lrADL to jADL and all the
statements/operators/etc. defined in jADL for components can be used when defining a
microservice. In this section, we focus on the communication mechanisms between
different microservices and the definition of their databases.

3.1 Data Storage

In monolithic applications it is usually preferred a single logical database when it
comes for storing persistent data. On the other hand, in a microservice architecture it is
favored a decentralized data management approach; each microservice manages its
own database, either different instances of the same database technology or entirely
different database systems (Polyglot Persistence) [1].

Following this principle, in lrADL we allow for each microservice to define its
own instance of a database (e.g. inventory description below). Using the keyword
database and inside the { } the architect can define the necessary attributes for creating
the connector he/she desires for a given microservice and a database. This way we
provide an elegant way for defining the connections between a microservice and its
database in lrADL, hiding all the formal requirements of jADL. Using this simple
description, we can then automatically generate the appropriate connector in jADL.

For example, assuming we have a microservice located in the same location with its
database (localhost) and we need a JDBC [10] standard connector. The description of
the database and its connector in lrADL would be:

database {
location: localhost;
connector: JDBC;
schema: invSchema;
username: user1;
password: mypass;

} 

The description presented above would result in creating in jADL a new database
component and its appropriate connector. The connector in jADL would be:
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interface IConnJDBC {
service void sendQuery (sqlString data);
service void getQueryRes (sqlString data); }

connector ConnJDBC {
provides role IConnJDBC pClient;
requires role IConnJDBC rClient;
provides role IConnJDBC pDB;
requires role IConnJDBC rDB;
attribute string location = "localhost";
attribute string username = "user1";
attribute string password = "mypass";
attribute string schema = "invSchema";
config pClient as {
service void getQuery (sqlString data) {
rDB.sendQuery(data);

}  }
config pDB as {
service void sendQuery (sqlString data) {
rClient.getQuery(data);

}  } } 

The number of attributes is not limited to the ones shown in this example. The
architect can add any number of attributes describing the database and its connection,
which are then integrated in the code of the generic connector generated in jADL.

3.2 Communication Between Microservices

Microservice architecture aims to lead to applications where the coupling is as loose as
possible and the cohesion is as strong as possible. An approach usually described as
smart endpoints and dumb pipes [1]. It can be viewed as the filters in a Unix sense;
microservices receive a request, apply the appropriate logic and produce a response.
There are two ways primarily used for communication when building an application
with microservices; direct communication using lightweight protocols (e.g. REST [11])
or messaging over a lightweight message bus [1].

In lrADL this is modelled in the following way. In the first case we have a typical
Client-Server architectural pattern where one microservice acts as a client and sends a
request to a second microservice (acting as a server), from which it awaits a response.
The definition of the attributes concerning their locations (so that they are discoverable)
and the ones concerning their protocols (the way the communication will be taking
place) is enough for the appropriate connector to be created and the two microservices
(in lrADL) or components (in jADL) to be able to communicate. Generic connectors
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are used here, provided by jADL, and the generation of such connectors when trans-
lating to jADL is similar to the one shown above in Sect. 3.1. Due to limited space we
won’t deal extensively with this type of communication between microservices, but an
example of how this can be represented in jADL can be found in [8].

The second way of microservice communication is through a lightweight
message/event bus. Each microservice that is subscribed to the bus produces
messages/events that pushes to the bus and consumes messages/events from it. lrADL
provides generic message and event buses for architects to use. Alongside with the use
of predefined integrated in jADL communication traits [7], varying types of buses can
be described (e.g. publish/subscribe queues, routing queues etc.). They can be called
directly, instantiated and used in the architectural description. Due to lack of space
more information about buses, communication traits and the implementation of
Message/Event Bus Architectural Pattern in the language can be found in [7].

4 Illustrative Example

Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) is a standardized visual notation for
modelling business processes. In the figure below, we present a simple process of
online shopping through a shopping site.

A customer chooses a commodity and sends its request to the site. The inventory is
checked and either an out-of-stock notice is sent or a notice concerning the shipment
details. The architecture of this system is dynamic: commodities can be added or
removed and the way of delivering the goods may vary from customer to customer.

From Software Architecture point-of-view this is a typical Client-Server commu-
nication model. The client (customer) sends its request to the server (shopping store)
and after the request is processed a response is sent accordingly.

Fig. 1. Online shopping process in BPMN [12]
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We focus now on the server and how it is organized. A typical approach from the
past years would be a monolithic architecture. A single-tiered software application in
which the user interface and data access code are combined into a single program from
a single platform. It provides certain advantages, like simplicity when developing or
deploying and (usually) a relatively easy way for scaling by running multiple instances
behind a load balancer. But, as it has been observed, once an application becomes
larger and larger significant drawbacks appear; the scaling of components with different
resource requirements (CPU or memory intensive) is not possible, an update of a
component requires the redeployment of the whole application, it requires long-term
commitment to the technology stack (sometimes even to specific versions) chosen at
the beginning of the development, etc.

Using the microservices architectural style described above the server can be
componentized as follows. Each of the processes can be modeled as a separate
microservice – the receiving of an order, the check of the inventory and the shipment
information (as shown in Fig. 2). These three microservices communicate with each
other using a message bus (Fig. 2). In architectural terms these various microservices
can be viewed as components (locus of computation) and the message bus as a con-
nector (locus of communication). In Fig. 2 we can see an initial architectural sketch
concerning the architecture of the system (extracted from the BPMN model of Fig. 1)
and in Fig. 3 a formal graphical representation of this architecture (translated in jADL)
is presented.

The first step of the methodology is the extraction of an initial architectural sketch
of the architecture of the software system from a BPMN model. Here we chose to
model each of the business processes as a separate microservice. At this stage the
granularity of the microservices in an architecture is up to the architect. The definition
of the appropriate granularity is still a field where there is a lot of on-going research and
it is one of the tools we aim to integrate in lrADL in future work so that we can
provide a formal and automated way for its validation. The second step of the
methodology proposed concerns the description of the architecture in lrADL. We

Fig. 2. Online shopping system architectural sketch
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present the description of two of the total three microservices defined (due to lack of
space) and the overall architecture of the server component (the microservices and the
message bus used for their communication). The language constructs provided by
lrADL proved to be adequate for the description of each microservice and their
communication mechanisms. Rigorous and too formal semantics are “hidden” in
lrADL and the architect can define the architecture in a simple and elegant way.
During the third step of the methodology an automatic translation of the description
from lrADL to jADL takes place. This is done in order to use the compiler built for
jADL (an initial prototype which is continuously upgraded) for the formal analysis and
validation of the defined architecture. Due to limited space the whole generated textual
architectural description in jADL is not presented here, but a graphical representation
of the server can be seen in Fig. 3. The final step of our methodology aims to lead to
the generation of implementation code stubs. As mentioned in the introduction this step
is out of the scope of this paper since it is still under development and experimentation.
So far, we have implemented a translator from jADL to p-ADL (which has only been
tested for simple architectural descriptions) in order to use the PiADL2GO generator
which generates implementation code in the GO programming language. In future
work we aim to present a fully-functional version of the translator and additionally to
experiment with the generation of stubs in different programming languages (e.g. Java).

Fig. 3. Graphical representation in jADL of the server component
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Using this architectural style, we achieve decentralized governance, the scaling
and/or update of each component can be achieved independently of the rest of the
components and the choice of the technology used (programming language, database
type, etc.) can be done autonomously for each of the components. Additionally, the
adding of new functionalities can be easier, in respect to monolithic architectures, since
we can simply add a new microservice without (usually) having to worry about the
other parts (components) of the application.

microservice Order {
provides port IProcess req;
requires port IResponse reply;
trait CTrait aggregate CommTrait {
config p as {
service void getMsg (Message msg) {
reply(msg);

}  }  } 
instance com1 = new CTrait();
config req as {
service void procRequest (type data) {
com1.r.sendMsg(com1, data);

}  } } 

In order for the microservices to communicate we chose the message bus archi-
tectural pattern (MBAP) described in [7]. This is integrated in jADL and the com-
munication trait needed is:

trait CommTrait {
provides port IReceiveMsg p;
requires port ISendMsg r; } 

When a microservice (or a component in jADL) uses this trait, it needs to define the
behavior of the provides p port as shown in the code for Inventory and Order.

We chose this implementation of the MBAP for simplicity and due to lack of space.
The architect can define different implementations of the pattern according to the needs
of the system.
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In the declaration of this microservice we have an additional database declaration
which will lead to the creation (in jADL) of the connector explained in Sect. 3.1. Upon
the instantiation of this microservice inside the server component (using the keyword
new) a database component will be created and attached to the component inventory
using the previously mentioned connector. This is achieved through the use of com-
munication traits and a graphical representation of this connection can be seen in Fig. 3.
The same applies for the declaration of the microservice Shipping which is omitted here.

microservice Inventory {
requires port ISubscribe r;
trait InvTrait aggregate CommTrait {
config p as {
service void getMsg (Message msg) {
reply(msg);

} } } 
instance com1 = new CTrait();
database {
location: “localhost”;
connector: “JDBC”;
schema: “invSchema”;
username: “user1”;
password: “mypass”;

} 
config pDB as {
service void getQueryRes (type data) {
com1.r.sendMsg(com1, data);

}  } } 

component Server {
provides port IProcess req;
requires port IResponse reply;
instance order = new Order();
instance inventory = new Inventory();
instance shipping = new Shipping();
instance msgBus = new MessageBus();
attach(msgBus.s, order.r);
attach(msgBus.s, inventory.r);
attach(msgBus.s, shipping.r);
order.r.subscribeTo(com1);
inventory.r.subscribeTo(com1);
shipping.r.subscribeTo(com1); } 
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After the instantiation of the server component we can define the architecture of the
online shopping system which comprises of the server previously described, a client
and a connector. Such a Client-Server architecture (and in a more complex case with
the use of a Load Balancer server) is adequately described in jADL in [8].

In this section, through an illustrative example, we have presented how our pro-
posed methodology for the formal description of microservice architectures can be
applied. Using a simple generic BPMN model that describes the business processes
concerning an online shopping store we have reached to the (automatically generated)
formal description of the architecture in jADL.

5 Conclusion

We have presented lrADL, an extension to the jADL language. It is used for the
description of microservice architectures. Through an illustrative example, where we
used a simple scenario of an online shopping store, we presented our methodology for
describing a microservice architecture using lrADL and jADL.

Our future work lies in the finalization of the translator so that GO programming
language implementation code can be generated. Also, the additional development of
the compiler of jADL so that more and/or more complex implementation code studs
can be generated in different languages and/or the creation of secondary models.
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Abstract. Software projects typically need to be monitored in detail
regarding when what was done in order to demonstrate adherence to
methodologies, rules, regulations, guidelines or best practices. To this
end, it is of utmost importance to obtain factual knowledge from empir-
ical evidence about the actual software development process. A major
problem in this context is the lack of a centralized control of by a cen-
tral system. Although it is hard to obtain full knowledge of the overall
software development process, several cues can be gathered by analyz-
ing pieces of information that are stored by supporting IT systems (e.g.,
issue trackers and version control). This position paper presents research
in progress for extracting process knowledge from the historical data of
software artifacts. This work extends the applicability of process mining
techniques to software processes.

Keywords: Mining software development · Process mining
Mining sofrware repositories · Project mining · Artifacts evolution

1 Introduction

Monitoring the process of software development is highly important to project
managers who want to deliver good software in time and within budget. In
practice, various project management approaches exist that guide the man-
agers during the development of software projects. Usually these guidelines and
methodologies stem from experience. However, in practical scenarios, every soft-
ware development endeavor is different. Therefore, there is the need to extract
the real software process from the data. A starting point is the empirical evi-
dence given from the historical evolution of the artifact. This provides important
cues for monitoring the adherence of actual work to existing projects plans and
milestones.

Literature has addressed several aspects about getting process insights from
historical data. However, the problem has been tackled separately from different
disciplines. Contributions from the process mining discipline focus on obtaining
process models from well structured event logs [1]. Contributions from the mining
software repositories area focus on obtaining results from a software engineer-
ing point of view, e.g., code quality, code complexity, user analysis, functional
c© Springer International Publishing AG, part of Springer Nature 2018
B. Shishkov (Ed.): BMSD 2018, LNBIP 319, pp. 432–442, 2018.
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dependencies, software visualization, etc. [16]. Lastly, text mining has no notion
of process, but it is a fundamental field of study that helps dealing with unstruc-
tured data, such as user comments in a software repository [3].

Process mining techniques fall short when it comes to mining the overarching
software process. Nevertheless, several pieces of traces of the software process
can be found in system logs. Therefore, our driving question can be stated as fol-
lows. RQ: What can be discovered from software development data for obtaining
knowledge about the process?. To answer the question, we consider extending the
process mining discipline towards software development. As a result, this work
aims at assisting project managers in decision making. This is done by extracting
knowledge from data that is generated during the lifetime of software projects.
Unstructured data from the tools (e.g. user comments from Version Control Sys-
tem (VCS) and Issue Tracking System (ITS)) are also taken into account. The
expected result is a body of techniques and tools that can be used to for ana-
lyzing software data in a process mining fashion. In this way, we create bridge
between the research areas of process mining and mining software repositories.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the problem
and related literature, and draws the requirements for a solution. Section 3 pro-
vides the challenges and how they can be tackled. Section 4 draw the conclusions
and provides a plan to address these challenges.

2 Background

2.1 Problem Definition

Software development processes are characterized as follows. First, although
there is a planning phase, they are conducted creatively, i.e. there exists no strict
process model that is followed by the developers. Second, they follow guidelines
and methodologies on software development project, such Rational Unified Pro-
cess (RUP), Scrum1, Waterfall, etc. These guidelines are recommendations that
stem from experience. However, none of them is extracted from empirical evi-
dence. Third, typically there is a plethora of tools used and process evidence is
scattered among different logs. Fourth, there is typically no central system to
control the overarching process execution. Fifth, it is highly relevant to track the
process because of project managers want to be able to efficiently detect perfor-
mance measures such as number of issues, bottlenecks, timeliness, handover of
work, productivity, etc.

Software development processes fall into the category of project-oriented busi-
ness processes [6]. That is, ad-hoc plans performed with limited resources and
time, but with a clear goal: develop a software artifact. Unlike classic business
processes which are best captured with notations such as Petri nets and BPMN,
software development processes fall into the category of project-oriented busi-
ness processes, which are usually captured by models such as Gantt and PERT
diagrams.

1 https://www.scrum.org.

https://www.scrum.org
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An example of software development is the following. A new version of a
software needs to be developed by company X. In general, company X knows how
to develop software. However, before running straightly into the development
phase, the company first makes sure to gather and properly formulate all the
requirements. In a Scrum scenario these requirements would be written down
as user stories. At a later stage, the project manager needs to plan the time
and resources allocated to the respond to project deadlines. He can go through
the list of requirements that need to be implemented and assign to an effort
estimation value to each of them. With the plan done, the development phase
can commence. During the development phase, resources address the task in a
creative way, choosing the order of the tasks according to their own knowledge
and expertise, until eventually all the tasks are terminated.
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Fig. 1. Problem context

Several tools are used by software project participants to support their work.
Therefore, traces about the overall process are typically scattered among differ-
ent repositories and different artifacts, e.g., spreadsheets, word processor docu-
ments, programming languages files, emails, etc. This makes it difficult to obtain
full knowledge about the overall business process. Two major challenges are to
correlate heterogeneous events from different sources of evidence pertaining the
same process and to extract information from unstructured data such as user
comments when working on tasks. Thus, obtaining full process knowledge is a
complex task.

Although the data is scattered and often unstructured, there are still repos-
itories that we can study in order to obtain process knowledge. An important
dimension of the software development process is the work perspective. It is par-
ticularly interesting for project managers to know if planning phase was realistic
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with respect to the development efforts. Two software tools that are commonly
used in software development are ITS (e.g., JIRA, GitHub Issues) and VCS
(e.g. Subversion, Git). The evolution of these two repositories can be analyzed
to extract relevant knowledge about the software development process. Figure 1
illustrates the problem context.

Existing software repositories allow for many ways to access their log files.
However, the most relevant information that they provide are about actions done
by the user to change the repository state. In the more specific case, VCS logs
consist of an ordered set of commits bearing information about users, files, times-
tamp, comments and type of change that were stored at particular moment in
time. ITS typically come with richer information, most importantly they inform
about users, task, type of task (e.g., bug, new feature, requirement, etc.), times-
tamps, related issues, etc. To extract knowledge about the software development
process, these properties of repositories must be taken into account. Table 1 gives
an overview of the main information that can be found in systems, such a VCS.

Table 1. An excerpt of a VCS log data

Id Resource Date Comment Diff

1 John
2017-01-31
12:16:30

Create readme file
diff –git a/README.md b/README.md
@@ -0,0 +1 @@
+# StoryMiningSoftwareRepositories

2 Mary
2017-02-01
10:13:51

Add a license

diff –git a/README b/README
@@ -1,0 +2,3 @@
+The MIT License (MIT)
+
+Copyright (c) 2015 Mary+

3 Paul
2017-02-02
16:10:22

Updated the requirements.

diff –git a/README.md b/README.md
@@ -1,4 +1,5 @@
+ # string 1, string 2, string 3

diff –git a/requirements.txt b/requirements.txt
@@ -0,0 +1 @@
+The software must solve the problems

4 Paul
2017-02-02
15:00:02

Implement new requirements

diff –git a/model.java b/model.java
@@ -1,9 +1,10 @@
+public static methodA(){int newVal=0;
@@ -21,10 +23,11 @@
+ ”1/0”,,”0/0”,

diff –git a/test.java b/test.java
@@ -0,0 +1,2 @@
+//test method A
+testMethodA()

Because the project managers can benefit from a process view to better
analyze hidden aspects (such as the behavioral one) of the software develop-
ment process, we focus on adapting and transforming the data to fit process
mining. Thus, we can better define our problem based on the four aspects of
process mining [1]: (i) time perspective; (ii) control-flow perspective; (iii) orga-
nizational perspective; and (iv) case perspective. In the following, we will define
four requirements, each addressing one process mining perspective.
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2.2 Related Literature

This problem is related to three areas: (i) Process Mining (PM); (ii) Mining
Software Repositories (MSR); and (iii) Text Mining (TM).

Process mining contributions have focused on transforming this problem into
a process mining problem. These approaches enrich VCS log data with case and
activity information and consequently use process mining to discover a model.
In this category, Kindler et al. [11,12] can discover a Petri net from a structured
and enriched version control log. This approach was further improved by Rubin
et al. [19] and a ProM2 was provided. Poncin et al. [17] provide the FRASR
framework for preprocessing software repositories such that they can be used in
ProM. While providing interesting insights, these contributions leave out many
important aspects of software development projects, such as for instance trying
to understand whether the process was done according to the plan.

MSR focuses on software engineering aspects, like code quality metrics, mod-
ularization, code complexity, user networks, and other important metric. In gen-
eral, methods from MSR provide useful dependency analyses of the repository
structure. Contributions in this area focus on the users, the artifacts and the
repository evolution [9,23], and network analysis of file dependency graph based
on commit distance [2,22]. Also techniques for trend analysis [20] and inter-
dependencies between developers [14] are proposed. However, none of these works
aims at extracting knowledge about the business process.

TM focuses on obtaining structured information from unstructured textual
data, and mainly uses Natural Language Processing (NLP). Works that use NLP
can be found in both PM and MSR. In the Business Process Management (BPM)
area, NLP techniques have been used to understand process activities [13,15]
and analyze software processes under a knowledge-intensive perspective [10,18].
Likewise, in the MSR area, NLP has been used as an information extraction tool
to obtain informative metrics from a software engineering perspective [8,21].

This paper combines ideas from the above mentioned areas to devise algo-
rithms for mining the software development process by exploiting techniques
from MSR.

2.3 Research Question and Solution Requirements

In the light of the above considerations, we derive the following requirements for
extending process mining towards the analysis of software repositories.

R1. Mining the Time Perspective. Given a software repository, extract
information about the temporal order of the activities. For example, the devel-
opment activity takes 2 weeks on average, the average time of task creation is
15 min, etc.

R2. Mining the Case Perspective. Given a software repository, extract infor-
mation about the case perspective. For example, all the bugs are solved in a 3

2 http://www.promtools.org.

http://www.promtools.org
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steps iteration, or a quality piece of code takes a conversation with 3 people and
is successfully merged into the main branch after 1 week, etc.

R3. Mining the Organizational Perspective. Given a software repository,
extract information about the organizational perspective. For example, the soft-
ware development is carried out by a team of 4 people, the actual user roles of
the company are developer and tester, etc.

R4. Mining the Control-Flow Perspective. Given a software repository,
extract information about the control-flow perspective. For example, the testing
is always done before development, or while new features are worked on, also
new requirements are created, etc.

3 Extracting Knowledge on Software Development

This section presents the approach for addressing the requirements. In the fol-
lowing, we describe approaches and challenges to address the four requirements.

3.1 Mining the Time Perspective

Mining the time perspective from a software repository is defined as extracting
temporal process knowledge. This problem relates to monitoring whether the
process was executed respecting a predefined plan. Typically the process involves
various actors which track their work through the use of VCS. Often, the plans
are not represented in standard process notation. Rather, Gantt or PERT charts
are used.

Fig. 2. Mining the time perspective of software development into a Gantt chart

Challenges are (i) time approximation (i.e., when the activity really started,
compared to when it was registered in the log); (ii) granularity (i.e., be able to
switch from a detailed view of the single events and a coarse-grained view of the
overall project); and (iii) coverage (i.e., how much work effort was put within
the duration of the activity). Figure 2 depicts the idea of mining a Gantt chart
from VCS logs. The output is presented in a way that is informative to project
managers. Details about the technique can be found in [6].
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3.2 Mining the Case Perspective

The identification of process cases is not an easy task when it comes to software
development data. However, a highly informative case candidate can be consid-
ered the data artifact itself. According to [1], cases can also be characterized by
the values of data elements. In line with this, it is possible to devise techniques
that study the artifact evolution. Although it can be input to process mining
techniques, this evolution can also be analyzed as a time series. An example of
such evolution is given in Fig. 3, which shows the lines of code (LOC) changes
over time.

Fig. 3. Evolution of files in a version control systems: LOC changes over time

Challenges related to the artifact evolution pertain prediction of plateaus
and pattern recognition. The results reflect work patterns over the artifact. For
example, when a data file is not being modified anymore, its time series has a
plateau and it can be interpreted that the document is now ready for release.
A relevant problem in software development is bad modularization. Especially,
the dependency of two artifacts on one another is considered a bad practice.
Two time series can be compared together and file dependencies can be found
that reflect work coupling. This is equivalent to finding dependence between two
processes which might have been designed for different purposes.
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Fig. 4. Processes of two work-dependent files

We have devised a proof-of-concept in [7]. Figure 4 shows a possible outcome
of the technique. The result is obtained by identifying couples of files with simi-
lar evolution and mining a business process from the comments. As the result is
aggregated, several comments have been combined together an mined as a story.
Among other things, the technique allows to profile existing software develop-
ment projects.
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3.3 Mining the Organizational Perspective

Software development projects are knowledge intensive, thus involve creativity
and flexibility. Project participants are free to tackle development tasks accord-
ing to their expertise and ideas to solve ad-hoc problems. De facto, members
may behave according several roles in the organization. Therefore, the discov-
ery of the roles of a software project may give important insights on the actual
project. Role discovery can help in the monitoring existing projects in two ways.
First, emerging roles can be analyzed in order to have a better skills profiling
of the resources. Second, emerging roles can be used to check whether resources
are breaking contractual agreements or norms.

We have developed an approach for tackling the problem of mining the orga-
nizational perspective in software development projects. The approach provides
information about the actors involved in the business process and their relations.
In substance, it provides automatic classification of resources into company roles
(e.g., developer, tester, etc.) based on the comments of project participants. It
works on VCS logs and provides information about the people, their roles, other
systems involved, the organization hierarchy, the social network, and resource
profiling. Figure 5 shows an example of resource profiles automatically inferred
from VCS comments.

Fig. 5. Profiles of a developer and a tester, from left to right.

Challenges of using NLP concern the jargon used by software developers.
They often use technical terms, very short phrases, or a number of codes and
hyperlinks. These makes NLP techniques score low results even on simple tasks
like sentence parsing, or name-entity recognition. Therefore, approaches should
take into account several factors when mining for the organizational perspec-
tive. The result allows the manager to have measurable information about the
resources. For example, do two people work better together and how can we
build the best team? Details of the approach to extract resource profiles can be
found in [4].

3.4 Mining the Control-Flow Perspective

Important knowledge of the control flow of a software development process can
be extracted from VCS and ITS. One important mechanism widely used in
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software development for collaboration are pull requests. A pull request is issued
every time a developer wants to contribute to the main source with a new piece
of code. Pull requests trigger communication among different people and may
help shedding light into problems, learn new things and obtain new ideas on the
existing software. It is interesting for project managers and developers to better
understand factors and behavior that makes a pull request successful.

In ongoing work, we are investigating the relation of the pull request process
and surrounding factors such as the generation of new ideas or change of behav-
ior. We have obtained a data set of pull requests spanning over two years from
an real world repository. User conversations have been manually annotated with
codes that classify them into categories of comments. We are current able to dis-
criminate whether a comment is a new idea, an assumption, a merge that closes
a pull request, etc. Considering the pull request identifiers as cases and the codes
as activities, we are able extract the process of the pull requests. It is interesting
to compare how the conversation (i.e., behavioral perspective) unfolds before
and after a pull request is merged. We plan to explain these differences by also
taking into account further information from text such as emotions.

The challenge of mining the control-flow usually pertains the completeness of
data and the case and activity identification. While PM contribution have been
focusing mostly on the control-flow perspective, techniques from MSR hardly go
beyond mining the bug lifecycle [5]. The nature of software development process
makes it difficult to recognize recurrent activities when only VCS are analyzed.

4 Expected Contribution and Implications for Research

This position paper presents research on mining the software development
process. Approaches towards discovering the perspectives of time, resources
and cases have been developed and the results suggest that obtaining process
knowledge from software repositories brings new insights for the project man-
agers [4,6,7]. In future work, we plan to complete the research by tackling the
problem of discovering the flow-perspective of the software development process.
Usefulness will be evaluated through user studies.

This research extends the process mining field towards its adoption on soft-
ware repositories. Project managers would benefit from this research by having
a process perspective on their ongoing projects through visual models and dia-
grams, thus overcoming existing flat approaches based on simple indicators such
as burndown charts or change plots offered by existing tools.
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Abstract. Software teams address software defect problems in a simple way:
they identify them, assign them and resolve them. Nevertheless, studies have
proven that having only these activities as approaches to handle a large and
increasing number of software defects is inefficient. As a solution to this, we
propose in this study a managerial conceptual tool for mining software defects in
order to improve the management of SDs. With our proof of concept, we
demonstrate how SDs mining management can be enhanced from a strategic and
operational view. This is done through the precise definition of software defects’
management objectives in line with the objectives of the software product
owner.

Keywords: Defects mining � Software defect management � Control measures

1 Introduction

IEEE standard 1044-2009 [1] defines a defect as: “An imperfection or deficiency in a
work product where that work product does not meet its requirements or specifications
and needs to be either repaired or replaced”.

Not only the software defects (SDs) are present in the whole life cycle of a software
product, but different studies also proved that 80% of the total cost of the software life
cycle is associated with the management of the SDs [2]. Having this high impact on the
software product, SDs management must be crucial to software teams as well as to
organizations. Nowadays, the management of SDs does not only consists of identi-
fying, assigning, and correcting them, but also in mining them. The purpose of this
study is to focus on the mining aspect of SDs management.

In fact, there are different studies which propose solutions on how to mine SDs [2–
4]. However, most of these existing techniques are limited to the collection, the clas-
sification, and the assignment of the SDs. In addition, these techniques do not cover the
question of how to define specific SDs mining management objectives that are aligned
with first, the SDs management objective, and second, with the objectives of the
software product owner. This results in a poor resource allocation in mining SDs as
well as in the absence of control over the SDs management in a software life cycle. In
this regard, the problem we address in this paper is how to improve and control SDs
mining management in alignment with the business objectives of the software owner?
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As a solution to this problem, we are proposing the use of our conceptual tool to
control the mining management of the SDs. This conceptual tool is a guideline with
four stages.

The paper will proceed as follows: first, we will define the software defect and its
management approaches. Secondly, we will present the conceptual tool that we used to
conduct the proof of concept. Finally, we will present the results and the advantages
that we gained from applying it.

2 Related Works

The defects are the source of software failures and problems. Software failures are
defined as “Termination of the ability of a product to perform a required function or its
inability to perform within previously specified limits” [p. 5, 3].

In the last decade, SDs management has received a considerable amount of
attention from researchers. In fact, SDs management has been the center of interest for
many studies in different software studies subdomains such as software project man-
agement, software engineering and evolution [6, 7]. Due to the diversity of these
studies, we group them into branches based on their interest in SDs management.

The first branch deals with questions such as how to collect and store these SDs.
Studies related to this branch provide answers to questions such as how to collect SDs
or which SDs characteristics must be documented [8]. These studies propose solution
tools named bug-tracking systems to help collect SDs. They take the form of a central
hub accessible by project managers and software developers to manage the software
products. Some of these online tools are Jira [9] and Bugzilla [10].

The second branch deals with questions such as how to assign SDs to developers or
how to deal with the problem of an SDs duplication [11]. The research in this branch
proposes techniques and methods such as algorithms to automatically assign SDs to the
right developer [12–14] and also techniques to eliminate the duplication of SDs [15].

The third branch deals with the triage and the mining of SDs. In the software life
cycle, the mining of defects presents many advantages [2]. Researchers as well as
practitioners in this branch have proposed schemas and taxonomies for mining SDs.
The best-known schemas are (1) The Orthogonal Defect Classification (ODC) of IBM
[16], the root cause analysis [1], (2) the HP Defect origins, types and modes [17] and
standards like the IEEE standard 1044-2009 [5]. In the same context, they also apply
data mining methods such as the Naïve Bayes Model [13] or the regression model [2]
to classify SDs. In fact, the classification of defects helps the software development
teams to reduce the cost of correcting SDs and helps them detect defective modules.
This study is conducted as part of this last branch. In fact, our goal is to propose a
conceptual tool to improve the quality of software mining results in an organization,
since these results will lead to decision making concerning the quality of the software
systems. The need to assure that the mining is rightly performed with defined targets
will improve decision making concerning the state of software quality.
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3 Presentation of the Conceptual Tool

In order to provide a means to avoid the insignificant SDs mining results to software
product owners, we decided to propose this conceptual tool.

Mining SDs is a complex set of activities; it goes from selecting a technique to
mine the SDs, interpreting the obtained results, to taking a decision based on the
obtained results. Moreover, each software system is unique, thus needs a specific SDs
mining management strategy, e.g., the SDs of the system Waterfox are not the same for
Firefox, even though they have similar functionalities and purpose. Due to this com-
plexity, inefficient SDs mining can lead to situations such as:

(1) the results obtained from the SDs mining are irrelevant for the product owner;
(2) the SDs mining is requiring much more resources than planned and software

teams failed to take decisions in order to improve the quality of the software
system based on the mining results;

(3) the mining goals are poorly aligned with the strategy and the objectives of SDs
management and the product owner’s business needs and;

(4) control and evaluation measures for obtained results are missing. To avoid these
problems, we are proposing this conceptual tool to guide SDs miners wishing to
improve their mining project.

Although there are similar existing conceptual tools in the literature for business
domain [18], our conceptual tool is designed to target the SDs mining management
field. The aim of this conceptual tool is to help software teams to define their SDs
mining management strategy and to specify concrete actions to put in place this
strategy in mining SDs. The conceptual tool is defined fourfold:

(1) The first step consists of defining the SDs mining management strategy in
alignment with the needs of the software product owner. The strategy must be
broken down into short or medium term goals to achieve. The software team, as
well as the product owner, must approve these goals, e.g., a defect mining
management strategy may be the improvement of the software quality by
developing error-free programs for each software version released. The approval
of these goals will lead to the second stage.

(2) The next step, which is the operational level, is to convert this strategy into
concrete objectives. Referring to the previous example, the set of objectives will
be to improve the detection of the defect modules and predict SDs.

(3) Following this, each objective must be broken down into terms of specific actions
to be performed, e.g., classifying SDs according to their priorities. In addition,
members of the SDs mining are responsible to implement each of these actions.

(4) Following this and depending on the actions put in place, software teams must
carefully select control measures to evaluate the state of the actions, e.g., the ratio
of the corrected high level prioritized SDs over the total number of SDs received.

Finally, the software team must define a list of actions to establish in order to
correct cases where the set objectives have not been reached, e.g. reorganization of the
process to detect SDs. Figure 1 presents the process to follow to implement the pro-
posed conceptual tool.
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4 The Application of the Software Defects Managerial
Conceptual Tool

In order to apply the proposed conceptual tool to improve and control the SDs mining
management in practice, we decided to conduct a proof of concept of a software system
that we will name system A. This system is developed using the scrum method. The
owner of this system A is an education company. Its purpose is to help schools in
managing the grades of their students. The overall objectives set by the owner of the
system A is to have a software system with a considerable high quality, with emphasis
on its availability to the users, especially during the exam period. In line with this
objective, the software team objective aims to improve the assignment and the cor-
rection of the SDs.

Fig. 1. The process of the conceptual tool
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4.1 Stage 1 and 2: Strategy Definition and Set of Objectives

In alignment with the owner’s objective, our strategy would be to mine SDs in order to
reduce the impact of SDs on the system to limit the system’s unavailability time (stage
1). In the next step (stage 2), we cascade the defined strategy in different objectives
such as to reduce the impact of defects on system A and possibly to improve the
correcting process of the SDs. In the next step, we defined a set of actions to implement
the objective of reducing the impact of defects on the system (stage 3). We first need to
know the actual number of defects of this system A and then classify them according to
their impact. To do this, we classify SDs according to their severity in order to analyze
the different impact that they are having on the system availability. In the next session,
we will present how we classified the SDs of system A, and then we will present the
application of the final stage on this system A.

4.2 Stage 3: The Classification of SDs of System A

We analyzed the SDs of system A over a period of a year, from January 2015 to
December 2015. System A has 522 SDs. We analyzed the SDs of this system by
classifying them according to the defect severity attribute of IEEE 1044-2009 standards
(see Table 2). This severity attribute is one of the most used attributes in SDs classi-
fication in practice [19]. The main advantage of choosing the severity attribute is the
possibility for managers to identify which defect should be first corrected [19]. The
IEEE’s standard defines this attribute as “The highest failure impact that the defect
could (or did) cause, as determined by (from the perspective of) the organization
responsible for software engineering.” [5]. There are five values of severity. They are
classified from the most significant to the least significant (see Table 1).

4.3 Stage 4: The Section of Control Measures

There are two important aspects to consider when selecting the evaluation metrics at
the fourth stage of this conceptual tool. The first one is to choose metrics based on the
objective or action to evaluate, e.g. a ratio of the corrected SDs over the total number of
SDs received to evaluate the SDs’ correction process. The second one is to take into
consideration the critical level [20] of the system being managed. This critical level can

Table 1. Severity values [5]

Attribute Value Definition

Severity Blocking (B) Testing is inhibited or suspended pending correction or
identification of suitable workaround

Critical (C) Essential operations are unavoidably disrupted, safety is
jeopardized, and security is compromised

Major (Mj) Essential operations are affected but can proceed
Minor (Mn) Nonessential operations are disrupted
Inconsequential (I) No significant impact on operations
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relate to its business, security, and safety aspect. In addition, to determine the critical
level of the system, software teams must consult and get the approval of the product
owner.

To track and evaluate the success of our objective, we selected a metric as an
indicator (stage 4). In this regard, we defined the SDs indicator as a ratio of the number
of a type of SDs over the total SDs number received within a month. This ratio informs
us about the type of defects that is problematic during the month. We define a prob-
lematic case as follows: when the number of a certain type of SDs is higher or equal to
one-third of the total SDs number of a month. One-third of the total SDs is an agreed
upon limited number a type of SDs may have during a month. The selection of this
metric was based on system A’s critical mission, which is its availability during the
exam periods. We defined the indicator as follows:

n expresses the type of SDs to evaluate
X; the value of SDs and t being a time period

If Xnt �
P

Xð Þt
3

then investigate

ð1Þ

Following this, we defined a list of actions to undertake in order to correct prob-
lematic cases. These actions are:

• to conduct an investigation within the problematic type of SDs to identify mis-
corrected defects;

• to reorganize the process of correcting the problematic type of SDs;
• to check other indicators such as the number of correcting defects over the total SDs

within this category.

Table 2. System A software defects classification

Severity
B C Mj Mn I Total

Jan 2 3 28 10 0 43
Feb 1 5 15 11 0 32
Mar 7 8 34 14 0 63
Apr 2 5 38 9 2 56
May 3 1 20 5 0 29
June 0 2 25 15 0 42
July 0 1 5 4 0 10
Aug 2 7 8 7 3 27
Sept 5 11 18 15 4 53
Oct 7 4 22 6 0 39
Nov 15 8 37 20 3 83
Dec 7 5 18 12 3 45
Total 51 60 268 128 15 522
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Our choice of action depends on the investigation results. In this regard, an
investigation must be conducted when an indicator is reached, in order to identify the
problem and to provide the right fix on time. In Fig. 2, we present the application of our
indicator on SDs of system A in 2015.

5 Discussion and Contribution

The results clearly show us that the group of minor, blocking, and critical SDs man-
agement has reached the objective set in relation to the organization’s objectives. In
opposition, the major type of SDs failed to reach the fixed goal. In fact, from January
until June, the number of the major SDs was considerably high. After investigating
those months, we found that the high number of SDs of January was due to the
duplication of SDs. Similarly, the month of March inherited some of the SDs of
January that were incorrect. E.g., mistakes found in the names of some of the students
were related to the use of ACSII format in system A and corrected in the system in
January; but the same mistakes reappeared in the month of March, due to the use of an
API to connect system A to an external system B. This information leads to the
assignment process reorganization for the major type of SDs.
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Fig. 2. Classified SDs of system A with the indicators.
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Applying this conceptual tool gives not only the insight of the SDs mining man-
agement, but also of the entire SDs management. In fact, knowing the status of each
type of SDs will guide the SDs manager to focus on the problematic group of SDs and
to reorganize the resource allocation in handling these groups of SDs. This improves
the decision-making in managing SDs. Consequently, it improves the SDs management
altogether.

The application of this conceptual tool is a manner not only to improve the man-
agement of SDs but also to align this management with the objectives of the software
product owner. Its implementation is also flexible concerning the objectives set by each
organization and its software department. In addition, the selection of control measures
to evaluate the management must be customized for each software product.

This conceptual tool alerted us to bring the management of SDs into line. Most of
all, it did not demand many interventions from us once we set it up. We propose this
conceptual tool not only as contribution, but we also demonstrate its application in a
real case.

6 Conclusion

Our proof of concept presents some of the advantages that software teams can gain
from implementing our conceptual tool. This tool not only helps to define the precise
objectives in line with the objectives of software owners in the context of SDs mining
management but also guides the owners to evaluate the state of their SDs management.
Indeed, the defined control measures will alert them to possible existing problems
related to the management of their SDs and, therefore, of their software products.
Knowing this, they will be able to take the right actions to handle the SDs. Herewith
they will, on the one hand, considerably achieve the set goals, on the other hand,
improve the quality of the software product, and reduce the cost of its development or
maintenance. In our future work, we will provide a deep insight into the process of
defining and implementing appropriate SDs management strategies by looking at the
interdependence among the SDs management branches.
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